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ABSTRACT

Comniunity radio in Thailand is an alternative to public, coniniercial and state radio with
unique characteristics in that listeners can participate at all levels. Conimunity radio varies
considerably in its definitions as well as serving several purposes depending on its role in the
nation's media system. However, its fundamental philosophy is similar in that radio is used to
serve the needs and the interests of the comn~unity.Access and participation in small-scale
niedia may nor only empower the voiceless, but also maintain local identity and cultures. The
reformation of the Thai broadcasting media system by Section 40 of the 1997 constitution
and the 2000 Broadcasting Act has increased the chance for some communities to use radio
to Sulfill their commimity development needs. The aims of this thesis are: to explore Thai
community radio in the broader context of con~n~unity
radio internationally; to examine Thai
broadcastins policies on community radio; to explore the developnient of Thai community
radio in relation to the wider liberalisation of the media between 1998 and 2002; and to
analyse similarities and differences in station management, programming and audience
reception in the four different models of community radio that developed in a range of
different provincial Thai community radio stations. A comparative case study using
qualitative research methods was used to examine the four case studies, namely at Petchaburi

(PRD, 1

Nakhon Si Thammarat (MCOT, 199S), Roi Et (INN, 2000), and Kanchanaburi

(people's radio, 200 I).

The contribution of this thesis lies in its exploration of different models of Thai community
radio so as to illustrate different interpretations by several stakeholders of conimunity radio
discourse, as well as reflecting the constraints on community broadcasting caused by the
political economy of the broadcasting system and regulatory inconsistencies. It concludes that
community radio has not yet contributed to a morc empowered niedia because of several
constraints. Thai conimunity radio did not pursue real participatory comniunication to
empower its listeners. It merely widened the public space for local communities to have more
choices for infom~ationcommunity-based programs with phone-in formats that provided twoway con~munication.Thai community radio has not created a wider liberalisation of the
media, however, its development facilitated media denlocratisation through promoting the
media reform process, and increasing the awareness of citizens' rights among ordinary
people. Station manager and middle-class activists played important roles in putting forth

local issues for public discussion. Increasing numbers of local people became alert to their
rights to cornmunicatc as promised by the 1997 constitution, but unfortunately media reform
lacked government support. The Thaksin governnient had an ambivalent attitude and
contradictory policies towards community radio.
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INTRODUCTION

Scope of the Thesis

This study is about the interrelationship between the development of community radio, civil
society and media democratisation in Thailand between 1998 and 2002. It concerns:
-

media reform and broadcasting policies;

-

policy implementation and station management of media organisations;

-

community-based programming and localism; and

-

local audience reception and participation.

The study explores Thai community radio in the broader context of community radio in other
countries as well as examining the characteristics of the Thai community and civil society.
The tern1 'people's

-

owned' community radio will be used as a clumsy but generically

accurate term to refer to the grass-roots inspired models of Thai community radio. Document
examination and in-depth interviews with media academics and professionals were conducted
to investigate policies toward community radio including the development of popular media
refornl during 1998 to 2002. A comparative qualitative research method was applied to
examine the four case studies which were selected by the type of ownership and operation.
One station of each type was selected according to three criteria. They were required to have:
1) a location outside Bangkok in separate provinces or regions; 2) at least three years of

community program operation; 3) a good reputation regarding popular programs and station
activities including listener participation in programming and station activities.

The study focuses on three aspects of each case study con~prised of the organisation
management, program content and audiences. Participant observation and in-depth interviews
with media organisation administrators, the station managers, station producers and staff,
outside producers, community leaders, and listeners were conducted. Content analysis was
applied to examine the local character of the programming. Both formal and informal radio
station documents were examined to triangulate the data analysis.
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The four radio stations chosen as case studies were:

Petchaburi community radio programs owned by the Public Relations Department

(PRD) (began 1998)
Nakhon

Si l'harnmarat

conlmunity

radio

programs

owned

by

the

Mass

Cornmimication Organisation of Thailand (MCOT) (began 1998)
Rr~cimDlrey Chuccy Kcrtl (Let's Help Each Other) conlmunity program, operated by the

private media company, Independent News Network (INN) company in Bangkok
(began 1 997) and Roi Et (began 200 1)
Kanclianaburi.con~niunityradio programs operated by a people's organisation (began

200 l ).

Aim and Objectives of the Study

The assertion of this thesis is that:

Developnient of community radio since the enactment of Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution
related significantly to media democratisation and civil society in Thailand. For over 70
years, the broadcasting media could not serve the basic human right to communicate. The
refornlation of the broadcasting system promised by the current Constitution has influenced
the creation of community-based radio programs by the state agencies, the private companies
and the people's groups. Thus, this provided the chance for local communities to access radio
programs so as to promote aspects of democratic participatory communication including the
right to communicate.

The aims of this thesis are:

1. to explore Thai community radio within the broader context of conlmunity radio in North

America, Europe and Australia, as well as some countries in South and South East Asia;
and
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2, to examine broadcasting policies in Thailand towards community radio and the
development of Thai com111unity radio in relation to the wider liberalisation of the media
between 1998 and 2000; a~;d

3. to analyse the similarities and differences in station management, programming and
audience reception of the four different case study models of community radio that
developed in a range of differen~provincial Thai community radio stations.

The objectives of the study are to answer five research questions. They are:

1 ) How did policies towards con~munityradio change in Thailand between 1998-2002?

2a) What were the different models of community radio that developed in a range of different
provincial Thai community radio stations, namely:

a) Petchaburi community radio programs owned by the government department,

PRD (began 1998)
b) Nakhon Si Thammarat con~munityradio programs owned by the government state
enterprise, MCOT (began 1998).
c) Ruam Duey Chuuy K m community radio program, operated by private media
company, INN Co.,Ltd in Bangkok (began 1997) and in Roi Et(began 2000).
d) Kanchanaburi community radio programs operated by people's organisation
(began 2001)

2b) What were the main differences in station management, programming and audience
reception in those stations?

3) How was the development of Thai community radio related to the wider liberalisation of
the media and comn~unityempowerment between 1998-2002?

4) How did Thai conlmunity radio develop conlpared to other models of community radio

internationally?

Theoretical Perspectives
The study draws from both Western and Thai media theories. Deniocratic-participant
(McQuail, 1983) and participatory conlmunication theory (Berrigan, 1979; Servaes, 1996,
1999) were used to examine the characteristic of conimunity media related to the
democratisation of communication (Hochheimer, 1993; White, 2001). This theoretical basis
recognises that cornmunity media has become an alternative approach to the old paradigm of
development communication which was influenced by modernisation and dependency theory.
The idea of identity of community mcdia (Carpentier, Lie and Servaes, 2003) is applied to
analyse its shifting concepts including the involvement of civil society in its development. I n
addition, media organisation theory (McQuail, 1994) is used to investigate the relationship
between the central and regional offices of the organisations and the local stations as well as
to clarify constraints of station management. The concepts of localism (Aycook and Frank,
1999; Napoli, 2000), public education programs ( ~ i t l e 2003),
~,
and audience reception
theory (McQuail, 1997) are employed to analyse the local character of community-based
programming and also the perception of radio listeners of the programs and their concept of
community radio.

The following reviews of definitions of Thai community (Chattip, 1986; Rigg, 1994; Anek,
1999; Anan, 2001) is intended to explain the influence of development policies within the
discourses of Thai community. The obstacles to Thai democracy included the patronage
(Tamada in Pithaya, 1996; Akin in Chanya, 1999), the centralisation of the Thai polity and
administration (Nelson, 1998; Wathana, 1999; Kowit, 2001), and the changing roles of
community leaders (Pasuk, 1995). Both civil society and the broadcasting system in Thailand
were hampered by systemic patronage (Thirayut, 1998; Ubonrat, 1996, 1999; Ukist, 2001 ).
State control and patron-client relations in broadcasting significantly affected programming
and audiences on the comniunity stations. Therefore, they could not serve the basic human
right to communicate; in particular, the right to express an opinion, the right to receive and
send infotmation and the right to participate. However, with the growth of civil society, the
reforniation of the broadcasting system promised by Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution and
its 2000 Broadcasting Act has promoted wider liberalisation of the media including the new
coniniunity broadcasting sector. However, the selection of the members of the National
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Broadcasting Comniission (NBC), which should have been finalized by October 2000, has
proceeded slowly. By the end of 2003. the selection process had still not been completed
because of a conflict of interest between the selection committee and the NBC's candidates.

Contribution of the Thesis

This thesis aims to contribute to the study of community radio as a new broadcasting sector in
Thailand promised by the current Constitution. The assuniption of this thesis is that Thai
community radio provided wider liberalisation of the media and could empower local
communities. The contribution of this thesis is that it e x ~ l o r e sdifferent nlodels of Thai
community radio so as to illustrate different interpretations of each stakeholder in comnlunity
radio dlscoui-ses. It also explains constraints on the development of con~niunitybroadcasting
caused by the political economy of the Thai broadcasting system. A comparative case study
of four conimunity radio stations operated by different media organisations has not
previously been made, thus the thesis predicts outcomes from different sthtion managements
and programming. The analysis of audiences' perceptions of community programs suggest
some ideas for managing the stations and producing the programs which could empower
local audiences. Also, the investigation of producers and audiences7 understanding of the
concept of community radio could be a signpost for media policy makers to consider its
potential future obstacles. Moreover, this review of community radio models internationally
contributes knowledge about the characteristics of community radio in the global context
which could contextualise Thai experiences regarding the future prospects of this sector.

Structure of the thesis

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter one is an examination of the development and
filture prospects of community radio in North America, Europe, Australia as well as some
countries in South and South East Asia. Chapter two then analyses the nature of the Thai
community in conjunction with the character of local radio within the Thai context. The
research theories and methods are explained in Chapter three, while the findings of the
studies are explained in Chapters four, five and six. Chapter four is about alternative nlodels
of community radio programs operated by the four case study organisations. That chapter
explains popular media reform in conjunction with the development of comnlunity radio
operations. Then broadcasting policies on community radio are explored along with the
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organisational background and changes of policy on community radio operation. The policy
implenlentation and local station management are discussed in Chapter five which focuses on
the relationship between the central and regional offices and the local stations as well as the
program management by the station managers. This chapter classifies types of producers as
well as exploring their roles in community radio operation. Subsequently, Chapter six
emphasises the local character of program content and perceptions of radio listeners about
community programs and their concept of comn~unityradio.

Comparative Perspectives of Community Radio 8

CHAPTER 1

COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES O F COMMUNITY RADIO

1 . l Introduction

This chapter aims to examine the development of comnlunity radio in Europe, North America,
Australia, and some countries in South and South East Asia in order to answer the following
research question:

RQ 4) How did Thai community radio development compared to other models of conimunity
radio internationally?

The chapter is divided into five sections. First, several definitions of community radio are
explained. Second is the exploration of community radio models in three broadcasting systems:
public, private enterprise, and state core systems. Then, the characteristics of community radio
internationally are explained followed by an examination of two major problems experiened by
conlmunity radio which are deregulatary media policies and the comn~ercialisation of
broadcasting. Last, future prospects for Asian community radio are canvassed. Some
comparative comments about Thai radio are also included in the chapter.

Thai Broadcasting frequencies are owned and controlled by the state agencies, but the majority
are nln conlmercially by private companies which receive long term concessions. Historically,
the first national broadcaster 'Radio Thailand' was introduced in the 1930s under the supervision
of the government Public Relations Department (PRD). It traditionally has been used for state
propaganda and symbolises 'political paternalism' (Ubonrat, 1992: 93). In 1955, commercial
radio was established by the state agencies as the 'Thai Television Company' (changed to the
state enterprise 'Mass Communication Organisation of Thailand' (MCOT) in 1970s to coincide
with the introduction of Thai Television. From the 1960s, commercial radio grew dranlatically
with the emergence of the military commercial radio stations. The introduction of the open
bidding for concessions in the 1970s by the three radio networks (PRD, MCOT, and the
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Military) allowed big media companies to dominate broadcasting. The patron-client relationship
between the state owners and concessionaires also restrained small media entrepreneurs from
running stations. Huge incomes from advertising were circulated among the state owners, big
media companies and advertising agencies. Radio programs became cultural commodities, rather
than providing diversity of content for the benefit of different sectors in society.

However, civil society which has emerged since the 1990s has played a vital role in the wider
liberalisation of the media. Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution and the 2000 National
Broadcasting Commission Act promised the initiation of non-profit broadcasting sectors.
Consequently, between 1998 and 2002, many stakeholders have been involved in creating
community radio programs, namely, the state agencies -PRD, MCOT, the private company INN,
and civic and people's organisations. While this movement is significantly related to media
democratisation, the situation of niedia freedom seemed to go backward with many controversial
cases of media control by the Thaksin gov'emment. Accordingly, exploring comn~unityradio
models in other countries is important to the contextualisation of Thai experiences.

1.2 Concepts of Community Radio

Community radio has been defined in various ways in different continents. In Europe, many
terms have been used to describe alternative forms of community broadcasting. For example,
instead of using the t e m ~" community stations as in America, Australia, and Canada, in France
"

radio libres refers to "free radio" or "non-commercial radio"; in the Netherlands the term lokcrle
omroep or "local broadcasting" is employed; in Sweden, it is known as izarradio or
"neighbourhood radio" and in Germany mediale Nahweltberucksuchtigung or "media coverage
of local events" (Prehn, 1992: 256; Hedman, 1992: 62; Widlok and Jarren, 1992: 128). In Latin
America, the terms of popular radio, educational radio, miners' radio, or peasants' radio have
been used and in Asia, conlmunity radio is called radio for development or local rural radio.

Community radio as a part of community media emerged from the 1960s onward. According to
Hollander and Stappers, (1996: 19) "community communication is then a form of public
conimi~nication, of making public and creating a public within the context of a specific
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con~munity- geographical andlor community of interest". Community-oriented broadcasting
represented a different paradigm of communication. The mass media presented a linear model of
communication which comprised a formal bureaucracy with a sharp definition of goals and
hierarchical flows of information. It placed an cmphasis on professionalism and the privileged
role of the professional as well as gave priority to government intercst, business and other
powerful groups. In contrast, public communication by citizens guaranteed the right of every
person to participate in the creation of community media for the discussion of community
problems. It also presented impartial information and the shared values of community which
were opposite to high culture (White, 2001). In sum, conimunity/public communication differs
from mass communication in its small-scale forms, geographic locality andlor a community of
interest, local content, and sender-receiver audiences.

The fundamental concepts of con~munitymedia are access and participation. According to
Berrigan (1 979), community media is
Adaptat~onof m c d ~ afor use by the community, ...They are media to which members of the community have access,
for information, educat~on,entertainment, when they want to access. They are media in which the comn~unity
partic~pates,as planners, producers, and performers. They are the means of expression of the community, rather than
for the community. Commun~tycommunications describe an exchange of views and news, not a transmission from one
source to another (Bcrr~gan,1979: 8).

Community radio stations in each continent, however, follow the principle of conimunity niedia
which is grounded in participatory discourse. The participatory approach in Western society aims
to promote politically-based active involvement of citizens' discussion of public issues regarding
the concept of deliberative democracy (Kim, Wyatt and Katz, 1999:361). On the other hand, in
developing countries, the concept of participation usually relates to people's empowerment and
the non-state community development approach. Community media incorporates the
participatory and alteniativelanother con~munication. Since the 1970s, according to Servaes
(1996: 17)' there are t\vo major approaches to participatory communication: the dialogical
communication of Paulo Freire, and the ideas of access, participation, and self-management from
the UNESCO dcbates in the 1970s. Freire's (1972) notion of dialogical con~niunication
promoted dialogue of ordinary people and community-based action to challenge power
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structures. His idea is known as the normative theory of participatory communication, while the
UNESCO discourse is a normative theory of alternative communication (Tufte, 2001: 27-29;
Servaes, 1996: 1 7- 1 8).

The terms 'access', 'participation' and 'self-management' were defined in the report from the
1977 UNESCO meeting in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. Access of individuals related to two levels of
choice and feedback. At the level of choice, 'access' included the right for people to listen to
programs they wanted and the availability of a wider range of materials. At the level of feedback,
access implied the interaction between producers and receivers regarding direct participation and
the sight to comment. Participation operated at three levels: production, decision-making, and
planning. Participation at the production level implied the opportunities for individuals and
groups to produce programs and have access to professional help as well as production
resources. The involvement of the public at the decision-making level included progran~n~ing,
management, administration and financing of communication organisations, while the
contribution to the formation of plans and policies or self-management was the most advanced
form of participation. However the practice of community communication depended on the
particular socio-political context which was related to political constraints and professional
resistance (Berrigan, 1979).

McQuail's (1994) concept of democratic-participant media theory supported the people's right to
information, feedback, and communication through the media. His theory focuses on small-scale
media, localized and horizontal interaction, people's participation, two-way communication and
non-market-oriented institutional forms. It rejects the sender-receiver committed media,
commercialisation, top-down professional control and state-controlled media (McQuail, 1994).
Similarly, Servaes's participatory media (1999) is conceptualised as democratic media. The
media organisations which are owned and controlled by the community should be internally
organised on democratic lines and resist n~ultinationalcorporations. It liberates linguistic and
ethnic groups and requires different reception from the audiences. Moore (1986 in White, 1994:

20) argued that participatory con~municationwas a tool for social transforniation and a means for
democratising the mass media
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The participatory approach emphasises the cultural identity of local communities and
democratisation of conlmunication. Democratisation of communication is understood as the
extension of democratic society, the means to increase pluralism through the media, and having
institutions in which decision-making is decentralised (Hochheimer, 1993: 237). Participatory
communication theory aims to stimulate ordinary people who are the nucleus of developnlent to
be active in self-improvement. The model emphasises the local con~munity, spiritualisn~,
dialogue and liberation. It strengthens the democratic processes and institutions at the
community level in the redistribution of power (Servaes, 1999 in Tufte, 2000: 27-29). Since the
1970s, people's participation became an important conlponent of development that focused on
the unempowered poor, The people who were delegated power to control the action throughout
the decision-making process exercised genuine participation, while the control and decisionmaking power which rested with administrators and community elites were pseudo-participation.
According to White (1994: 22-28), five important related concepts of participation were power
and control, liberation, conscientization, self-reliance, and knowledge sharing.

In relation to participation practice, popular participation was divided into three kinds: nonparticipation, controlled participation, and power-participation. While the exercise of power in
the first kind was authoritarian, people's participation in the second form happened within
certain limits or could be manipulated. Patronisation was common in this type. Lastly, the
exercise of power was shared in power-participation, either in the form of CO-management(when
not all the decisions were shared) or self-management (Peruzzo, 1996: 169-171).

However, there was interdependency among decentralisation, participation, and empowerment.
Stuart and Berry's article (in Servaes, 1996) stated that "true participation can lead to
empowerment, but without significant decentralisation and scope of self-determination, the
grassroots people we seek to empower will not be able to participate" (Servaes, 1996: 22). The
obstacles to participatory comnlunication were found at the community level. They included the
lack of appropriate local organisation, poor communication facilities, conflicting economic
interests, and corrupt local leaders. Within society, the obstacles were political, legal, and
bureaucratic (Okamura, 1986: 1 1 1).
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1.3 Emergence of Community.Radio In Three Media Environments
The media can only be as democratic, free and pluralistic as the society within which they exist. The media of mass
communication can hardly be cons~dcredautonomous actors, ... , there is no way the planning, imple~nentationand
operation of communication systems can proceed w~thoutunderstanding their linkage to positions and structures of
power (Hochheimer. 1993: 237).

Community radio emerged in different continents in different broadcasting medienis. According
to Ruby (1998: 170), the broadcasting system can be divided into three main types: public
service, private enterprise, and state core systems. Britain, Canada, and Australia have
established public service core systems over the years, while private enterprise has been the core
system in the USA. Asia has mainly state core systems with a single national broadcaster. This
includes state-owned and controlled broadcasters that are opening up to the commercial, and
con~munitysectors. Accordingly, the study will apply Ruby's ideas to explore the development
of community radio in different countries. The only evidence of direct influence of foreign
models of community radio in Thailand was the use of the British community press model in the
Chantaburi PRD pilot program in 1990. Otherwise, Thai community radio basically was similar
to Asian models in that it developed under the umbrella of the national broadcasting system. It
was used primarily for community development, especially via the PRD and MCOT stations, and
for integration to a much lesser extent via the people's radio and the INN Ruam Duey Chuczy K

m

models to dispute the dominant media order. This aspect of Thai community radio is discussed in
Chapter 4.

1.3.1 Community Radio in the Public Service Core Systems

- Community Radio as a Tool for Social Movement: European Model

European community broadcasting is fundamentally based on a public service corporation and
public n~onopolyby state organizations or government (Prehn, 1992: 256). The emergence of
community radio stations in Southern and Northern European countries was based on protest
against a public service corporation (Britain) public monopoly (Italy, France), as well as
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coexistence with an ongoing monopoly (Scandinavian countries) (Kleinsteuber and Sonnenberg,
1990: 87).
Public service institutions were established to serve the public interest, especially in education,
since broadcasting frequencies are a scarce natural resource. In the 1920s, because .of the great
number of radio amateurs in Europe who tried to put their programming on air illegally,
legislative controls were placed on the frequency bands. In order to protect other services,
especially the military, telegraph services and private firms, such as Marconi in England, and
broadcasting in Western Europe was monopolised in transmission allocation and program
production. Generally, broadcasters were reql~iredto observe diversity, objectivity and good taste
in programming (Prehn, 1992: 256).

The British Broadcasting Corporation

land the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA)

(now Independent Television Commission - ITC) have been the major public broadcasting
institutions in Britain since 1954 (Gray and Lewis, 1992: 156). The BBC was set up by the Post
Office to organize broadcasting frequencies and give satisfactory service to listeners. The main
income of the BBC came from a license fee paid by listeners rather than from advertising
revenue. This had the two advantages of an assured yearly income and audience-based
programming. In practice, they were under control through regulations, financial dependence,
and the appointment of BBC governors and members of ITC. According to Negrine (1994),
British broadcasting is a heavily regulated system with a combination of governmental powers
and regulatory oversight.

In the 1960s, the traditional forms of European public broadcasting faced pressures from three
factors: technology development, demand for professional programming and private sector
competition. First, the advent of new technologies, such as cable and satellite networks,

'

The BBC \\:as governed by Royal Charter, while the IBA was governed by an Act of Parliament and financed by a levy upon
advertising profit. Both organisations were rcsponsiblc to Parliament through the Home Secretary, who had no power in everyday
broadcnstmg.
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increased the number of channels for broadcasting. In the mid to late 1970s, the growth of
satellite television, pay television and pirate radio stations forced each nation to reform its
broadcasting policies covering cable networks and its local and regional services (Hallander and
Stappers, 1992: 12). Second, public service radio and television programs were produced from a
top-down perspective which traditionally concerned high culture. With this elitist approach, the
shows did not attract a wide audience as much as did programming initiated by private
broadcasting. Lastly, the private sector demanded more channels for radio programs. With the
challenge of the pirate stations, it was difficult to control the whole system by a state-oriented
broadcasting policy (Prehn, 1992: 249).

Two critical pirate station n~oven~ents
emerged in Europe. They were the early pirate stations
before the 1950s and the latter ones from the 1950s to 1970s. The motives of the first movement
was to express dissatisfaction with public broadcasting institutions and their radio progran~ming.
They illegally broadcast programs that contained alternative music that was rare on the spectrum.
European radio at that time mostly consisted of information programs with little entertainment
value for listeners. Therefore, most of the shows from pirate radio, influenced by American-style
music stations, presented light music and soap operas with advertising sponsorship (Prehn, 1992:
249). Radio Normandie (193 1) and Radio Luxembourg (1933) attracted more listeners than the
BBC.

The second wave of pirate radio stations emerged during the 1950s to the 1970s. In 1964, Radio
Caroline transmitting from a ship within British territory, brought new sounds to listeners apart
from the BBC's programs. It was "20 hours a day of Top 40 pop music interspersed with discjockey chatter, jingles, and commercials" (Turner, 1973: 11). Even though this station was
closed by the British Marine Offences Act, the American-style pop music programming was
soon after adopted by BBC Radio 1 . This new chan.nel was run by some of the former staff of
Radio Caroline (Turner, 1973; Prehn, 1992: 250).
Between the 1960s and the 1970s, the pirate stations moved from northern to southern Europe.
Thus, it was no longer possible for the state-controlled channels to monopolise the broadcasting
system. In Italy and France, pirate radio stations were supported by opposition political parties or
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trade unions. As the role of "free" radio stations shifted from innovative entertainment to raising
political acd social issues, this forced a change in traditional media policy. In 1976. in Italy, for
instance, RA1

-

the public broadcaster - retained its authority only at the national level and

liberated local broadcasting to the political right and commercial interests (Prehn, 1992: 250).
Similarly, toward the end of the !970s, Radio ~ r a n c ewas
~ challenged by pirate radio stations,
some of which were subsidized by opposition parties. The Socialist and the Communist parties
struggled for power over these independent radio stations. Accordingly, new broadcasting
regulations allowed political parties and minority groups to use local radio frequencies, but with
limited transmission times. In contrast to broadcasting in Italy which was con~pletelyliberated,
the private stations in France had to decide either to be commercial with advertising or non-profit
with a 25% subsidy for their funding (Lafrance and Simon, 1992: 176).

Consequently, pirate radio stations brought change in media policies in most European countries.
For example, in Britain, community-oriented local radio was first initiated as an experimental
project during the 1970s. The aim was not only to find a new regulatory framework, but also to
test the possibility of community participation in broadcasting. Interestingly, Great Britain was
the first country to start experimental conlmunity radio and television programs via cable
distribution in 1972, but was the last to pass legislation on community-oriented local
broadcasting (Partridge, 1982).

In 1972, local television was set up in Greenwich, Swindon, Wellingborough, Bristol and
Sheffield, and granted licenses for a three-year experimental period. Only Swindon continued
broadcasting community programs, while the other four terminated their operations. The main
problems were insufficient finance, and a lack of people participation and professionalism. This
led to an emphasis on radio as a community medium. It was cheaper, had wider access and
allowed easier participation. Seven cable radio stations were established by the 1976 Home
Office announcement, but only three survived (Partridge, 1982). In practice, the limited

Radio Frwce W;IS opcratcd by thc starc w ~ t hdirccl politicd control. I'hcrc was a n~onopolyover programning via two powers:
the d~srribul~on
of s~gnals;~ndprogran1 co~wolby an cxecurlve branch of government. Consequcn~ly.broadcas~in~
I n I'rancc was
a tool l'or pollt~calintlwncc rather than ;I gcnutne publ~cservlcc (Lafrancc and Siinon. 1991: 172).
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distribution of programming via cable was a significant technical problem for cable conimunity
radio.
Although the Home Office Local Radio Working Party, in 1978, argued that comniunity radio
should be flirther explored without being limited to cable, there was no further developnient of
this sector. The Home Office's reaction to locating community radio on the over-the-air band
was time-consuming and gave more support for the expansion of cable TV systems as well as
satellite broadcasting (Partridge, 1982). In the 19SOs, the Thatcher governnient's privatisation
and deregulation of teleconiniiinicatio~isand broadcasting increased oppor!unities for American
companies, such as U.S. West, to take over local and community channels. In 1386 the
community radio experiment was cancelled by a new Home Secretary and the government
postponed community radio ~lntilits Green Paper on radio in 1987. I11 the nest three-year period,
the IBA Radio Division awarded some two dozen licenses to provide programs for conimunity
interests, including ethnic, specialist music interests and small communities in the ILR areas.
Many applicants requested licenses but soon faced financial problems which forced them to join

with commercial broadcasters (Gray and Lewis, 1992: 165-6).

In the 1990s, a new authority, the Radio Authority, took over from the IBA's radio division.
National commercial licenses were to be auctioned to the highest bidder, while local licenses
were awarded on the applicants' ability to run proposed programs. However, the law in 1991
made no distinction between commercial and conlmunity radio stations or mention of a
community broadcasting fund (Gray and Lewis, 1992: 165). In 1993, there were five stations in
operation and 100 community radio groups were working towards licenses in country centres,
towns, and cities. The Community Radio Association ( C M ) is now the national representative
body for the community sector of Independent Radio (An Overview of Community Radio, 1993:
n.p.).

France revised its broadcasting regulations in 1982, 1986, and 1990. Over this time France
changed from state dominance to market dominance. In 1982, frequencies were distributed for
both coni~nercialand community broadcasting. Advertising was not allowed for community
stations and licenses were granted only to non-profit associations. 80 percent of programming
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was to be produced by local programmers. In 1986, private companies could legally apply for
community broadcasting licenses, apart from social institutions and non-profit associations. In
addition, the National Commission for Communication and Freedom (CNCL), policy on
broadcasting emphasised commercial rather than community interest. For example, commercial
sectors were granted more frequencies with increased radio transmitters and networked stations.
Even though the deregulation of media law in 1988 paid more attention to the distribution of
community radio licenses, comnlunity broadcasting in France was almost eliminated by the
liberalisation of the broadcasting system (Eijk, 1992: 240-242).

In Germany, local radio had many nlodels as each state (Lander) had its own local media law and
policy. Limited frequency bands in some states were also an obstacle for community radio, They
had to share frequencies with local stations, especially in big cities, which had only one or two
frequencies. Several suppliers of programs had to share airtime in a single frequency band. As a
result, community radio progranis which emerged from non-profit organizations for communitybased purposes were faced with financial problems and a struggle for air time. With this liberal
market in commercial private broadcasting and the different legislation and media policies in
each state, it was difficult for community oriented broadcasting to exist in Germany (Porter and
Hasselbach, 199 1 : 104).

While in the UK, France and Germany media policies supported the growth of commercial
broadcasting, in the early 1980s, legislation in the Scandinavian countries - Denmark, Sweden,
Norway

-

permitted the growth of non-conlmercial local radio in considerable numbers.

However, as Kleinsteuber and Sonnenberg ( 1 990: 97) note

"

the success of this model requires a

comparatively strong state and a commercially moderate media industry". For example, the aim
of Swedish experimental local radio was to search for a way to establish community-oriented
stations in a limited geographical area. In the mid-1970s, "Neighbourhood Radio" was set up in
Sweden as part of a policy of electronic media decentralization. Swedish broadcasting, then, was
supported by the state after completing an experimental stage (Hedman, 1992).

The Netherlands had the 'pillarised' broadcasting system with air time divided between religious
(Catholic and Protestant) and social organisations. The programs had to provide for the cultural
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and religious needs of the people for the _general good (Nieuwenhuis, 1992: 204). In this model,
the government was involved in the orgznisation of com~iiunitybroadcasting by issuing license
while the Media Authority controlled station activity. The Media Act stated that the content of
community broadcasting programs should be concerned only with the local area in which a
license had beer. granted. All broadcasting was part of the public broadcasting scrvice, including
national commercial broadcasting. The Media Act in 1982 and the deregulation Act of l788
ensured the existence of comn~unitybroadcasting as well as pluralism by licensing a single
community station for each municipality or cable systcm. However, the regulations did not
specify the sources of income and in 1771, advertising on conimunity programming was
legalised but on a limited scale (Ejik 1991 : 242-3).

-

Community Radio as a Tool for Preserwtion of Ethnic Ctrltllres: Cmnclion nnd Austr~licrll

Model

Community radio in Canada and Australia, known as the third broadcasting sector, is a
compromise between the public and commercial sectors. Similar to the USA, community radio
grew out of a predominantly commercial environment and rejected commercialisation
(Kleinsteuber and Sonnenberg, 1990: 97). Community radio in both countries served the needs
of minorities and ethnic groups according to the multicultural nature of their society.

Canadiarl Community Broadcasting

Historically, the broadcasting system in Canada was derived from the British legislative system
and influenced by American laissez-faire economics and liberal-democratic politics. On the other
hand, the Canadian broadcasting system was distinct from the USA's because of its single
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system of public and private broadcasting3, bilingualismJ, and dual legislative authorities5.

Between the late 1920s to early 1930s, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) was
established to provide a national radio network across the country as well as to counter American
broadcasting. In the mid-1960s, with the emergence of cable technology, the Canadians
reconsidered the broadcasting service as cable could provide a large number of channels over the
air and i t was portable, inexpensive and easy to operate (Kiefl and Wright, 1974: 5 1-53).

Community programming in Canada emerged with the introduction of cable television in the niid
1960s. The National Film Board used film to change the quality of life for the residents of Fogo
Island (Mitchell, 1974: 3). After the success of this project, the Canadian Radio Television
Commission (CRTC)' in the 1970s allowed cable systems to maintain one channel for
community communication. That led to a broad exploration of community programming not
only in metropolitan, but also in rural and remote areas, where a large number of ethnic and
racial minorities were located.

The first community radio was given a license in 1949 and targeted the indigenous communities
in the North of Canada (Overview of Community Radio, 1993: n.p). By the 1980s, there were
approximately 120-140 community radio stations in Canada (Kleinsteuber and Sonnenberg,
1990: 93). In 1987, a Federal Task Force report made a proposal to increase Canadian public

' The Canadian smgle broadcasting system was formulated to build national identity as well as protect the national broadcasting
servlce from the American invasion. The population in this vast and diversified country mainly lived within 100 miles o f the US
border, therefore, with thc advent o f new broadcasting technologies, the American influence over the Canadians via broadcasting
programs was inescapable (Hallman and l-l~ndley,1977).
Six regions in Canada ~ethe Atlantic provinces, Quebec, Ontario, the prairie provinces. British Columbia, and the Canadian
north, have their own histories, separate character, religion, culture as well as languages and that fragments the whole
population. The languages o f Canada offic~allyare English and French while many languages in reality are spoken such as
Italian. German, Ukrainian, and varlous native languages. Thus, according to the 1985 broadcasting policy, the categories o f
broadcasting were divided by languages into threc groups, English or French, the conibinat~ono f both, and a third language
(Frxcr, 1994).
l ~ a n a d i a nbroadcasting pollcics arc leyslatcd and authorized by the fcderui and the provlnc~allevel o f government. There can be
author~tyfbr
conll~ctbetween thc two levels on sonx aspccts o f broadcast~n~.
In practlcc. some provinces take the leg~slat~ve
granted by having overall controlled broadcast~ngand cablecast~ngIn the provlncc accordmg to the jurisd~ctiono f the federal
govcrnnicnt. At the suiiic Ilmc, all o f the provlnccs h a w dcmundcd more Icg~slrlt~ve
powers for the broadcast~ngscrvice In tlicir
tcrrltory (I-lallnian and I-l~ndlcy,1977).

' CRTC was establ~shcdi n the mid 1960s to deal w ~ t hpublic awareness o f broadcasting mcdia
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broadcasting. The report emphasised the necessity of community programming to serve both
large and small comn~unitiesand suggested the CRTC should create a special class of license for
minority groups. The report concluded that there should be a third sector of broadcasting service,
the community sector, separated from the public and the private sectors to fulfil1 the needs of
diverse ccmmunities across the country. A few years later, according to the Broadcasting Act of
1991, the Canadian broadcasting system was reformed by redividing its service into three sectors
namely the public, the private and the con~munity.Each sector broadcast in English and French
and was supervised by the CRTC. Thus, community radio was divided into three types of
licenses: Community radio, Student radio, and Native radio (Ford, 1992).

With the policy of a single system of broadcasting with dual languages, conflict between the
English and the French having different cultures, identities, and traditions occurred with an
increase in the number of immigrants from various ethnic groups. The advent of new
technologies also dramatically accelerated the American influence in broadcasting and a
technological Nationalism in English-language broadcasting"

"

(Ford, 1992). Thus, the

Multiculturalism /Multilingual policy emerged to reflect Canada's national cultural identity and
acknowledge its cultural diversity. Accordingly, multiculturalism was one of the "fundamental
characteristics of Canada's national identity" for many years and its broadcasting system for
native communities achieved a widespread reputation (Thornas, 1992: 19; Ford, 1992). Despite
this, community radio stations were few. The proportion of community radio stations in Canada
was less than 9% of the total amount of stations. The majority were operated by the CBC for the
public sector and by commercial broadcasters (Lewis and Booth, 1989). More than 90% of
Canadians were served by cable television and around 70% subscribed to cable stations.
Community programming on television, therefore, was completely carried by the cable system,
while a small number of community radio stations worked through this system. A large number
of community programs on cable television channels carried both general and spccial interest
programs (Ford, 1992).
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Australian Community Radio

,

At the beginning of Australian broadcasting, in the early-1920s, a group of radio manufacturing
industries lobbied the government and proposed a two-tiered broadcasting system of national and
commercial broadcasters. In 1924, the government introduced a mixture of the British noncommercial BBC model and the American free market model. In 1932, the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) was created and funded by listeners' fees. However, since the
1 9 7 0 ~it ~has been fi~llyfunded by the Federal Government, while being managed independently
by a Board. The ABC provided informative and educational programs, including parliamentary
proceedings while private radio stations were more oriented to community service than the
national ABC programs. Between the 1940s and the 1950s, the AM frequency bands were
occupied by approximately half ABC and half private stations (Langdon, 1995). In the 1%OS, the
government proposed using the FM band for television only. At this time there were only a small
number of broadcasters that experimentally employed FM.

During the 1960s to the 1970s, the struggle for the right to access and participate in radio
programs through the new FM channels was the objective of four groups: fine-music lovers,
university staff, ethnic groups, and political activists. In the mid 1960s, the initial movement to
establish a fine-music station began with listeners' societies in Sydney and Melbourne. The two
first FM public broadcasting stations, 2MBS-FM and 3MBS-FM were awarded experimental
licenses in 1974. In the same period, radio stations owned by the University of NSW and the
University of Adelaide were licensed to broadcast low-power transmissions. During this decade,
a number of campus radio stations were broadcast legally through cable or closed circuit systems
and illegally without licenses. Finally, in the mid-seventies, twelve experimental licenses were
issued by the Whitlam Government to these campus stations.

The other main catalyst for change came from ethnic immigrant minority groups wishing to
participate in radio broadcasting. At that time, broadcasting seemed to be controlled by Anglo Australians and there was no space for the ethnic and Aboriginal minorities. American
programming had been adopted by most Australian commercial radio stations, so airtime was
devoted to pop music and mass culture mainly targeted to youth (Langdon, 1995). Additionally,
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in the 1960s, the Vietnam War stimulated activists participation in political affairs through radio.
Thus, "if one can identifj a single unifying concept in Australian community broadcasting, i t
derives more from these ideas of access and participation than from any other sourceLL
(Partridge,
1982: 21). With the combined pressure of these four groups and the support of the reforinist
Whitlam government, public broadcasting emerged in the 1970s

Accordilig to rhe 1978 guideli~ies,the licenses granted for public broadcasting were categorised
into three classes: C representing conimunity, S standing for special interest, and E for
educational programs, which was later combined with the S class. The 'C' class licenses were
based on the common interest of people in the same coverage area of radio service, while the
programming of the special interest stations was aimed at diverse groups which shared a
particular type of interest such as music, sport, culture and religion. By 1992, the 'S' class
licenscs for special interest broadened its scope to cover educational, ethnic, Aboriginal and
print-handicapped programming (Moran, 1995: 147- 162). Between 1978 and 1993, the number
of community radio services dramatically rose from 17 to 114 (BTCE report 83, 1993: 126). In
2002, there were 21 5 fully-licensed community radio stations and 150 active aspirants for a full
license (Forde, Foxwell, and Meadows, 2003: 313). The majority of both these groups are
members of the Community Broadcasting Association of Australia (CBAA), the national
representative organization for this sector (CBAA, 1999: 1-2).

1.3.2 Community Radio in the Private Enterprise Core Systems

Even though there is no evidence of the influence of the American model on Thai conlmunity
radio, Thai broadcasting businesses similarly adopted the commercial structures of American
broadcasting. 'This led to the emergence of community radio in both countries as a counter to the
powerful commercial broadcasters.

Community radio in the USA has grown out of the comn~erciallydominated media environment.
The dominant model of Amcrican media policies has been "co~yoratist" based on liberalism
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which consisted of two pillars: conlmerce and property. According to Streeter and Sarnoff: "a
Free [free market] radio and a free deniocrxy are inseparable. Without 'free' radio, no other
freedoms could exist" (Fairchild, 1999: 55 1). The history of broadcasting development in
America since the Radio Act of 1912, when the radio spectrum was assigned for comnlercial
interests, has shown that the industry was doniinated by conimerci~lisationwith the support of
the state regulatory authority and media regulations (Engelman, 1996). According to Buckley
(2000: 183) on radio in the USA "competition and conlniercialism were the rule".

Since the 1920s, the differences between state, corporate and public interests were increasingly
blurred. The Communications Act of 1934 distinguished conimercial from non-commercial
stations by assigning high-power frequencies to the former for presenting general interest
programs. Whereas, the non-commercial stations presented special interest programs particularly
about education, religion and labor via the low-power spectrum. As a result, conimercial
networks expanded while educational and other non-profit stations were pushed off air. Under
the policies of the Secretary of Commerce at that time, the non-commercial stations received
local status but with restraints, such as broadcasting with low-power transmitters and sharing air
time with local comnlercial stations (Engelnian, 1996).

After World War I1 in 1946, the first community - oriented public broadcasting emerged.
Pacifica Radio, founded by Lewis Hill, was a 'resurrection' of non-commercial radio stations in
a climate of commercial dominance. The name "Pacifica" reflected not only the philosophy of
the peace movement, but also the geographical roots of pacifists, anarchists, and other
nonconforniists located on the West Coast. The first Pacifica community radio was KPFA-FM
broadcast in ~ e r k e l e ~California
',
in 1949. The idea of community radio created by Hill was an
innovative form of broadcasting separated from the monopolized system of the BBC model and
the commercial system. The Pacifica Radio model was distinctive from others in its listeners'
sponsorship, free-forni fonnat programs, self-operation and management, and genuine
community participation (Engelman, 1996). This type of radio operation grew rapidly in the niid-

P x ~ f i c a ' sfbundcrs chose Bcrkcley for thclr lirsr altcrnativc radro starton bccausc thc :~cadern~c
comniunlty nroirnd c : t ~ n p ~o~f s
Univcrstry o f Calrtbrnra \vould possibly support thc csper~n~crltal
starroil
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1960s and represented approximately 60 stations by the end of the 1970s. In the 1980s, there
were four other Pacifica Radio stations, which belonged to the community radio national system.
They were WFA-FM in Los Angeles, WBAI-FM in New York, WPFW in Washington D.C.,
and KPFT in Houston.

Hill's model of alternative radio influenced the emergence of the National Public Radio (NPR) in
the 1960s. In 1967, the Public Broadcasting Act provided for the establishment of the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) to oversee the sector, provide financial support for
local programming and direct responsibility for the NPR. Since then, two significant institutions
have represented alternative broadcasting in America: the NPR and Pacifica Radio. NPR
fiindamcntally differed fi-on1 the concept of the public sphere in the community in that i t
represented educational and middle-class interests (Engelman, 1996; Gray, 1986: 13 1 ; Partridge,

1982: 17). Hill's modcl a!so influenced the emergence of the National Feclcration of Community
Broadcasters (NFCB) which was formed in 1975 to iepresent minorities and less econoniically
advantaged stations that might be excluded by the CPB and the N-PR (Gray, 1986: 13 1;
Engelman, 1996).

Since the 1970s, non-Pacifica community radio focusing on comnlunity con~munication and
motivated by Hill's alternative radio has been established in the form of "KRAB Nebula" by
Lorenzo Milam, a former volunteer of Pacifica Radio. He set up fourteen conlmunity radio
stations across the nation. They include KBOO in Portland, Oregon; KTAO in Los Gatos,
California; WORT in Madison, Wisconsin; and KPOO in San Francisco. Turner (1973: 15)
considered that ivlilam's community radio model was influenced by three sources: the BBC's
Radio 3, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and American education radio and television
(Engelman, 1996: 66-67). In mid 1970s' both models, (Pacifica and Milam's model), influenced
the broader community radio movement when experiments emerged such as the ethnic-oriented,
foreign-language and African-American stations. Interestingly, all Pacifica's stations were
located in major metropolitan areas, while the new generation of alternative non-conimercial
radio stations following Milam were in small communities across the nation.
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By the mid 1990s, pirate stations employed low-power FM for small-scale comnlunications
among local communities called "micro-radio", such as WTRA in 1986, Radio Free Berkeley in
1993 and Radio Mutiny in 1996. Most were operating illegally without the Federal
Coniniitnications Commission (FCC) licenses. This objective was to enhance community
communication, encourage greater civic participation as well as promote local culture (Howley,
2000: 259-260). These alternative low-power stations could relieve the pressure on coniniunity
radio to present minority-language programs, report local current affairs and present music
programs. Thus, they became a genuine local media which not only reflected local identity and
culture, but also restored local issues and voices to the airwaves (Fisher, 2000: 43). 'Micro radio'
also influenced the enicrgence of illegal stations by a young generation of pirate stations in other
European countries and Japan in Asia. In January 2000, the FCC announced the creation of a
new radio service called LPFM in 20 states (Dec 2000: 8). This announcenient reflected the
success of the long-time struggle of the pirate stations and other support groups for legal
comnlunity-oriented radio stations on L P F M ~(Howley, 200: 267). The major opposition came
from conlmercial radio stations due to two reasons:

"

some truly worried about the prospect of

signals that might interfere with the reception of their own programming; others were simply
suspicious of any alternative to the homogenized musical fare they offer" (Fisher, 2000: 43).

1.3.3 Community Radio in the State Core Systems

Broadcasting systems in Asia and Latin America are similar in that they are state controlled.
Therefore, radio was used for political and business motives rather than for socio-cultural
reasons. In the context of globalisation, according to Ruby (1998: 170), "all of these hitherto
national system are merging into the single global type of mixed public, private and community
broadcasters". Accordingly, community radio in the state core systems tends to achieve legal

B

For many years. the chdrtcr of the FCC to launch I~ccnsesfor low-power rddlo statlons \\as dclayctl by opposlng corporations

such as the N A B , the NPK and co~nnicrc~nl
stattons 'l'hc reason for the~rrcs~sranccwas rhc prospect ofs~gnallntcrfcrcncc to
thc~rprogram rcccptlon from low-powcrcd FM stdtlons, as they had not ~mprovedthc~rtrdnsmlsslon and rcccptlon cqulpmcnt
(HONIcy, 2000 267)
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status and coexist with the statetpublic and conlmercial sector. The focus of this study, however,
is the development of community radio in

hail and^.

- Comnlunity Kaclio as A I2/lecli~rmFor Development and Resistcum to the State Control: Asian

/,lode1

In developing countries where radio plays an important role as an effective medium for rural
development, commcmity radio is known as local radio for development. Historically, most
Asian countries were under the control of European countries in the colonial era. So, the majority
that were former colonies modelled their broadcasting systems after the British non-commercial
public service and the French commercial state-run, aside from the Philippines which adopted
the USA commercial model (Lewis and Booth, 1987; Mowell, 1986). In the 1930s, radio was
introduced in most Asian countries to disseminate government rules. Then, after independence,
the new nations continued to employ broadcast media to support nation building and econonlic
growth policies in accordance with Western modernization. Radio and television in Asia,
therefore, are mainly national systems, controlled by government departments or public
corporations. Traditionally, this region has not had true community radio because most of the
radio stations are government controlled (An Overview of Community Radio, 1993: n.p).

According to the aim of political integration, favorable images of national leaders were
propagated through the national broadcasting service. The next aim was to promote economic
development. Lastly, broadcasting in developing countries was also used to foster social unity
and cultural pride. Thus, national development programs through the national broadcasting
services served the three crucial goals of strengthening political integration, economic
development and cultural identity (Katz and Wedell, 1978). In this region, radio was widely used
as an important tool to achieve national goals because of its unique elements. For example, larger
numbers of poor and illiterate people in local, rural and remote areas were able to own lowpriced radio receivers, listen to nationwide programs, and easily access its programming. Hence,

" I t IS beyond thc scope o f t h ~ sthcs~sto survey I.atm Amcrlcan and Afrlcan cxpcrlcnccs

Lat,n Amcrlc,ln cornniunity r a d ~ oh:ls
bccn mainly rclcvant to A s ~ athrough 11susc as a niodel In thc P h ~ l ~ p p ~ n
colnniunlry
cs
ratlro, but neither T h a ~p o l ~ c ymakers nor
communlty workcrs huvc bccn s~gn~ficantly
~nflucnccdbv the Latm Amencan or the I'h~llpprncsmodcls
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the national radio networks were used as a tool for propagating developn~entpolicies regarding
educational promotion, health care facilities, agricu!tural improvement and birth control (Moses,
1978: 5).

Community radio in Asia can be divided into three models: community-oriented radio programs
under [he umbrella of :he national broadcasting system, conlmunity radio operated liberally from
the national service, and community radio as an emergent new sector. A number of the stations
in the first two models are partly initiated and funded by international organizations focusing on

. contrast, comn~unityradio in the
human rights and conlmunity radio, for instance U N E S C O ' ~In
third model emerged as a sector which is separate from public and comnlercial broadcasting.

Conlmunltv-Or~etlteclK d i o Pro,qrcutrs Under the Umbtdlrr o f the Nc~~otl(11
/Iro~rclccrs~~n,p
Svstenl:
South and South Errs! Aslcl

One community radio pilot project which was started in 1981 in Sri Lanka became a model for
other comnlunity radio programs in Asia. Sri Lanka's Mahaweli Community Radio project
(MCR) was set up by the Sri Lankan Broadcasting Corporation (SLBC)" with the assistance of
UNESCO and the Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA). The MCR was a part
of the Mahaweli Development Program which was created to support the resettlement of nearly
one million people. The project was initiated by a broadcaster from Radio Denmark, Knud
Ebberson. After visiting Sri Lanka, he proposed a participatory radio projcct in the hope that
radio would assist in developing the Mahaweli community. The philosophy of MCR was to give
voice to rural listeners to express their opinions and exchange their experiences and work with
other media and other organizations to achieve development (David, 1992: 134).

l0 Berrlgan and Jouct's papers whlch identified the thrce cornponcnts o f community radio o f Access, Participation, and Selfninnagcliicnt was a theme in UNESCO scmlnnrs and rncctings in 1977 and 1978. 'fhrrs, the conccpt o f coriimunity radio \vas
Iirghlightcd and a number o f projccts wcrc studled. In conjunction with the MacBride report that offered an htstortcal and global
analysis for a New World Information Ordcr, a numbcr o f coniniunity rad~oprojects partly funded by UNESCO and other
~ntcrnationalagencies were subsequently put into practice (Lcwis and Booth, 1989: 183).

" Sri Lankan broadcast~ngIS a slate monopoly organized under the Srl Lankan Broadcastins Corporation (SLBC). I t is opcratcd
In threc lanpungcs coniprlslng Slnhalcsc, 'l'amil and English. The income ofthc national broadcaster is from license fccs and
advcrtlslng. l-l~stor~cally,
radlo was used to debate with socio-cconorn~cproblems vla participatory field-based progranimlng
I-lowcvcr, slncc [hr. 1970s, thc Rural Scrvlcc hits bccn rcduccd and alr tlnic has been dcvoted to promoting the govcrnmcnt 'Thus,
rad~obecame a propaganda ~nstrr~nicnt
for govcrnmcnt rather than a dcvclopniental tool (Grrnaratnc, 1978: 260-265).
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Sri Lanka's MCR progran~mingwas designed to monitor rural life in local comn~unities
produced by field-work teams. At its inception, research teams went to villages and lived with
them to study the realities of village life and also set a theme for the programs. The teams then
went back into the studio to prepare the programs. Then a larger production team returned to rhe
villages with full recording equipment. Nom~ally, the programs were a mix of culti~ral
performances and interviews with the local people. The programs were edited in the village with
the cooperation of the villagers. The one-hour weekly program later went on air through the
regional service of SLBC. However, because of the high cost of MCR field-based programming,
its format was changed to combine village and studio productions (David, 1992: 133-6;
Seneviratne, 1998). The MCR in Sri Lanka became a classic model for the use of radio for selfeducation and self-development (Valbuena, 1988). This project was later expanded to reach more
rural people in Sri Lanka and motivated similar projects in other countries (David, 1992: 136).

However, Valbuena (1 988) noted that the main question about the project was how long it could
sustain such a program forn~atbased on village visits when foreign funds ran out. Also, local
resources were rare, and production teams lacked motivation and ideas. Further it was a project
which was state-controlled. At first, the project was run autonomously without state intervention
because of its funding from international agencies and some personalities in the top management
of SLBC also supported the project. Unfortunately, it failed to gain long-lasting support because
the government believed that it was not the responsibility of the state broadcaster to continue the
project.

In some Asian countries, rural and local radio became a major instrument for the government to
promote its developmental projects (Seneviratne, 1998). It was a tool for information transfer
and persuasion with a top-down approach. The rural issues were controlled by media
professionals or development agencies (Varghese, 1995: 145-6). This was the origin of several
types of rural radio programming based on local communities in Asia including the early
community-oriented programs created by the Public Relations Department (PRD) in Thailand.

ln the late 1960s to the early 1970s, rural development radio programs initiated by the national
broadcaster were introduced in Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, India and Malaysia. These
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programs were based on farmers' needs, but not produced by villagers themselves. In Pakistan,
for example, to develop new farm products as well as educate farmers in agricuitural
innovations, 30-10-45 minute radio programs, known as "farm

forum", were designed

exclusively for local farmers. They were cooperative productions between state agricultural
depastments and community clubs. Farmers could actively participate either during or after the
recorded progrsms. Following the programs, there was a discussion between the Agricultural
Depastment workers and the farmers. Similarly, rural farm broadcasts in Bangladesh were
producccl by Radio Bangladesh to educate rural farmers through re~ionalstations. Forty percent
of its programs were based on the fieldwork of producers of farming programs who were local
people. In Nepal, the national radio network introduced a community-based radio project to
inrrodwe innovative agricultural technologies to older famiers (Seneviratne, 1998).

In India, since the 1960s, a number of stations have carried regular programs on fanning as well
as home shows in consultation with agricultural and health fninistries. The field-based programs
have been produced in homes and fields or factories to obtain audience participation (Awasthy,
1978: 201). In the 1980s, the community radio concept was introduced as an experiment by two
local radio stations in the South of India and in Rajastan, but participation was limited at the
program level. Despite the tight state-controlled system and its centralised management by
government agencies, the Indian local programs aired listeners' problems about poor public
policy by linking the local people with interviews with state officers (Awasthy, 1978: 201;
Seneviratne, 1998). This would later became a function of Thai community radio. In Malaysia,
radio was used to promote rural developnlent programs regarding issues on health, agriculture
and culture.

Different dialects were used and the programs were produced in villages by

program producers. Also, educational broadcasting was provided to supplement classroom
teaching. Since the mid-1 %OS, development programming has been widely produced in local
dialects in Sabah and Sarawak (Kaur, 1998: 199).

In sum, the community-oriented radio programs in Asia either fimded by international
organisations (Ssi Lanka's MCR) or initiated by the national broadcaster had problems in
susiaining continuity. Sri Lanka's MCR was short-term, isolated and small-scale without the
support from the national broadcaster. It did succeed in using media for community self-
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sspression but continuity of the project depended on state media policies and financial support.
Not only was the public space for information about riiral comniunit~es very small, most
programs had problems of sustainability because of thc high-cost of operation and project
maintenance (Varghcse, 1995: 147).

Community lindio Merging wit11Sfnte artd Corrrmercid Llrocdcastin,p: the Pllili.~pines,Inriorlesin

nrld T ~ ~ i w a n

Radio in the Philippines was first operated on a conlmercial basis in 1930 by an Anlerican
businessman. In 1946, an Act of Congress granted temporary permits to set up a large number of
radio stations. AIso, the law did not limit individually-owned stations. In 1986, an "open market"
policy permitting both citizens and companies to operate radio stations on the basis of first come
first served encouraged a growth in the number of radio stations. In 1996, of the 495 radio
stations, 427 were commercial and prihtely-owned stations, 25 were government-owned and 43
were operated by religious and educational institutions (Maligalig, 1999: 100). Also,
Seneviratne's study in 1998 found there were 45 radio stations operated by catholic institutions
(Seneviratne, 1998).

Community radio in the Philippines is not part of national broadcasting responsibility. It
therefore operates separately from direct control of the government. Seneviratne's study (1998)
found two community radio models were developed in the early 1990s. First was a provincial
network supported by the Philippines Federation of Catholic Broadcasters (PFCB). Second was
the Tambuli Community Radio network operated by the Comnlunity Media Council (CMC). Of
the 45 stations which belonged to the PFCB, a number practiced comnlunity-based broadcasting.
Seneviratne concluded that one of its stations, the Infanta Radio s t a t i o n - ~ ~ ~could
o ' ~ be
considered as "the first real community access station in the Philippines" (Seneviratne, 1998:
75).

" I n thc IgGOs, the presidcn~o f thc PFCB cstabl~shedDZJO radio station In Infanta, a town i n Manila. H~storlcally,thc statlon
\\.as onc o f only fivc stations to Srant a pcrrnit to broadcast during rnart~allaw in the Marcos rcgimc p c r ~ o ddcspltc 11sopposltlon
to thc rn~litarygovcrnmcnt (Scncvlratnc. 1998: 75).
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The second model in the Philippines was the Tambuli Community Radio Project inspired by the

MCR in Sri Lanka. Although Tanibuli was another UNESCO-DANTD funded project similar to
the MCR, it "adopted a completely different approach" (Librero, 1993: 221). It was run
independently from the Manila national network and was designed to be owned by the people in
rural areas. Tambuli was a key person who initiated the project after visiting. the MCR
experiment. In 1992, the project set

I I community
~

comniunication centres in 12 remote villages

in different locations within a five-year period. Low-power FM comn~unityradio was integrated
with other community media, such as newsletters and newspapers, for the development of the
underprivileged. The Tanibuli community radio went beyond the Sri Lankan model in that the
station was managed and operated autonomously by representatives of a cross-section of the
community. In addition, there were the other fomis of community programs run by non-profit
reiigious institutions which gave voice to marginalised people in remote areas. Consequently, the
Philippines community radio model tended to provide people with empowemlent, and
community access as well as political and social mobilization (~eneviratne,1998).

Radio in Indonesia and Taiwan was important in that it was used by civil society to challenge the
state's authority and as a tool for media democratisation. In Indonesia, radio played an important
role in "in a democratisation process whose success depends on the politics of ethno-cultural
decentralisation and devolution of power from urban elitesU(Sen, 2003: 573). Within the state
monopoly media environment, in the early 1960s, hundreds of illegal student radio stations were
set up to challenge Sueharto's government and the control over information of the national
broadcaster - Radio Republik Indonesia (WI).With low tranmission power but a large nuniber
of unofficial stations in the vicinity of the capital, they broadcast news commentaries and certain
types of music banned by the government. This broke the monopoly control of the ainvaves by

RP1 and pressured for legalisation. Thus, in 1970, radio stations were recategorised into three
groups: commercial, comnl~inityand local government. However, the state still controlled the
community radio sector by three means: licensing, restricting political content, and localisation
(Sen, 2003: 579).

In the 1990s, there were over 700 non-government radio stations and they were not permitted to
engage in other types of business. Also Indonesian radio was not controlled by large
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corporations. In practice, the government was not able to stop political comments on nongovernment radio. Various kinds of discussion and talkback were presented. In addition, the
policy of localisation benefited the local community in that radio was operated by snlall business
and community groups and NGOs. ?'he program content served the needs and interests
linguistically and culturally of the local community. In 1998, in the post-Sueliarto period. a
growing number of new radio stations emerged. International, national, and local NGOs were
more involved in broadcasting operations. For examplc, two of the largest new radio nc't\\:orks
supported by international agencies were owned by NGOs (Sen, 2003: 581). Sonic civil society
organisations also used the media for citizenship education by promoting pluralisn~and political
participation on public service programs (Kitley, 2003).

Comnlunity or alternative radio in Taiwan emerged illegally from the late 1980s and was
associated with the rival opposition party, the Democratic People's Party. After the Kuomintang'
(KMT) control over broadcasting for many years, since 1992, several dozen underground radio
stations emerged. Their aims focused on two issues: "combating the authority of the KMT
government, and pursuing the human rights of free expression and communication" (Ke, 2000:
414). Their ideal was based on political reform and not for commercial interests. Their
organisations, production process and program content followed the principles of global
community radio, such as volunteer-based operation, users' subscrip:ions and donations from
social organisations, accessible for everyone, and localism and pluralism of program content. By
the end of the 1993 when KMT were considering the iegal status of community radio stations,
unfortunately, three factors: "the intervention of the state, the invasion of an economic market,
and the collapse of station identity" (Ke, 2000: 41 2), disintegrated their initial aims. Compared to
Indonesia, Taiwan's higher living standards have contributed to the tendency for con~munityand
cable television to become more commercial.

However, there is no evidence of the influence of the Philippines' model over Thai community
radio. The experiences of the Thai people's - owned community radio were similar to those of
Indonesia and Taiwan in that it emerged by civic society for media democratisation. On the one
hand, the radio was a strategy for pushing the legislstive process of media reform forward. On
the other hand, the Bangkok-based NGOs and civic organisations developed low-powered

-
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comnlunity radio model for the, preparation of local people's groups to be media operators as
promised by the 1997 Constitution. This movement did not relate to political motives or an
association with opposition parties as in Indonesia and Taiwan, but was an affirmation of the
citizens' rights under the constitutional law.

1.4 Characteristics of Community Radio

Even though comnlunity radio in each continent has emerged in different political and socioc~ilturalcontexts, they have followed the principles of democratic-participant media. They are
non-profit and small-scale organisations; there is a variety of fi~ndingsources with volunteerbased production, localism and pluralism of programming; and two-way and horizontal
interaction. The following sections will discuss these characteristics with the aim of
contextualing the Thai experience.

1.4.1 Community Radio Identity and Democratic Media Organisation

Carpentier, Lie and Servaes (2003) categorised community media into three approaches1'
namely: serving a community, an alternative to mainstream, and a part of civil society.
Conceptualisations of community in the first approach referred to geography and the community
of interest. According to the World Association of Community Radio Broadcasters (AMARC),
community radio was defined as "a non-profit station, currently broadcasting, which offers a
service to the community in which it is located, or to which it broadcasts, while promoting the
participation of this comnlunity in the radio" (Carpentier, Lie and Servaes, 2003: 53). The
second approach defined community media as an alternative to mainstream media at both the
organisational and content level. While the existence of community media is independent from
the state and the market, its programming, such as locality, diversity and multiplicity, is different
from those in the mainstream media. Community radio stations in some countries, such as microradio in the USA, underground radio in Taiwan, were identified as alternatives with the aim to

II

Thc study d ~ dnot ~ncludethc forth approach of cornniun~rymedm as rhuornc because of 11s~rrclcvanccto ~ h study
c
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oppose the dominant media. Ke.(2000, 413) noted that decentralisation was an identical element
of this discourse. For the third approach, community media was seen as "an ordinary part of civil
society, as one of the many types of organisations that is active in the field of civil society"
(Carpentier, Lie and Servaes, 2003: 59). Also it contributed to democratisation and offered
different community groups public debate and self-representation in the public sphere, thus
transforming micro to macro-participation.

Generally, the operation of community radio stations is based on private initiatives which
includes local government, public educational institutions, or trade unions, but they have no
comnlercial intention. They were established by formal and informal associations, and groups
audlor individuals that represent the local community. They included neighbourhood, women,
migrant workers, ethnic minorities, young and old people, cultural interest and political parties.
Then they built up an organisation that incorporated the local community radio g o u p s to
represent them to iational media regulators (Kleinsteuber and Sennenberg, 1990: 99). In Latin
America and some Asian countries, i t is usual for local and international NGOs to support the
establishment of community radio stations that challenge the dominant system (Dagron, 2003).

According to McQuail (1994), there are two kinds of media organisational goals: 1) utilitarian
organisational goals aim to produce and provide services for financial ends; and 2) normative
organisational goals to seek an achievement from a valued condition based on the voluntary
commitment of its participants. Organisational goals in economic terms distinguish the revenue
from the non-revenue goal in that the first one gains income from direct sales to advertisers. On
the other hand, the non-revenue goal gains prestige from exercising influence and power in
society and achieves a normative end, such as, serving the community. The revenue goal tries to
please the audiences through sales, and the non-revenue goal is concerned with the perception of
wider public interest. Organisations always have a mixture of both goals and forms of operations
(McQuail, 1994). Consequently, according to Levi's (2002: 185-201) study on the influence -of
organisational structure on radio programming, the non-profit stations pursued goals besides
profit and provided more non-mainstream and modem music programming. The stations
appealed to nlultiple constituencies with varied programming while the profit oriented stations
offered widely appealing programming to satisfy maximum consumer demands.
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Hocheimer (1 993: 24 1-4) maintains that community media organization are different from
formally-structured media organizations in that the commitment to the goals of the organization
is made for its own sake. The eight dimensions of democratic organisations are as follows:

1) All members have full and equal input into decision-making by group decision making and a
process of consensus;

2) Rules and formality are minimal;
3) Social control is maintained by personalised and moralistic appeals for the good of the
community;
4)

Social relations between station members based on personal relationships are the key
element;

5) Friendship and socio-political values are the criteria for recruitment and advancement;
6) An incentive structure is used to encourage station volunteers;
7) Social stratification and differentiation within the organisation is minimised;
8) Creation of homogeneity can decrease diversity of different groups including en~otional
intensity (Hocheimer, 1993: 243-4).

In practice, not all community radio organisations could manage a democratic working
environment. The different station management between the Pacifica and the Milam model of the
USA community radio are good examples reflecting the importance of decentralised station
administration. Pacifica Radio is a self-management operation operated by the Board's
guidelines and regulated by the Board of Directors. These Board Committees, elected by
executive membership and station volunteers, are part community and part station workers,
including volunteers. They have legal authority to control the stations. Generally, broad policy,
budget control and employment of key staff are exercised by this Board. The stations were run
by mostly volunteers and a few staff who were paid equally. They had the same management
authority as comnlercial stations or a college administration in an education station. Every station
had a general manager to cooperate with teams of program organisers, news organisers and chief
engineers. Traditionally, full-time paid staff operated collectively within the Board's guidelines
and hardly any Pacifica stations held executive authority (Partridge, 1982: 18)
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However, in practice, stations can be operated either as 'a centre of the community' or 'a centre
for the community'. In a honiogeneous area, small stations could act as channels for various
community members to share information and be a part of the local politics and the cultural
network. On the other hand, in a heterogeneous community with larger populations, stations
could be seen as a source of information for the comn~unity by a regularly paid sraff
(Hochheimer, 1993: 238). For example, as Tebutt has noted in Australia, there are two types of
community radio organizations.

The former kind of station leans towards a democratic participatory model of statlon organmtlon, wh~lcthe lartcr
ma~ntainsniorc hicrarchal and ccntral~scdforms of management, Srantlng particular ~ r o u p sand ~ n d ~ \ ~ ~ daccess
uals b u ~
~nImportant dccls~ons(Tcbbutt rn Moran, 1995. 149)
not necessarily pxtic~pat~on

The democratic model is found in both regional areas and outer suburbs of the large cities, while
the centralised model tends to be in capital centres.

1.4.2 Funding Sources of Community Radio

Community radio stations are funded by many types of sources. However, the ideal type is from
subscriptions from member listeners as found in the USA, Canada, Australia, France, Britain,
Sweden and Taiwan. Donations and fundraising activities are common. Some European
countries in the public service core systems, for instance France, Switzerland, Netherlands,
Sweden, Finland (Kleinsteuber and Sonnenberg, 1990: 101) and non-European countries, like
Canada and Australia receive funding support from the government under different conditions.
For example, a tax incentive is used in France and Canada. The French non-comn~ercialstations
could receive financial support by claiming a fund generated by a tax placed on national
broadcast advertising. In Canada, the Wired World community radio station received financial
support from various groups, such as institutions which obtained a tax-deductible incentive from
the federal government (Mitchell, 1974: 8).

However stations receiving government f~indingsupport have to pay a price in the U S A .
Community radio stations can affiliate with national foundations to receive financial support
from the government, in the fonn of grants for special projects or through support from the CPB,
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the state and local government. However, they may still have difficulty in sustaining thenlselves
because of the inconsistent federal policy in the funding of public stations and the different levels
of support for this sector from different states. In addition, they have to fillfill the CPB's
requirements to qualify for such support (Gray, 1986: 13 1-9).

While advertising is barred in some Scandinavian countries, in Germany and Australia, soft
commercialisation is accepted. The reliance on listener subscription and donation cannot
guarantee the stations' financial stability. For example, in Gennany, Radio Z, in Nuremberg,
Bavaria, broadcasts daily from 4 pm to 12pm and shares a frequency with other mainstream
comnlercial stations. It is financed not only by membership subscriptions and individual
donations, but also by 'ideological sound' advertising sponsorship (Porter and Hasselbach,
1992). Similarly, Radio 100, lvith its own frequency in Berlin, survived by a mixture of funding.
In contrast, Radio Dreyeckland in Freiburg-state of Baden Wurttemberg, was financed by

financial uncertainty and competitive pressure
membership contributions. ~ c c o r d i n ~ itl ' ~faced
,
from commercial stations, despite successfully attracting listeners.

Australian community radio stations are funded by three main sources: federal government
grants and subsidies worth around AUD$ 17,000 per station yearly, listener donations and
subscriptions, and commercial sponsorships (Lewis and Booth, 1992; Forde, Foxwell and
Meadows, 2003: 3 13). However, different types of community services receive funding in their
own way. For example, ethnic, Aboriginal, print-handicapped, and educational stations receive
governn~entgrants as their main revenue. On the other hand, slightly upwards of 40% of the total
revenue from listeners and local support are the largest portion of the funds for comnlunity and
special interest stations (BTCE report 83, 1993: 128). Although community stations are allowed
only four minutes per hour for sponsorship time, income from commercial sponsorship
dramatically increased from 14% of the total in 1982 to 27% in the next three years. According
ro the PBF survey, the majority of stations wanted the ABT to loosen its controls on sponsorship
(Lewis and Booth, 1992).

In Asian countries, under the state core system, the financial situation of conlmunity radio is
worsening. The disintegration of alternative radio in Taiwan illustrated that without a subsidy
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from the government after its. legalisation, community radio eventually lost its identity to
consumerism for the stations' survival. In the Philippines, a decentralised structure was
established to manage station financing. The Tambuli stations, for example, were to be owned by
the community and run independently from Manila national broadcasting. Consequently, to
sustain the stations after fo1:eign funds ran out, an assembly of community media sectors was
established to manage each station in the 12 villages. The income of each station came mainly
from church grants, and some from sponsorship and donations (Sencviratne, 1998). The success
of con~munityradio in the Philippines experience comes from self-regulation and strong support
from the Catholic Church. Accordingly, religiously-based community radio station could be an
alternative for the sustainability of community radio stations. Nevertheless a variety of funding
sources would provide better circumstances for community stations to sustain their operations.

1.4.3 Production and Programming: Pluralism and Localism

Pluralism in production and programming involves the radio station staff and producers working
with a variety of communities and audiences. Volunteers are at the core of community radio
operation. Community media treats the audience as participants. Active audiences are more
resistant to persuasion, influence or manipulation and the feedback they give to media
communicators shows an interactive relationship between both sides. Local media contribute to
local awareness, a sense of belonging and social requirements, such as the need for assistance
(McQuail, 1997).

Moreover, "having access to a radio microphone affords so much fun and fulfillment that people
are highly motivated to produce radio without any financial compensations; sometimes they even
pay for it" (Kleinsteuber and Sonnenberg, 1990: 101). However one problem is the unfair
distribution of access by various segments in the community. Generally, the middle classes are
the most active in community and program production. Also, there can be conflict between the
original participants and newcomers. Therefore, the stations have to bring different groups of
audiences into the process of program production (Hochheimer, 1993: 239-40).
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Some stations employ staff to .take care of management and technology as well as program
responsibilities. However, all programs are produced by volunteers. For example, in Australia,
community radio services are run by a combination of paid and volunteer staff. A small n ~ ~ m b e r
of paid staff work for management and carry out administration activities, whereas a larger
number of volunteers undertake programming. There are over 30,000 volunteers working in the
community sector. In addition, community stations that produce news and current affairs provide
training in journalisni for volimteers prior to going on air. They also have autonomy to select and
report the news which is relevant to the local community (Forde, Foxwcll and Meadow, 2003:
320). Since the 1960s, a large number of broadcasters, technicians, editors, producers and

journalists working for national and commercial radio stations have been trained in the
con~munityradio sector. In the same way, a number of professional staff from the public and
commercial sectors have moved to the community sector. The links between the three sectors of
broadcasting have developed through this flow of personnel (Moran, 1995; CBAA, 1999).

Nevertheless, the quality of programs on community radio produced by volunteers has often
been criticised. In Europe, volunteer-based community programs seemed less attractive than
professional public service or private commercial programs. The difficulties came from
volunteers who had inadequate experience in radio production. Consequently, comniunity radio
stations improved program presentation by using professional staff. One women's radio station
in Oslo called RndiOt-cikel, for instance, it successfully combined the 'best of both worlds of
community and commercial presentation'. The structure of the station was non-hierarchical,
while it produced programming of a high technical quality and a high level of professionalisni
(Jallov, 1992: 223).

The unique characteristics of community radio are diversity and locality of program content. The
stations offer many types of programs from talks, interviews, phone-in, news, and music. Diverse
content is designed to serve the needs and interests of different groups in the conln~unity.Nonmainstream music, such as the classics, soul, underground, and ethnic music, which is barely
played on public and commercial radio is presented on community radio stations. Since the
stations usually speak to minorities and the voiceless

ir,

community, most stations have programs

-
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for ethnic minorities, youth, wanien, disabled people, students, gays or lesbians. Programs on
news, sport, political events, and community announcenients are also provided.

Community radio eniphasises localism. Aycook (1999: online) described localism as
traditionally meaning "reaching those people with programming. The local coniniunity was
finite, geographically defined, and physically near to the media outlet". Napoli (2001) nientioned
that localism is a two-tiered approach to the concept of local programming

-

geography-based,

and content-based. This was a fundaniental principle of broadcasting regulation in America. It
facilitated decentralisation of decision making and served the needs of local people. Political
knowledge and cultural diversity should be presented in the local program tiling to promote
political participation and preserve valuable traditions within the conilnunity. Representatives of
local comnii~nities, including local officers, had to show more responsibility by answering
enquiries about their work through community media so the locals could scrutinise their work
accomplishnlents (Wright in Vipa, 2001: 275-6). It was this model that would be followed by
some of the Thai community stations (see Chapter G section 6.3.1)

For example, local radio in Australia was required to provide local news and information,
announcements, and a forum for local voices to shape national identity. Community radio is local
radio and has its roots in the local community (Committee on Conimunication, Transport and
Arts, 2001). Accordingly, licensees, organisations and financial institutions, the program
producers (volunteers) and program content are all locally-based. Recent research on Australian
has shown that community journalists (stations' volunteers) can serve an important role in
providing a local voice through the 'community public sphere' (Forde, Foxwell and Meadows,
2003: 303).

In Germany, the program content of Radio Z and Radio 100 raised various issues by many
minority groups, for instance, women and gay groups, prison inmates and students. Moreover,
both stations were run by volunteers and a minimum unpaid staff (Porter and Hasselbach, 1992).
In France, minority prcgraniming, however, was produced by ethnic groups in non-profit stations
and supported by the national government, which believed these programs could reduce social
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tensions (Lafrance and Simon,. 1992: 177-9). In Britain, licenses for community radio were
granted to stations in rural areas outside the local commercial radio services. For instance, Wey
Valley radio in England provides approxinlately 35:65 talk: music programs to serve the needs of
teenagers, the elderly, and the handicapped (Community radio in rural England, 1993).

In Canada, comniunity radio has three types of licenses: community, student, and native (Ford,
1992). There are approximately 200 native radio stations in Canada operating via low-powered
translators and repeaters (Smith & Brigham in Fraser, 1994). In Australia, there are seven
interest groups operating community-oriented radio stations. They are fine music, education,
ethnic, Aboriginal, print-handicapped, political, and Christian stations. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders began to form their own media through comm~mityradio in the 1970s. Iviost are
broadcast in the English language, which differs from the multilingual programming of ethnic
radio. By 2000, "there were more than 100 licensed Indigenous community radio stations in
Australia broadcasting more than 1000 hours of Indigenous content weekly"(Productivity
Commission in Forde, Maxwell and Meadow, 2003: 313). However, in general, Indigenous
community radio broadcasters hope to promote their culture and identity to non-Indigenous
Australians for

"

the reconciliation process, as the content of Indigenous broadcasting challenges

the predominate mainstream media images of Aboriginal Australians and Islanders as hopeless
victims and troublemakers" (Molnar, 1995: 174). The politically active stations provided access
to diverse groups who rarely had a chance to be on-air such as prisoner action groups,
environmentalists, anti-drug law groups, gay and lesbian people, and youth (Moran, 1995).

While multiculturalism has been promoted in community broadcasting in both Canada and
Australia, there is a gap between the legislative framework and the performance of broadcasters.
In Canada, minority culturally diverse groups were acknowledged in the media policy and
legislative framework by promoting participation of ethnic and racial minorities in programming,
station operation and management in private companies. However, in practice, Indigenous
production and programming was eliminated by the American shows that either were imported
by the Canadian broadcasters or were tuned up via cable television. In Australia, coniniunity
radio had been handicapped by a "weak multiculiuralism", as argued by Penman (in Moran,
1995: 159). The "weak" version was "a tolerance of cultural differences of private, affective,

-
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folkloric or social kind". Thus,. the programming which defined multiculturalism as pluralism
and cosmopolitanism has gradually weakened the original identity of this sector. Moran (1995:

159-60) notes:
The mechanlsrn of,cornrnunity r a d ~ othat equates the needs o f Aboriginal Australians w ~ t hthose o f country and western
fans, the needs o f gay pcoplc wlth those o f ganiblers on thc turf, the nccds of'pr~soiiersw ~ t hthose o f comniun~tysporting
groups, slnacks o f a 'weak' multicultural~s~~i
~harwclcomcs d~ffercnccIn thc name o f pluralism and cosrnopol~tnn~sm
rather than see that somc diffcrcnccs are niore important t h m othcrs as cv~dcncco f continued s o c d ~ncqual~tlcs
and
subjugation (~Moran.1995. 159-60).

In Asia, coniniunity media was a tool for democratic participatory developnient for
disadvantaged people in developing societies. The instance of comn~unity stations in the
Philippines are examples. The Infanta radio station, DZJO in the Philippines offered a free
announcenient service for people who wanted to send personal messages to their relatives living
'

I

in remote areas. Radio DYAF in the island of Negros, presented community-based programs by
doing preliminary field research to look at real needs of the islanders. Then a program content
and schedule was designed to address their points of interest. In addition, aside from news
reporters at the station, taxi drivers and policenien performed an important role as voluntary

I
1

reporters to phone in and give details of traffic, crime or any news worthy incidents (Seneviratne,

1998). This model would be taken up by RDCK program in Thailand, though there is no
evidence of direct influence.

In India, even though the people's participation is limited on radio, two local radio stations in
South India and in Rajastan, for example, experimented with the comniunity radio concept. The
stations were controlled by AIR'S regulations and run by professionals. However, two-way
communication between listeners and governmental officers was available about both
development issues and public facilities. The station staff recorded local people talking about
their problems such as traffic jams and the environment. Thcn, officials of the related
governmental agencies were interviewed about the issues.

In Thailand, middle classes activists were the main group who could access the stations and
participate in program production on con~munityradio because of their espericnce, public
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speaking skills, and social connections. Their community programs served as a centre for local
information rather than promoting political participation and cultural diversity. Sin1i lar to India's
local radio, some Thai community programs solve local problems about poor public services and
utilities but, because of constraints placed on by the owners, the producers could not introduce
many local political issues for public discussion or public scrutiny (see Chapter G section 6.2).

1.5. Current Problems for Community Radio

Four main factors influenced the emergence of community radio in Asia. They were the existing
national and regional broadcasting system, broadcasting policy, the social reform movement, and
the development of new technology (Hollander in Ke, 2000: 412-3). Within media organisations,
according to McQuail (1994; 1992: 80-98), there are five types of beneficiaries

-

the whole

society, clients, owners, audience, and employees of the organisation. Therefore, the relationship
between media organisations and their operating environment is governed by niarkct forces and
political power, as well as social and cultural guidelines. The media, according to normative
press theory, should meet the needs of their audiences first, and clients and the state second.
However, the media operates under certain pressures. There are tensions within media
organisations between constraint and autonomy, routine production and creativity, commerce
and art, bureaucracy and individual freedom, and profit and social purpose. The degree of
freedom of a media organisation's rules and cultures, including routine jobs and program
production procedures, have to be taken into consideration as organisational influences on media
content. For the broadcast media where channels are limited, the diversity of programming and
of public opinion are especially important since its main issues are about the degree of monopoly
and the relationship between editorial actors and their owners or public regulators (McQuail,
1994). Consequently, the following section will explore two major factors: media policies, and
commercialisation of the broadcasting system to evaluate the prospects for community radio.
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1.5.1 Media Policies

The trend to media deregulation and privatisation seems to favor co~i~mercialisationand
threatens public service and community broadcasters. In Europe, community broadcasting
became one part of the national media legislation at the end of the 1980s. The main reason was
not because of a particular concern about the community sector, but as part of a wider restructure
of the national broadcasting system (Eijk, 1992: 235). In Hollander (1992), McCain and Ferrel
Lowe state that

I n niost West European countrlcs comniunity broadcastmg did not develop as a result o f explicit governnient policy. To
the extent that coniniunity broadcasting has been affected by govcrnnicnt p o l ~ c ~ cIns other areas - such as p o l ~ c yrclatcd
to rhc cause o f comlnunlry
to cablc telcv~s~on
systcrns and reg~onalradw - the cffccts h o w bccn morc dcrr~mcnt;~l
rned~athan bcncficlal (Hollandcr. 1992: 12).

During the 1980s, the deregulation of broadcasting laws based on principles of democratisation,
decentralisation and privatisation, opened space for community broadcasting as well as permit
commercial sectors to make a profit. Although commercial activities were prohibited on local
radio stations in some countries, no legislation satisfactorily supported community-oriented local
radio. On the other hand, because of limited radio frequencies in Germany and France, the trend
of increasing the transmission area by using stronger transmitters and by creating a country-wide
network of stations increased significantly (Prehn, 1992: 255). Thus, neither media policy
towards cable channels nor radio frequencies supported non-commercial based radio stations.
Community radio also faced competition from regional radio services in large cities. The number
of regional stations had dramatically increased and expanded their airtime. Owing to a lack of
regulatory support from national policy, community radio stations had two alternatives after the
transition from cable to over-the-air broadcasting: to co-operate with regional radio services, or
to struggle for their own identity. Sweden was one of a few European countries where media
policy integrated regional and community broadcasting and Sweden's Neighbourhood Radio
served both urban and suburban areas without competitive pressures from regional radio
(Hedman, 1992: 74).
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Australian community broadcasting has rapidly expanded since the seventies. The reason is
partly because the media laws protect the sector from commercial imperatives (CBAA, 1999: 45). The most important principles in federal legislation since 1972 until the current Broadcasting
Act of 1992 are :

the non-profit status o f a cornmunlty rad~ol~censeholder; thc fact that a license cannot bc sold or tr;lnsfcrrcd, the
rcqulrerncnt that thc Ilcensec must contlnue to represent the colnrnunlty lntcrcst 11 rcprcscntcd when I~ccnsed,and thc
c \ p c c t x ~ o nthat cornmunlty rad~ostatlons w ~ lencourage
l
thew cornmunltlcs to partmpatc In station operdtlons, and In
thc sclect~onand provlslon o f programs (Thornpson, 1999. 23)

Nevertheless, some critics argued that from the mid 1980s to the present, broadcasting had been
considered by government policy for its "monetary values " rather than " a useft11 resource for
community" (Langdon, 1995: online). When licenses were divided into six types, including
narrowcasting and community broadcasting, there was no clear distinction between comnlunity
broadcasting and narrowcasting. Moreover, the commercial sector could now own two stations in
each market. The Australian broadcasting system had been deregulated following the American
philosophy of economic rationalism and free market forces (Langdon, 1995: online).

In the USA, during the 1980s to 1990s, community radio encountered pressure from both public
broadcasting corporations and commercial stations. The expansion of the NPR network and its
need to affiliate with the community radio sector forced many community stations to join with
the NPR or to accept commercial underwriting. Moreover, since the grants from the Civilian
Employment Training Assistance (CETA) were eliminated, minority community radio stations
found it hard to exist. According to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, radio broadcasting was
deregulated and radio became a medium for commercial interest rather than public service.
Legislation which was less concentrated on cross-ownership removed some restrictions for
renewal licensees and made radio less effective for the local community (Engelman, 1996). Two
controversial areas became apparent in broadcasting deregulation. They were the removal of

-
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restrictions on ownership limits14 and the removal of general content regulations and restrictions
'j

(Fairchild, 1999: 553).

In Asia, the trend of media policies is to open up to private broadcasters in the global
environment. Many countries deregulated their broadcasting policies concerning locality and
special interest groups, but some limitations remained. For example, in India, according to the

1982 New Policy for Official Media community broadcasting policy sought to enhance
"communal harmony" by not identifying individual communities involved in riots and not
offending any particular religious groups. The Broadcasting Act of 1990 sought to create
autonomy for the official media, yet, in practice broadcasting remained a mouthpiece for the
ruling political parties. In opposition to the rapid growth of radio through the use of satellites,

"

the Indian government consistently refused to free up the radio waves from state monopoly"
(Mehta and Iyer, 1999: 134). The fundamental aim of employing broadcasting for national
stability and social unity was unchanged.

The Malaysian broadcasting service has changed greatly in the last decades. In the mid 1980s,
privatisation was introduced to accelerate economic growth. The methods of privatisation were
corporatisation, an increase in private-sector competition, and improvement in management
contracts for the broadcasting industry. Accordingly, more private radio stations had been
allowed to operate since the mid 1990s and another eight stations were established when satellite

'%egarding the Communications Act of 1934, a single person or entlty was prohibited by the FCC to own more than one station
providing the same type of service in the same community. Cross-ownership between radio, television and newspapers was not
permitted. Gradually, during the 1970s to 1990s, the ownership levels of national broadcasting rose from a limit of five AM, FM
and TV stations per owner to a 71717 rule in 1953 and later to a 1211211 2 rule in 1985., In! X1 '
one corporation or individual was
allowed to own 30 AM and 30 FM stations. Finally according to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, the limits of national
radio ownership were completely removed in order to make radio competitive with other media (Fairchild, 1999: 553-4).
l 5 Broadcasting program content was ln~tlallyderegulatcd In 1981, thus four arcas of rcgularatory requirements were removed or
relaxed for Instance, programrnmg gu~delincs,the l~cens~ng
process for renewal primers, advertlsmg guldelmes and rnalntenance
of program logs Besides, thc FCC gave up the rule of the Farness Doctrlne In 1g49 wh~chprevented most forms of advocacy
advert~s~ng
In broadcastmg and prov~ded pract~cal d~rcct~ons
tor the right of access to the rned~a on the part of publ~c
Consequently, any restrlctlons of commerc~alexplo~tat~on
on the arrwava were unleashed by t h ~ slaw at the end of 1990s
2000 557-560)
(Fa~rch~ld,
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broadcasting through ASTRO was launched in 1997. The privatisation program encouraged
Radio-Television Ma!aysia.(RTM) to improve its services to retain its listeners. Several RTM
stations increased their area of broadcasting to include Sabah and Sarawak to compete with the
nation-wide private stations. National and local radio formats became more interactive and

g station
specialized in their programming to reach specific audiences. RTM set up an " o r n ~ ~asli"
(an Indigenous group) and extended its local stations to more major cities to serve the needs of
specific

audiences.

However,

most

privately-owned

radio

prograniniing

emphasised

entertainment and the government still maintained part ownership in the stations (Kaur, 199s:
20 1-2).

According to Yabes (1999: SG), the Philippines regi~latoryframework " may be a model for those
desiring to achieve a balance of statutory regulation and self-regulation in the broadcast media
industry." The National Telecon~m:~nicationsCommission (NTC) is a regulatory body that
allocates and manages the r a d ~ o frequency spectrum, grants broadcast licenses, monitors
technical standards, and regulates programming. However, despite the NTC's power to shut
down the community stations, it has been rarely exercised because of the traditional belief in
principle of free speech. More interestingly, Filipino broadcasters can regulate thcmselves
following the Radio Code and the Television Code which has been adopted as the standard by
the Kapisananngmga Broadcaster sa Pilipinas (KBP). The standards, without any approval of the
government, can be classified into three main sectors: programming, advertising, and trade and
commercial practices (Yabes, 1999: 80-86).

Thai broadcasting policy has followed the global environment in this industry has been opened
up to private broadcasters. However, it is still under the control of the state government and
serves as a public relations tool as in India and Malaysia. Unlike the Philippines, Indonesia and
Taiwan, Thai community broadcasting has not yet become an alternative sector to the national
and commercial broadcasters. However, the experience of community radio in Western countries
has shown that regulatory and funding support from the government are important to protect this
sector from conipetition fi-om both national and commercial sectors. To implement the principles
of democratic community media, the media policies supporting non-commercial local radio, as in
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the Scandinavian countries, should be considered as the most promising future direction for
community broadcasting policy.

1 S . 2 Comniercialisation of the Broadcasting System

Comniunity radio all over the world is constrained by market forces from conirnercid
broadcasters. Non-professional programming and non-profit community radio stations are now
in conlpetition with comniercial stations and radio networks across Western Europe. Local radio
in most European countries adapted the idea of liberalised markets with advertising (Prehn,
1992: 255). In France, most of the early community stations were sold to big media conipanies
because they had problenis with finance, audience maintenance and program development. Only
one-fourtli of the radio stations still preserved comniunity values and were run by volunteers. In
addition, their programs I-elied on national and international sources, not local ones (Lafrance
n ~ lost their place to commercial
and Sinion? 1992: 177-9). Non-profit stations in ~ e h a also
competitors (Porter and Hasselbach, 1992: 11 l).

In response, during the 1980s many community lobbyists in Europe united with international
organizations to free local broadcasting for community communications. The Community Radio
Association in Britain, the Association Nationales des Radio Libres Noncommerciales in France,
and OLON in the Netherlands joined with the worldwide association of community radio
stations - Association Mondiale des Radiodiffuseurs Communautaires (AMARC). In 1986, the
European association of 'free radios' Federation Europe'enne des Radio Libres was established
(Prehn, 1992: 253). Yet, they found it hard to retain the typical characteristics of community
radio because of comniercial pressures from mainstream broadcasting and insufficient public
funding support.

In Australia, the structilre of conlmunity radio can be classified by commercial approaches in
two models: the traditional and the professional. The first type maintains an anti-coniniercial
approach. Their funds come from listeners' subscriptions, donations, and fund-raising activities.
Local people get access to and participate in station programming and management. The
majority of rype S (special interest groups) community radio licenses fit this model. The other
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model, professional stations, is closer to local commercial stations in both their programming
and management. In terns of broadcasters, "the stations are tending to use personality
announcers and play lists" (Moran, 1995: 155). They offer a wide range of programn~ing
including sport and racing and country and western music, which usually attracts advertising
sponsorship and the products presented are similar to those advertised on conimercial radio. .
Type C (general community) licenses mostly follow this professional model. There are, however,
some community stations between the two models (Moran, 1995: 155-6). The majority of
commun~tystations were faced with inadequate support from the government for funding and
also other necessary resources, such as equipment and construction. Around 8% of their income
came from government (Thomson, 1999: 24). Consequently, more stations were forced to
abandon their original concept of radio programming for social and political niobilization and
adopted "soft commercialism" (Moran, 1995).

In the USA, the effects of media deregulation increased commercialisation in radio and reduced
public voices on broadcast media as well as diversity of ownership. Big companies brought up
4,000 of the nation's 10,000 radio stations over a couple of years (Fisher, 2000: 43). Many
stations had to cut back news-gathering operations and stopped airing original programming.
Community services programs, therefore, were controlled by the commercial market. In the
2000s, the trend is to use new technologies for centralised broadcasting from the national
network, reliance on wire services and the use of information from public relations companies.
Local programming is also broadcast digitally from centralised locations via network systems,
which means local stations and community voices are diminished by the market consolidation
(Fairchild, 1999: 560).

In Asian countries, according to Dixit (1997: 97) "...the few community FM stations and public
television stations are going to be drowned out by the cacophony of commercial stations". High
commercialisation has weakened public service values (Maligalig, 1999: 100). Similar to the
radio industry in the Philippines, the majority of radio stations in Thailand serve comnlercial
interests and advertising exists in every segment of programming. Following the USA.
experience, media deregulation in the Thai broadcasting industry (i.e. the establishment of the
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state enterprise MCOT in 1 WOs, the open bidding of the concession process on PRD and MCOT
radio stations) caused conimercial doniiriation of radio by big media companies.

1.5.3 Future Prospects For Asian Community Radio

The future prospects for Asian community radio depend on globalisation, deregulation, and
corporatisation. Firstly, the negarive factors of the homogenised global market toward
developing countries, including imbalanced flows of infonnation through the advent of
communication technology have challenged public service broadcasting to opt for alternative
broadcasting. With conimunity radio based on locality and concerned more with socio-cultural
values than economic interests, these is an opportunity for comn~unityradio to be introduced in
the public service sector by either the state broadcaster or the non-commercial institutions.
Moreover, NGOs on behalf of civil society could be alternative non-profit broadcasters to serve
local interests (Rosario-Braid and Tuazon, 1996: 258-9).

Secondly, as illustrated in Malaysia, deregulation led to many changes in its broadcasting
system. The improvement of programming for a specific local audience and the increase of
private stations are tending to increase the chances for community-oriented stations to emerge.
These niay be initiated by either the local national networks, as in the Indian Model, or the
private sector. In the 1970s, broadcasting in developing countries has been more interested in
comniercialisation, thus, entertainment programs were offered through the national radio service.
The government projects use of broadcasting media for local development has declined. On the
other hand, an increasing number of private-owned broadcasters sought to present programming
for community service. Many programs about development and education were created by
commercial stations (Moses, 1978: 5).

Last, the concept of a regional Multimedia Resource Centre (MCR) is anticipated to grow.
Various organizations dealing with developmental programs and local government and NGOs
have proposed a multimedia centre to produce materials for community development. In the
Philippines, the CMC's operation is an illustration of community media established to support
community comnii~nication(Rosario-Braid and Tuazon, 1996: 260- 1). Finally, community radio
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has to network to increase its impact, not only among broadcasters or between the stations, but
also among community radio stations at the regional and national level (Librero, 1993: 222).

Although there arc many means of supporting of community broadcasting in Asia, sustaining the
operations of democratic media is ano!her problem because i t might run counter to the powers of
the stale rulers. According to Librero (1993: 221), there are four factors which tend to restrain
community radio growth in Asia. First, comnlunity stations might lose administrative control
because of their autonomy fi-om the national services. Second, it may increase the role of key
players in local politics. Third, stations could be security risks as anti-government forces could
use them as a propaganda tool against the government. Fourth, the enipowernient of people
t h r ~ u g hcommunity radio could encourage crilicisni of government policies. These factors may
be seen by national leaders as reasons for opposing comnlunity radio.

Without genuine support from the national regulators, the survival of the stations as well as the
sustainability of their values is not guaranteed. In Taiwan, for example, legitimising underground
radio introduced full-time, paid staff and commercial consolidation. As Ke (2000: 429) argues:

by l e g ~ t ~ n i ~ zunderground
~ng
rad~oand glvlng freedom but no subs~dyto contmue thclr publ~cserv~ccwork, the
~ o ~ e r n n i c npcrh'ips
t,
not cyn~cdlly,has succeeded In emasculatmg the d~ss~dcnts
and sllcnclng mlnorlty volces B y
s~niplyopcnlng thesc stdtlons to niarkct pressures, they have mostly surrendered to consurncrlsm, w h ~ l ethe government
h a collcctcd pra~selor 11sI ~ b e r a l ~ w t ~poonl ~ c ~ c(KC,
s 2000 429)

To sustain the non-profit goal of community radio organisations, a democratic station
management is essential. The stations should be managed by Board Committees who are elected
by the stations' membership. Then, guidelines for operations are formed by the Board. The study
by Levi (2002) also showed that station managers and program producers (volunteers) of nonprofit stations can establish broader goals and provide programming for comniunity benefit.
Therefore, whcn the local community has access to the station and program production, this can
offer pluralisni in prograniniing.

To follow the principle of localisni, stations have to be located in the community which uses
their services. Program producers who volunteer and finance productions should also be local.
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Their programs based on local sources should provide various topics relating to politics, society,
and culture. Two-way co~mmunication between producers and listeners are essential for
conlmunity self-expression. Dialogue from public discussion programs can create selfconfidence and empower community individuals, especially from Indigenous and small media
(Varghese, 1995: 146). The stations not only serve needs and interests of local people through
program content, but should also offer active involvenlcnt in programs. Further, to ensure
program quality and attract more listeners, the voluntary producers need to be trained by the
station which should receive support from the associations representing this sector. These
associations play a crucial role in facilitating con~munitybroadcasting and winning governnient
fiinding support.

The process of political change from dictatorial regimes to civil society is occurring in some
Asian countries. Kitley's article (2003) "Coping with change: The case for public education of
d
media audiences after reforninsi in Indonesia" recommended that public education s h o ~ ~ lbe
introduced to Indonesian audiences after the public reforms in 1998 to increase their capacity to
understand media new forms. Audience reception theory and cultural theorists are concerned that
active audiences, civil society organisations, NGOs, and other public groups can create
educational programs in a learning format which introduces a dynamic relationship between
niedia producers and audiences. Public education programs providing reflexive dialogue between
the two parties and focusing on democratic conversation about communicative practices and
rhetoric would empower and assert the audiences' role as a constituency. The relationship
between media producers and audiences could be established on the grounds that each has a
stake in influencing the other. Accordingly, "media forum, that is to say, are about the
construction, understanding and appreciation of communicative competencies in social and
culture life. The forums are powerful in that they are grounded in the fundamental interests of all
parties in the mediatisation of political discourse." (Killey, 2003: 18). However, the
establishment of media forums requires legislation and the responsibilities of an independent
broadcasting authority.

-
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1.6 Conclusion

In addressing research question four:

RQ 4) How did Thai community radio develop compared to other models of community radio
internationally?

The chapter found that comniunity radio was distinguished from public service and conln~ercial
radio in several ways. It was based on private initiatives without commercial intentions and
financed by a variety of sources. Communities could be defined either geographically or by
speclfic groups of interests. However different groups and individuals in the community could
get access to the stations for different purposes. Community programs had local content serving
the needs of community and were produced by local people. Community radio was a tool for
social change in some countries in Europe, for preservation of ethnic and indigenous cultures in
Canada and Australia, as a counterbalance over commercial domination in the USA, and for
community development in parts of South and South East Asia. Community radio can be
categorised into three contexts. First, the stations grew from protests against a public monopoly,
such as in Britain, France and Italy. Second, community radio in the USA, Canada, and Australia
derived out of a comn~ercially-dominated media environment. Third, most conlmunity radio
stations in Asian countries, such as Sri Lanka, Malaysia, and India, were established under a
state-monopoly broadcasting system. This is akin to the situation in Thai community radio.

Community radio in this study is classified as a form of democratic media when its character
matches the concept of McQuai17s democratic-participant media model of small-scale media,
localised, horizontal interaction, people's participation, two-way communication and nonmarket-oriented institutional form. Its participatory features serve the interests of the conlmunity
by helping people to diagnose their problenls and clarify their objectives. Access and
participation in small-scale media may not only empower the voiceless, but also maintain local
identity and cultures. In the context of globalisation, all these national systems are merging into a
single global type that mixes publiclstate, private and community broadcasters. Community
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could be interpreted by two means: geographically or groups of interests. Accordingly, licenses
are classified into many types to cover different groups in urban and rural and remote areas.

However, in practice, European con~n~unity
broadcasting hardly survived in a newly marketoriented environment. The American community stations had to fight for more spaces in a
deregulated media industry, while Canadian and Australian c o m m ~ ~ n i tsectors
y
confronted
financial problems from inadequate governmental funding as well as increasing pressures from
conln~ercialinterests. In Asia, radio was almost entirely a mouthpiece for the government to
propagate its policies and the national leader's image.

The current trends of globalisation, corporatisation, dereguiation and new technologies have
affected conimunity radio in third world states as well as Thailand in both positive and negative
\\lays. Positively, locally-based media could be alternative broadcasting in a homogenised global
market and co~nmercialisedbroadcasting industry. Moreover, the civil society movement via
NGOs and the middle-class could operate participatory-based programs for strengthening the
grassroots community. In Thailand, their movement influenced the emergence of people'sowned con~munityradio. Negatively, corporatisation and deregulation tend to support the
commercialisation of broadcasting as well as the concentration of cross-media ownership.
Therefore, without regulation that supports the community broadcasting sector, community radio
can barely maintain its non-profit orientation in a highly competitive media environment.
Instead, comnlunity service programs might be co-opted by national broadcasters on state
stations or by private operators on commercially-based stations as an attempt to co-opt
community radio. Accordingly, to sustain community radio operations, three initiatives are
required. They are a media policy that favors non-commercial broadcasters; a driving force from
civic society to strengthen this sector; and public acknowledgment of the importance of this
alternative broadcasting sector.
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CHAPTER 2
THAI COMMUNITY STUDIES, CIVIL SOCIETY A N D T H E RADIO INDUSTRY

This chapter aims to explore definitions of Thai community, Thai social structure, the effects of
change on n ~ r a lcommunities, and Thai civil society and the radio industry. The chapter is
divided into four main sections. First, the meanings of community in the Thai context will be
investigated from the. main actors' different perspectives, namely, the state, NGOs, and
academics. Exploring con~munityas the state, anti-state, and civic discourses will illustrate roles
o f each major- actor in Thai village community developnient. Second, the patronage system,
centralisation of the administration, and changing roles of community leaders, are explained to
outline the obstacles to Thai democracy. Then, third, the emergence and movement of Thai civil
society since the late 1980s are investigated regarding its influence on community development.
Thai political economy in the context of the discussion about Thai community also relates
significantly to the development of the broadcasting industry. The patronage system and
centralised administration are major constraint of radio industry, while the civil society
movement can influence wider liberalisation of radio operations and policies. Accordingly, the
last section on Thai broadcasting will focus on the origin and development of the radio industry
and its relations to the political economy and social movement.

2.2. Definitions of Thai Community

The word "community" is a controversial one and has been criticised as a "potent and
iinchallenged idea" by Canipbell and Kreigler (1981 : 73). The meaning of "comniunity" could be
everything and nothing, "from a boundary arbitrarily drawn around a population to the
quintessence of social life ... It both defines a group and implies a degree of common interest or
corporatism among its members, and simultaneously delineates boundaries and relations with
other purported groups". The conimunity concept has an ideological value in h a t "it rests on a
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prior judgement ... and places the putative corporate sentiment or interests at the service of a
wider structure of inter-related ideas, usually implicit" (Canipbell and Kreigler, l98 1 : 74).

Coninlunity niay refer to "neighbourhoods, interest groups, people organized into' a political
municipal, or social unity'. The term "local society" and "locality" have been used more or less
instead of "comniunity". Hillary (in Bowman, 1981: xxv.) considers that comniunity is social
interaction within a geographic area and people in the conimunity have one or more additional
colnnlon ties. On the other hand, conimunity can be conceptualised in broadcr ways and not only
as a geographically defined locality (Kettner, Daley and Nichols, 1985).

In Thai community studies, the word "community", known as "churnchon" in Thai, is ~isedin
different ways, particularly by the two main actors in the development field, ie, the state
departments of Thailand and the non-government organisations (NGOs). "Comni~mity" has
become an ambiguous word with various meanings used by community workers, scholars,
researchers and social activists. According to Anan (2001), the heuristic devices for Thai village
studies were classified into four types. They are normative, empirical, historical, and discourse
study. Since the 1980s, the latter has become an important approach in exploring Thai village
community development.

2.2.1 Community as a State Discourse

Historically, rural villages, urban cities and temples played an important role in developing the
Thai community. By the seventh century, human settlements were transformed into three types
consisting of ban (village), mlrang (town) and nakhon (city). Ban was a ritual centre gathering
around the burial ground, while muang was a small centre and nakhon was a regional centre.
Ban, rnzmng and nnkhon could be characterized by size, location, the complexity of human
settlements and types of wnt (temple). There were three types of wut. First, the city wcit was

it

state ritual centre or an education centre for teaching Buddhism. Second, the forest wnr, nomially
located in Buddhist pilgrimage sites, was for meditation and pilgrimage. Last, the village vvcrt
was a social, educational and ritual centre for the village community. In terms of politics, the

-
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munng was a local centre for product exchange set up by the governor while the nc~k/ionwas an

econon~ic,ritual, and political centre in a well-planned area (Srisakra, 1989: 360-2).

After World War 11, the Thai village was studied for the first time by a nuniber of American
sociologists, such as Embree ( 1 968). Their studies showed that Bangkok communities were noncorporate and had a loose social structure. Conimunity members were more concerned with
themselves than the society. Their individualism made them ignore any social responsibilities
(Chaniari, 2000: 3). The state administrators had absorbed notions of the negative images of rural
villagers created by Banfield (1958) and Foster (1965). They argued that rural people had a
culture of poverty, were individualistic, and needed to be educated (Anan, 2001). Accordingly,
"community" for government officers had a "stagnant" and "outmoded" image. The conimunity
was a group of people in a geographically remote area who needed to be developed with support
from the state (Chamari, 2000: 3).

At this time, the translated word "chumchon" from the English word "conimunity" was used in
Thai society initiated by the government. It was a strategic term for village development and also
related to the establishment of the Community Development Department in 1962. Therefore,
initially, the meaning of chttmchon (comniunity) was close to Ban or Mu Ban (village) which
was the smallest administrative unit under state control (Anan in Chamari, 2000: 5). A
community frontier was established for local administration purposes or public service activities.
Sometimes, setting its boundary and electing its community committees was decided by
outsiders and was related to political advantages. However, community leaders played a major
part in operating community organisations (Akin, 1999: 62-3).

In 1976, Potter's study of Thai farming communities in the North found that Thai people had a
tight relationship and group-based social structure. Even though the finding of this study
contrasted with former studies, both loose and tight structural models represented the Thai
comniunity as an independent unit separate from its history or its relationship with outside
society (Anan, 2001). From the late seventies, the impact of state development policy on Thai
villages was studied and it was found that people's organisations set up by state agencies were a
tool of the government and also weakened community competence in developing the
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conlmunities. Since then, studies have focused

011

the Thai community in broader terms by

considering their history, social structure, people's organisations, ritual and cultures. This has led
to an alternative approach to comnlunity development began by Chattip Nattsupa known as the
cultural perspective on village development (CDP). This perspective bccamc the ideology of
most NGO groups after the early 1980s.

2.2.2 Community Culture: The Anti-State Discourse and Its Arguments

According to Chattip (1986), the root of Thai community was in the villages. I.Historically, from
the 13th century, Thai villages were developed naturally by local people. The rural econoniy was
based on rice cultivation for the villagers' subsistence. With mutual aid between households in
the use of labor and fanning equipment, the village conlmunity became a primary unit of the rice
economy. Thai villages, therefore, were unique with typical characteristics of con~munal
production, self-sufficiency, and family-tied social structure. Therefore, the village community
was a fundamental institution for rural people. They had a tight and equal relationship with each
other.
An emphasis on traditional values of collectivism, self-help, mutual aid, self-sufficiency and folk
wisdom as the pathway to construct a strong community became the basic radical developn~ent
discourse in Thai society (Chairat, 2000; Anan, 2000). Included in this was Chattip's Community
Culture school of thought which was joined by leading Thai scholars, such as Seri Phongphit,
Prawes Wasi and Seneh Chamarik. Seri believed that the village community had its own culture,
economy, and political system which were independent from the state (Seri et al. in Anan, 2001:
20). Prawes adapted Buddhist thought to build a moral community and solve socio-economic
problems by self-sufficient Buddhist practices. For him, the community was a collective group of
people, either in the same or different areas, which had similar goals. Community organisation,
gaining knowledge and a people's acknowledgement process were at the heart of sustainable
development (Prawes, 2001: 52). According to Seneh (2001: 124-5), the identity of a local
community emerged from its natural resources management, way of life, and local knowledge.
The self-sufficient livelihood of local people was the first and the most important path to rebuild
community autonomy.
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The ideal traditional values of the Thai village community in Chattip's historical study were
criticised by both Western and Thai scholars. Jonathan Rigg (1994: 123) argued that the Thai
village was non-existent and Thai villages with egalitarian,I6 self-sufficient, autonomous,
subsistence-oriented corporate, peaceful and moral traditional values, were the "myth"'7 which "
had been created". Since the early-colonial era, local villages were resettled many times by state
rulers for administrative reasons. The word "community" derived from Western scholars and
through political policy, was used in relation to Mu B m - villages. Then the state introduced its
policy to "ferment and cement a sense of village identity" via local administrative leaders,
committees and other service associations. This resulted in the class differentiation in the socioeconomic structure in rural society as a result of the exchange-based economic system. The Thai
communities were also individualistic and self-interested and their cooperative action was shortterm, informal and based on a patron-client relationship (Kemp in Rigg, 1994: 128). In sum,
Chattip's portrayal of traditional villages'as a moral community were "found on a series of false
premises about the village" (Rigg, 1994: 128). Villages had been created by the state, the ruler,
and according to administrative policy for political and economic purposes.

Hewison has argued (2000: 287) that Chattip's concept of Community Culture has a nationalist
element that could help Thailand deal with the 1997 economic recession and the monetary
control of the IMF programs. Hewison further argued that the community was "an ethical
construction" and "became a means of resistance to globalisation and for reasserting values
identified as appropriate" (Hewison, 2000: 287). According to Vandergeest (in Anan, 2001), the
counter narrative of community culture had the same perspective as the state's dominant
narrative in that both considered the primordial status of villages as being representative of the
community. Both narratives opposed the external influences which destroyed the typical

Redfield (m Akm, 1398 23) polnted out that the ~ndustr~al
revolut~onand the cap~tal~st
soc~ctychanged a pcaceful pattern of
community In order to
l ~ f eand cqu~valentrclat~onsh~ps.
Conscqucntly, many scholars wanted to rctum to the fornicr cgal~tar~an
lmprovc the new way o f I ~ f cl.i e thought that the ~deao f community m~ghtbc an ~deal~zcd
one ~ntroduccdby scholars
17

Tonn~es'(in Bowman, I981 : xxvi) preference for the "community" concept related to a hope for a perfect world

Utopla- rcprcsentmg deal types o f social relat~onships.He considered that "the former are charactcr~scdby t ~ c sof kinship,
tradit~on,shared language and values, spontaneity; they are personal, intimate and enduring among a relatively small group ...such
a set o f ~ I C Soften seems to bc warm and supportive". In contrast, the relationships in the present world arc contractual and lacklng
In fcelings. They are "limited, inipcrsonal and changing...They rest on a co~ncidenceo f interest, and involve scgmcntcd soc~al
roles. Ttic cost o f such relationships may somctlmcs be a feel~ngof isolation or anom~c"(Tonn~csc~tcdIn Bowman. 1981:xxvi).
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character of the villages. The state's mainstream narrative challe~igedcolonialism while the
community culture narrative opposed capitalism. This school of thought eniphasised the typical
static characters of villages and the importance of organisations at village level although,
historically, their economies and cultures had changed enomiously. Therefore, the Thai
comniunities today have more autonomy and the potential to incl-ease participatory de\~elopment
ideas than "the foniierly participatory societies". However, economic growth and rapid
industrialisation have led to a need for cooperation to a greater estent (Vandcrgeest cited in Rigg,
1994).

According to some Thai scholars, the community culture movement was a romantic concept
\vhich presented only the positive side of village life, and lacked ana!ytic value and was
advanced by social activists and NGOs (Chairat, 2000). Thongchai Winichakul (1995) argued
that the local history of Thai villages studied by a number of scholars, for instance, Chatthip and
Seri, in the 1970s was a nostalgic reflection of pre-industrial communities. l'lie rapid growth of
the economy and the social changes due to industrialisation made the Thai bourgeoisie search for
its roots and identity. Thongchai said: "Local history has the potential to nurture the power of
local community ..., but basically it is part of the nostalgic production that is currently
overwhelming Thailand". Anan Kanchanapan (2001), also considered this approach was populist
and anarchistic.

2.2.3 City Culture and Civic Society

Another argument about community culture from a city culture approach maintained that
socially-oriented co-operative groups had arisen not only in the rural villages. City people felt
lonely and began to search for a better society. As Anek (1999), argued, the city was a space
where a large number of various communities could create civic virtues and develop Thai civil
society. In the past, city people were fond of individualism and isolated tliemselves from society,
but currently many social-oriented community organisations in the fonii of comniercial
assemblies, urban conimunities, and Jor Sor 100 conimunity radio, rcflcctocl a change in urban
society (Chantis, 2000: 37-8).
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The growth of the middle-class 1.n the city after the economic liberalisation in the 1980s was also
a crucial dynamic !eading to the advent of Thai civil society in the late twentieth century. The
urban people's community had three cliaracteristics. They were groups of strangers, they werc
voluntary members with the freedom to enter or leave, and had equal relationships. The special
characteristics of urban space were diversity, difference, conflict and disorder, and many mobile
communities in the form of support groups for children, women and HIV patients, had arisen.
Also, these were not dependent on lineage and location as werc rural village eonimunities
(Chairat, 2000).

Nevertheless, the scholars who developed the concept of the urban or citizen's culture did not
totally reject the school of community culture. They agreed that the urban-centred developmenr
policy designed by the state government meant that cities were concerned with capitalist
ventures. However, they supported the idea of people's participation in public interest and
sustainable, self-sufficient developkent (Chantis, 2000: 10). On the other hand, the rural village
community was not the only democratic institution and the city was not a barrier to community
building. Anek in Chantis (2000: 51-2) considers that even though the single state city of
Bangkok by itself cannot balance the status of constitutional democracy, rebuilding of
community culture in rural villages without further developing urban society was also a rejection
of reality (Anek in Chantis, 2000: 5 1-2).

2.3. Obstacles to Thai Democracy

Four major actors developed the idea of the Thai con~munity.They were politicians, bureaucrats,
businessmen, and ordinary people. Patronage was a deep rooted problem that confronted
provincial administration. In the following sections this will be discussed by examining
patronage social structure, semi-democracy, and con~munityleaders.

2.3.1 Patronage: Vertical Social Structure in Thai Communities

The social structure which most deeply influenced community development was the patronclient relationship. This was a vertical and unequal relationship between the patrons and the
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clients. Mostly, the patrons would be in a superordinate position, such as fathers in the kinship
system, civil servants in the bureaucratic system, and entrepreneurs or merchants in business.
They exercised thcir power or authority to assist and influence their clients who were in a
subordinate position, for instance, children, ordinary people or en~ployers and customers.
Generally, this was an inforn~alrelationship in which the patrons usually gained either or both
political and economic benefits from their clients. However, according to K e n ~ p(in Amara,
2000: 1 l ) , this relation in kinship systems was based on moral sanctions and did not expect any
return, while relationships in other systems were different.

Prior to the mid nineteenth century, in the beginnins of the Rattanakosin era, the 'Thai patronclient model was a fomlal hierarchical relationship between superior lords, royalties, noblemen,
elite bureaucrats, inferior citizens and slaves (Akin in Amara and Preecha, 1996: 139-40). In the
village community, the patron-client relationship was a traditional social form relating to
religious beliefs as well as cultural practices. Since the late nineteenth century, the emergence of
centralized political administration, including the transformation to an industrial economy,
gradually eroded the moral-based traditional patron-client relationship. Instead, it was replaced
by an informal and profit-oriented relationship.

According to Tamada (in Amara and Preecha, 1996: 320-22), there were three patterns of
relationships among politicians, civil servant and businessmen. First was a dichoton~ybetween
bureaucrats and businessmen. Merchants paid money either in fonns of donations or bribes for
gaining commercial privileges from authorities. At the same time, civil servants, especially high
ranking ones, would receive extra money apart from their limited salaries from local
entrepreneurs for the construction of public facilities. Through this process of mutual assistance
and interdependence, the local entrepreneurs' illegal businesses proliferated. Thus, 'dark
influences' in local society arose through ignorance and the patron-client system involving low
salary state officers.

The second pattern was among bureaucrats, businessmen, and politicians as policy-makers.
Generally, bureaucrats preferred not to challenge politicians' authority who would either reward
or punish them. Therefore, businessmen could profit from being patrons of politicians and being
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rewarded with beneficial regulations as well as influence over local civil servants. However,
after the decline of the military and the growing influence of civilians, technocrats and middleclass businessmen became supporters of regional and local politicians in seasonal elections.
Thus, most local politicians had to obtain assistance from local bosses and became part of their
circles.

Third, since the 1990s, with the increasing economic power of the private sector, many
businessmen became politicians themselves. Under the bureaucratic polity, they had
authoritarian power both from their status as policy makers and as policy implementers. The
political role of Thaksi.n Shinawatra, leader of Thai Rak Thai (TRT) party and owner of the
largest teleconimunication company in Thailand, is a good illustration of this merging of
economic and political power. According to Ukrist (2001), the victory of the TRT in the 2000
national election reflected a victory for local capitalists because his locally-based econonlic
policy stressed assistance for local companies. Also, Thaksin's political power was endorsed by
the Bangkok Bank (Thailand's largest bank) and the CP group (the largest business group).
Ukrist considers that "this is a return of the old style of mutually profitable co-operation between
capital groups and politicians" Ukrist (2001: 38).

Further, Thai political parties existed under

the patronage of their heads who were more important than their policies. The political parties do
not originate from persons who have shared ideologies, but from one patron. Thus, the parties are
not genuine political institutions, but collective groups under the direction of one patron. The
TRT party is no different (Akin, 2004: 36).

The other relationship under the patron-client model was between civil servants and citizens.
With the increasing authority of central state officers in local administration, the governor-citizen
relationship became one of actors and recipients. Solos (1999) found that: "The state officers had
a duty to assist and protect citizens from any problems as good governors, while people followed
their rules and regulations with obedience and mindfulness" (262-3). Combined with Thai behavior patterns of Btinkhun (reciprocation), Kutunyu (gratitude) and Kreng choi (consideration
or mindfiilness), the underprivileged status of ordinary people was reinforced by this unequal
relationship. As powerless subjects without financial or administrative authority, they were
forced to become supporters of patrons for their comfort and security (Juree, 1

438-441 ).
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The patrons were large-scale landowners, merchants, financial backers and entrepreneurs, who
might not be local people. but had close relationships with local governors. Despite unequal
alliances, most peasants submitted themselves to such relationships as a strategy for survival, due
to the typical worldview of superior-inferior relationship, a leftover from feudal ideology
(Bechstedt. in Preecha, 1999: 267-279).

2.3.2 Thai Semi-Democracy and Central-Provincial Relations

The centralisation of the Thai administration and polity had developed primarily with the
reforms of King Chulal.ongkom. The political order was changed from an aristocratic polity to a
dynastic polity when the King appointed noblemen from Bangkok to govern each region instead
of local rulers. Rural people had to be oriented toward the "unitary state" and the central
officials. This was "the central state's transformation of territory as community into space as
partitioned entities" (Nelson, 1998: 6). After the 1932 revolution with the end of absolute
monarchy, political power was still centralized under control of military governments and
civilian bureaucrats. Only limited numbers of ordinary people could access the political system
(Nelson, 1998: 8-9). Prior to the 1990s, the Thai polity was characterised as a "bureaucratic
polity". With the overwhelming influence of the bureaucracy over development policies
throughout the country, the political system was neiiher democratic nor totalitarian and was
called "semi-democracy" (Wathana, 1999: 7 1-2).

The relationship between the central and the local govemment was vertical. The system of
territorial administration functioned as the instrument of an authoritarian state (Nelson, 2000).
The country was divided into 76 provinces, 81 1 districts, 7,409 tambon (sub-districts), and
67,581 villages (Nelson, 2000). The system of central-local relationship had three components:
central, provincial and local government. Each ministry in the central govemment delegates their
officers to work at the provincial or the district level. In the provincial government, the governor
is appointed by the Prime Minister on the advice of the Minister of the Interior (MO]). Also, the
chief district officer is an appointee of the Minister of the Interior (Wathana, 1999; Nelson,
2000). On the other hand, tambon headpersons (Kanzrtnt~)and village headpersons (Phuycii Run)
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are elected by the local community for a tern1 of four years. However, the government directs
appointnlents to suit the needs of the central bureaucratic structure (Pasuk and Baker, 1995).

Local government is comprised of three types of organisations, namely provincial administrative
organisation (PAO or Or Bor Choi.), Municipalities (Thetsaban), and tambon administrative
organisation ( T A 0 or Or Bor Tor since 1994). The three have a legislative council elected by
people in the province, the municipal areas, and each tambon respectively. The local government
is supervised through the MO1 and by the provincial governors, while each ministry still controls
its operations at the local level through their provincial officers (Wathana, 1999).

However, the decentralisation of local administration that began in the 1990s was probleniaiic
since the central government still restrained local authority in several ways. For example, even
though the PAO's council was elected, its chief executive was the provincial governor and many
provincial officers were its administrators. The PAO's authority was limited to provincial
development plans and collaborating with municipalities, TAOs and other government agencies
(Kowit, 2001). Similarly, the TAOs, which were assumed to be "a symbol of decentralisation
and as the appropriate place for grassroots democracy" (Nelson, 2000: 17), were indirectly
controlled by high-ranking local officials who acted as chief clerks of their executive
committees. Moreover, although the central government transferred revenues to the local
government, it did not include all functions. Consequently, education, health projects and
budgets and other functions of the provincial agencies were distributed from the central
departments (Warr, 2002: l l).

Further, the capacity of local administrative organisations in service provision was frequently
criticised because many of their projects concentrated on the construction and repair of roads and
bridges. This was because the physical infrastructure provided both tangible benefits to rural
people and profits to partners in the contractor network. Also, most city and town n~unicipality
members engaged in joint-venture businesses concerning public utilities and infrastructure
(Wathana, 1999). According to research by TDRI, the local government administrators were one
of the top-five professions that had the potential to engage in corruption (Matichon, 25 April
2002: online). Also popular participation in the local political process was low, not only in the
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form of elections but also grassroots organisations' scrutiny of local politicians' perfomiances
(Kowit, 2001).

2.3.3 Changing Roles of Community Leaders

Historically, coniniunity leaders encouraged people to fight for their rights with government
authorities and landlords. For example, the northern people frequently struggled for their basic
rights in community management. Most of the northern leaders were religious priests or village
leaders and were usually linked to a holy spirit or miraculous power (Juri, 1989: 434). However,
the roles of rural con~munityleaders changed and they became agents of the state agencies after
the government imposed its authority over village communities through schools, teniples

(wtrl),

and village headmen. This occurred in two main periods. In the 1890s, authority in village
communities was divided into several official units. Also, these administrative divisions were
related to the geography of the village communities. Most village officials were not the natural
leaders of the community and the traditional roles of forest monks as teachers and community
leaders were under control of the government (Pasuk and Baker, 1995).

~ second period of government interference was more profoundly felt in the
In the 1 9 6 0 ~the
countryside. Its impacts were greater as they included the building of new highways and the
introduction of electronic media, the military policy of "combat communism", and development
budgets. "For the first time, villages were regularly visited by officials, such as the nai nnlphoe
(chief district officer), the police, the military officers and representatives of various ministries"
(Pasuk and Baker, 1995: 74). The effects of these market-oriented development policies nude
the e-sun (North-Eastern) people rely more on assistance from their patrons (Anek, 2000).
Moreover, this expanded central administration weakened the role of the people's organisations
in communities. The state government also managed the natural resources in forests by allocating
logging concessions to private companies under the control of the Royal Forestry Department
(Wiyut and Prasit, 1999: 258).

A decline in the teaching role of forest monks due to government programs and the increasing

role of broadcast media, especially in accessing city culture also reduced the iniportancc of
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traditional values and community-based knowledge. According to Pasuk Phongpaichit (1995:
75):
Village studies of the 1960s and early 1970s regularly noted the decllne of the importance of village elders and other
forms of 'natural' leaders; the erosion of community co-operation through exchange labor and othcr conitilunal schemcs;
the decline of some of the rituals emphasising the importance of ancestry and place; and the decay of local communities
leading to large-scale migration by rural girls [and later also boys] to work in prostitution for the US soldiers, for an
increas~nglyprosperous urban market, later for the tourist trade, and finally as an export commodity

The economy and culture of rural localities initially relied on urban centres. Then, capitalism
began to develop and the agrarian community was transformed to a stratified society. Even the
village wnt became "an arena for the expression of class conflict between the rich and the poor"
(Srisakra, 1989: 363-4). However, since the 1980s, despite the ending of the communist
insurgency and the introduction of the social development policy, rural people have faced
difficulties from the decline of agricultural exports and the coming of an industrial economy. The
role of the peasants as sources of products has been transformed to become sources of labor in
the newly export-oriented manufacturing economy. The development policies outlined in the
government's 51h to 71h National Plans did not help develop poorer rural areas and the inequality
between rural poor and urban rich has widened (Paiboon, 2002).

Chanthana Banpasirichoti (2000: 462) considers that the reason for the weakened community is
from state interference through its local administrative agencies as well as its development
projects. The reason for this is that the state established official community leaders to control
infrastructure construction and legally manage natural resources. The emergence of community
organisations at this time had two major purposes. They were to maintain national security and to
monitor government development projects which were within the local administration structures
controlled by the central state government.
-

The concept of self-sufficient development was promoted during the 1980s in the 6"' and 71h
Plans. This was practiced by promoting projects to people and later giving them an opportunity
to participate. Consequently, the projects initiated by the state with people participating were not
people initiated projects (Supang, 2000: 126-7). The state agencies promoted rural development
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projects, such as community businesses which provided support to the people's groups (Klunt) as
they were assumed to be egalitarian and have mutual solidarity and cohesion. In fact, the group
leaders were from the highest stratum of rural society who could influence other members and
ensure their compliance with government officers. Thus, groups "replicated the hierarchical
structures of power found in the civil administration" (Arghiros and Moller, 2000).

According to Preecha et al. (in Wiyut and Prasit, 2000: 256) community leaders in e-son (NorthEast) could be categorised into three types: opinion leaders, moral leaders and practical leaders.
This network of lcaders might arise naturally or be set up by state or private organisations.
Mongkol Danthanin et al. (in Wiyut and Prasit, 2000: 256) found that con~munityleaders and
people's organisations in some e-son communities solved problems mostly using self-reliance
and self-sufficiency concepts. In contrast, most local community leaders in the central region
(Phnk Klang) were under the Bangkok administration and therefore lacked the characteristics of
civic society leaders. Local entrepreneurs, urban business men, Chinese traders and state officers
played important roles as community leaders in both economic and political change, whereas the
role of the local people was to follow their leadership (Arnara, 2000). However, patronage
relationships between bureaucrats and ordinary people were common and most people's
organisations were set by state promotion (Ekawit, 2001). In terms of political and economic
participation, Supang Chantawanit found in her study that the local central people, generally,
were not interested in political activities and the self-help economic movement (in Chanthana,
2000: 458-9). Further, few NGOs had involvement in development projects in this region.

2.4. The Changing Idea of Community in the Age of Thai Civil Society

This section will explain how Thai civil society emerged and also addresses its movement after
the 1997 economic crisis. The idea of Thai community was influenced increasingly by the civil
society movement in the 1970s. This -reflected a paradigm shift from modernisation, dependency
theory to a participatory approach. Similar to most Asian countries in the reform age, the NGOs
and the urban middle-class played a crucial role in decentralisation of central administration and
liberalisation of state-control media (see Chapter 1 section 1.3.3).
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2.4.1 The Emergence of Thai Civil Society

Civil society evolved in Thai society in the 1970s with the emergence of a spirit of resistance by
poor pcasant groups in the form of many protests. They rejected urban-central econoniic
development as well as the unequal relatimship of the patron-client social structure in a p r i a n
society. Also, they fought to upgrade their status quo from being subniissive clients to
independent actors by pursuing participatory developnient. Both individual-based

and

organisational-based resistance led to a reformation of the civil society movement at the
grassroots level.

The resistance of rural people toward government policy arose in the form of local protests,
peasant movenients, and subversive country music - phleng hrk thung. 'The confrontation
between the government and the peasants was more violent than in any previous decade. In the
North, there were conflicts between the rich landlords and the peasants. Conseq~~ently,
the
Thailand Alliance of Peasants and Farniers (Snhaphan Chaorui Lue Chaonu Hung Prothetthni)
was established to lobby government for land reformation. However, the response from the
government was very slow and a number of the alliance leaders were killed (Pratueang, 2000:
110-1).

After 1977, the concept of "comniunity empowerment" had three approaches: organisational,
conflict-oriented, and comniunity culture. It believed that existing communities were capable of
self-sustainable development with their own identity, beliefs, customs, rituals and people's
organisations (chamari, 2000: 34-40). From the 1980s, the 5'h and the 6'" Plans under General
Prem addressed the problems of the poor and initiated many activities in village units. Rural
development plans were targeted at women, youth and the hill tribes. With the concepts of selfhelp, self-reliance and people's participation, many people's organisations and NGOs cooperated
with government officials in community developnient (Amara, 2000).
-

The NGOs were the significant actors in community developnient who empowered people to
realize their self-reliant capabilities and assisted community organisation in political matters.
Their goal was to assist local pcople to strengthen their commilnity organisations in solving their
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own problems. The principal strategies were oriented towards people's participation in thinking,
analysing and cooperating, not only in one community, but with others in their networks (Akin,
2000: 62-3). For example, NGOs in the Northeast employed a three-step strategy in developing
grassroots organisations. From 1980 to 1985, people's organisations were encouraged to
establish their own cooperative groups without a state budget. From 1986 to 1990, cooperation
among other community organisations' networks was undertaken in each locality. By the 1990s,
a political movement based on local culture and self-sufficient tlevelopnlent strategies was
promoted (Solos, 2000: 266).

Thai civil society currently means organisations "other than the state" which includes
intellectuals, the mass media, religious groups, NGOs, and middle-class activists (Ukrist, 2001 :

32). Civil society emerges from social members who belong to either the state, private, or
people's sectors, and have similar aims of solving problems or assisting in terms of social crisis.
The members of civic grouplorganisation come together in partnership and link into civic
networkd (Chuchai in Kanchana et al., 2000). Thai civil society is grounded in Prawes's reform
Buddhism, Pasuk's rural development, and Chattip's ideal of community cultures. After the 1997
economic crisis, the debate about civil society was based on the idea of social capital which
encompasses the wisdom of local people, local cultures, and rural people's environmental
resources (Lewis, 2003). Also, the concept of good governance (Thirayut, 1998) and civic
politics (Nithi, 2001) were introduced to check and balance government power.

During the 1990s, Thai NGOs transformed civic groups and linked networks across the country.
The civic g o u p s and their expanded networks created the Thai Environment and Development
Network (TEDNET) in 1995, and Civicnet in 1996. The aim of this civic institution was to bring
local people's groups together to help each other in community developn~ent.These groups such
as the Kanchanaburi protesters about the state project of the Thai-Burma gas pipeline
construction have currently changed their approach from protesting to the state to acting by
themselves (Civil society development, 1997). This civic network also had close relationships
with civic groups in different areas, such as, the Songkhla Forum, the Indo-China Intersection
Development Forun~in Phitsanuloke and the Nakhon Si Thamniarat Forum.
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These organisations played an important role in supporting the introduction of the October 1997
Constitution. They cooperated with 30 alliance groups involved in political reform with
politicians, some business and grassroots people's groups. Intellectuals, technocrats, scholars and
the media also supported the campaisns for constitutional reform (Kanokkam, 2002).
Consequently, when considering the development of Thai civil society in association with
democratic development, it was shaped by three main forces. They were: 1) the decline cf the
military domination since the 1980s; 2) greater powers given to people's organisations at the end
of the 1980s; and 3) the pressures from civil society for the reform of the bureaucracy and
politics in the 1990s (Ukrist, 2001: 33-5). Similar to the 1957 Philippines Constitution, the new
Thai constitution had major elements of participatory denlocracy to enhance the power of the
people to participate in the political process. The civil society organisations became the key
agents of democratic transition and consolidation in both countries (Surin, 1990: 370- 1).
However, the growth of Thai civil society organisations was different from Indonesia and the
Philippines in that it was influenced by internal forces with little support from external sources
(Ukrist, 2001 : 33).

2.4.2 Civil Society Movement After the 1997 Economic Recession

The economic recession in 1997 had a strong impact on rural development with the increase of
unemployment in both urban and rural areas. The remigration of rural people to the country led
to increased destruction of natural resources and greater conipetition for agricultural land
(Paiboon, 2001). The crisis led to the renewal of sustainable development schemes and localism
discourses. Also, King Bumiphol's 1997 birthday speech promoting a self-sufficient economy
reinforced the localism approach. In order to resist globalisation and liberalism, localisnl
discourse advocated the traditions of self-sufficiency, self-reliance, sustainable development,
local wisdom and knowledge, culture and religion. It rejected consumerism, materialism,
urbanisni and industrialism (Hewison, 2000: 279-296). The concept of sustainable development,
people's empowerment and participatory developnlent communication was linked with a new
agenda for civil society based on the political refomis promised by the 1997 Constitution (Lewis,
200 1 : 1 15).
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These changes were accompanied by the 8Ih (1996-2001) and 9"' (2002-2007) National Plans for
rural development. The plans sought the involven~ent of local communities, civil s ~ c i e t y
organisations, the government, the private sector and academic institutions. These initiatives
were designed to empower local communities through decentralisation of government, public
participation, increased transparency, improved governance, and building local capacities and
self-reliance. Some significant actions undertaken by the government under the 8'h Plan were the
launch of the new T A 0 administrative bodies, the establishment of the Conimunity
Organisations Developnlent Institution (CODI) and the new Social Investment Fund (SIF). Both
funding agents aimed to promote people empowerment by providing budgets for local economic
and social development activities, for instance community plans and community media (Paiboon,
2002).

According to Paiboon (2002), the chairman of CODI who was one of the leading refornlers,

The E~ghthPlan advocated the need for sustainable development that harnesses the true assets of Thailand - the T h n ~
people. A people-centered development plan is essential ... Essentially, it gave Thailand unprecedented emphas~son
~mprovedgovernance, empowerment of local communities in decision-making, and community-based natural resource
management (Paiboon, 2002).

According to both National Plans, the pilot civic society schemes launched between 1996-7 were
practiced in some provinces, for instance, Nan, Phetchaburi and Nakhon Si Thammarat. Also,
there were civic groups initiated at the provincial, district, and precinct levels (Anuchart et al.,
1999: 301-3). According to Anek Laothaniatas' view of the trend to civil society: "The fi~ture
path of socio-political and economics of the society must embark upon the path of democratic
civil society thro~~gli
local civil society and local government" (in Anuchart et al, 1999: xlix).

However, the weaknesses in Thai localism according to Pasuk (in Newison, 2000: 289) were: 1)
hopeless idealisation; 2) the Thai patronage system would exploit the rural community though
control over the political and economic system; and 3) a reactivation of local wisdom was a less
suitable path than the transformation of the community and the countryside. Although new
populist politics encouraged nationalism with utopian visions, an alternative model was unable to
be developed (f-lewison, 2000: 279-296). Further, the resurgence of regional identities following
L.
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the new Constitution, such as increasing ilse of regional dialects in the media, was a
transformation of some elements to suit business. Some players behind local cultural expression
continued to be business groups with media interests and state agencies (Jory, 1999: online).

Unfortunately, following the 2001 election, despite thc significant role of civil society in
democratic consolidation, Thai civil society lost out to the bourgeoisie whose agenda was
expanding capital accumulation and not entrenching participatory democracy (Surin, 2004). The
TRT's victory and the delay in the introduction of the independent organisations promised by the
Constitution, such as the National Broadcasting Commission (NBC) and the National
Telecommunication Commission (NTC), reflected the limitations of the Thai civil society
concept and the new roles of the military in the political economy in accord with a "newly
aggmsive private sector". Thaksin was a symbol of the "symbiotic relationship between politics
and capital" (Ukrist, 2000: 38) and the liberalisation of the media was blocked by a new alliance
between the military and the big business groups.

2.5. The Radio Industry and Political and Economic Change

Development of the Thai radio industry can be examined within political and socio-cultural
change. Like some Asian countries, such as Indonesia and Taiwan [see Chapter 1 section 1.3.3),
the Thai civil society movement pushed for the reformation of the state-controlled broadcasting
system to provide more public space. Consequently, radio became an essential medium for
liberating people's voices and allowing community self-expression despite the ambiguities in the
concept of community radio. Thus, this section will illustrate the changes within the Thai radio
industry by first, outlining the origin of radio in Thailand and, second, explaining its
characteristics. Third, changes in the radio industry in the age of civil society are explored
followed by an examination of the differences between Bangkok and local radio.

2.5.1 The Origin of Radio in Thailand

Radio has been a tool of the Thai state for more than 70 years. The primary rolc of radio has
been as a moutlipiece for government leaders and its agencies to sustain political power as well
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as being an asset for the state owners and licensees. The development of radio in relation to
political change can be divided into four major periods: 1) the use for state propaganda from
1934 to 1973; 2) the first broadcasting reform in the 1970s; 3) the prosperity of commercial radio
in the 1980s; and 4) the age of media reform from 1991 to 1997.

- Radio Used for Slate Propagculckl (1 932-1 973)

For 41 ycars (1932-1973), thc rolc of radlo could not bc scparatcd from the statc pohtical powers and thc authori~:~r~;~n
rulers. Undcr the closcd structure sys~cni,ratl~o,thcrclbrc, bccanic a cruclal clcnienr for thc usc of'slatc ~nflucnccro
doni~narcpol~tlcaland ccononilc power ( U b o n r x 1999. 107).

Radio in Thailand was introduced by Prince Burachat, a member of the Royal Family in 192s.
Two years later, the first radio station, named Radio Bangkok at Phayathai, was set up to provide
"commerce and entertainment for tradesmen and commoners as well as for education" (Ubonr-at.
1992: 92). After the end of the absolute monarchy in 1932, Radio Bangkok became a state
propaganda machine with responsibility for releasing official announcements, speeches and
government news. To fulfil1 this objective, it was transferred fiom the Department of Post and
Telegraphs to a new department established in 1933, the Publicity Bureau, and renamed Radio
Thailand in 1941. During World War 11, when the Field Marshal Phibun's government was in
alliance with Japan, radio was used to build LIP hostility to the Allies (Saitip, 1988). Also,
nationalistic policies and strong leadership were promoted through various fonns of popular
radio programs, such as drama and music, including the official news. Radio was a new
entertainment media for the people that reached wider audiences through loudspeakers installed
in key provincial centres (Ubonrat, 1999; 1992: 98; Amut, 2002).

After the War, in the late 1940s to the early 1950s, during the political conflict in Thailand
between the leftists (led by Pridee Panomyong) and the conservatives (led by Field Marshal
Phibun),-radio was used to announce Phibun's coups (Ubonrat, 1999). After other govcrnment
agencies were allowed to operate their own radio stations in 1949, more than 60 percent were
under the authority of the Armed Forces and became the largest network in propagating
government agendas (Saitip, 1988). From 1958 to 1973, during a long period of authoritarian
military governments under Sarit, Thanoni and Prapas, broadcasting had two main ainis:

10
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oppose communisni, and to promote national economic development. Firstly, with the assistance
of the USA, radio stations in Chiang Rai, Sakolnakorn and Narathiwat were set up by the Thai
army to defeat the communist insurgency as well as control the hilltribes and the Muslin~s.
Secondly, many radio stations were built thro~ighout the country to spread economic
development under the government slogan "supplying running water, electricity, well-built
roads, and available jobs" (Narn Lai, Foi Snwang, Tlinng Di, Mi N g m Thcun) (Somsuk, 1995).
Also, radio stations were leased to the private sector for business and entertainment (Ubonrat,
1 999).

-

The First Brondcnsting Reform (the 1970s)

In the 1973 crisis, the head office of the Public Relations Department on Ratchadamneon Road,
Bangkok was burnt. This reflected the frustration of the protesters toward distorted news about
the government and the military. On this matter, Ubonrat ( 1 992:93) observes that: "For them (the
left and the liberals), Radio Thailand under the supervision of the PRD symbolized political
paternalism. It was dubbed Krom Kruag (The Department of Lies)". After the crisis, the
students' victory in forcing Prime Minister Thanom and the Military Head Prapas and his
generals out of the country liberalized the polity and encouraged broadcast liberalisation. Many
groups had campaigned for broadcast reform. Yet, unfortunately, the 1974 Radio and Television
Broadcasting Regulation under the National Broadcasting Executive Board (NBEB) introduced
by Khukrit's governnient only covered technical, programming and advertising matters on
Military radio stations. The Radio and Television Adniinistrative Board, which controlled all
radio programs comprised of members from various governnient agencies including the military.
Moreover, the government increased its authority to censor programs or close stations (Ubonrat,
1999). Consequently, the broadcast media remained a propaganda instrument for the civilian
government and other state agencies (Somsuk, 1995). During 1975 to 1976, Military radio
stations organized as the Free Radio Broadcasting Network mobilized conservative pressure
groups to oppose the leftists. Saitip (1958: 76-7) explained the subsequent Military takeover as
follows:
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The network always defended itself claiming that it was 'actlng to safeguard the most important mstitution of the natlon
- the Monarchy

-'

and those who opposed 11s activities were Cumrnunist aglrators...l'hcy also callcd f o ~'all truc T h a ~

patr~ots'to crush the demonstrators at the Tharnnlasat Un~vcrs~ty.
Thousand of rnob~llmiconscrvatlvc rn~l~tants
flowcd
tnkcovcr on
to rhe univers~tyrcspond~ngto thc call from the r a d ~ ostatlons... It cndcd In a bloody clash and rn~l~tnr):
October 6, 1976 (Sait~p.1988. 76-7)

During the 1976 confrontation, radio was ilsed by the government and the army as well as the
radical leftists who joined the Communist Party of Thailand (CPT). This was the first time
people could criticise the goveil~mentand other conservative groups via underground radio
broadcasts. Nevertheless, at the end of the crisis, the Thanin government released Revolutionary
Order No. 15 to limit media freedom by controlling all categories of programming to suppress

appositional broadcasting (Ubonrat, 1992: 96).

-

The Prosperity oj'Con~tnercidlirrclio (the 1980s)

In the early 1980s, despite the decline of the comn~unistinsurgency, broadcast media was still
employed as a propaganda channel. For example, every station was required to broadcast the
military program titled "Puerl Phcmlin Thai" (For the Thai Territory). Sometimes, news
programs operated by the anny criticised the Opposition's politicians. The conflicts between
young solders' groups and some politicians were reflected occasionally in the programs
(Somsuk, 1995). At the same time, the number of radio stations increased dramatically in this
decade because of the growing investment of the private sector in broadcasting. In 1985, there
were nearly 200 FM radio stations across the country. From 1982 to 1992, as shown in Table 2. l ,
the number of stations increased from 252 to 496 stations. The largest proportion were held by
the Defence Ministry and Radio Thailand, respectively, even though, in 1992, the percentage of
their own stations had slightly decreased (Ubonrat, 1999).

There was also a liberalized economic policy for foreign investors in Chatchai's government,
-

including a relaxed policy that occasionally led to freedom of speech in broadcasting. Many
private news agencies were set

LIP

in the 1980s, such as INN, Nation, and Pacific

Intercommunication that reformed broadcast news in both content and style. They brought new
technology and live sound combined with updated content and a concise presentation style. This
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change also reflected the expansion of cross-media ownership between big media companies in
the broadcast industry (Somsuk, 1995).

Table 2.1 : Total Number of Radio Frequencies Owned by Government Agencies in 1982- 1992
Nunlhcr of Stations in 1992

Contract oTCol~ressior~

Stntc Organisations

M1111srryof Ilcknce
(Arniy. Navy. Air I'o~cc)
l

1I - P a r ~ ~alrtlmc
al
sublease
71

-0pcn b ~ d . I~ccnsc subsr~rl~tc

(28 1 ' X )

(No1tli:~IIy3 years)

MCOT

Othcr govemmcnl agencies
Total

Source:

-

Ubonrat. 1999: 1 14

A Secorld Artempr for Broadcastirig Reform (1 99 1 - 1997)

During the 1990s, two major incidents led to broadcasting reform. First, broadcast media became
a government n~outhpieceagain in the government of General Suchinda who led the Ror Sor
Chor military coup. During the 1992 Bloody May crisis, the state-owned broadcast media was
severely criticized for reporting distorted news. Thus, the office of the PRD on Ratchadanineon
Road, Bangkok, was burnt again during demonstrations. After the crisis, media scholars and
professionals, including civil society and NCO groups, campaigned to liberalize the broadcasting
system. This led to two major changes which became the first step toward broadcast refonn.
Firstly, there was the creation of the 1992 broadcasting regulations and the appointment of the
National Broadcasting Commission (Kot- Kor C,'llot.), in place of the former conmission (NBEB
or KO, Bor Wor). This provided more frcedom of speech and expression to the broadcasting
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media. For example, it delegated the censorship function to individual radio and television
stations (Ubonrat, 1996: i 08). Seco~idly,two new U H F !elevision channels were to be set

I

I

by
~

an open bidding process. Although broadcasting frequencies were still in possession of the state
agencies, more news and talk programs reawakened a democratic atmosphere and greater media
freedom, such as I N N news and talk radio and Watchdog's television program named ''Molig

T c ~ gMoom" (Different Perspectives). However, in praciice, many radio and television
producers self-censored any program contents which might offend the political powers
(Researches about media reform, 2003: online).

In the time of the Banharn to General Chavalit governments (1995-1997), many news and talkback programs were banned, rorced to stop or were intcrlered with by the government. At the
same time, there was resistance from mass media critics and scholars, increasing political
participation from the urban middle class, and the growth of a civil society movement led by
NGOs. When added to the 1997 economic crisis, all of these pressured the government to
develop the new Constitution. Finally, the reformers were rewarded when the new 1997
Constitution provided regulations for broadcast restructuring as well as freedom of speech for
media workers. Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution states that:
fl I. Transnilss~on frequenc~cs for radlo or televis~on broadcasting and radlo telecommun~cat~onarc natlonal
commun~cationresources for public Interest.

12. There shall bc an ~ndcpendentregulatory body having thc duty to d~stributcthc frcquenc~esundcr paragraph one
and supcrvise r a d ~ oor television broadcasting and telecommunication buslnesscs as prov~dcdby law

13. In carrylng out thc act under paragraph two; regard shall be had to the utmost publlc bcncfit at national and local
lcvcls in education, culturc, Statc sccurlty, and other publ~cinterests lnclud~ngh r and frcc conipct~tion(Yongyuth,
2002. 14- 15).

The paragraphs above are in Chapter Three "The Rights and Liberties of the Thai People". The
implementation of Section 40, according to Section 335 of the Constitution, had to bc enacted
within three years from the promulgation of the Constitution. However, the Constitution states
that "such law shall not affect any license, concession, or contract valid on the date such law
comes into force until the expiration of such license, concession, or contract" (Yongyuth, 2002:
163). To implement Section 40, two Broadcasting Bills for the new regulatory agencies
(National Broadcasting Commission and National Telcconinii~nicationComniission) had to be
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introduced to the Council of State which is ihe government legal agency for drafting laws and
giving legal advice. Their principal aim would be to take into account public opinion, called
"Public Commentary", in the National Assembly consisting of Members of the House of
Representatives and the Senate (Yongyuth, 2002: 163). 'Then, the new regulatory agencies would
create a vaste er Plan for management of the frequencies.

2.5.2.Radio Operators, Programniing and Audiences

This section will explore the political economy of radio in Thailand by examining the emergence
o f commercial radio, its patron-client relations and programming and audiences.

-

The Evolution of Comr~~ercrr~l
Hdio

In 1955, the first com~iiercial radio network was introduced by' the Tor Tor Tor, a state

enterprise, and financed by advertising. It was set up in order to coincide with the launch of the
first, Thai Television Channel 4 (currently Channel 9). During the 1960s to the 1970s, the
commercial radio network, known as military radio, grew dramatically because of the business
and political imperatives of the niilitary government. By the beginning of the 1980s, around 200
commercial radio stations operated across the country and approximately 80 percent were
military radio stations licensed by various branches of the armed forces. Also, their revenues
"fed directly back to the Military while other conimercial stations must remit part of their
earning to the state treasury" (Ubonrat, 1992: 93).

The Arnmed Forces could completely control frequency allocations and broadcast regulations
because the Prime Minister, the Minister of Interior Affairs and the Minister of Defense were the
same person. Military radio could earn large profits from enlarging its networks under the BOT
(build-operate-transfer) and BTO (build-transfer-operate) concession contracts. On the other
hand, the PRD's Radio Thailand used its budget to expand its networks, but not for private
investment since its major function was to propagate state ideology. Its network was partially
commercialised while retaining a propaganda function. In short, the PRD's main concern was
government propaganda while the Army's radio stations were more interested in making money.
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In 1977, the Mass Comn-iunication Organisation of Thailand (MCOT) was established to run the
broadcasting business. The Thai television company and Television Channel 9, including the
radio networks of Tor Tor Tor were transferred to this new state enterprise. Its organisational
structure comprised three main operational units: TV channel 9, its radio network, and the Thai
news agency (About MCOT, 2000: online). Within two decades, its services were expanded to
cable television, satellite uplinks and downlinks and teletext. In the late 19SOs, under the
government policy of economic Ilberalization, both Radio Thailand and MCOT offered an open
bid of 3-5 year concessions to operate their stations. With this new system, large media
con~paniesusually won the concessions, having the highest bidding offers.

The development of radio broadcasting reflected the increasing influence of conimercialism in
the broadcasting system. The three main radio networks comprised Radio Thailand by the PRD,
the MCOT radio, and the Military Radio. The state agencies relied on advertising revenues and
let the media entrepreneurs and advertisers control the broadcasting business of these stations.

Radio ownership structures and management could be classified into three types. First, the staff
of the state agencies both managed and ran the stations which were financed by an annual
budget. The PRD station and public university stations were this category. Second, the state
agencies as legal owners, who privately managed and operated the stations, allowed both
individuals and private companies to buy air time and operate radio programs. The station
revenues mainly came from advertisements. The military radio, such as the Arniy, the Navy and
the Air Force stations fitted this category. Last, the stations owned by the Mass Communication
Organisation of Thailand (MCOT), a state enterprise located in the office of the Prime minister,
was supervised under a management board. Each MCOT station was operated by one media
company under a long-term concession contract. Advertising and air-time leasing were the
MCOT7smajor income (Khwann~ean,1983: 1 17; Saitip, 1988: 48).
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According to Ubonrat (1990: 93-5), two types of ownership were developed: legal ownership
and management ownership. Consequently, radio stations had two levels of control: control by
legal ownership of the state and operational control by entrepreneural management ownership.
Strategically, as the owners, the state agencies would retain their power to "define the overall
goals and scope of the corporation and determine the general way it deploys its productive
resources" (Kotz in Ubonrat, !992: 94), while media entrepreneurs would exercise their power in
program production.

Since the 1960s, in practice, media companies and advertisers rapidly expanded their economic
power through a system of privileged concessions which were classified into four types. First,
the station staff could directly sell unlimited advertising time to advertising agencies or
production companies. Second, private companies or freelance producers could lease partial
airtime with monthly payments. Third, these companies could sign 5-10 year contracts for an
overall airtime lease with lump sum installments and pay a percentage share of monthly revenue
to the legal owners. In this way, airtime would be subleased to small-scale producers under a
brokerage system. Fourth, the owners signed BOT (build-operate-transfer) or BTO (buildtransfer-operate) contracts granting ten-year concessions to private licensees. They had to pay a
lump sum installment and a percentage share of monthly or annual revenue. Further, the
concession processes were based on patron-client relationships.

Large-scale local traders or

businessmen who had a close relationship with soldiers or senior civil servants might win the
concessions to operate more than 10 stations from the state agencies as the legal owner (Ubonrat,
1992). Ubonrat (1 992: 95) comments on these arrangements thus:
I t was their paternalistic power that underwrote the monopolistic and corrupt military radio network as the press

exposed after 1973. Evidently, militarism provided the basis for a commercial network to develop without any system
of public accountability (Ubonrat, 1932: 95).

The arrangements between the military and the media entrepreneurs in the 1960s and the 1970s
changed from interdependency to competition after the late 1980s. An open bidding system was
introduced by MCOT and then Radio Thailand (controlled by the PRD) granted 3-5 year
concessions to operate radio stations. Structurally, Radio Thailand was pressured to compete
with the other two networks - the military radio and MCOT.

I-Iowever, this opened an
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opportunity for large-scale media companies to dominate because, under the open bidding
process, the legal owners were more concerned with asset values than programming quality.
Consequently, the earlier groups of media entrepreneurs, coniprising of local businessmen, small
brokers and program producers, changed to new groups of conglomerated media companies in
entertainment, advertising and telecommunications (Ubonrat, 1999).

According to the TDRI's recent research on the structure of the broadcasting market, the radio
industry was dominated by a few capitalists over a long period because private companies were
restrained by short-term concessions and the right of the legal owner to cancel the contracts.
Moreover, there were neither transparency of concession grants nor standards of concession
assessment (Somkiat and Thanawit, 2003: 192-4). Unsurprisingly, the concessions of
approximately 500 FM and AM radio stations in Bangkok and upcountry were granted to only
15 business groups. The top three businessnien who owned the concessions of 27, 21, and 1 S
radio stations were respectively, Somart Satitsatien who was also one of the NBC Selection
Committee members and the Boonyasatit and the Rungthanakiat families (Prachachart Thurakit,
4 March 2002: l , 13).

- Radio Programming and Audiences

In the 1960s, radio productions had been dispersed to independent producers under the brokerage
system. A great number of commercial stations boosted the growth of advertising in broadcast
media and media brokers' businesses, rather than developing the quality of radio programs.
According to the concession contract, the major responsibilities of leaseholders' companies were
to invest in transmission hardware, broadcasting equipment and initial installation, but not
program production. Therefore, the state agencies usually earned their profits by selling air time
to independent producers without any responsibility for program quality. Since their main
income was from advertising and sponsorship and there was no regulation on advertising time,
producers gained more profits by mainly providing product announcements and entertaining
programs. Some businessmen assumed all the roles of manufacturer, radio entrepreneur, and
producer, in a single person. Many producers played songs via a hire agreement with music
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companies, known as

"

queue 10 purl, wan lu phleng" (1,000 baht per song per day) (Ubonrat,

1992: 99).

According to Saitip (1988), media advertising had enormous influence on the consumption
patterns of the rural people. She observes that "In some cases, families clearly could not afford
them [the goods advertised], but advertisements played on their minds and enticed them to buy
on credit terms" (p.62). A number of agencies dominated program content and fonnat by
producing their own "advertiser-created programs" instead of using media professionals. Since
most radio programs became marketing and pronlotional channels for consumer products, from
the late 1960s, a number of broadcasting regulations were introduced to control advertising and
program content. Unfortunately, these aimed to control the political content about the counter
conlmunist insurgency, rather than to improve the quality of the program.

I n the early 1980s, the nation-wide coverage of television put pressure on radio marketing.
Advertisers distributed more of their advertising expenditures to the visual medium. As 1984
audience research for radio showed that the regular audience of AM radio were "poor peasants,
urban working class and other down market groups" who "lacked spending power for
advertisers" (Ubonrat, 1992: 97). Hence, advertising expenditures on AM radio stations
decreased dramatically and rapidly shifted to FM stations that reached the upper to middle class
listeners with more income. Accordingly, the growth of the commercial FM sector pressured the
military's army radio (mostly AM bands) to introduce an open bidding system to attract media
entrepreneurs (Ubonrat, 1992: 97). After that, this system was introduced by MCOT and Radio
Thailand.

Since then, a few large media operators have consolidated their control over the broadcast
business, such as Grammy and RS promotions. Generally, big media companies consolidated the
entertainment industry through vertical and horizontal integration. Vertically, they could control
the whole process of the entertainment business from production, distribution (in both wholesale
and retail), and promotion. They also diversified to other related industries. For example,
telecommunications con~paniesattempted to invest in the entertainment and media industry.
Horizontally, these companies were owned or were affiliated with other media, for instance
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television, multimedia, publishing, and the internet. As a result, radio became an effective
channel to promote and sell their cultural commodities (music) to listeners who now became
target consumers. Not only did the concentration of media operators take place in the
entertainment industry, i t also reproduced the dominant ideology of capitalisn~(Ubonrat, 1999).

The advertising industry also influenced the rapid growth of music programs on the air waves.
Providing easy-listening content and style, music programs could easily reach the mass and
quickly achieve popularity. This increased opportunities for products to be publicized widely to
the mass market. According to Ubonrat (in Somsuk, 1995: 97), when combined with advertising
programs, 80-85 percent of total airtime was music-advertising programs. Apart from that, other
popular programs were news and talks which were operated by both government agencies and
private companies. Afier the 1992 Bloody May crisis, with the growing influence of the media,
this sort of program, for the first time was allowed by authorities to operate on state radio
(Thepchai, 1995: online). Eventually, increasing competition between private-operated news
programs forced the state news agencies to improve their own programs or leave the news
commodity in the hands of private companies.

In addition, many radio programs produced by the state departments, such as the PRD's Radio
Thaiiand News, the MCOT's Thai News Agency and the Royal Army news, were pressured to
change their programs in order to compete with private stations. With this competition, stateowned programming began to lose its audiences rapidly to the private sector. However, although
more news and talk programs were produced by private companies as an alternative for listeners,
their similar content and styles created limited diversity on air. Also, most were run by crossmedia companies. For example, the Nation group operated a Thai-language and Englishlanguage newspaper including some television programs on Channel 9 and four radio programs.
Independent News Networks (INN) was affiliated with UCOM, a telecommunication company
owned by the Bencharongakul family, in running radio and television programs.

Children's programs, radio drama, news analysis, investigative news, and feature series
programs were rarely presented. Additionally, some groups were marginalised by radio. They
were excluded because of their low buying power or their individual tastes. The four main
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excluded groups included the non-regular illcome earners, low income earners, the illiterate and
uneducated and the non-native Thai speakers. In contrast, the major target audiences were the
regular income earners, high-to-average income earners, the higher educated and the non-native
Thai speakers with high incomes (Ubonrat, 1999). In sum, radio and television broadcasts
emphasised entertainment rather then informative and educational fimctions (Yupa, 1997: 98).
The political economy of the Thai broadcasting system is explained in the chart below:

Chart 2.2: Characteristics of Thai Broadcasting System

The Ownership-.

State agencies-.

Political control

The Operation------+

Private companies----+

Economic control

The R e v e n u e s .

The Programs

.

Advertising asencies .
b

Cultural commodities

.

Influences the programs

Targets the consumers

2.6 Radio and the Civil Society Movement
Prior to the 1980s, it was rare to hear the voices of audiences through radio. The main reasons
were the structure of legal ownership, the privileged concession system, and technology
limitations. In t e m x of ownership, all radio frequencies belonged to the state agencies. Therefore
they had the legal right to allocate and operate them. Even though most radio stations were
commercialised after the 1950s, the owners still held control over program production. In
practice, the heads of stations usually liberalized entertainment and advertising programs, while
strictly monitoring news and information programs, especially their political content.

For program producers, despite their independence from media brokers for program quality, their
main revenue was financed by advertisers and sponsors. By the "relative autonomy" of freelance
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producers, the advertising industry created more influence in radio operations that further
increased corporate control of the system. Besides, in concession contracts, the major investment
was to provide for station building and broadcasting equipment. As a result, programming
software, which allowed listeners to participate in the programs, such as the phone-in format,
were not developed until the advent of large media companies in the 1990s.

.

In addition, the exploitation of radio as a propaganda machine of the military and civilian
governments brought the state-owned programs, especially news and political talk shows, into
disrepute. Listeners usually considercd that government news, produced by Radio Thailand and
centralized through its .networks, was not objective. The burning of the PRD's headquarters in
1973 and 1992 was not an accident, but reflected the dissatisfaction and resistance of the people
towards political paternalism (Ubonrat, 1999). The electronic media did not create a culture of
impartiality and fairness. The content providers were not responsible to the public, but to the
state and broadcasting ownerships (Daungdau and Greg, 2002).

In the mid-to-late 1980s, with the growth of advertising in the broadcast media, media operators
consolidated their business with other media. Cross-media ownerships increased their
operational control of the private sector over the broadcast industry. Also, with their capital
investment, they could develop attractive programming using new software and technologies
integrated with creative content and modem styles (Ubonrat, 1999). The revolution of Channel 9
television news by Pacific Intercommunications and its leader, Somkiet Onwimol, the advent of
format music programming created by Media plus, and the introduction of hourly 5-minute
update news produced by INN news agencies were good examples.

In this decade, the phone-in format was introduced. Target audiences for music programs in
Bangkok (on FM bands) were allowed to have a quick chat on air with DJs, make their music
requests, or play comn~ercialgames. In 1990, a 24-hour phone-in format program was created
for city people to report traffic situations across Bangkok live on air. The introduction of Jor Sor

100 traffic radio was the beginning of the Thai civil society movement on radio. Aside from
reporting Bangkok's traffic jams, many city problenls, such as pollution, environment and public
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facilities, were also conversatianal topics discussed on air by the urban listeners (Choavarong,
2000: 136).

After the 1992 Bloody May crisis, the influence of media grew dramatically along with attempts
to campaign for media reform. Many news and talk format programs introduced 24-hour talk
shows about current issues based on public concerns. Most were operated by private media
companies. For the first time, they initiated open-line programs and allowed city people to talk
back on political issues. A huge number of listeners of diverse status listened to the programs
ar,d participated in open-line times. The political participation of city middle class and a new
generation of entrepreneurs and intellectuals increased the more liberal media atniosphere
because of their demands for more freedom of expression, especially on political issucs. Further,
radio journalists could perfornl with an admirable degree of professionalism as well as playing a
balancing role with the print media. Accordingly, media, from the viewpoint of the middle class,
was "one of the few institutions with enough credibility to wage a crusade against the country's
political ills"(Thepchai, 1995). Also, any movement toward political reform in Thailand would
be pushed from the media. However, under the state-owned broadcasting structure, the
government still could employ their authority as the legal owners to interfere with the operation
of political talk programs. For example, under Banham's government in 1996, a number of radio
talk shows critical of government authorities were taken off the air (Paisal, 1996). The
government of Chawalit in late 1996 also established a Media Monitoring Unit to examine the
news and talk programs and their phone-in calls.

After the 1997 economic crisis, a number of news and talk programs were pressured to close or
change their formats because of insufficient advertising. This reflected the economic power of
the advertising industry over the broadcasting industry. However, in 1996, the creation of City
Radio R ~ m mDuey Chuay K m produced by the INN company, a 24-hour phone-in format
program talking about various city problems, rapidly became popular. The program tried to
rebuild traditional values by stimulating the virtue of Nam Jai (mindfulness) among city people.
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2.7.Bangkok and Local Radio

Within the last ten years (from 1992-2002), the Thai broadcasting advertising market grew
enomiously. TDRI research in 2002 revealed that more than 40,000 million baht was shared
among s t a t i ~ nowners, concessionaires and advertising agencies (Somkiat and Thanawit, 2002:
online). Competition between the 78 FM and AM Bangkok radio stations was ini~chhigher than
among the 446 FM and AM regional or local radio stations (Wittuyu Phuthom) when comparing
the costs of spot advertising (Bangkok 2000-2600 bahtl30 second; Local 200-250 bahtl30
second). In addition, the quality of local radio programs was indifferent since the local stations'
concessions were regularly granted to a few business groups who had good relations with the
owners, but were inexperienced in the media business. They aimed to sell air times to mediumto-small radio operators for vested interests rather than production concerns. In contrast, the
quality of Bangkok radio was more developed because of greater competition and the use of
professional media operators ( ~ h y a d k a ' nWeekly, 24 June 2002).

According to Weerapong (1999), three major factors determined the formats and program
content of local radio stations in Northeastern Thailand. They were: ownership, control from the
legal owners, and the market system. Basically, the PRD stations had a state-control structure
and were owned, managed and funded by the government. Their program content was framed by
the station policy, so few local people could access their stations or create their programs on the

PRD station. The MCOT and military stations had a dual-control structure in that they belonged
to state agencies, but were leased to the private sector to operate. Therefore, market forces
dominated the excessive amount of entertainment and advertising programs. Sin~ilarly,
Angkana's study (2000) found that local radio in Kalasin province did not provide programs for
human and social development. These were restrained by the profit-maximising concerns of the
IMCOT and military stations and the vertical ownership control of the PRD station.

Many surveys about radio listeners showed that the role of radio had declined since Thai people
now watched more television. Also, local radio was exclusively for entertainment. The survey by
AC Neilson Company on media exposure of Thai consumers showed that they watched
television the most (86%) and then listened to radio (36%) and read newspaper (21%)
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respectively (Somkiet, 2002). A survey on the behavior of local listeners by a media planning
company in 2003 found that the top three groups who frequently listened to radio were teenagers,
housewives, and workers. Most of them liked to listen to music programs (Phujadkan Wcekly,
24 June 2002). Further, a survey by Ogilvy in 2003, a forcign-owned advertising agency, about
media consunlption of middle class in rural areas, showed that 84 percent of its sample watched
television daily, especially before and after evening news programs. In contrast, more than half
(64%) said that they never or hardly listened to radio programs because they preferred watching
television (The Nation Weekend, 6-13 July 2003). It would seem that one of the reasons that
radio became less popular was because of the lack of diversity of program content on local radio.

The meanings of Thai community (Chumchon) were interpreted differently by the two main
aciors - the state agencies and NGOs. For several years, the state discourse considered
community as an independent unit with a loosely structured model dominating over Thai rural
development. Chattip's community culture was an anti-state discourse and adopted widely by the
NGOs in the 1980s. It considered rural villages with traditional moral values and collective
groups as the roots of Thai community. However, this school of thought was criticised by Thai
and Western scholars for its romanticism and nostalgia. In the 1990s, this ideal was adoptcd by
some Buddhist-grounded refo~mersand activists with an agenda for civil society in engaging
with urban and rural development. The concepts of self-sufficiency, self-reliance, local wisdom,
and moral community were more influential after the 1997 economic crisis. Consequently, the
meaning of community was not anyrnore an independent unit related to rural areas, but went far
beyond geographical boundaries. Community could exist in both rural areas and the city and was
related to the people's participation and their power in resource management.

In the Thai socio-cultural context, the patronage social structure had dominated the pattern of
relationships between the patrons

-

civil servants, businessmen, politicians

-

and the clients

-

ordinary people. The relationship among the patronage actors existed in many forms. For
example, the traditional morality-based patronage relation had now become a profit-based
relationship. Businessmen who, in the past, were the clients of civil servants and politicians
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became both capitalists and politicians. Their merging of economic and political power caused
wider inequality between the rich and the poor creating an inferior status on underprivileged
people. Consequently, they relied on their patrons for both social and financial security to a
greater extent.

The Thai bureaucratic polity neither supported democratic politics nor decentralised local
administration. Political power was dominated by authoritarian rulers and bureaucrats in the
central government and local governn~entfunctioned as the instrument of the authoritarian state.
Combined with the patronage system, local politicians, with the assistance from local bosses,
could buy the people's electoral votes. Accordingly, development of local government was
restrained by three factors: 1) lack of genuine responsibility and authority; 2) problems of
capacity and accountability of local administrators; and 3) low public participation. Participatory
democratic consolidation had not yet taken place in local comn.lunities where the decisionmaking process was centralised in the central government, bureaucrats, and a few local
influential figures.

In addition, the natural community leaders who fought for the right of rural communities in
resource management were replaced by official leaders appointed by government agencies. The
community became weakened by the interference of the central government through the local
administrative agencies and had no control over government development projects in their areas.
The economic policies outlined from the 1" to the 6Ih National Plan primarily focused on
economic growth along GDP Western standards. These eventually led to enonnous social
problems, such as, crimes and drugs. Further, conflicts about land as well as the rights to natural
resource management by the rural people led to the resistance of ordinary people in the forms of
local protest, and the peasant movement. Thai civil society subsequently arose from these f o m ~ s
of resistance helped by the influence of local NGOs. Generally, they adopted the concept of
participatory development and aimed to enhance community empowerment by assisting local
people to strengthen their conlmunity organisations and solve their own problems.

The development of the Thai broadcasting system was influenced by the political economy in the
Thai community context as well as the civil society movement. The Thai Radio industry that has,
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for many years, been manipulated by the state agencies. Radio was used, for morc than seventy
years, to sustain the political power of government leaders, publicise government agencies, and
to make a profit for the state and private companies. In 1992, around 500 AM and FM radio
stations across the country belonged to the state agencies, and more than half were owned by the
military and the PRD. They granted long-term concessions of radio frequencies or leased air time
to business companies. However, the state agencies frequently exercised their authority as the
legal owner to control political program content and liberalised entertainment and advertising
programs. The private con~paniesmanaged program production and air time marketing. They
were also content providers and media brokers who sold air times to other operators. Their main
revenue was from the advertising agencies. Accordingly, most programs were targeted to
consumers of the agencies' products and radio productions became con~n~odities
rather than
creative programs for public benefit.

Moreover, the radio concession contracts were organised exclusively between the owners and
private companies which were owned by businessn~enwho had a close relationship with the
Army or senior civil servants. They usually won long-term concessions and operated more than
one station. Since the late 1980s when the open bidding system was introduced by the MCOT
and Radio Thailand, the large-scale media companies began to dominate this business. The
patron-client relationship between the legal owners and concessionaires and the allocation
control of ownership were the main restraints in general operators winning radio concessions.

However, since the late 1980s, the competitive environment in creating programming to attract
more listeners and receive high ratings for more advertising revenues, Bangkok radio operators
developed the phone-in format for music and talk programs. Thai civil society eventually
emerged on air providing a channel for different city groups to voice their views and reveal their
ideas, although their conversational topics were limited to social issues. After the 1992 Bloody
May crisis, the demand for freedom of expression and media reform influenced the growth of
news and talk format programs, especially on Ban~kokradio. The need for political participation
of the middle-class was reflected through talk back radio and occasionally provoked the
government to exercise its allocation control on program production. In contrast, local radio
outside Bangkok was more oriented towards seeking profit from n~usicproductions rather than
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developing quality programming. This was because a few businessmen monopolised the
concession contracts and were not interested in broadcast operations. They focused on profit
returns from air time sales rather than program quality. Also there was less competition in the
local radio market. Therefore, the lack of diversity of local program contents led to the loss of
listeners.

Theory and Method
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CHAPTER 3

TI-IEOKY AND METHOD
3.1. Introduction

This chapter explores the theoretical framework and methodology applied to answer the research
questions about the developn~entof community radio in Thailand From 1998 to 2003 and its
relation to media democratisation. At first, the theoretical framework of the study is addressed.
Then, the chapter illustrates the aims of each research question and explains the theory and
method applied for gathering and interpreting data. Next, the qualitative research methods of the
study, namely, con~parativecase study research, participant observation, in-depth interviews,
content analysis, and document examination, are described. The limitations of the study are the
last section of the chapter.

3.2. Theoretical Framework of the Study
The theoretical Framework of this study draws from both Western and Thai theorists. Community
radio is localised small-scale media providing horizontal and two-way communication for
people's participation (McQuail, 1994). Its participatory character distinguishes this media sector
from state, public service and commercial broadcasting (Berrigan, 1979; Servaes, l996 & 1999).
Concepts of community media were derived from two approaches: Access, participation and
self-management from the 1977 UNESCO Meeting, and Freire's Conscientisation model in the
late 1970s (See chapter 1 section 1.2). However, the fundamental idea is similar in that
community radio is a media for people's empowerment and the development of participatory
democracy as well as local cultural identity. Community media stresses the individual's rights to
communicate and access communication channels.
Local people make decisions in shaping their
own environment. They use it as a forum for discussion of community problems and their
solution as well as the creation of a cultural con~munity(Berrigan, 1979; Hollander, 1992; Prehn,
1992; White, 2001). Democratic media is a means to increase pluralism, an extension o f
democratic society, and itself is an institution in which decision making is decentralised
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(Hochheimer, 1993). According to Carpentier, Lie and Servaes (2003), community media can
serve the community, act as an alternative to the mainstream, and be part of civil society.

The model of participatory communication is applied as a theoretical framework in this study to
analyse the interrelationship between media democratisation and participatory development of
local people. According to Jacobson (1999), ordinary people are key agents of cnange and major
participants in local community and cultural development. Participatory development means to
liberate and emancipate people and enable them to meet their basic needs. It involves the
strengthening of the democratic process and institutions at the community level as well as the
redistribution of elite power. As Nair and White argue (1987; 1993) this type of development
consists of four dimensions - self-reliance, power relationships, cultural context and universal
values. Participatory communication becomes an alternative approach for development
conimunication in many developing countries. However, models of development communication
differ from society to society. Development should be considered as an holistic process which is
a combination of social, economic, cultural and religious elements (Servaes, 1999). Accordingly,
the implementation of community media and participatory development confront different
restraints depending on different contexts in each country (Hollander, 1992; Prehn, 1992).

In addition, theories of media organisation and management, audience reception and media use
have been employed to analyse community radio station administration, its management,
programming and audience reception in four case studies. According to McQuail (1994), media
organisations have five types of beneficiaries - the whole society, clients, owners, audience, and
employees. According to normative press theory, the media should meet the needs of their
audiences first, and of the clients and the state second. There are tensions within media
organisations between constraint and autonomy, routine production and creativity, commerce
and art, bureaucracy and individual freedom, and profit and social purpose. The relationship
between media organisations and their operating environment is go-vemed by market forces,
political power and social and cultural guidelines. The degree of freedom of a media
organisation's rules and culture including its routine jobs and procedures of program production
all influence media content.
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These are both utilitarian and normative goals for media organisations. Private or corporatised
media are expected to make a profit. On the other hand, non-revenue goals aim at normative
ends, such as, serving the community. The revenue goal must be met for clients via sales, while
non-revenue goals are concerned with perception of the wider public interest. Media
organisations usually have a mixture of both goals and forms of operation. Democratic media
organisation is different from formally-structured organisations in that a commitment to goals is
1993).
made for its own sake (I-iochl~ein~er,

Another theoretical perspective used in this study to analyse program audience reception of
community radio programs is reception analysis. It emphasises the role of the audience in
interpreting the meaning of mass media texts. The reception tradition of audience research
believes that audiences are active and equal members. They read media texts through their
perceptions which are unpredictable. Therefore, the process of media use and the way it unfolds
in a particular context is of central interest. "Audience for particular media genres often
con~prisesseparate 'interpretative comn~unities'that shares the same forms of discourse and
frameworks for making sense of media" (Lindlof, cited in McQuail, 1997: 19). The
understanding of audiences arises from their shared social experiences and they decode media
programs in several ways depending on their social context. Active audiences are more resistant
to persuasion, influence, or manipulation. Accordingly the methods for analysing comn~unity
radio audiences in this study need to be qualitative to take account of content, reception and
contest together (McQuail, 1997).

The audiences of local and community media share significant social and cultural characteristics.
Local media can contribute to local awareness and a sense of belonging. However, the
pasticipation of local media audiences may be weak because a shared space conceals significant
audience differences. Some local areas are just residential locations without any institutional
bonds

0:- common

identity. Local media also form the lowest level of a hierarchy of national and

metropolitan media, and concentration of ownership and networking of content may often
diminish the genuine local character of local radio (McQuail, 1997). Three alternative models of
audience-sender relationships consider the audience as targets, participants and spectators. For
esamplc, local media is an expressive model which treats audience as participants.
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Coni~nunication is defined in terms of sharing and participation as well as increasinz
conimonality between sender and receiver. The feedback the audience gives to media
conlmunicators can show the interactive relationship between senders and receivers. Media use
is correlated with social demographic characteristics and the more choices that become available
the more selective people are in their attention, guided by differences of interest or needs.

Kitley's article (2003) "Coping with change: The case for public education of media audiences
after refornzasi in Indonesia" recommended that public education should increasc audience
capacity to understand new forms and motivation of media. Civil society organisations, NGOs,
or other public groups could create programs for media education via learning forums which
introduce a dynamic relationship between media producers and audiences. Public education
programs providing reflexive dialogue behveen the two parties and focusing on democratic
conversation about comnlunicative practices and rhetoric would empower and assert the
audiences' role as a constituency. The audiences' role in the political economy of media has been
disempowered by large media groups. Grounded in the new paradigm of influence in
communicative relations of Meyhew (1997), Kitley suggested that the relationship between
media producers and audiences could be established on the grounds that each has a stake in
influencing the other. Accordingly, "media forums, that is to say, are about the construction,
understanding and appreciation of conununicative conipetencies in social and cultural life. The
forunls are powerful in that they are grounded in the fundamental interests of all partics in the
tnediatisation of political discourse." (p. 25). However, thc establishment of media forums
requires legislation for an independent broadcasting authority. The strong civil society
organisations should maintain pluralisni and antagonism towards the intesvention of state
institittions and coniniercial organisations. Also the restriction for civil society access to media is
a fundamental consideration (Kitley, 2003).

The development of civil society and comniunity radio in Thailand also needs to be understood
in the wider context of niedia and political democratisation in tlie 1990s. Thai civil society
emerged in the 1970s and encouraged people to participate in public issues, tlie democratic
political process and coniniunity developnlent (Ousa, 2002). The Thai niovenient has been
grounded in refomi Buddhism, rural development and the idcals ol' con?niunity development.
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The Prawcs Buddhist approach has focused on four main characteristics - human-concerns and
non-materialism, solidarity, participation, and liberation. Rural and community development are
based on self-reliance ideology, indigenous culture and moral ethics, while Western capitalisn~
and consumerism are rejected (Lewis, 2003). Thai civil society is a form of socio-political
activity
outside of government operated by NGOs and civic refornl groups as the mairi agents for
its growth (Pasuk and Baker, 1995). Social reformers and scholars, such as Chattip (1986) and
Saneh (2001), consider civil society as a path to community developn~entand put an emphasis on
local culture, folk wisdom (pl~umpunya)and traditional technology. After the 1997 economic
crisis, debate about civil society was based on the idea of social capital which encon~passedthe
wisdom of local people, local cultures and the environmental resource of rural people. Also, the
concept of good governance was introduced to check and balance government power (Thirayut,
1998).

However, because of the political economy of the Thai broadcasting system (Ubonrat, 1996),
broadcast media has remained a tool for maintaining government's authority and for vested
interests of state ownership and big media companies. Consequently, the broadcast media is
unable to serve the basic human right to communicate; in particular, the right to express an
opinion, the right to receive and send information, and the right to participate and take public
responsibility (Ubonrat, 1996; 1999). Even though Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution promised
that independent regulatory bodies would reallocate broadcasting frequencies and carry out
popular media reform, the process of selecting the National Broadcasting Commission (NBC)
has been doniinated by business and political groups to protect their vested interests, rather than
considering public bencfit (Ubonrat, 2002: 75). Local broadcasting has been dominated by the
state and the business sector and few local people's groups can access local stations. Their basic
role is to promote government agencies and their policies as well as local businesses and the
majority of program content is ente~lainmentand advertisements (Weerapong, 1999). Local
people in rural areas receive information from inside and outside their community from village
broadcasting towers which mostly are operated by official opinion leaders. This theoretical

framework comprised the background to examine the relation between community radio and
media democratisation in Thailand through four research questions which are addressed in the
following section.
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3.3. The Research Questions

Four research questions were formulated to investigate the relationship between community
radio and media democratisation in Thailand. The first and third research questions addressed the
following:

RQ 1 ) How did policies towards community radio develop in Thailand between 1998-2002?
(Discussed in Chapter 4)
RQ 3) How was the development of Thai conimunity radio related to the wider liberalisation of
the media and conimunity empowerment between l998-2002?
(Discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6)

Research question 1 and 3 explored the policies on community radio which are influenced by
Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution and its Broadcasting Act of 2000. For research question 3,
the main focus was the development of Thai community radio by many stakeholders, such as the
state agencies, private companies, academics, civic groups, non-government organisations, and
people's groups. Four alternative models of community radio by four organisations, namely, the
Public Relations Department (PRD), the Mass Communication Organisation of Thailand
(MCOT), the Independent News Network Company (INN), and the Kanchanaburi Media Reform
Group (or the people's organisation), were explored in Chapter 4. This chapter also considered
the interrelationship between development of comm~~nity
radio, broadcasting policies and media
democratisation in Thailand.

The primary data in these chapters was based on in-depth interviews with media academics and
professionals as well as documents and news clippings. The researcher selected the interviewees
by cansidering their roles and experience in media research and the professions including their
involvenient in community radio development. Their names and positions are shown in
Appendix E.
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Research question 2 addressed the following:

2a) What were the different models of community radio that developed in a range of different
provincial Thai coniniunity radio stations, namely:
-

a) Petchaburi community programs owned by government department, PRD (began 1998)
b) Nakhon Si Thammarat conimunity programs owned by governnient state enterprise,
MCOT (began 1 998).
c) Runrn Duey Clluny Kan community program, operated by the private media company,

INN in Bangkok (began 1997) and Roi Et (began 2000).
d) Kanclianabut-i colnniunity progranis operated by people's organisation (began
2001) (Discussed in Chapters 5 and 6)

2b) What were the main differences in station management, programming and audience
reception in those stations? (Discussed in Chapters 5 and 6)

The aims of Chapters 5 and 6 were to analyse the commonality and differences of organisational
administration toward nianagenient, programming and audience reception in the four Thai
conimunity radio stations (PRD, MCOT, INN, and the people's organisation in Kanchanaburi).
Consequently, the researcher coinbined multiple qualitative research methods to investigate these
four case studies. Participant observation, in-depth interviews, content analysis and doculnentary
exaniination were used to collect data to analyse the administration of the organisations, their
program content, and audiences. The researcher applied political economy theory and McQuail's
model of media organisations (1 989) to investigate decision making by station management and
policy implementation in program operation. The concept of participatory con~niunicationwas
also used to interpret the degree of public access to the stations and public participation in
management and production. The researcher conducted qualitative content analysis to explore
localism in program content. Audience reception analysis (McQuail, 1997) was also applied to
interpret listeners' reception of conimunity radio programs.
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Research question 4 addressed the following:

RQ 4) How did Thai community radio develop compared to other niodels of community radio
internationally? (Discussed in Chapter 1)

This research question was considered in the literature review (see chapter 1) and thc study's
contextual chapter (Chapter 2). Chapter 1 explored Thai community radio in the context of
community radio in North America, Great Britain, a number of European countries, Australia, as
well as some Asian states. The historical background, concepts and characteristics, media
policies and regulations, current status, and future prospects of community radio in these
countries were reviewed. As community broadcasting is an innovation for Thai society, the
comparison with those in other countries has implications for the Thai comn~unitybroadcasting
sector. Chapter 1 also explored Western theories of community media. These included

democratic-participant media theory by McQuail (1983), concepts of community media by
Berrigan (1979), Hollander (1992), Prehn (1992), White (2001), Carpentier, Lie and Servaes
(2003) and participatory communication by White (1994), Servaes (1996,1999), Jacobson

(1 999), including the-democratisation of conlmunication perspective of Hochheimer (1 993).

Chapter 2 examined the development of the Thai community and considered the community
discourse between the state, the private and the people's sectors. Obstacles to democracy and
movement of civil society in Thai society is illustrated so as to contextualise the interrelation
with the Thai radio industry. The broadcasting system was described following the political
economy perspective. A range of Western and Thai definitions of Thai community, si~chas,
Chattip (1986), Pasuk (1995), Anan (2001) Rigg (1994), Hewison (2000) were reviewed.
Further, the changing concept of Thai community within the last five years in relation to civil
society (e.g. Prawes Wasri, Thirayut Boonme, Anek Laothamniatat) was considered. Also,
Ubonrat's (1999) political economy approach was applied to examine Thai national and local
radio and the role of local broadcasting in community development.
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3. 4. Case Study Research

Case study research is used to investigate individuals, groups, organisations or events in order to
understand or explain a phenonienm. Yin (1989) defines the case study as the use of "n~ultiple
sources of evidence to investigate a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, in
wliicli the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context are not clearly in evidence" (in
Wimmer and Doniinick, 1994: 154). Case study research is particularistic, descriptive, heuristic,
and inductive. The aim of carrying out case studies is to present something unique, such as the
nature of the case study, its historical background, the physical setting, and its contexts.

The researcher used the qualitative comparative case study method to investigate four Thai
community radio stations and programs operated by four organisations. According to Stake
(1998), comparison is a powerful conceptual mechanism which fixes attention upon the
attributes being compared and excludes other knowledge about the case. This approach is helpfiil
because the significance of a case study is to present how the phenomenon exists within a
particular cases. The study followed five stages in conducting comparative case study research
comprised of designing the cases, a pilot study, data collection, data analysis and report writing
(Wimmer and Doniinick, 1994).

3.4.1 Case Study Selection

The researcher selected the four radio stations as case studies that had the most potential to
illustrate the research questions (Stake, 1998). They were selected by considering the owner and
operator of a community radio station. Within the timc period of the study (1998-2002), four
organisations, namely, the state department (PRD), the state enterprise (MCOT), the private
company (INN), and the people's group named 'Kanchanaburi Media Reform', were trailly
selected as the main operators producing community radio programs on local radio stations
across the country. The researcher selected one station belonging to each of the four operators by
forniulating the following criteria:
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1) Each station should be located outside Bangkok in another province or region;

2) The community-based progranis on each station should be produced regularly and for at
least three years. The Kanchanaburi people's community radio was deemed an exception
as i t only
started at the end of 2001; and

3) The station and the programs should have a good reputation for program creation,

popularity among local listeners, and community participation with local people.

The researcher, however, was constrained by the possibility of difficulty in accessing
info~mation.Consequently the opportunity to receive a recommendation and referral from the
station administrators, including personal contact between the researcher and the organisational
personnel, was part of the station selection. The researcher firstly examined some potential
programs conducted by the stations which had been selected and used in previous research
studies (Usa in Kanchana, 1999; Praphapom, 2001; Siripom, 2001). They included:

1

The "Sungsun Clzuntaburi" program (Creation Chantaburi) created by the PRD's station in
Chantaburi province in the East of Thailand.

2

The "Du Ban Lee Muatg" program (Taking Care of Villages and City) created on the
MCOT's station in Songkhla province in the South of Thailand.

3 The "Hutlm I h e y C h u q Ktirl" programs operated by thc TNN company on the Fisheries
Department's station in Chiang Rai province in the North of Thailand.

4 Singburi community programs named

"

Puean Chuay Pueun " (Friend Helps Friend) created

by the people's-owiled community radio in Singburi province in Central Thailand.

Pilot studies of these four radio programs were then carried out and are described below.
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3.4.2 The Pilot Study

The pilot study is a protocol for carrying out an experiment to improve tlie research desigi for
gaining access to the key infonnants, and relining the instruments for data-gathering, schedules
for data collection, list of questions and possible sou_rces.The results are used to enhance tlie
study's protocol (Winimer and Dominick, 1994). Following this idea, the researcher visited the
four stations and collected data on the programs as follows.

- The "Crealioti Cl~antahuri" PI-ogranion PRD Cl~antcrburiStution

From 18 to 27 December 2001, the researches visited the PRD's local station in Chantaburi
province to explore tlie production of "Creation Chantaburi" (Sungsun Chantahut-i) because i t
was the first community prograni created by the PRD since 1991. The researcher recorded the
program, interviewed the key informants and listeners, and observed prograni psoduction.
Unfo~~unately,
its operation and management structure, including the content had been changed
from 1999 because of the shifting policy on coniniunity radio of the PRD's central office in
Bangkok and a different management style from the previous three station managers. The
program became a lialf-an-hour talk sliow aimed to promote government policies.

Consequently, the researclier realized that the "Creation Chan taburi" program on PRD
Chantaburi station was not a good program to represent PRD's community radio. Surin
Plangprasopcl~ok, who initiated Cliantaburi's conimunity prograni in 1991 and the PRD's
community radio pilot project in 1998 and the cun-ent director of the PKD information center,
was then interviewed to seek a reconimendation for a model to represent the PRD's conlmunity
radio (Interview Surin, 19 Novcniber 2001). Surin recommended the community programs on
tlie Petchaburi station created by its own production boasd. Its programs are successful because
of volunteer participation. It is a non-profit concern and its activities are popular in the
coniniunity. This accorded with the selection criteria.
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- 7 7 "~Tnkillg Cure of Vi1lc1ge.sctiicl City" PI-ogrunl on A4COT Songkhlcr Sfcttioi~

For one week (23-27 January, 2001), the researcher visited the MCOT's station in Songkhla
province and interviewed the anchor person of the civic group called "Core Radio" who was also
the producer of the "Taking Care of Villages and City" program on the MCOT station. The
producer presents conlmunity progams not only on this station, but also on other commercial
local stations. Even though this program had gained a reputation among local civic groups and
was funded by the international organisation, its air time was only 30 minutes per week and kept
changing because of the changing policy shifts at the station. Also the station manager did not
play a significant role in conin~unityprogram management and the station's activities.

Tlie Director of tlie MCOT Radio Station recommended the researcher consider the civic
prograni created on the MCOT station in Nakhon Si Thanimarat province (in the same southern
region as Songkhla). Following this suggestion, the researcher found that the civic program
named "Focus Nakhon City" produced by the local civic group and the MCOT's prograni named
"MCOT For Community" created by the station producers matched the study criteria for two
reasons. First, they had been broadcast daily for nearly five years since 1998 and were popular
among the locals. Second, this alternative was interesting in that two community program on the
statlon had different types of management and production.

-

Tlie "Ruanl Duey Chuny Kan Progr-am on INN Chictilg Rcti Statior~
"

From 24 to 30 November 2001, tlie researcher spent a week at the Fisheries Department's station
in Cliiang Rai where tlie INN'S Ructnl Duey C l ~ ~Kczu
z y (RDCK) prograni had been produced for
more than two years since the beginning of 2001. The researcher conducted in-depth interviews
with key infom~antswithin the station, community leaders, local media figures, and listeners and
observed the station management in operation. Also seven hours of the RDCK program were
recorded by random sampling. I t was found that thc station at the time had only a small number
of local sponsorships and advertising spots. 'She prograni schedule and content changed every
nionth depending on the requirements of local sponsors and outside broadcasters. Also, there
were few phone-in calls from listeners and station activities. Consequently, the aim of the RDCK
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program 10 find solutions for the locals having public service problems was unable to be
achieved because of' lack of interest within the local community. Some local influences
controlled local politics and exercised their powers to intervene in program production. State
agencies, business and other local niedia did not support the RDCK program because they
believed i t fragmented the community. Accordingly, within a y e z of its operation, the station
manager changed. The local people also lacked the confidence to bring their problenis to the
public partly because of local patronage and partly from their lack of confidence. According to
the general manager of the

INN company, Somchai Sawangkan, the RDCK program on the INN

station in Roi Et province was more successful because of greater participation in the prograni by
local people and higher income. Following his recommendation, this program was chosen.

-

The "Friend l-Ielps Friend" People's Stntion in Singbur-i Province

In June 2001, the first people's conimunity radio was set up in Singburi province by the religious
group "Santi A-soke". It fornied a local group named "Puean Chzity Pzrecrr~" (Friend Helps
Friend) mainly involved with community development projects, such as organic agriculture and
comn~unityradio. Then in August 2001, the Kanchanaburi Media Reform Group began its own
radio operation. To select a suitable prograni on the people's station, the researcher visited both
stations, conducted in-depth interviews with key inforniants and recorded three hours of the
programs. However, in March 2002, Singburi station stopped operation when the team producers
received a warning letter from the PRD while the Kanchanaburi station continued its operations.
The leader of the Kanchauaburi Media Reforni Group and also t l x station manaser was a wellknown activist locally and nationally. Thus, the Ka~iclianaburipeople's station was subsequently
selected for this study because of the continuation of program production since it began.

I n summary, the researcher subsequently realised that some of the programs in the pilot study
were not the best choices because of the following reasons:

1 . PRD - Thc PRD Chantaburi station had changed its community program concept to genera!
talk programs concerned with promotion of national and local government policies and the
produc:ion and the team producers.
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2. MCOT

-

The MCOT Songkhla station did not haw a significant relationship with the civic

producers. Their program kept changing because of the changing station policy. Also, they
producers produced short programs on another comniercial radio in the province.

3.

INN - The production of RDCK in Chiang Rai was not successf~ilbecause of its restraints

from the influences of local government agencies and influential figures as well as less
participation of the local people.

4. The people's station - The people's community radio in Singburi was operated irregularly and
mostly filled air time by playing taped Dham~natalks by the station founder. Thus, its programs
lacked diversity.

Accordingly, the following programs were selected to be included in the study for the final
study.

1. Some news and talk programs (See Chapter 6 section 6.2) operated by PRD in Petchaburi
province in the West of Thailand.
2. The "Focus Nakhon City" and "MCOT for Community" programs operated by MCOI' in
Nakhon Si Thaniniarat province in the South of Thailand.

3. The "Ruum

Dlrej? Chuuy

K m " program produced by INN on the Fisheries Department's

radio station in Roi Et province in the North-East of Thailand.
4. Some talk programs (See Chapter 6 section 6.5) on "Kanchanaburi Coniniunity Voice"
station owned by the Kanchanaburi Media Refomi Group in Kanchanaburi province in the
West of Thailand.

3.4.3 Radio Program Selectiori

After thc final station selection had been made, multi-stage sampling was applied to select
appropriate programs by first selecting certain programs and then limiting the time span ot the
programs. In the first stage, the study considered only talk and non-entertainment radio programs
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produced by the four case study stations broadcast during two weeks when the researcher again
visitcd each selected station. Then, the following criteria were used to select represcntative
community radio programs; 1 ) whether daily or weekday programs; 2) having a good listener
reputation, and 3) having at least one-year's consistent production. The researcher intentionally
did not use the general cliaracteristics of community radio programs noted by Western theorists
of being non-profit, non-professional, and non-government to identify the units of analysis
because of the different conceptualisation of community radio in Thailand from other countries.
Due to the transitional period of media reform in Thailand which had different interpretations of
the comn~unityradio concept, the researcher considered that the more accurate meaning of Thai
community radio programs were when the station production was intended to serve the needs of
the local community and claimed by the station as community programs.

After tlie programs were selected, the researcher visited each station twice, for at least ten days
(See Table 3.1). For the first visit, gaining access to important key informants, such as, the
administrators and station managers, was the major concern. Once the relationship and trust
developed, the snowball sampling technique for interviewing was employed to gain access to
other key informants, for example, station producers, outside producers, community leaders and
listeners.

After completing the first visit, the researches changed the research design for audience analysis
from conducting focus groups to in-depth interviews for two reasons. First, the different life
styles and listening behaviors of listeners in the local community made it difficult for them to
find an appropriate time to meet together. Although they met regularly, they were in the same
peer group and did not show variety within the sample for focus group interviews. Second, there
was a limitation in the researcher's budget in paying for group interviews. Instead, the researcher
used the purposive sampling technique to select progani listeners while considering
r~'spondents'sex, agc and occupation. Also, some interview questions were adjusted to suit
diffesent types of interviewees which were divided into seven groups (See Table 3.2). Although
tlie time fsanie of the study covered the period 1998 to 2002, the researcher carried out follow up
telephone interviews with the station managers of each case study station in November 2003 to
update the infonnation about current community program prcductions. The following Table sets
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out the locations and times of the study.

Table 3.1 : Schedule of Visits and Data Collection

PR11 Stations

--RlCOT Stations

INN
- Stations

People's-owned
Stations

Chantaburi's

Songkhla's station

Bangkok's

Singburi's station

station

Date:23-27

station

Date: 10-13 March

Date: 18-27

January 2002

Date: 19-20

2002

November 2001

December 200 1

Chiang Rai's
Station
Date:24-30
Novcmbcr 200 1
Petchaburi's

Nakhon Si

Roi Et's station

Kanchanaburi's

station

Thanmarat's

Date: 3-8

station

Date: 16-26

station

December 200 1

Date: 27 February-l

Febniary 2002

Date: 28 January -

March 2002

7 February 2002

Petchaburi's

Nakhon Si

Roi Et's station

Kanchanaburi's

station

Thammarat's

Date: 1-14

station

Date: 4- 17

station

December 2002

Date: 22 October- I

November 2002

Date: 20-26

November 2002

November 2002

3.5 Methods of Data Collectior~and Analysis

The strength of case study research provides the use of niultiplc mctliods of collecting data called
"triangulatio~i". It is an inductive procedure to reduce the misinterpretation and concern about
validity of the communication. Multiple perceptions are uscd in order to clarify meaning, and
verify the repeatability of an observation and interpretation (Mcrriam, 1990). Although in these
types of case studies repeatability is impossible, it is also useful to deal with problems of

convergent and divergent facts (Potter, 1996). This study combined dissimilar methods to
interpret threc units of analysis cornprising the organisation, the program content, and the
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audience. The researcher en~ployedseveral methods in data gathering. They included:

I ) Field observation, in-depth interviews, and documentary examination applied for

institutional-focused research;
2) Content analysis conducted for text-based and program recording research;

-

3) In-depth interviews and observatio~iused to conduct audience-focused research

3.5.1 Field Observation and Analysis

According to Wimnier and Dominick (1994), field observations are classified along two-major
dimensions - the degree to which the researcher participates in the behaviors under observation,
and tlie degree to which the observation is concealed. The choices of technique depend upon the
research problem and the degree of cooperation available from the groups studied. For this study,
the researcher was observer-as-participant who identified an agenda for observing which showed
the type of information needed. Interviews with well-defined questions were also carried out.
The researcher can sample incidents, time periods, persons and groups and later try to understand
and record behavior that fits the categories of interest (Lindlof, 1995). However, the researcher
was an active observcr for institution-focused research and a passive observer for audience
research. As noted by Potter (l996), an active observer gains access to key infonnants, but tries
to be passive inside the environment so as not to influence natural behaviors and conversations.
A passive observer simply observes actions and roles without disturbing the situation.

Field observation techniques have six stages; l ) choosing the research site, 2) gaining access, 3)
sampling, 4) collecting data, 5)analysing data, and 6) handling with diplomacy and tact (Wimmer
and Dominick, 1994). After the sites were chosen, purposive sampling was used to select the key
infonnants which were classified into seven groups (see section 3.5.2).

The researcher visited each station twice over a fifteen day period in 2002. To investigate the
relationship between the stations and tlie local community, the researcher visited each station
when there were special events. Records of participant observation for each case study are shown
in Appendix A-D. On the first visit, the researcher tried to build up relationsi~ipswith the station
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manager and other key infomiants and applied the research design by making observational
notes using a diary, using a tape recorder and taking photographs which could be adjusted during
the second visit. Notes were taken about actions, statements, dialogue, thoughts in the field,
memories of special events, impressions and evaluation of the project. The researcher also used
field notes to jot down places of sites, names of key informants, items having a social and
physical context, events and conversations. Even though most of the interviews in the field were
recorded, some had to be in written form when the key infomiants did not permit recording or
during group meetings. Sometimes, the conversations which were not recorded resulted in
gaining more infonnation and understanding the routine work, the decision-making processes
and the instances of conflict, negotiation and compromise. However, some confidential
infonnation, personal comments and sensitive issues raised by key informants needed to be
recorded by using codes and pseudonyms.

The researcher analysed data from the observations by coding incidents in many categories and
integrated the categories as the theoretical themes took shape. The commonalities of action, talk
and concepts across different fields were identified. The process of data-text translation, coding,
and conceptualizing was carried out together.

3.5.2 In-depth Interviewing and Key Informants

Interviewing is a method which covers a range of multiple perspectives on a given topic which
increases infonnation, and broadens a view point and is used as and heuristic device. Intenliew
data facilitates the gathering of historical perspectives and the causes for change, namely,
technology, finance, and regulation (Newcomb, 1990). There are many kinds of inten~iews:
erhnographic interviews, informant interviews, respondent interviews, narrative interviews, and
focus group interviews (Lindlof, 1995). Infoniiant interviewing was used in this study to explore
administration and management as well as program production for each case study station.
According to Lindlof (1995), the informant interview is conducted with people whose role and
perspective is functional for the purposes of the project. An important aspect of informant
interviewing is the ability to develop a personal relationship and to iniprovise the nature of the
interview questions. The questions for the interviews cnquire about the perscn's experience, time
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ancl place in a longer meeting. The rescarclier organises questions with several inforniants, "so
that the separate discourses can be compared and cross-referenced for the research report"
(Lindlof, 1995: 17 1 ).

The respondent interview elicits open-ended responses to a series of questions and is conducted
by asking the same questions to each respondent in roughly the same order. The questions are
designed within a conceptual framework and sample respondents are involved in such
interviews. Thus, the researcher used this interview to analyse how audiences (both community
leaders and listeners) perceived and participated in the programs.

Interviewees in groups A, B, and C (Table 3.2) were purposively selected according to their roles
and duties in creating community radio. The respondents in groups D to G were identified from
initial on-site observation of the programs' activities or as other events arose under study. With
the snowballing sampling technique, the researcher contacted key persons who were considered
knowledgeable by others and asked those persons for referrals. Then the researcher used each
stage of referrals to expand the number of interviewees (Potter, 1996).

To examine the roles and opinions of the key informants in community radio programming and
conimiu~ityradio niovements, the researcher classified them into seven groups and used different
interview questions. The researcher selected the informants by considering: a) their appropriate
experiences; b) the ability and willingness of the prospective interviewee to discuss their
csperience; and c) the time they could devote to being interviewed as well as their physical
location (Lindlof, 1995: 178- 1). Details of key infor~nantsof the seven groups of each section
and pinpose of the interviews are as follows.
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Table 3.2: Numbcrs of Key Informants of the Seven Groups of Each Station

Numbers of Key Informants

PKD

MCOI' Nakhon

INN Roi Et

Kanc11anabur.1
-

I)etchabur~

Si Thamniarat

station

people's

station

Station

B: Organisation administrators

2

1

1

1

C: Stat~onmanagers

1

2

1

1

D: Station staff and producers

2

1

7

1

E: Outside producers

8

G

2

4

F: Community leaders

10

8

9

8

10

( 10

( 9

( 10

Groups of Kcy Inforn~aats

A:

Academics

and

station

media

professionals (8)

1 G: General listeners
Total

1

28

29

I

25

Further details of each group are provided as follows:

Group A: Acudetnics and Mediu Professionals

The six academics, NGOs and niedia professimals were interviewed to explore the current
situation of media refo~niand community radio development, including their views on media
democratisation and the community radio movement. The selected key informants in this group
were involved in broadcasting and played important roles in monitoring media reform.

The major objective for interviewing administrators of the four organisations was to examine
policies on local radio adniinistration in relation to community program operations, and
conimunity radio movzments of other organisations froni the viewpoint of policy makers. The
key informants were all executive administrators or senior officers who also directed the
community pr5grani policy of each organisation.
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Interviews with the station managers explored the relationship between central offices and local
srations, station policy, its implementation of conimunity programs, program nlanagemcnt and
production, including community participation. Because the station managers liad impo~tant
roles in implementing the comnlunity radio policies, the researcher conducted interviews with
them and also observed their field activities with in the local conimunity. In the instance of the

MCOT station in Naklion Si Thammarat where the station manager liad been changed within the
period of the study, both station managers were interviewed to compare their attitudes towards
station management and community program operations.

Group D: Stntion Stafland PI-oducet-s

The station staff and producers were asked about their routine jobs, working culture and
conflicts, program production, and their relationship with the station managers. The criteria used

to select personnel at the stations were to consider whether their routine jobs were priniarily
involved with community program production as well as marketing.

GI-oupE: Outside Prod~rcers

The outside producers were interviewed to explore the aims and process of their program
operations and the listener pasticipation, including their views about the community radio
movement. The researclier selected key infonnants in this group by first observing the program
production and then selecting the main producers whose roles were more important. To make
sure that these persons were valuable sources of information, the researcher conducted
interviews, conversations with station staff' and other producers, and carried out field
observations to examine the performance oftlie key infonnants prior to thc formal interviews.
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At least nine con~munityleaders at both micro and macro levels" who regularly listen to the
programs andlor sometime participate were selected to cxplore their roles in community, media and program uses, and obtain their opinions on the program's benefits to community. The
researcher selected these during field observation and on the recommendation of station
managers, staff and program producers. The demographic component (i.e. sex, age, occupation)
were also considered in the selcction.

Group G: Gerlernl Lisreners

The snowball technique was applied to approach ten listeners of each program of each station.
They were selected purposively by considering various demographic segments, such as sex, age,
and career. In-depth interviews were conducted to explore their media usage and reception of the
programs and station activities, their participation and their understanding about the concept of
community radio.

3.5.3 Content Analysis

The study applied Willis and Aldridge's (1992) categories of local radio programs and the
principle of localis~nin Australian broadcasting (1984) to analyse the programming of each case
study. Local programtning was divided into three types

-

inrorniational, entertainment, and

programs for special audiences and specific interests. Informational programming which was the
main focus of the study was categorized into local news reports, and current affairs which were
divided into four forms: 1) talk, interviews; discussions; 2) coverage of local government
activities; 3) documenrary drama; and 4) local service announcements. Then, the talk, interview
and discussion programs were classified into four types of content along localism concepts

13

Micro-lcvcl coniniunlty leaders are mvolved with provincial adniinistrat~onand cvcnts. Macro-lcvcl c o m n i ~ m i t yleaders arc
~ n v o l v c dwith a c t ~ v i i ~ eand
s adm~nistratlonIn districts and villages.
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which were

-

local politics and administration, local-based economy, local comn~unityissues,

and local wisdom and knowledge.

Then, the researcher sampled broadcasting dates by stratifying the weeks of thc month and days
of the weeks, including the time of day for the INN'S R.DCK program \vhicIi is broadcast seven
hours daily on weekdays. According to Stempcl (in Wimmer and Dominick, 1994), the issues
which need to be concerned with purposive sampling for content analysis are -- each day of the
week appears equally, need to consider how the programs are operated, the availability to obtain
infonnation, and research question requirements. Therefore, a composite week was constructed
to record programs on Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday in the first week and Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday in the second week. While air time of each day of the INN RDCK's
program, which broadcast seven hours weekdays and two and a half hours on Saturday, was
selected differently within two weeks to ensure variety of station producers, community
programs on the PRD, the MCOT and the Kanchanaburi people's stations were selected by the
categories of content which were broadcast on regular times and dates weekly. The programs
were mostly recorded in the second visit during October to December 2002, except the progranis
on MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat station which were purposively recorded during both the first
(February 2002) and the second visits (November 2002) because the researcher considered that
the change of the MCOT station managers during 2002 might affect the program productions and
the content of the community programs. The types of programming and time recorded by hours
and minutes are illustrated in the Table below.
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Table 3.3: Recorded Time of Programs on Each Station

Station

Program type

I) PRD Petchaburi Station

Talk, interview, a ~ l d

2) MCOT Nakhon Si

,

Thammarat Station

programs

3) INN Roi Et Station

Talk, interview and phone-in

/

Recorded Time
Hours and Minutes
9.40 hours

documentary drama programs

.

programs
4) Kanchanaburi People's

l

l alk, interview and phone-in

Talk and interview programs

14 hours

l
10.30 hours

i

1 16 hours

Station

The researcher conducted content analysis of programs in conjunction with media organisation
research and audience reception analysis to understand decision making in local station
n~anagementand programming as well as audience perception. The main use of the content
analysis method was to examine the context of coinmunity program operations in relation to
localism and how the programs were received by audiences. All the recorded programs were
transcribed in Thai language and analysed by the constructed categories of contents along the
localisn~concept.

3.5.4 Docunient Examination

According to Lindlof (1995), docunients are a paper trail left by events and processes which
"indicates what an organisation produce and how it certifies certain kinds of activities,
categorised events or people, codifies procedures or policies, instructs a leadership, explains past
or future action and tracks its own activities" (p. 208). The benefit of documents are: l ) they are
parts of conversati~nsand other actions observed by the researcher; 2) they help the researcher to
reconstruct the past events or ongoing processes; and 3) they reflect kinds of organisational
rationality at work and present the decision rules for how members of a social unit should
behave.
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The researcher exaniined a variety of documents and records that wcre used as primary and
secondary sources. The study considered both documents and records (Gall& Borg, 19%) which
are different in that documents are written communication for personal reason, such as, niemos
letters, and draft of articles. Records are prepared for official purposes, for instance, meeting
reports, annual reports, publishing for special occasions, newspaper articles, or seminar papers.
Every type of document, such as meeting reports, brochures, memoranda, letters, circulated
papers, and messages on station boards were photocopied or noted taken during visits to the four
stations. The study also investigated articles on a number of websites about relevant issues, such
as, \vww.thaibia.org created by the Thai Broadcasting Journalists Association which provided
news of the people's community radio and the current situation of media refonn. On the other
hand, the websites of the PRD, the MCOT, and the INN provided basically organisational
background, goals, administration, management boards, and broadcasting sen~iccs.

Documents and news clippings were the primary data sources exaniined in Chapter 4. These
included organisational documents, seminar papers, a Master's Degree thesis, articles from Thai
media journals, and newsletters monitoring popular media refomi to understand the history and
culture of community radio. The seminar papers from several meetings of civic groups
associated with Civic Net were the most useful source of data to explore the fundamental
concepts of the emergence of civic radio including the initiation of people-owned community
radio. The use of newspaper clippings as a data source for this chapter was significant to follow
up media reform. This also provided information about public attitudes towards the perfolniancc
of the organisations. Articles from both Thai and English language newspapers (daily and
weekly) were accessed from The N m o n (daily and weekly), Rtrrlgkok Posr. Mcltlchon (daily and
weekly), K h ~ o s o d ,Klzontchadleuk, PhlCjaafkan, Thcrnsettak~r(weekly) and Pt-ctchucharf Thulakit
(weekly. However the time period of news clipp~ngsresearch was limited to those published
between 19% to 2003.

In sum, after conducting the pilot study on the PRD, MCOT, INN and people's stations in four
provinces, respectively, Chantaburi, Songklila, Chiang Rai, and Singburi, the researcher found
that they were not the best choice regarding the study criteria which were: the stations should be
located cutside Bangkok, the community programs should be produced regularly, and their
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productions and the stations should have a good reputation and popularity anlong local listeners.
Therefore, the case studies for the final study were reselected and the researcher conducted
multiple qualitative research methods to examine community programs on the four case stations
comprised of

-

some programs on PRD Petchaburi station; the Focus Nakhon City program on

MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat; the RDCK program on INN Roi Et stations; and some talk
programs on the Kanchanaburi people's station.

The researcher visited each station two times during 2002 and spent two to three weeks
altogether to observe the station management and program productions. 123 in-depth interviews
were conducted with seven groups of key informants. These groups comprise academics, NGOs
and media professionals (8); organisation administrators (5); station managers (5); station staff
and producers ( l l); outside producers (20); community leaders (35); and general listeners (39).
At least seven hours of the selected community program of each station constructed into a

composite week were recorded and transcribed into Thai language. During the research process,
all types of documents written for both official and personal purposes were examined and used
as primary and secondary sources. The research employed the triangulation inductive method for
data analysis. Multiplicity of theories and data sources from different methods were used to draw
arguments from both convergent and divergent views on the facts.

3.6 Limitatious of the Study

This study primarily examines the development of comnlunity radio in ,Thailand fron~1998 to
2002. The limitations in the scope of the thesis include:

1. The study examined Thai broadcasting policy but only those aspects in detail that were

directly related to community radio development. The aim was to understand the
interrelationship between government policy, popular media reform and the creation of
conlnlunity radio by many stakeholders. The policies initiated during 1998 to 2003
covered a wide range of broadcasting and media issues and are not the primary focus of
the study. Accordingly, the study only examines organisational policies of the four case
study organisations on conim~inity ~ a d i o which involve development of media
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democratisation in Thailand.

2. The researcher used purposive sampling and the snowball technique to select ten listeners
of each community program that the study examined for audience reception analysis.
Therefore, the small number of listeners cannot be considered representative of each
station's audiences. However, the researcher tried to weight the reliability of the study by
choosing them from different geographical areas and by considering demographic
factors, such as, sex, age, and career.

3. The four case studies cannot be considered as representative of Thai comniunity radio
station or program organisations. The organisations administrators and academic scholars
interviewed in the study claimed that community programs on many of the local stations
had gained a good reputation within the local comniunities. This makes it impossible to
study all the programs recommended by them. A number of community radio programs
produced by the PRD and the MCOT have already been investigated.

4. The study selected only a few community programs of each of the four organisations for
content analysis for the following reasons: First, community progranis of each station
were operated and managed differently due to various methods of implementation by the
station managers. The character of the stations and the programs shown were also unique.
Thus, two weeks of visits to each station were insufficient to collcct details of all the
community programs for content analysis. Second, one of the focus of the research is
audience reception so the programs which they enjoyed and regularly nientioncd werc
considered as the representative programs which illustrated the interrelationship between
localism principles of local programs and audience reception. Third, the content analysis
was not the primary method of the study, but was applied to explore the progranis clioscn
for the case study in association with an analysis of media organisation and audicnce
reception. I-lowever, the researcher analysed the program schedulc of cach stat~onto
show the proportion of program type and content presented by cach station.
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5. The interaction bctween the case sti~dyrad~ostatlons with thc other local media: such as,
cable telewsion, local newspapers and local television programs, were not examined in
the study. Their roles within the community were restricted by business concerns and
influences of local influential figures and politicians. The local people rely more on local
informat~onfrom listening to radio than reading local newspapers or watching a few local
television programs on non-prime time. The narrow broadcasting radius of cable
television covers only town center areas and not many local people are willing to pay for
it, while local television programs on television Channel 1 1 are produced only in some
provinces depending on willingess of local officials. When considering the limited role
of other local media and their insignificant interaction with radio station, the researcher
did not include this discussion in the study.

6. Since ethical issues were a primary concern of the study, the identity of personnel in
source interviews is concealed. This was the understanding given by the researcher to key
informants on the first visit to the case study stations and before the interviews. The
researcher realised that their information, including the attitudes and criticism given
especially about their organisation, might cause conflict and affect their status if made
public. Considering the transparency of the inforn~ationin the study, the researcher has
used pseudonms and codes as references, including a list of names of the key informants
in Appendix E-I.

7. The study of social stratification and power structure in tlic comn~unityis beyond the
scope of this thesis. The researcher investigated only power and control in station
administration and nianagement. The study csplained the rclation bctween the stations
and the community through their program operations and station activities but did not
illustrate the complex social structure in relation to conimunication in the community.
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CHAPTER 4
ALTERNATIVE MODELS O F COMMUNITY RADIO IN THAILAND

4.1. Introduction

The aims of this chapter are to explore alternative models of community radio in Thailand
between 1997-2002 and also to investigate the relationship between the creation of
conimunity radio and media democratisation in the same period. The chapter addresses the
research questions:

RQ l): How did policies toward community radio change in Thailand between 1998-2002?

RQ 3): How was the development of Thai community radio related to the wider liberalisation
of the media and community empowerment between 1998-2002?

The chapter firstly explains the media reform situation after the enactment of Section 40 of
the 1997 Constitution and the subsequent Broadcasting .Act in 2000. Media democratisation
in Thailand has been part of a movement towards popular media reform led by NonGovernnient Organisations (NGOs) accompanied by the emergence of comniunity radio via
state agencies, media companies, civic groups and people's organisations. Even thougli
coniniunity radio was originally advocated by media academics in 1991, its different styles of
operation reflected their differing views. The success in creating e et works of civic media
producers across the country led to an awareness of regional people of their r~ghtto
communicate.

The second part of the chapter explains four different models of cornniunity radio initiated by
the Public Relations Development (PRD) in the Office of the Prime Minister, including its
development from the 1997 Constitution to Thaksin's govenment in 2002. Third, the
community programs presented by the state enterprise, the Mass Communlc~tion
Organisation of Thailand (MCOT), are described. The community radio created by the
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Independent News Network (INN) which is examined in the fourth part of the chapter
reflected another model. On the other hand, civic groups in cooperation with NGOs used the
concept of community radio as democratic media to move the media refo~magenda forwards.

4.2. Media Reform From 1997 to 2002 and its Relation to Media Democratisation
This section examines the relevant areas of the 1997 Constitution in relation to Section 40
and highlights significant developments since 1997 in relation to media reform.

4.2.1 Section 40 of the 1997 Contitution and its Act

After the enactment of Section 40 in 1997, the Council of State passed the Frequencies
Allocation Broadcasting Regulatory Act (FABRA) in March 2000. It separated the regulators
into two bodies: the National Telecommunication Commission (NTC) and the National
Broadcasting Commission (NBC). By law, the Senate would select the seven NBC Board
members from 14 nominees short-listed by the NBC Selection Committee. This Committee
would consist of 17 members from four areas. These were: five from the state agencies
related to the broadcast media, .namely: the Office of the Prime Minister, the Ministry of
Defense, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment,
and the National Security Council (Theerapol, 2000: 16-18). In addition, four would come
from university communication departments; four from professional media organisations; and
the last four from Non-Government Organisations (NGOs).

The Principles of Section 40 developed from the media reforni campaign led by media
professionals, media academics, and NGOs originally because of the distortion of broadcast
news reporting in the 1992 'Bloody May' crisis (Surat, 2002). Therefore, Section 40 was a
significant means of media reform that would transfer the state-owned broadcast frequencies
to the private and people's sectors. Additionally, freedom of speech of nicdia professionals
and journalists, including government broadcasting officers, was protected by Sections 39
and 41 in the same chapter of the Constitution.
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Nevertheless, the launch of the 2000 Frequencies Allocation Broadcasting Regulatory Act
(FABRA) took almost three years (from 1997 to 2000) because it involved so many
stakeholders. As explained in Chapter 2 (section 2.5), government and private media
- con~panieshave dominated the Thai broadcast industry for more than sixty years. While the

public frequencies have been exploited to make enormous profits for the state agencies as
owners and regulators as well as for the media operators as concessionaires, the public access
to this state mass medium has been limited. The campaign for implementing the draft
Broadcasting Regulatory Bill faced many difficulties because of the resistance of state
agencies, the military and the private media operators. According to Jumpol Rodkamdee,
Chairman of the Public Hearing Sub-Committee for the draft legislation, it was difficult to
persuade other members to accept the importance of frequency allocation for the people. This
process included long negotiations, lobbying in and outside the parliament, as well as public
hearings in local provinces (Jumpol, 1999: 39).

Supinya Klangnarong, Secretary of the Working Group on Monitoring Section 40, has
analysed Section 40 in her master's thesis "Article 4 0 ' ~and Discourses of Media Reform"
(2000). She found that three major groups of participants

-

i.e. the state agencies, media

operators, and NGOs cooperating with media academics - competed inspromoting their own
discourses through the process of the draft legislation. However, there were conflicts between
their various viewpoints. These included arguments about the free market system and the
public service system, liberalization and socialization, privatization and democratisation, and
monopolization and decentralization. These different emphases reflected the attempts of each
stakeholder to maintain their territory, preserve their profits, or influence the state-control
system (Supinya, 2000: 3-4).

''

Some documents uscd either "Article" or "Section" for thc Thai word "Martra ". For this thesis, the word "Section" had

bccn uscd.
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The government sector attempted to play a leading role in the draft legislation to preserve its
power in broadcasting. When media academics and NGOs fought for popular media reform
and it became a mainstream issue presented by the mass media, the government agencies
allowed public participation in hearings which considered the draft legislation during 1998 to
1999. As a result, the outcome of the media reform policy debate depended on the strength of
each stakeholder. The determination of popular media reformers to achieve changes of
ownership and content improvements, as well as popular participation, were significant
factors in pushing media reform forwards (Pornthip, 2001 : 43-50).

However, there was resistance from the state agencies, the military and the large media
operators who aimed to take control of the NBC. Firstly, the former owners would lose not
only their frequencies, but also the authority to control their stations, grant licences or
concessions, and make profits from them. Chantra Jayanama, Chairman of the Independent
Radio Broadcasters Association, observed at this time that:
In 1992, the winner of a bid to run all-day radio programming for the PRD paid only 3.5 nlillion baht
as a monthly rental fee. The fee dropped to 1.2-1.5 million baht a month in 1997-1998 and has
increased to three million baht a month today. This is a big source of income for owners of radio
stations. That's

why they have to try hard to keep control (Hatrgkok Post. 29 October 2001).

Secondly, the big operators and broker companies wished to remain involved with the
process of frequency allocation to maintain their large incomes from advertising and selling
air time. By law, the re-allocation of frequencies was intended to be based on public benefits
and transparent competition, which differed radically from the previous way concessions had
been made through unfair patronage relationships (Ubonrat, 1999).

4.2.2. Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) and the Civic Involvement

To complete the implementation of popular media reform, an NCO working group was
established called "The Working Group on Monitoring Article 40". The team was fomied in
1997 by the Foundation of Social Volunteers, the Association of People's Righ!s, the
Foundation for Consumers Protection, the Committee of the Campaign for Democracy, and
the Friends of the People Group. From mid-1997 to the end of 1998, the working group and
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representatives on the Seleciion Com~nittee,five seats belanged to state agencies, and four
were media academics from both government and private universities. The four
representatives were from large broadcasting corporations which precludeH the participation
of print journalists and representatives from the Association of Journalists of Thailand.
Unfortunately, the other four NGO seats werc split among progressive groups, conservative
groups and state patronage associations. Therefore, the state patronage associations and
conservative NGOs dominated the selection of representatives (The Norion, 28 August 2001).

The NBC selection process was criticized by the media and the working group on the
grounds that the state agencies, the military and larze media corporations had attempted to
control the NBC. After June 2001, an argun~entabout the non-transparency of the NBC
selection process on the grounds of a conflict of interest between the Selection Committee
and some of the 14 short-listed candidates emerged. A former Prime Minister, Anand
Panyarachun, who was a member of the selection panel, refused to co-sign the list (The
Nation, 1 1 September 2001). Then, Pitthaya Wongkul, a failed candidate, complained to the
Administrative Court that the NBC Selection Committee process had violated several laws.
Finally, in March 2002, the Administrative Court ordered the rejection of the 14 short-listed
candidates for positions on the NBC due to the non-transparency of the process and because
of the close connections between some members of the Selection Comniittee and the
candidates. For example, Lt-General Sunthorn Sophonsiri, director of Channel 5 and a
Selection Committee member had direct business dealing with two candidates on the shortlist
- General Thongchai Kuasakul, chief of staff to the army commander in chief, and Associate

Professor Supatra Suparp, a director on Channel 5's Board. Chartchai Thienthong, director of
Channel 3's finance division had business ties with two candidates: Udom Janophas, assistant
manager of the Bangkok Entertainment Company (BEC) and Aroon Ngarmdee, a director of
Channel 3 owned by BEC. The court ordered that the process be repeated (The Nution, 2
March 2002).

The NBC Selection Committee, however, appealed against the ruling. They claimed that
rejection of their selections would be irresponsible due to the incomplete selection process
and conflicting legal points in the ruling (The Nution, 12 March 2002). At the same time, the
NGOs, civic groups and a number of media academics, wanted to terminate the current
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Selection Committee and restart the process with new members. Conssquently, the NBC
selection process was delayed pending the judgement of the High Court (Interview Uajit, 18
March 2002). In March 2003, the High Court confirmed the decision of the Administrative
Court. The NGOs and people's groups urged the Selection Committee to resign but the
majority declined (The Nutioti, 12 March 2002). Interestingly, at the samc time, well-known
niedia entrepreneurs like Jamnan Siriton (Managing Director of ISL Company) and Paiboon
Datill.ongchairhil~~~
(Owner of the Grammy Group), who supported the existing Selection
Committce, requested the state agencies to scrutinize the NGOs monitoring media refomi and
more than 100 people-owned community radio stations. Paiboon claimed that these illegal
stations were not sanctioned by the people's organisations according to Section 40 of the
Constitution and this was caused by the absence of NBC (Matichon Weekly, l l April 2003).
As a result, the implementation of media reform according to the 1997 Constitution remained
far behind schedule.

This related to the finding of a Master's thesis "A desirable model for public radio
broadcasting in Thailand" that one of the obstacles for operation of community broadcasting
would come from the state owners and private companies which made profits from the air
time. They may not only have a bias towards the people's operation on state radio, but would
also be concerned about losing their profits. On the other hand, the meaning of "the people's
sector" is controversial in knowing who they are. Without its accurate definition,
broadcasting could be used as channels influenced by different groups including local
politicians and businessmen. As a result, as well as clear legislative framework and fair
supervision of the NBC, community members should scrutinise the administration and
operation of the people's

- owned

community radio (Sikares, 2001).

In sum, the resistance to the old power groups
entrepreneurs

-

-

state agencies and capital media

by the NGOs and people's groups reflected expressions of civil society in

popular media reform. These groups included some media profcssional associations that had
challenged the long-term controls over public media (see Chapter 2 section 2.5.2) and
affirmed the public's rights to communication as promised by the current Constitution. The
reaction against the non-government groups from sonic niedia entrepreneurs and members of
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the Selection Commictee not only reflected these ideological differences, but also was an
attempt to maintain their privileged status in broadcasting operations.

4.2.4. The Thaksin Government, Media Refomi and Community Radio

The Thaksin government has seemed reluctant to move media reform forward. Even though
media reform and support for the NBC is required by the Constitution, Thcti Rak T/irti's
national agenda has not mentioned it in their ten urgent plam (Bangkok Post, 1 1 February
2002). There have been many instances indicating a problen~aticrelationship between the
govet-rinient and the media. These include the controversy about the Anti Money Laundering
Organisation (AMLO) investigation into the assets of some oppositional journalists in April
2002; the bans on the foreign English-language news magazines, For Eoster.~Econo~~lic
Review (FEER) and the Ecorromist; the suppression of broadcast programs criticizing Thaksin
and his government; and the connection between the NBC Selection Committee, the NBC
candidates and media business interests of the Deputy Communication Minister. Popular
media reform seems to be relatively unimportant to the business-oriented government (Lewis,
2002: 6-7).

After 2001, the flow of information from the state to the people was mainly top-down. The
spaces for solidarity groups, NGOs, and opposition political parties to communicate were cut
because of self-censorship of media organisations, especially on politics (Media uses in new
political era, 2003: n.p.). Compared to the media situation in the Sarit, Prapas and Thanom
regimes (see Chapter 2 section 2.5.1), there was not much difference in the controls over
broadcasting media between Thaksin's and those authoritarian rulers. Moreover, capitalist
groups in the government were concessionaires who benefited from patronage and
monopolised business. As a result, "there was no culture for free and fair markets where
conipetition was a major mechanism" (Ubonrat, 2004: 180). According to Phiphop
Thongchai, the chairman of the NGO group campaigning for democracy, when the
mainstream media cannot offer space for different views, new media, such as internet and
community radio, became the alternative and matched to the new social movement for
participatory democracy (Media uses in new political era, 2003: n.p.).
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Tlic government co~tldcontrol public opinion in the mainstream media by exercising its
regitlatory authority and tlirougl~econon~icpressures on media outlets via the advertising
budgets of government agcncies. Therefore, both media refomi ancl the non-mainsrrem
small media were ignored by the government. According to the coordinator of the National
Conimunity Radio Federation, the General Manager of INN and the adniinistrativc editor of
Matichon printing group:

Our radio [pcoplc's radio]

IS

not the nialnstlcm [mcd~a]which is more monitorcd. Howcver, thc govcrnmcnt trres

to use our r3d10 for ~ ~ ~ I I C
11sIpolicrcs
SIII~
bccausc \VC arc close to the conirnunitrcs. Thc govcrnnicnt k~io\vsIIO\V
ro play the ganic. If they want to beat us, thcy \v111do r t :~Iready,But thcy know that thcy can coopclate \ \ i r t i us
without shurtrng our mouths . Thcy may not trust us, but hc [Thaksinl can control thc situations bcc:lusc hc has ;ill
1nalnstrc;lrn riicd~;~
111 hrs hands, ~ h c
non-ma~nstrcam,llkc us, cannot bc agamst him ( Intcrvrcw \Vrch~cn. I ;
Octobcl. 2002)

I thought it would bc difficult bc6ausc Thaksrn's intercsts were involvcd with the NTC. Thc govcrnmcnt i~llo\\,cd

the conflrct [ovcr the NBC] to go on while he go1 profits froni selling mobile phones. He nerthcr opposcd nor
supported [rncd~arcforni] because thc more i t delayed, the more benefit he got (interview Somchat, 17 October
2002)

'The govcrnmcnt could not rcsrsr, but did not support ... The reaction was to lcave thc situation [conimunrty radio]
alone. The govcrnrncnt uscd the state media as a mouthpiece and intercepted any voices dlffcrcnr froni thc
govcrnmcnt's (Intcrvlcw Boonlcrt, 2 1 October 2002).

Nevertheless, in the view of the other coordinator of the Thai Community Radio Federation

and also the head of SIF's projects in the West, the delay in the N W ' s appointment might be
beneficial for community radio in that people's groups will have time to learn about their
rights to conimunicate. The ideas of legitimising the stations and providing funds when there
was no legislative body and people are manipulated by consumerisni were dangerous.

The Sovcrnriicnr would takc advantage o f the situation. For exaniplc, TAO's radio was an attempt to takc o v c ~tlic

20 perccrit proportion o f thc pcoplc's scctor. T h ~ sgovernment came from comniunicat~onbuslncss so thcy did not
want anybody to takc the m c d ~ afroni them. Even though some ministers supportcd people's radlo, thc nature o f
pol~tlcsoficn uscd two-sidcd pollclcs. The strategy was to crcatc many pcoplc's volccs to bc against power
(Intcrwc\v :\nu, l O January 2003).
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4.3. The Public Relations Department and its Community Radio Program

4.3.1. Radio Thailand: A Tool for Promoting Goveinment

The PRD is a government body under the supervision of the Office of the Prime Minister
(which is now directed by the L)epnty Prime Minister). Its n~issionis to pron~otethe national
interest and national security and create public understanding of the goveniment's policy. Its
responsibilities are grouped into three main areas: media operations involved with
broadcasting, print and electronic; public relations for government agencies; and media
policy planning and administration in public relations centers across the country.

Firstly, as a media operator, the PRD operates the national radio and television networks
called "Radio Thailand" and "Television of Thailand" .(Channel 1 l), which collectively are
known as the "National Broadcasting Services of Thailand" (NBT). The PRD is the biggest
national radio operator and owns 144 radio stations, (87 FM and 57 AM), in 60 provinces.
Alnlost all radio stations have to relay official news reports from the Radio Thailand news
bureau daily at 7 AM and 7 PM. Secondly, as a public relations and media policy planner,
"the PRD's National Public Relations Policy and Planning Office serves as the secretariat of
the National Public Relations Conlmission which gives advice on public relations matters to
all government agencies, and monitors and evaluates public relations projects implemented
by them" (PRD in Brief: Roles and Functions, n.d., online). Also, the Broadcasting Division
Board directs broadcasting management and programming and serves as Secretary to the
National Radio and Television Board (Kor Kor Chor) which regulates broadcasting. At
present, the role of Kor Kor Chor was ended by the launch of FABRA. Lastly, as a network
adnlinistrator, the PKD has its head office in Bangkok with eight public relations centers in
different parrs of the country to oversee radio and television operations.

Radio Thailand serves as an official channel in disseminating news and inforn~ationabout
government policies and supporting the administration. Instead of being a neutral state media
organisation, Radio Thailand is a tool for promoting the government's accomplishnlents as
well as positive images for the Cabinet and the Prime Minister. Because of the policy of
bureaucratic reform since 1996 changes to the PRD's structure have been taking place. After
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the launch of Secticn 40 of the 1997 Coiistitution, the PRD's role as a regulator of national
broadcasting should have changed to that of radio operator under the supervision of the NBC.
However, this has not yet happened.

During 1996. the PRD was partly re-engineered under the authority of the Office of the Civil
Service Commission (OCSC) (Kor Por) to improve its efficiency. However, because of
changes in both the PRD's administrators and the government, its re-engineering stopped
while setting perfonnance indicators. During the second Chuan government ( 1 997-2000), at
\he beginning of 1999, the reform project was attempted again. 'l'he committees for the
program were appointed by Kliunying Supatra Masdit, the Prime Minister's Office Minister
at that time. They examined the three main parts of the organisation's problems, namely,
inefficient personnel, administrators maintaining patron-client relationships, and uncertain
standards of personnel evaluation (PRD on the path of change, 1999: 3-5).

For its part, the Committee for Bureaucratic Reform (Por Hor Ror) was required to cooperate with the Office of the Civil Service Commission and other related government
agencies to achieve bureaucratic reform. According to the plan, three sections

-

public

relations, niedia and information, and technical and development had to operate
independently. Therefore, three agencies need to be established. First, the Office of National
Public Relations Committees. This is a government body with approxin~ately 400 civil
servants. The office monitors governnient public relations plans and policies both nationally
and internationally. Second, there would be a Corporation of National Broadcasting which
would include Radio Thailand and its networks. This agency was intended to be independent
and would serve public interests, like the BBC. Last was the Public Relations Institution. This
would be an agency that would focus on the promotion and development of public relations
disciplines. The provincial public relations offices would be transferred to the Interior
!Ministry (Jittinia, 2001 : 7-9).

These refomis to the PRD, however, have not begun bccause of the change of the
governnient and disagreements among the PRD officials (Interview Surin, 1 S October 2002).
.According to the Public Service Reform Act launched by Thaksin's governnient at the end of

-
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20d2, there were no changes to the P m ' s structure and mission, except that i t was brought
under the direction of the Deputy Prinie Minister. However, some deregulation would be
introduced to facilitate the self-management of the PRD's media and increase its ability to
compete in a free market system (Interview PBM l , 18 November 2002).

4.3.2.Radio Thailand's Early Comnlunity-Based Programs and its Trial on Community Radio

Historically, broadcasting for ethnic groups has been operated by Radio Thailand since the
late 1960s. I t then targeted the Hill Tribe people in Chiang Mai province in the North and
Thai-Muslinls in Yala province in the South. Even though the programs were broadcast by
ethnic groups in their native languages, they aimed to promote nation building and stabilize
the nation state. The program content mainly emphasized government policy. The
participation of these minorities was limited because the broadcasts were managed by a
govemment agency (Surin, 199 1 : 8-9). For the farmers, Radio Thailand first broadcast an
agricultural program created by Kasetsart University, the nation's leading agricultural
university, in the late 1940s. It integrated various radio formats with radio drama and "Likuy"
(rural Thai song-and-dance drama) to educate listeners about chicken farming. As the policy
of Sarit's govemment was to accelerate agricultural production, an agricultural radio station
was established under the supervision of the PRD in the early 1960s and shifted to the
Agriculture Department in l98 1 (Surin, 1991: 12).

In the mid 1970s, the PRD and the Agriculture Department created a "farm forum project" to
educate famlers on air. Such program was part of the government's wider involvement with
development communication programs (ref). It was trialled on Radio Thailand stations in
three provinces

-

Khon Khaen, Pitsanulok and Chiang Mai. However, it was terminated

because audiences neither regularly listened to the half-hour-per-week daytime program, nor
seriously discussed the program contents or adopted them. By 1985, an improved agricultural
course succeeded the previous farnl forutn project, created by Radio Thailand in cooperation
with the Agriculture Department and the Informal Education Department (Kor Sor Nor).
These three-month lessons about how to grow plants were broadcast, along with the provision
of documents, news letters and certificates after finishing the course. The course was relayed
to the regional network for education of Radio Thailand, which normally broadcast lectures
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trom the opcn universities: Ramkhamheng and Sukhothai Thammathirat, to twelve radio
stations across the country (Surin, 1991: 10-12). While high-power transmission of the AM
system (10 kw) was utilized, listeners had little chance to participate in these programs. In
sum, Radio Thailand's early con~munity-basedprograms were similar to those programs in
India, Bangladesh, Nepal, or Malaysia, in that they werc created by the state agencies for
development purposes under the supervision of officials and operated for short terms (see
Chapter 1 section 1.3.3).

The development of community radio by Radio Thailand really com~nenced with
experimental research by a PRD administration officer named Surin Plangprasopchoke. He
initiated an experimental community radio project for suburban areas in Chantaburi province
in 1990. A feasibility study was a part of his degree of Master of Arts, offered by the
Department of Public Relations at Chulalongkom University, and a management board model
based on this study was widely adopted by many Radio Thailand local stations later
(Interview Surin, 19 November 2001). Community radio had been originally conceptualised
by Assistant Professor Jumpol Rodkamdee, former Dean of the Faculty of Communication
Arts, Chulalongkom university2'. In 1990, he had encouraged Surin to experiment with
community radio on PRD Chantaburi station. Jumpol gave him a book to translate titled "Not
the BBCIIBA: The case for community radio" by Simon Partridge (1962). This provided the
idea of a possible model for a community station based on the example of a non-commercial
local newspaper in the East End of London (Interview Surin, 19 November 2001).

Jumpol intended to adapt community radio principles fiom Theresa Clifford's reports written
on behalf of the National Community Broadcasters of America presented to the 1977
UNESCO Meeting in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. This approach saw community radio as
participatory conlmunication which emphasized three doctrines: access, participation, ancl
self-management. Its philosophy was based on seven factors: felt needs; the acceptance of
various community groups; non-discrimination; local community-oriented programming;

After the enactment of the Constitution, Jumpol became Chairman of the Public Hcarmg Sub-Comm~ttccfor the Drafl
Legislation according to the Prowion of Section 40. Currently, In shortlisting the I 4 NBC cand~datcsfor rhc considcrat~on
of the Senate according to the FABRA, he is a member of the NBC Selection Committee. As a result, as an acadcmic cspcrt,
he is frequently invited by the PRD, the MCOT, and civic groups to adv~scnot only on coniniunlty rad~o,bur also aboui
mcd~areform.
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self-management by the partidipants and change by democratic process; narrowcasting with
less than 1 Kw transmission; and democratic media. Jumpol created the following slogan for
comnlunity radio: "Coniniunity Radio is for people, by people, and of people" (Wittayr
Chunrchon pue prachuchon, doi pracliachot~,khotrg prachuchoiz) (Jumpol, 1999: 22-25).

Under the supervision of Jumpol, Surin employed a quasi-experimental research niethod2' to
study comnii~nityradio in Chantaburi, FM 90.25 M H z with 1 kw transmission. A one-hour
community program "Creating Chantaburi" (Scuigszui Chrmtuhuri) was transmitted for two
months (December l990 to January 1991). These progranis were organized by the official
comn~unityleaders, for instance, village headmen and sub-district headmen. To include the
co~nmunityin the radio prograni, 1 1 Management Committee members were appointed. The
roles of the Conimittee were to set the proper air times: suggest formats, content and styles of
programs; publicize the programs; and gather aiidience feedback. Committee membcrs
worked as program co-ordinators by making contact with local sources (Surin, 1991 : 77). The
management board decided that the content of the daily one-hour magazine program from
11.30 pm - 12.30 am would contain 70 percent local news and information mainly about
agriculture. The other 30 percent was music and public service announcements. The prograni
was produced by a volunteer and a researcher who also worked both as a broadcaster and a
reporter.

During the trial period, Jumpol followed his supervisee's fieldwork and monitored the
experiment. He found that community radio operation during certain portions of the air time
was possible, but some programs could not be presented because they did not meet existing
regulations, laws, and practices. However, the most important aspect which had not yet been
addressed was the question of station ownership. As Jumpol observed: "The fact was radio
stations belong to the state, not the community" (Jumpol, 1999: 29).

21

Sur~n'sfield observat~onand key informant interviews werc conducted through the period from October 1990 to February

I W I . Before the program began and after ~t had been aired for two nlonths, target audicnces In thc surround~ngSIX-to-ten
k~lomctersbroadcast radlus were surveycd for thcir listening bchavior as wcll as thcir uscs and grat~fications.A comparatlvc
study o f their changed behav~orswas used to predict the program's success. From thc research results, the popularity and
s a t ~ s f x r ~ oonf thc program had increased and more than 90% o f the audicnccs wantcd i t to continuc (Surin, 1991).
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The results of this pro,ject reflected some of the constraints on community radio cooperation.
Firstly, any radio programs presented by Radio Thailand stations need to follow the PR.D's
regulations. For example, broadcasters must have a broadcasting licence and publicize
government policy and its accomplishments. Therefore, to set up community radio, the policy
maker had to ensure that the program provided benefits in relation to the PRD's policy and its
operation did not break the PRD's rules. Secondly, there was often a superior-inferior
relationship among the Committee members and this could constrain discussion. Some
Committee members tended to select their acquaintances, who were popular and held power
in the community, to join the Board with the intention of achieving financial or infomiation
advantages. Also their limited iinderstanding of conlmunity radio philosophy, including the
sources of funding, information and volunteers, became constraints on management
functions. Moreover, the lack of a sense of ownership and a spirit of group participation were
part of the problem (Surin, 1991 : 76-8 1).

Because of audience satisfaction, it has continued operating since 1991. After one year, the
program was studied by another Master's student at Chulalongkorn University, Usa
Janprapart (1993). She examined the uses and gratifications of listeners by employing survey
sampling of 300 people in eight villages surrounding the station. She found that the majority
had known of the program from their social connections and listened because of its
appropriate timing (1 1.30

-

12.30 am) as well as the content of the program itself. (Usa in

Kanchana et al. 2000: 278-9). However, in 2000, the Chantaburi community program
operations came to an end because of three reasons. First, the station policy did not support
its operation. Second, the Board's members lacked a sense of belonging, production skills
and financial support. Third was the absence of public participation and teamwork
(Prapapom, 2001). This findings are similar to those of the pilot study of this thesis (see
Chapter 3 section 3.4.2).
-

4.3.3. Community Radio Pilot Projects

The community radio concept was not further developed by other PRD local stations until

1998 because of the lack of sufficient knowledge and interest in community radio among the
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officials and "there was a suspicion that the people would take over the stations" (Interview
Surin, 18 October 2002). According to Junipol,
I talked about Surln's thesls ro the PRD's senlor admln~strators,but no one pml attcntlon to

It

13ut aftcr thc

Const~tut~on
thcy bcgan to lcallse that thls type of radlo could help them kccp thclr frcqucnclcs, so thcy bcgan to
rcll ord~narypeoplc to do 11 \\hlch surprises them (Interview Jumpol, 8 January 2003)

Behveen 1998 and 1999, a pilot project for community radio in co-operation with the Public
Relations Volunteers in villages (Or Por Mor) was initiated. The project was primarily
related to Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution. It was also influenced by the Plan for Mass
Comnlunication, Information Technology and Telecommunication for Human and Social
Development (1999-2008) by the National Economic and Social Development Board
(NESDB) (Sopapat); and the Master Plan of Radio Thailand Development by the PKD
(1999-2001). All three policies stressed the need for a broadcasting service for public benefit
at the local level. Also, they were related to the re-allocation of frequencies and the
management of broadcasting networks for local access and participation. Lastly, it aimed to
improve the efficiency of the PR Volunteers (Or Por Mor) at the village level22.Also, 100
broadcasting village towers (hor krajai khoa or Seang tamsai) linked to PRD radio were used
to disseminate PRD news to villagers (Community radio project, 2000: 4-5; 12- 14).

By Mid 1998, 19 Radio Thailand stations had been selected2' in five regions (North, South,
North-east, East and West) to join the community radio project with Or Por Mor. They were
chosen from the characteristics of the station managers, their involvement with local
communities, the support they received fiom central and local administration units, as well as
the abilities of the O r Por Mor. For example, the Radio Thailand station in Petchaburi was
selected to join this pilot project for three reasons: 1) the station construction was sponsored
22

From 1993 to 1997, a total of 6,942 PR Volunteers had been tramed by the PRD to rcport local ncws and lnformation In

the mass media and, at the same time, disseminate government news to their sub-districts. Unfortunately, from the latest
survey in 1998, O r f o r Mor as a personal medium for public relations in the smallest administrative units had low efficiency
and half of them could not be contacted. Accordinely, this problems could be solved by the community radio pilot project
(Community radio project, 2000).
23

The selection processes werc started from the appointment of a Project Committee to run thls conirnunity r a d ~ opilot

project. The Committee members comprised the Executive Directors of the Regional Publ~cRelations Officcs and Mr. Surin
Plangprasopchoke. Secondly, the Committee selccted the 19 Radio Thailand stations to join thc projcct (Coniniun~tyradio
proJcct, 1000).
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by a monk who was an abbot 'of the temple located near the station; 2) the station manager
was able to persuade government, private and volunteer sectors to support station activities;
and 3) sufficient volunteers were available to run the program. Each station received a special
budget for the one-year project (from October 1998 to September 1999) of 35,000 baht
(around AU$1,450) (Community radio project, 2000: 13-23).

The management model of the Chantaburi experimental project was adopted to run the trial
program. An executive Board and a Production Board were responsible for program
operation. First, 8 -15 Executive Board members for each 19 stations comprised central and
local administration officers were selected and appointed by the Director General of the PRD.
Then, they selected members of the Production Board, planned the progranl project, provided
information for the programs. Second, the l 6 - 20 Production Board's members selected by
the Executive Board consisted of representatives from the public sector; business; local
organisations; local volunteers; and Radio Thailand officers. They had to create the format
and content of the programs, collect feedback of audiences' views and improve
programming. A broadcaster who acted as Secretary to both Boards had to co-ordinate
between the Boards' members and the volunteers as well as operate the programs
(Community radio project, 2000: 23-25; Orawan, 2001: 14). The local village broadcasting
towers would relay the community programs to support community broadcasts. The structure
of community radio management is shown below.
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Chart 4.1 : Structure of ~ o m r n u n iRadio
t ~ Management of PRD Pilot Project
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Source: Community Radio Project, 2000: 25

At the end of 1999, the results of the pilot project were evaluated by the reports of station
operations, the evaluation of training for volunteers by the support team of the Project
Committee, and a seminar on project evaluation. Also, two academic studies examined the
understanding of the community radio concept and participatory communication among the
local people in Nakhon Ratchasima, Ubonratchathani, and Rayong provinces. They showed
that the program had achieved some degree of success. Nevertheless, even though the pilot
projects were supported by PRD policy, the operation of the two Boards and its funding had
experienced major constraints.
-

First, there were regulatory constraints. Even though the community radio concept was run in
line with national broadcasting policy and the PRD7s master plan with the support of
Khunying Supatra Masdit, its operation had to follow Radio Thailand's regulations. The
allocation of airtime for community radio program depended on each station's decision
(Community radio project, 2000: 42). Also, any criticism of the central and local
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administration were considered sensit~veissues (Orawan, 2001: 15). Second, the lack of
decision making in local communities was also reflected through the Executive Board
~ n e n ~ b e who
r s chiefly were senior bureaucrats. Their meeting were dominated by a few
groups under the direction of the station manager and local officials. As a result, governnie!it
agencies and local 'godfathers' could control the dissemination of news and information. The
autonomy of community radio run by the state stations was controversial (Con~munityradio
project, 2000: 42-3). Moreover, as Thiwaporn's study (2000) showed, the Executive Board
for commimity radio programs on Radio Thailand stations in Nakhon Ratchasima were high
level officials who had neither enough time nor involvement to be concerned with program
management (Community radio project, 2000: 55). Third, funding for community radio
operations was another core constraint because the PRD's budget was limited and the
Manrrgement Committees had to raise a fund for community radio operations (Community
radio project, 2000, p. 42-3 ). Also, there were other constraints of pefsonnel, equipment and
technologies (Thiwaporn, 2000: 195 ; Orawan, 200 1 : 14).

The trial of the PRD community radio in the 19 regional stations also showed that program
content about community problems involving individual business interests, organisations and
institutions could cause criticism of the programs. Complaints of ordinary people sometimes
could not be solved on air partly due to the lack of co-ordinating staff and partly due to
concerns about local vested interests. Also, audience participation had been limited by the
issues decided by the broadcasters and the studio-based program format (Community radio
project, 2000: 43-47). The voluntary broadcasters still lacked skills and experience in
community radio production, while program success depended on individual skills and
experience in broadcasting rather than teamwork. Mostly, the staff of Radio Thailand
produced and ran the programs themselves because of the PRD's regulations and the lack of
skilled volunteers in broadcasting. It was hard to find volunteers among grassroots people
because they were concerned with their daily living and also needed training. In some
provinces, such as Ubonratchatanee, community radio programs were run by middle-class
intellectuals who could reach a certain group of audiences, but not grassroots people
(Orawan, 200 1 : S).
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After the one-year pilot project was completed in 2000, community radio programs by Radio
Thailand were expanded to another 65 provinces and their air time increased to four hours
daily (The Nation, 29 February 2000). This was implemented in the Master Plan for Radio
Thailand Development (1999

-

2001). According to this plan, all 87 FM Radio Thailand

stations in the second network would have to relay their main programs from Bangkok and
produce local programs, including community programs, on a 50:50 basis. The local ones
were to be produced by cooperating with local groups (Community radio project, 2000: 49).

After the implementation of PRD con~munityradio, many local audiences were keen to
participate in the programming. They were allowed to voice their con~plaintsabout public
services and sometimes their troubles were resolved by government units. The program
contents were able to meet their needs and were presented in local dialects. In
Ubonratchatanee province, community radio let the poor and grassroots people voice their
opinions about national controversies, such as the Pak Moon Dam which resulted in longterm protests against the government by the Forum of the Poor. These programs served as an
alternative media for local people, even though some senior officers did not agree with such
programming. However, because of the media reform since the 1997 Constitution as already
discussed (see Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2), grassroots people now had realized their rights to
access the ainvaves, voice their opinions and affirm their identities independently (Bangkok

Post, 16 May 1999). Nevertheless audience access and participation was mostly in urban
areas. Therefore, relaying the programs on village towers was another way to broaden
community radio networks (Orawan, 2000: 18). After the pilot project, the PRD began to
create groups of village tower broadcasters (Community radio project, 2000: 57).

Unfortunately, the community radio programs on regional PRD stations faced continuing
difficulties because of uncertain policies in station management and partly because the
limited support by the station managers constrained public participation. As Surin
commented,
Thc succcss o f community rad~oprograms on each statlorl was ~ ~ n e q uThc
d . PRD's uncertain politics, such as In
air timc salcs o f local stations, affcctcd thc program changcs. Most o f thc statlon managcrs playcd safe by
following the policy, while somc opposed i t in different ways. 'This affccted the qualities o f community programs
and produccrs stopped thcir participation (Interview Surin, 18 Octobcr 2002).
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Accordingly, a number of community programs on PKD regional stations were censored?
interfered with, or terminated by the stations. Station managers became strict about the
established regulations that they previously had not adhered to when the pilot project began.
Accordingly, for NGOs and civic groups, the PRD's community radio project was seen as an
attempt to maintain its authority over the broadcast media. According to Ubonrat, "one of the
attempts to prevent ownership reform was the proposal for a pilot project for 'community
radio programs' organized by state agencies in the broadcast media. In their hope of keeping
a tight grip on the operation and ownership rights, 'community programming' was used as a
strategy to divert demands for restructuring" (The Ncrtion, 28 August 2001).

4.3.4. From Community to Local Radio

Since January 2002, according to Radio Thailand's new Action Plan (2002-2004), the PR.D
has rearranged its radio frequencies. The former three networks - national, local and foreign
language - were divided into seven in order to provide better public services in every
province. The PRD's 144 radio stations, 57 FM and 57 AM, in 60 provinces were rearranged
into seven groups:

1) National network for the news and information service.
2) Network for news and events reporting, as well as the pronlotion of democratic
principles.
3) Network for developing the quality of life and society, promoting tourism, sports,

religion, art and culture.
4) Network for education.
5 ) Provincial radio network consisting of 23 FM stations and 2 AM stations.
6) Foreign languages network.
7) Network of overseas short-wave radio service broadcasting in 12 languages

(Restructuring of Radio Thailand networks, 2002, n.p.).

The main objective was to identify target audiences, aims, and fiinctions for each network in
order to attract listeners with a variety of programs. It also related to Section 40 of the 1997
Constitution which stipulated that broadcasting frequencies had to serve the public benefit at
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national and local level (PRD press release, January 2002). The PRD had a plan to cooperate
with affiliated public and private agencies in radio management (Krungthep Thurakit, 19
February 2002), upgrade its radio network to digital technology and to diversify program
content to meet local audience needs (Bailgkok Post, 1 1 February 2002). However, this was
criticised on the grounds that PRD intended to gain revenues from this cooperation as well as
take advantage of being the biggest operator (Krungthep Thurakit, 19 February 2002). There
was no specific value about comnlunity radio operations on this new network arrangement.
The central office authorised the selection of local stations in each network. For example, the
25 FM local stations of the fifth network were selected by considering their competency in
developing tourism and the economy. Some provinces now were governed by Chief
Executive Officers (CEOs) due to the government's policy and had been included in this
network (Changing of the PKD's networks, 2002: LP.).

Like the second network in the previous action plan, the 25 provincial radio stations of the
fifth network provided a 50:50 proportion of programs relayed from the mother network in
Bangkok and local programs in cooperation with government, private, and people's agencies.
The program contents aimed to provide community services and publicise activities of the
provincial state agencies. The 54 FM local stations including one in Petchaburi were located
in the third network and provided a 50:50 proportion of relayed and local programs, but the
program contents concentrated on tourism, sport, religion, art and culture. Unfortunately,
according to the comment of a senior official, the selection of the fifth network provincial
stations was for their readiness in program cooperation and efficiency in management rather
than their competency of the provinces. Some stations which already provided nearly 50%
community service programs by local producers were put in other networks. Accordingly,
some local stations changed their programming in order to match the functions of the new
network which most of then1 were not ready for. "It seemed to me that the objective of this
rearrangement was the last attempt of the PRD to reserve its radio frequencies" (Interview

PCF l , l l November 2002).
According to the Bureaucratic Reform Act in 2002, some deregulation would be necessary to
facilitate the improvement of local radio management with the new goal to create PRD
stations as "the number one in the province". Station ratings, then, woi~ldbecome an
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indicator of success. Community radio would be distinguished from local radio by the
establishment of TAO's radio (Wittr~yuOr Bor Tor) - the project initiated by the PRD at the
end of 2002. Then the aim of both services would become different. "Local radio (Witlcytl
Thoqthin) would be radio connecting to the PRD's central office. TAO's comnlunity radio
(W~trcryuChztmchon Or Bor Tor) would be communication among people in the community

that we (PRD) will support inforniation for their program productions, like brother-sister
programs. The term "community programs" (Kai K m Clizrmchon) would be changed to local
programs (Rai Kcm Tong Tin) that could cover broader areas in the province (Interview
PBM l , 18 November 2002)." The PRD's community radio operation, then, became a means
to increase ratings rather than to continue the media reforms promised by Section 40 of the
1997 Constitution.
The PRD's community program operation was intended to increase listeners. I t emerged from the policy to create
programs for the public to participate in. With the skills of producers, listeners listened to the programs regularly
and this meant that the final goal in accumulating numbers of listeners was achieved ( P B M I , interview IS
November 2002).

In sum, the PRD's involvement in with community radio can be divided into two periods from 199 1 to 1997, and fiom the 1997 Constitution until late 2002. First, in 1991, the PRD's
community radio was primarily an experiment that a media academic and a PRD officer
trialled on the Radio Thailand station in Chantaburi province. After the experiment was
successful with an increasing number of agricultural listeners a one-hour community-based
program was produced by the PRD's officers in cooperation with local volunteers. However,
no other PRD community stations were created until the introduction of the 1997
Constitution. Second, in 1998, the PRD's one-year pilot project for community radio was
trialled on Radio Thailand stations in 19 other provinces. This project attempted to establish
networks in community radio by mobilizing local volunteers and broadcasters via village
broadcasting towers. Even though there were budget restraints on management structure,
personnel, and different perspectives were held about the community radio concept, after an
evaluation of the pilot project in 2000 the PRD expanded community radio programs to at
least 60 provincial stations. Unfortunately, community programs were later interfered with, or
terminated by the stations. In 2002, the PRD rearranged its frequencies and networks. The 25
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pilot provincial stations of the fifth network known as "network of provincial radio stations"
provided a 50:50 proportion of relayed programs from the central network and local
programs. Significantly, the term "con~munityradio" program was replaced by other t e m ~ s
such as "local radio" and " provincial radio".

As Jumpol pointed out that the major problen~swere from the attitudes of officials, the Board
members who mostly were bureaucrats, and the lack of people's understanding about
community radio concept.
The P R D officrals wcrc afiard to Ict people talk on thc Issues that rnrght cause bad clfccts bccausc thcrr
pcrfornianccs mrght bc mon~torcdor punrshcd [by the PRD]
community

The worst was PRD twlstcd thr orrg~nalconcept o f

rad~ofrom people's to bureaucrat's partlc~patron The Board d ~ dnot orlglnatc from conimunlty, but

from the c r v ~servants
l
who bccarnc the nucleus o f the operations

Later on, teachers becarnc prlrnary groups who

produced the programs, but they were not people's reprcsentat~ves l'hc reasons for thew non-partrclpatlon wcrc
because the P R D drd not rnform the people about concepts Therefore, they were ne~thersure nor cnrhuslast~cto do
11 (Interv~ewJunipol,

8 January 2003)

4.4 Mass Communication Organisation of Thailand - Community Programs

4.4.1 .Mass Comnlunication Organisation of Thailand (MCOT): A Twilight Zone

According to the Royal Decree that established MCOT on March 26, 1977, its major
objectives were to conduct mass communication and other related business both locally and
internationally. Also, its aim was to disseminate information and promote the people's quality
of life, morals and national security. Apart from providing news according to professional
standards, the MCOT has to provide financial support, personnel and technologies to other
government organisations in the mass comnlunication business (MCOT's history, 1997: 13940). Its charter concerned seven areas: l ) policies; 2) broadcasting operations; 3) marketing;
4) investments; 5) organisational development and management; 6) personnel management;
and 7) technologies. The aims of its marketing policy were to seek the highest income,
develop marketing channels and utilize new technology for revenue increases. The MCOT
emphasised profit-oriented investments and competition with the private sector (Nakhon Si
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Thamniarat rcport, 1998: 1-2). The MCOT made huge profits (more than 3,500 n~illionbaht
or AUS140 million) during its 24 years of operation (1977-21)01), 50 percent of which was
transferred to the government (MCOT plans, 2001 : 27).
The MCOT is a state enterprise within the Office of the Prime Minister. The Deputy Prime
Minister and the Minister of the Office of the Prime Minister oversee MCOT's policy
matters, while the Management Board supervises its operation. The majority of Board
members who are senior bureaucrats selected by the government, choose MCOT's Director
(About MCOT, 2000: online). In the past the Board members appointed the Director from
MCOT's senior personnel. Since 1994, professional administrators and media academics can
apply for the position of Director. However, the lack of power of the Director and the
incompetence of its bureaucratic system and personnel as well as concern for profits of some
infiuential groups inside the organisation were criticised as factors for its weakness. The
media frequently called MCOT "a twilight zone" ( D m Sonthuyn) (TV Pool, 25-31 October
2002). Its nickname came from its history fraught with political interference and bureaucratic
infighting as well as its functions as a public relations tool of the government (The Nation, 15
April 2003; Phairo, 2003: 1 19-122).

In 1994, Sangchai Soonthornwat became the first Director of MCOT. He was not previously
part of the organisation. He attempted to change patronage relationships between the MCOT
and regional media brokers and operators which resulted in monopolized concession grants,
but in 1996 was murdered by persons who had a close connection with a local media
businesswoman. His death reflected the huge profits from air time leases that the regional
media companies gained from the organisation (Lewis, 2003). The recent directors have been
experienced in media business and marketing administration. It has also usually been a highprofile public appointment. In 2002, the former MCOT director appointed in the second
Chum government, Dr. Sorajak Kasemsuwan, resigned before completing the four-year tern1
partly because of the pressures from the Thaksin government. He also was one of the 14 NBC
short-listed candidates who were considered to have a conflict of interest with some of the
Selection Con~n~ittee'smembers (The Nntiolz, 22 February 2002). Then, Mingkwan
Saengsuwan, a successful public relations manager of the Thailand Toyota Company, who
had worked for Thaksin's government in promoting tourism became the tenth MCOT director
(The Nation, 20 July 2002).
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4.4.2. Patron-Client Relations in the Mass Communication Organisation of Thailand Radio

The MCOT's organisational structure consists of three main operational units: TV Channel 9;
its radio network; and the Thai News Agency (TNA). For MCOT radio, there are seven FM
and two AM frequencies in Bangkok a d 51 FM stations across the country. These together
reach more than 96 percent of the total population (About MCOT, 2000: online). Its radio
operations are divided into two fomx. First are the relayed programs from Bangkok
broadcast live via satellite to the provincial networks. The daily news network programs are
relayed from Radio Thailand at 7.00 - 7.30am and 7.00 - 7.30 pm, and TNA hourly fiveminute news bites (12 times daily) and 30-minute news reports (3 times daily). Second are
the programs produced by private media operators related to audience demographics, which
can be categorised into three groups:

1 ) MCOT's five stations in Bangkok are designed to reach niche target audiences, such

as Sport, or Thai country music.
2) MCOT's stations in large provinces with more than five stations.
3) MCOT's stations in the provinces with less than five stations designed to reach a wide
range of audiences by arranging airtimes to match each target group (Nipon, 2001:
73-4).

Because of its policy to maximise earnings, MCOT grants radio station concessions to private
media companies, apart from the TNA station (FM 100.5 MHz). For the provincial stations,
MCOT signs a long-term contract with private media companies for investments in land,
building, and other necessary broadcasting equipment, including the station staff. It obtains
revenue from managing and selling airtime to metropolitan and local media operators and
advertising agencies. The private media company which held the most air time contract leases
from MCOT and had a long term connection with the organisation was owned by Mr. Kittipat
Rungthanakiet (Matichon, 9 January 2002,p. 14). His companies in the Media Plus Group for instance, RK Media, R&T Media, and IT Interagency - had contracts with approximately
l 8 AM and FM local radio stations, especially in the north-eastern and northern provinces,

from the MCOT, the PRD, the Army and local universities (Prachachart Thurakit, 4 March
2002, p. 1,13). Accordingly, he was known as "the godfather (Chno Phor) of local radio"
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(Prachachart Thurakit, 4 March 2002). He is the present chairperson of the Provincial
Administrative Organisation (PAO) in Surin province and, with his two younger brothers Boonyasit and Kasem

111 practice,

- have

both commercial and political networks locally and nationally.

the station manager of each provincial radio station works in cooperation with a

media company who holds a contract lease. The company is responsible for hiring the station
staff and paying for office expenditures. The program schedules are designed by the company
and approved by station managers under the terms of MCOT's policies and broadcasting
regulations. The ~najorityof programs carry music shows operated by three main groups.
Firstly, the leaseholder's company or its local partners run the programs by hiring local DJs
or local staff. Secondly, local media entrepreneurs buy airtime directly from the leaseholder
and produce programs with their own staff. These programs are sponsored by local
businesses or are used to publicize products for the sub-contract companies. For example, a
local music company buys airtime to promote its own artists and music albums (Interview
MEM4 6 February 2002). Thirdly, broker companies buy airtime and sell it to independent
producers who earn a living from sponsorships (Interview MEF2, 29 January 2002). Any
changes to program schedules by the station managers have to be accepted by the leaseholder
because they may affect company revenues.

4.4.3.Mass Communication Organisation of Thailand's Community Radio

The initiation of community radio by MCOT emerged from the media reform agenda of the
1997 Constitution. Khunying Supatra Masdit stated that:
I agreed that the PRD and the MCOT, as the state oganisations operating radio broadcasting, would experiment

w t h community broadcasting. The PRD has pilot projects with 13 stations. Many MCOT stations have begun
community radio, but are different from the PRD in that there are no Committees (Community Boards). However,
the stations try to acknowledge the people's interests quite often. They have adapted their operations to go in the
same d~rect~on
finally.. . according to thc Constitution (cited in Community radio project, 2000, p. 3114-15).

In addition, the fornler MCOT Chairman, General Mongkol Umpornpisit, directed its radio
stations to produce programs for the public benefit nationally and locally in 1997. The
MCOT's stations had been trialling interactive programs for two-way communications
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between stations and listeners since 1997 and introdiuced a new format for MCOT radio
(Nipon, 2001 : 75).

-Management of Commuilify Progrnm "MCOT For Community"

The MCOT set a goal for community program operations in relation to Section 40 of the
Constitution and the concept of media for development. The programs would create a
platform for locals to share their experiences as well as stimulate public participation. As a
tool for participatory development, the programs could formulate two-way communications
to strengthen the local co~nmunity(Interview MBM1, 6 January 2003). In practice, the
community programs policy was intended to adjust the principle of Section 40 and the 2000
Frequency Act to the profit-oriented management system at MCOT local stations.

After 1999, there were three important MCOT policies on local radio management. First,
according to the 1999 MCOT Annual Plan, every local radio station had to produce
community programs for at least one hour daily to prepare for the establishment of
community stations (Suthichai, 2000: 16). Although station managers had authority to form a
team of producers and contents for community programs, they had to cooperate with
leaseholders, some of whom were not supportive because of the difficulty in earning
revenues. The MCOT worked with a team of media academics at Chulalongkom University,
led by Jump01 Rodkamdee, in advising and training MCOT's regional broadcasters on how to
produce programs for the people.
Therefore, to differentiate MCOT's idea of community radio from others, in February 2000,

The "MCOT for Community"

(Or Sor Mor

Tor Pue Chumchon) program was defined as

"media for persons or groups or organisations in broadcasting service areas to use for public
benefit, better understanding of each other, harmony creation, and community strength in
terms of religions and cultures"(Nipon, 2000: 75). According to a Director of the TNA,
Nipon Naksomphop, MCOT's community programs did attract the interests of listeners and
36 of 5 1 stations had sponsorships (Nipon, 2000: 75).
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Second, in 1999, MCOT offered 30% discount for air time rent to leaseholders but they had
to produce one-hour daily conlmunity programs. Then in 2000 MCOT decided to produce
their own program one-hour daily (Suthichai, 2000: 25-26). Part of the reason was to
demonstrate the ability of MCOT to create beneficial programs for local coninii~nities
(Interview MBMI, 6 January 2003). However, no funds were provided because MCOT
earned income from air time leasing and gave the profits to the state. Therefore, the
community programs could earn income from sponsorships, but not be oriented towards
profit making.

Third, by the beginning of 2002, according to the Director of the Thai News Agency,
MCOT's air time would be less nlonopolized by media companies. A joint venture between
MCOT and its affiliated media companies would be established to produce 45% of air time
marketing. The other 55% would be managed by MCOT who would share 27% with local
producers. These producers could create community programs thus gaining free air time and
so be able to earn revenue from advertising spots without returning it to MCOT (Thansettakit,
G June 2002, p. 22). However, in December 2001, before launching the new policy, MCOT

renewed one-year contract leases for 20 local stations, including one in Nakhon Si
Thammarat, to mainly the same groups including Mr Kittipat's RK Media. This led to the
criticism that, in the transitional period of media reform, MCOT policy had benefited the
same media companies (Matichon, 9 January 2002).

Yet, in practice this policy was not fully implemented because of scandals about the selection
of joint companies. First, only the same media companies were selected. Second, without
actual plans for business cooperation, they would totally dominate the station management,
programming and marketing (Thansettakit, 21 March 2002). Moreover, after policy
implementation began in 2002, fi-ee air time for community programs was allocated to local
politicians in many provinces (Thansettakit, 4 April 2002). Therefore, in 2003, the current
MCOT Director, Mingkwan Saengsuwan, reformed the management system of local stations
and revised the conditions for the establishment c?f joint venture companies (Interview
MBM 1, 6 January 2003). In sum, since the commencement of community program policies,
MCOT faced difficulties in its implementation because the leaseholders still controlled the

-
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operations and the station managers lacked authority, budgets and personnel. This meant that
local business and politicians could most benefit.

-Program Productions of "MCOT For Cornmunity "

The operations of the MCOT7sstations were more flexible and autonomous than those of the

P m ' s because of the influence of commercial cultures in station management. The MCOT's
community progams are run by various groups in the local community, including DJs and
MCOT broadcasters. Some are produced by civic groups and NGOs, while some are cohosted by state officers, local administrative officers, or local experts in areas, such as, health,
law, and agriculture. Local DJs and station broadcasters interview local experts about current
issues and open the telephone lines for listeners to ask questions or express their views.

The fomiats of the MCOT's community programs are diverse. Some are run with a similar
concept to the Ruam Duey Chuuy Kan (Let's Help Each Other) program on the INN station in
that phone-ins are used to air people's complaints about local public services or ask for help.
Then representatives of the state agencies are interviewed about how to solve problems and
answer the questions. Unfortunately, these programs operate for only one or two hours per
day. On the other hand, some civic media producers run programs along the lines of civic
radio. They provide a variety of programs suited to local life styles, as well as information
about demographic and geographic facets. For example, in Chiang Rai, Tak and Yala
provinces, the programs are presented in local dialects or ethnic languages. There are also
programs for fishing communities and other occupations along the coast, for instance, at
Rayong, and Chonburi provinces (Rattanawadee, 1999: 76-80).

In sum, the development of MCOT comnlunity radio commenced in 1997 according to the
policy of the Minister of the Office of the Prime Minister and the MCOT7s Board. However,
unlike the PRD model, the management structure, broadcasters, and content of the
community radio programs on the MCOT's radio stations were more varied. They depended
on the management of each provincial station which was designed by concessionaires and the
MCOT's station managers. The MCOT radio provided a variety of community-based content,
such as local public services, local administration, and local wisdom. Phone-in programs
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were employed to air community voices, to create two-way communication and to gather
local feedback. However, because MCOT's policy was primarily to gain the highest revenue,
entertainment and music programs which attracted a wide range of sponsorships were much
more frequent than public service programs. As Jumpol commented, MCOT community
program could not be called community radio:
I told MCOT that if they wanted to do [produce community radio], thcy had to change thcir practices. Later, they
realised that they could not follow the principles because thcir stations were coninicrcial and needed profirs.
Community radio was not an operation for profit making. When thcy thought to do i t but had to earn revenues.

II

was not community radio ...l told them that their programs could be for the community which carricd sponsors
while offering local benefits. It would be local radio (Wittoy~rThongthin) presenting local stories and scekmg
profits (Interview Jumpol, S January 2003).

4.5 Independent News Network Company and Community Radio
4.5.1. Independent News Network (INN): Private Operators

The Independent News Network (W)Company originated from the Sahacinema Company,
a subsidiary of the Crown Property Office. From 1988 to 1992, the Sahacinema Company
produced newsbites for five frequencies on Army Radio. In 1990, it joined with the Media
Plus Company, owned by Itthiwat Pienlert, to provide news for its programming. During the
"Bloody May" crisis in 1992, its news services became widely known because they were the
only news agency that could transmit hourly reports between 17 and 20 May 1992 with
impartiality and accuracy. Other services, especially Radio Thailand and Jor Sor I00 , a
popular traffic radio station, seemed to take the government's and the Army's side. Its
newsroom staff negotiated with senior officers of the Army stations about reporting the crisis
and producing more credible reports than other stations (Lucksana, 1993).
-

With the aim of seeking media freedom after the crisis, INN was established by Mr.
Sonthiyarn Nukeaw and extended to run a 24-hour news and talk radio station, FM 94.5

MHz. With the intention to reform broadcast news reporting, it aimed to run at professional
journalism standards. To become a credible news agency, the channels used to communicate
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with people in a wide range of areas were broadened from broadcasting to computer use (12
Years of INN, 2001.). Accordingly, in 1996 the INN agency was expanded to become the

INN Company with the aid of the Sahasineema Company and its allies. Within two years
(1994-1996). the company owned three stations with different program concepts. They were
news and current affairs radio (FM 102.5), business radio (FM 96.51, and social radio known
as Rlrcrtn Lluey C h m y K m - Let's Help Each Other (FM 96.0).

Then with the negative effects of the economic crisis in 1997, the loss of one station
concession (FM 102.5) and internal conflict among the share holders, the company had to
change its Management Board. Since 1999, UCOM Entertainment Broadcasting Company
Ltd., a subsidiary of the UCOM Telecommunications Group, has been the major shareholder
in the company with 62 percent and the Saha Cinema Company holds the remaining 38
percent. Mr. Boonchai Benjarongkhakdl, owner of the UCOM Group, is the chair of INN.
Mr. Sonthiyarn Nuekeaw, cofounder of INN and one of the board members of TAC (Total
Access Communication - the cell phone company of the UCOM Group), is the assistant
chairman and executive director of the INN Group (INN'S history, 1999: n.p.).

The INN Group is owned and managed privately and makes profits from its news services
and radio program operation. By joining with some former staff of the Media Plus Company,
a subsidiary of the Wattajak Group, the INN Company holds the major share in its other two
companies, namely, the

INN News and Talks and INN Plus. The INN News and Talks

Company is responsible for the news and events station, FM. 99.5 MHz, while the INN Plus
Company manages marketing, advertising and business promotion. The

INN parent

company, with 90 million baht capital assets, has ten Committees and three advisors. Mr.
Somchai Sawangkan, who is experienced in both broadcasting and marketing, works as an
Executive Committee member and a Managing Director (see organisational structure in
Chapter 5 section 3).

In the more than ten years of INN radio, the company has operated news and talk radio
formats on many frequencies depending on the contract terms which are normally from one
to three years. Business decisions of the legal ownership and whether to renew the concession
to the company has intermittently caused the frequency to shift, even though the concept and
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programming format remain the same. The station has changed three times from FM. 94.5
MHz to FM. 102.5 MHz, and to FM. 99.5 MHz. In 1999, because of internal conflict among
the administrators of the company, FM. 96.5 MHz, known as Business Radio, was taken over
by a group of former INN staff. It is now operated by the GNN Company (Good Governance
News Network), a news agency and program provider. The INN Company occupies a new
frequency belonging to the Army, FM. 99.5 MHz, and employs its original format
programming with the aim of providing news and information in central and regional areas of
Thailand. At present the INN Company operates two stations in Bangkok:

1

Ruam Duey Chuny Kan station broadcasting on the Army radio, FM 96 MHz and the
Bangkok Municipality radio, AM 873 MHz (1 997).

2

News and Events station broadcasting on the Army radio, FM 99.5 MHz (2000).

4.5.2. Runm Duey Chuay Kan: Community or Commercial Radio?

The Ruam Duey Chuay Kan (RDCK) program developed from a program called "Night
Radio" (on business radio, FM. 96.5 MHz., from 10.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m.). The concept of
RDCK arose from the effects of growing urbanization on Thai society and the special needs
of night-time broadcasting. Firstly, the gap between the poor and the rich is wider in a
consumer-based society, especially in the city. The moral values placed by Thais on
"mindfulness" (Nam Jni), as well as,"mutual help"(Chuay Knn Lae K m ) was threatened in a
more complex society, where the city residents were confronted by many tensions. Secondly,
the programs from late night to early morning faced difficulties in making profits since this
was a non-prime time, especially for news and talk format programs. At the same time,
Bangkok has an exotic nightlife, but many accidents, crimes and emergencies often occur
without public concern or help from witnesses (City Radio, 1998: n.p.).

-

As a result, "Night Radio" became an open-line program to air one's troubles, grief and
complaints. The program staff would co-ordinate with the government units directly involved
with the concerns raised by the audience and reply on air. The success of the program was
evaluated by the increasing number of calls and this led to the creation of the RDCK radio on
l May, 1997. It was first broadcast on FM 96.5 MHz, an MCOT station, and AM 873 MHz, a
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station of the Bangkok Metropolitan Council. It firstly was a co-operative production
between INN, MCOT, the Bangkok Metropolitan Council and the Manager Newspaper, the
owner of the FM band concession from MCOT. In 1999, the program moved to transmit on

FM 96.0 MHz, the Army station, yet still on the same AM frequency (City Radio, 1998:
n.p.1.

In its first few years, RDCK was funded by the 'Hands in Hands' Foundation, and run by the
TNN Company. This foundation began from a concept of Dr. Phusana Primanoch, Managing
Director of UCOM at that time, and was mainly sponsored by UCOM. The program operated
with a non-profit orientation and its marketing was managed by the foundation. However,
since 1999 internal changes in UCOM, along with the resignation of Dr. Phusana and some

INN staff, caused a split between the foundation and the station. Since then the program has
been run commercially by'the INN Group although the provision of community services for
city people is still its major goal.

The RDCK program is Thai-style community radio where people have equal rights to access
and to independently express their opinions. Its contents are localized for Bangkokians and
80-90 percent of the program reflects listeners' interests. It cames advertising and
commercial announcements to fund itself, even though being community-oriented is its
fundamental policy. On this matter, Somchai, the Managing Director, (1999: 66) commented
that "running the program needs sponsorships. More than 150 million baht, coming from
many agencies, is invested in the program operation".

The fundamental aims of the RDCK program are to raise the moral values of mindfulness and
provide help to city people; to be a channel for them to air their troubles, needs or complaints;
and to solve their problems. Also, the station works to improve understanding among various
groups in the city. Nevertheless, sometimes the station manager has to balance the demands
of sponsors with program quality. To maintain the program's concept, he needs to negotiate
with the clients about the announcements made by the program hosts. Both announcements
and activities relating to the commercial sectors are preferably involved with social concerns
(Interview Thanom, 20 November 2001).

-
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The station mainly employs professional broadcasters to run the program. Some are wellknown as television news announcers, senior journalists, and radio hosts. Even though some
are not celebrities, they have long-term experience in broadcasting. These factors give
credibility to the program. In a poll carried out by Ramkhamhaeng University in 1999, the
top-five popular hosts of the progam were all well-known and experienced persons
(Ponlchai, 1999: n.p.). Moreover, the credibility of program sources, especially broadcasters,
significantly increased audience participation in the program (Pichaya, 1997: 88-89). From
1999 to 2003, INN increased its local branches to 16 stations.

Table 4.2: RDCK Stations and Programs in Regional Areas

R e g i o n l North

Sortheast

East

South

Year
1999

Chiang Rai

2000

Chiang ~Mai

Roi Et

200 1

Khon Khaen

2002

-Ubomatcha
Thani

kirikhan

I -Nara Thiwat
(

2003

-Nakhon

Thammarat
Phuket

Ratchasima

Sourcc: Ruarn Ducy Chuay Kan Stations and Progarns in Countryside, 2003

The local stations were managed in five ways. Firstly, the company made a contract lease
with the owner and held operational control of the station through its employees. Chiang Rai
and Roi Et's stations were this type. Secondly, the company produced the program in
cooperation with regional academic institutions with their own frequencies. The company
would get a special rate for air time lease, but the program produced by INN'S employees
was on air for only a few hours daily. The programs in Chiang Mai and Khon Khaen
provinces were this type. Thirdly, the company produced the program by joint ventures with
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station owners or air time leasees. IFIN inirested in program production and other software,
while the business partner paid for the air time lease. INN earned income from selling
commercial radio times to major national and regional advertisers (national spot sales),
meanwhile the company's partner earned from local spot sales. Fourthly, the company sought
out local groups who had similar approaches in producing community-based Ruam Due))
Chzrcly Kern progams. They both shared the air time lease and CO-produced the program.

Fifthly, INN provided training in program production to local groups who were interested in
producing RDCK program. They had to invest in an air time lease and production without
any financial support from INN.Among the 15 local branches broadcasting on local stations
in the four regions, there were only two in Chiang Rai and Roi Et whcre INN received station
concessions to manage the stations and their programming. The majority were the fourth and
the fifth types which were joint ventures between INN and the local private sector (Interview
Sonichai, 18 October 2002).
Further, some local programs cvoperated with other INN media and activities using the same
brand name, such as RDCK weekly newspaper, web-site RDCK, RDCK rice, and RDCK CoOp. Their major sponsors were DTAC*' and Rakbankerd (Love Hometown) the foundation
of Mr. Boonchai. The activities of his foundation - community leadership development, retail
shops, and internet networks - were partly for social marketing for his business24.

4.5.3. Ruc1n.z Ducry Chuey K m Program Operation

The RDCK program opens its telephone lines for 24 hours to air the people's views. Apart
from calling, listeners can reach the program by letters, fax, internet, pager, or visiting the
station. After hearing and recording the issues raised by listeners, program coordinators
immediately contact the organisations or government units to respond to those issues.
-

23
24

D T A C is ;I tclcconi~nunicat~on
scrvicc by T A C Public Company undcr the UCOM Group.
Unfortunntely, since the rcstructurlng o f UCOM and TAC at the bcginn~ngo f 2003, Vlr Boonchal dcc~tlcdto end

marketing.
Kakbmkcrd's nciivitics and rctaincd only his tclcco~iirnun~cation
bus~nrssbccausc o f thc losscs-matlc In soc~:~l
On the orhcr hand the conipdny jolncd a ncu vcnrurc with G R A M M Y Group for pro~iiot~ons
o f 11s ~ c l c c o m r n u n ~ c a t ~ o ~
products (N3t1onwcekcnd, 16-22 June 2003)
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Through conference telephone facilities, the broadcasters open the listeners' lines so they can
ask questions. Then the representatives of the state agencies are interviewed about solving the
audience concerns. Sometimes the program coordinator gets both listeners and respondents
on air, so they can directly discuss the issues. General announcements can be aired via
telephone with the program hosts or messages left for co-ordinators for broadcasting at a later
time. Complicated cases which take time to address and which may relate to more than onc
organisation are followed up by the coordinators who brief the broadcaster who reports on the
matter regularly until it is solved. The information is contained in a database for follow-up
action (Interview Lel-t, 20 November 2001). The program manager and the 34 staff of the
RDCK in Bangkok meet weekly and discuss the major problems of the previous weck's
program. They evaluate their work and set a leading theme or a signpost issue (program flag)
for the next week. The topics discussed at these meetings may include marketing issues and
the current policy of the company. The process of the program operation is detailed on the
flow chart below:
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Chart 4.3: Production Process of the RDCK Program

- Audlencc contacts
- W;dLy Talk? Kadlo
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I~roatlcnztin~
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Record In dntn hnse
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sonic isstnLs

Evaluat~ono f w ~ v k l y
programs. set gutd~posl
toptrs and do spot promo

Source: Interview Thanom, l9 Novembcr 2001; Interview Lert, 20 No\.cmber 2001

RDCK's sources of information are mainly the audiences's issues, and partly from national
news and current affairs. The audience-based content can be classified into six categories: 1)
accidents (both human and animals); 2) crimes; 3) traffic; 4) public services; 5) laws; and 6)
public relations announcements in general. The first four categories are related to the
National Police Offices, police stations, hospitals, and mobile units. The public services in
the capital city are the responsibility of the Bangkok Metropolitan Council, state enterprises
and government units. The program contacts each related unit to report the incideni; discuss
how the problem will be resolved; check whether i t has been resolved; and then air the
updated situation. To promote the concept of mindfulness and mutual help, broadcasters give
special emphasis to the efforts of each agency or person who devotes their rime to solve the
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problems. The program also provides a Question and Answer service, especially on topics
about the law, health and work by co-operating with the Lawyers' Council, the hospitals and
the private sector (Interview Lert, 20 November 2001).

The other chief service of the program is "RDCK Activities" where the lines are opened and
people air their troubles and needs. With the concept of providing a helping hand,
broadcasters ask for volunteers to help the callers. Then the persons receiving assistance are
interviewed and express their appreciation to the people who have helped them. Sniall issues
which are not the responsibility of any government units, for instance broken car engines, are
aired and assistance requested. Each month, lost personal property, such as mobile phones,
handbags, personal documents and cash, are found and passed to the station. Approxiniately
60 to 85 items monthly handed in are due to the listeners' appeals (City radio, 1908: n.p.). As
a result, state agencies gain credibility from the public. Ordinary people who assist in solving
problems receive recognition from the community for themselves and their families. Some
have even become heroes through news reporting due to this program, such as, Nameden, an
honest taxi driver in 2001. Some stories become the "talk of the town", for instance, the case
of Burmese students who seized the Burmese Embassy in 2002, and the tragic flood in
Petchaboon province in 2002 (5 Years RDCK, 2002: 37-74).

The station also regularly arranges activities in co-operation with government agencies, the
private sector and the community. The objective is to mobilize the public in helping each
other and creating a better city society under the slogan "Helping each other in creating
society and to make a big city liveable" (Ruam Duey Chuay Kan sangscrn sangkhom thcun

mumgym' hai nayu) The theme is set by the Managing Director, the station manager and the
program staff based on current affairs, public issues and audience feedback, and includes
natural disasters, anti-drugs, anti-corruption and traffic order. Each week, the spot and jingle
-

announcements in the program promote activities, and also provide ideas for the guiding
theme of the program. During weekly staff meetings, the program theme comes from the
issues raised in the telephone calls, news events and public campaigns. As a result, the
leading topic of the weekly program, the activities and the spot promotion are all functionally
related (Interview Thanom, 19 November 2001). The chart below demonstrates the flow of
program management and its relationship with other parts of the organisation
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Chart 4.4: Structure of Program Management of RDCK Bangkok Station
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Source: Interview Thanom, 19 November 200 1; Interview Lert,20 November 2001

4.5.4. Rttam Duay Chuay Kan Audiences and Participation

The transmission of the RDCK Bangkok program on both AM and FM bands covers a wide
broadcasting area of 45 provinces. They are: the Central (20); the North (7); the South (3);
the East (4); and the North-East ( l l ) (Broadcasting radius, n.d.: online). However, the target
audiences of the program are mainly city residents in Bangkok and its outlying suburbs, and
include at least six groups. They comprise: 1) the officers of 40 regions of the Bangkok
Metropolitan Council; 2) 340 communities in Bangkok; 3) government and state enterprise
officers; 4) road users and car drivers group; 5) businessmen and market sellers; and 6) a
housewives and general group. Each day, approximately 630 - 720 issues arise from
telephone calls, and 300 - 400 issues from the page printer (i.e. printed messages from
pagers). Each week, around 30 - 50 listeners visit the station and around 20

-

25 letters are

sent to the program. They are all recorded in the computer and total around 280 - 300 issues
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per day (City Radio, 1998: n.p.). The RDCK Bangkok is often in the top-ten popular radio
station rating. In a poll about Thai society, polity and culture carried out by the Thailand
Research Fund (TRF) and prior to 2000, RDCK was ranked second by Bangkokians (55.3%)
after the Red-cross Council (64.4%) in the top-ten beneficial public institutions. However, it
was ranked 20"' by people outside Bangkok in the country (Poll on Thai society, 1999: n.p.).

A number of academic researchers were engaged to investigate various aspects of the

listeners, for instance their conlmunication behaviour, their source credibility, their
expectation of benefits, participants' behaviour, and their involvement in problem solving.
They found that personal factors - namely sex, age, and education level - were correlated
with audience communication behaviour and the degree of participation in the program. It
was found that they listened to the program because of their concerns about their
,surroundings. They were willing to help to increase their own pride and bring fame to their
families. Additionally, the desire of the audiences to be involved in community development,
help others, use the skills, knowledge, and free time for public benefit were part of their
motivation. The more they listened to the program, the higher their potential to be involved in
solving problems on the program. However, it seemed that the listeners' main concern was
for their personal problems rather than for the public. The study also found that the number of
complaints and issues had increased, while participation in special event activities was
minimal (Pichaya, 1997; Sawapat, 2000). When ranking from the most to the least
significant, the study found that the program served well as a coordinating center, providing
event reports and promoting good morals, while cultural encouragement, consumer
protection, anti-corruption, and traffic solutions were ranked as less significant (Interview
Thanom, 20 November, 2001).

Although the station did not normally have a political orientation, ~t had contracted
controversy. For example, in March 2003, the potential cancellation of the RDCK program
by the Royal Thai Army, the owner of the frequency, led to protests by the listeners and wide
criticism by media, senators and academics before the renewal of its lensc (The Nlitioit,
March 4, 2003; Matichon, March 4, 2003). The NGO group, the Campaign for Popular
Media, some academics and Bangkok Senator Chirmsak Pinthong belicved that the station
was blacked out because it had broadcast Deputy Prime Minister Purachai Piumsornbun's
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criticism of the Prime Minister after being dumped from the Justice Ministry (The Nution,
March 3, 2003).

In sum. the function of RDCK Bangkok phone-in programs was to facilitate callers' problen~s
by mobilizing relevant agencies to help them. The moral values of mindfulness and providing
a helping hand also established the program's identity, while a large number of callers
verified its popularity which attracted advertising agencies. Even though the program topics
came from callers, its themes were set by production team and professional broadcasters.
1NN gained both revenue from sponsorships and a reputation for bcing among the top-ten

beneficial public institutions voted by Bangkokians. Since 1999, the company has expanded
the RDCK's format to four other provinces. The concept is controlled by the central office
while the programs are conln~erciallyproduced by the INN'S local staff.

The commercial approach of RDCK which had been claimed as community radio caused
arguments between INN and some media academics. Then, later on, the program was
identified by the company as "city radio", but still retained the Thai words for community
radio ''Wi~tclyuCh~unchon"in the program's jingle (Wittuyu Chumchon RDCK, City Rcrdio).
According to the INN General Manager, "RDCK is not radio of the people, but a city radio.
There is no fixed program schedule. We

[m]cannot

serve every organisation but our

program is non-format and is a village centre stage (Waythi S& Klungban) that everyone can
use and talk about anything, whenever they like" (Interview Somchai, 17 October 2002). In
addition, in the view of Prawes Wasri, a senior reformer, RDCK is community radio in social
benefit terms. He said "having community radio will promote the process of 'Let's Help Each
Other' (RDCK). It creates social empowerment, so there should be community radio
emerging across the country" (Different Views, n.d.: n.p.). However Jumpoi Rodkamdee and
Ubonrat Siriyuvasak argued about their misuse of the community radio concept.
Thcy clumcd that 11 was cornmunity rad~o,but each cornmunlty did not much participate in. They thought for

comniunities and took them to be their group (pet1 plrtruk). The expansion o f its program was for business
Investment. . . INN got profirs while tire people got mouthpieces. However, if the people wanted to fight wlth
governnicnt. the qucstlon was d ~ d
INN dare to jotn In with then1 ( I n t e r v ~ wJumpol, S January 2003).
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RDCK has no knowlcd~cabout conimun~tyradm Cornniun~tyradio mcans non-profit and belmgs ro rhc pcople.
But this [RDCK] is commcrc~alradlo wh~chIS class~ficdas local radio. Thcy are never class~fiedas community
radio rcgarding its principles. I'hc station is so callcd ' c ~ t yrad~o'which is Bangkok or Chrang Mai, but 'city rad~o'
tries to be national by nctworklng 11s satell~reprograms. Thrs makes i f more confusing for the ciassrficatlon of
broadcasting sectors in thc reform situat~on(Intcrvicw Ubonrat. 18 October 2002).

4.6 Civic Radio and People's - Owned Community Radio

4.6.1. Thai Civil Society and Community Radio

Community radio's relation to Thai civil society movement can be considered in terms of
stations operated by NGOs and civic groups, and small-sized stations ille~allyowned by
people's groups. Despite their different characteristics, both were in line with the principles
of media reform according to Section 40 of the Constitution. Their non-profit operations were
concerned with local community interests, freedom of expression and the rights of the general
public to communicate.

The major actors involved with people's radio were the Local Development Institution (LDI)
and Civicnet (sataban kanr-eanrue lae pattanu pt-achasangkom ). From being a finding
agency, the LDI has become an active institution with Civicnet to promote civil society. They
aim to strengthen local communities regarding politics, economics, public health, and the
media. Within the last five years (1997-2002), they have helped to build and enlarge civic
networks to facilitate the civic movement. They have joined with many funding agencies
nationally, such as; the Social Investment Fund (SIF), the Community Organisation
Development Institution (CODI), and internationally with the Gern~an-based Friedich
Naumann Stifiung (FNS), to contribute to civil society and community developnient
(Poldech, 200 1 : 12).

To progress the civil society sector, they emphasised the support of academic institutions,
increasing civic activities in local communities, and communication for social change. In
fostering the last strategy, both organisations arranged seminars in four regions during 1998
called the "Roles of Local Media for Civil Society". Local media professionals and operators
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participated in the semina-S funded by the Thai Development Foundation (moonlrrnithi
ynttanathai). They considered changing society through communication required an effective

media and strong networks of civic media producers. Radio was seen as the most suitable
medium for social change. There are in excess of 200 radio stations across the country and
local people have numerous opportunities to participate in programming rather than in the
mass media. Further, while Section 40 of the Constitution provided the opportunity for
ordinary people to operate the broadcast media, a large number of radio operators and civic
groups were working separately without a support network. With their abilities, experience,
wisdom and skill, this human capital was a social investment that could move civil society
forward (Community Radio for Civil Society, 1999: preface; Poldech, 2001 : 12- 13). The
development of civic and people's community radio can be divided into three stages as
shown in the table below:

Table 4.5: Three Stages of Civic and People's - Owned Community Radio Development

Year

Civic and people's radio situations

1999-2000

-Meeting of civic radio producers and enlargement of regional and
Provincial networks
-Dr. Uajit's action research on small-sized and people's - owned
community radio funded by independent government unit
(CODI, SIF)
-People's - owned community radio stations in Singburi and
Kanchanaburi

C

2002

-Another 60 people's - owned community radio stations across the
country
- The National Community Radio Federation and temporary regulations for community

radlo are established.
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4.6.2. Formation of Civic Radio Concept and Retwork (September 1999- February 2000)

In September 1999, the LDJ and Civicnet initiated a workshop funded by the German FNS
foundation on "Community Radio for Civil Society" with the producers of community radio
programs in 18 provinces. The outcome emphasized Section 40 and its importance in relation
to popular media refonn; and the role of comnlunity radio as a tool for developing
community strength and civil society. The situation of community radio operations in
regional stations was also discussed and it was found that the main problems were the
uncertainty of air times for broadcasts, the lack of operational autonomy, and a shortage o f
skilled operators (Community Radio for Civil Society, 1999: 3-22).

This workshop led to two significant results. Firstly, the civic groups cooperated with the
Working Group on Monitoring Section 40 and established the "Association of Community
Radio Operators for Civil Society" in order to participate in the NBC selection process.
Secondly, operational plans for people's community radio were initiated in each province.
The community radio network which originated from the September 1999 seminar was first
known as "Community Radio Networks for Civil Society", then changed to "Civic Radio
Network" in order to make its aims clearly different from other forn~sof community radio.
Instead of starting with their own definition, the civic groups began with defining the roles
and importance of community radio in line with the concept of participatory communication
and community rights in broadcasting. People's ownership, the autonomy of producers, and a
horizontal relationship between radio operators and the community became the core concept
of civic community radio (Uajit, 2001: 52-3).

At the first seminar, following a workshop with media academics from Chulalongkorn
University, they defined "comniunity radio" as a tool for comn~unityempowennent in
relation to the civic movement. They decided t h t their main goal was to use the power of the
comniunity to develop by itself and conlmunity radio could be used as an effective tool to
progress civil society. In evaluating community radio programs, the issues should not be
about program popularity or the numbers of the listeners. Instead, the interesting question
was whether or not community radio programs can empower the conimunity (Supaponi,
1999: 25).
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According to Junipol Rodkamdee who spoke at this seminar, community radio became
possible because Section 40 of the Constitution stipulated the re-allocation of broadcasting
Srequencies at both national and local levels (1999: 39-40). Nevertheless, during the

formulation of broadcasting regulations, the current community program content and fomi
were usually presented within certain frames set by two groups. First were those who wanted
10 begin community radio without clearly understanding its concepts. The second group was

ordinary people who wanted to produce community programs, but lacked sufficient
knowledge of radio production. Jumpol commented that,

Comrnun~tyrntl~omust bc or~glnatcdby naturc and then i t gradually dcvclops. That nicans
ord~narypeople necd to use nied~afor cornniunlty development. I t must come from the spir~tof
the people m the con~niunityto produce, and to usc media for their bcncfit and for the bcttcr
understanding of themselves and society. But the present situation is that we think for thcm. We
sct the Issues they should consider, and which topics should be talked about, without asking them
what they want, what kind of problems they have or what topics they want to raised for their
community. Apart from these, the content of community programs is not limited only to the
problems or negative issues. Thai society has a great number of positive stories or good news to
talk about to others (Junipol, 1993: 40).

Sunipol also predicted that the problem of numerous broadcasting village towers which had
become useless would resemble the future of comn~unityradio stations, unless people in the
local community had a sense of ownership of their own needs (Interview Jumpol, 8 January

2003).

In December 1999, a seminar on "Preparation for Popular Media Reform" was arranged by
LDI and Civic Net and funded by FNS and the Social Volunteers Foundation (Muttlnnithi
Arscr-snmcrk Pus Scrngkhom). Its objectives were not only to prepare civic media producers
for the NBC selection process, but also to discuss the role of community radio in media
reform and the civic movement. So the comn~unityradio movement was partly an attempt to
influence the NBC selection process. At this time, the representatives of larger civic networks

in 33 provinces put forward a new vision for community radio operated by civic groups.
Through the LDI's secretary. Doctor Poldech Pinprateap, they classified the strategic plans
for popular media reform into three parts: broadcasting regulations; the NBC; and con~nlunity
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radio operators. Firstly, the Broadcasting Regulations Act and the Mastcr Plan for
Management of Frequencies would be enforced by the civic collaborative groups comprised
of NGOs, media academics, media professionals and their associations. Next, to complete the
iniplementation of popular media reform, at least three civic group representatives would
become members of the NBC panel. Thirdly, at least 40 - 50 regional stations in 30

-

30

provinces would provide programs by networks of local NGOs and civic groups in
cooperation with local communities. The steps for developing people's comniiunity radio
would: explore the readiness of the networks; choose target units based on geography,
persons, and networks; set operational plans; prepare the program operation and
management; and build cooperative networks. Alsci, coordinating teams working at local,
central and national levels would support the whole operation. The LDI and Civicnet, as
funding recipients, would foster community radio projects through other funding sources,
such as the Khor Por Ror Sor (Committees of Health System Refoml, SIF, and CD01
(Poldech, 1999: 9-1 1; 2000: 6-7). There were enthusiastic reactions from civic groups
towards media reform and people's community radio at the seminar. The participants who
were representatives of local communities in 33 provinces across the country understood the
purpose of Section 40, the broadcasting legislation, and the situation of popular media reform
(Uajit, 2001 : 56).

In February 2000, a third seminar discussed the "Media Reform Project for People". The
participants included anchorpersons from each region who were involved with media refomi.
The seminar was the product of collaboration between LDI, Civicnet and the Working Group
on Monitoring Section 40. The participants discussed the proposed changes to the
Broadcasting Regulations and also the Broadcasting Master Plan both in general and in
relation to community radio. Moreover, action plans to open regional forums for popular
media reform were decided (Popular Media Reform Project, 2000: n.p.). Uajit (2001: 59-60)
who was a moderator and organiser noted:

I t was an activ~tywhere provincial representatives o f each region could learn and express their views on rolcs.

funcl~ons.missions. srmd points, concepts, and d~rect~ons
o f people's broadcasting operations. They discussed
manngcmcnt, adnimistration, format and content, dcvclopnient, and cvalunt~ono f comniunlty r d ~ oprogralns.
including how to create coniniunity participation (2001: 59-60).
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This activity not only broadened community radio concepts for civic media operators and
enlarged their social networks, it also served as a regional public hearing on the draft
Broadcasting Regulations Bill and the Broadcasting Master Plan (Popular Media Reform
Project, 2000: 11.p.).

Accordingly, from March to May 2000, popular media refomi concepts about civic
comniunity radio had reached approximately 200 community leaders in more than 50
provinces. Apart from the above activities, the civic radio networks were broadened by other
activities which the LDI and the Civicnet coordinated. These included the 9th National Plan
Forum, the election campaigns with Kor Kor Tor (Committees on Monitoring National
Election), and the health system reform with Khor Por Rot- Sor (Committees for Health
Refom~).As a result, Uajit (2001: 61) noted that "by setting a structure and self-funding their
own programs alongothe path of popular media reform provided by Section 40, at this
moment, there are leaders of the people's sector across the country who are ready to join, to
learn, and to participate in popular media" (2001: 61).

Nevertheless, the draft Broadcasting Regulations Bill was not passed because of the
dissolution of the second Chuan government on November 9th, 2000. Also, there was a
conflict about the concept of the free market system versus the public service system between
NGOs, media academics and media entrepreneurs. Moreover, the new Thaksin government
tended to suppress popular media reform. The draft legislation of the Broadcasting
Regulations Bills seemed not to be taken seriously by the new government. Therefore by the
middle of 2001, NGOs and civic groups protested to the courts and the Human Rights
Commission (an independent organisation stipulated in the Constitution) in order to push the
new broadcasting legislation (Lnterview Uajit, 18 March 2002).

4.6.3. Emergence of People's - Owned Community Radio (2001)

Whilst the campaign to drive the implementation of media reform seemed to be going
backwards, the strategic action plans for people's media continued with the involvement of
local civic groups. At the beginning of 2001, participatory action research on people's
owned comnlunity radio stations was initiated by Uajit Virojtrairat, a lecturer at

-
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Sukhothaitammathirat University, and then an Administrative Committee member of
Civicnet. Subsequently she became a member of the Human Right's Comn~ission.This
project was inspired by Uajit's experiences as an academic and an expert on radio production.
It was found that the majority of ordinary people, as non-professionals, did not know how to
participate in mainstream state-radio perhaps because the PRD's pilot project for community
radio programs had attempted to distort popular media reform.

11

was a preparation o f people's groups for the broadcast operators before the format~ono f the NBC. When the

NBC was launched, ordinary people would be ready to operate their programs and stations. In this period,
community radio was in the process o f transfor~nationand the

PRD wanted to take over 20 percent

proportion o f

the non-profit public sector (Interview Uaj~t,8 January 2003).

However, according to the law, the people's sector should own 20 percent of all broadcasting
frequencies. Instead, the PRD had proposed sharing the 20 percent of the stations' airtime
with the people's sector. Therefore, the stations would still be owned and managed by the
state agencies. Uajit considered that: "This 20 percent belongs to the people as an ownership,
not a partnership. So the people's sector must be pulled out of mainstream media and in
acknowledgment that station owners have powers in management, either to say yes or no"
(Interview Uajit. 18 March 2002).

Using the CODI's funding, research was canied out with representatives of northern
comn~unitiesin 15 provinces to create small-sized radio stations with 15 - 20 watts covering
5 - 10 square kilometres. It aimed to guide participants how to operate small stations along
with giving them exposure to community radio philosophy. The action research for this
project was divided into five steps 1) informing about the objectives of the research to
community leaders selected by SIF and CODI, 2) gathering different people's groups in each
province to discuss community radio according to Section 40 of the Constitution, 3) locating
a transmission area by using a socio-cultural dimension, 4) designing station management
according to the three

concepts of community radio-access, participation and self-

management, and 5) practicing program operations ( Interview Uajit, 8 January 2003).

The research model was then adopted among local people's groups interested in having their
own communication channels. It spread rapidly across the country between 2001 and 2002.
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Dr. Uajit informed those groups about the importance of community radio as well as how to
operate small-sized radio stations. She emphasized the roles of these stations as trial
platforms for local people to learn about community media and the rights to communicate
according to Section 40.

Consequently, the "Networks Development for Popular Radio" project funded by SIF or

CODI commenced in every region. Activities focusing on media reform and strategies for
community radio, including its management and production, at regional, provincial, and local
levels regularly took place at participative forums. The majority were community leaders or
anchorpersons who had previously taken part in local activities funded by SIF and CODI.
Within one year after starting the action research at the beginning of 2001, an increasing
number of people's groups across the country were alerted to their community rights
concerning the media.
Despite this growing interest, the movements for the people's community radio differed
according to the resolutions of the meetings in each region. These reflected the characteristics
of different regional communities as well as different personal styles of the core persons in
different groups. For example, the people's groups in eight provinces in the lower North
agreed to commence with off-air radio programming in order to develop skills in station
management and program production. The groups in the East, the West and the Central were
encouraged to set up pirate stations in separate areas. This led to the establishment of two
people's - owned stations in Singburi (November, 2001) and Kanchanaburi (December,
2001). However, the community radio vision of the South was that the development of
quality programming and building wider community networks. Also should come before the
establishment of radio station. Also, community organisations could create programs via the
state radio and link them with the broadcasting village towers (Interview Pantipa, 1 1
February 2002).

In August 2001, a workshop on "Thailand Civic Radio" was held by civic and people's
networks in support of popular media reform. This forum was the first official meeting
among various representatives of people's organisations, namely, the actors - LDI, Civicnet;
the cooperating groups - the Working Group on Monitoring Section 40, civic networks,
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people's organisations in local commilnities; and the supporters - SIF, CODI, FNS. The
workshop was arranged because of the allegation that the NBC candidates had a conflict of
interest with the NBC Selection Committee. As a result, the workshop chiefly concentrated
on the issues involved with the NBC case and popular media reform (Strategic Forum of the
Thai Civic Radio, 2001). According to Chaiwat Thirapan, a director of Civicnet,
WC [the part~clpants]should exert pressure to terrnmatc the NBC Selcct~onComrntttee and the
NBC cand~datcs.Then the NBC sclectlon proccss can bc rcsrartcd T h ~ ss~tuatlonI S s~gn~ficant
bccausc if 11 does not succccd. othcr th~ngs [about rncd~arcfbrm] w ~ l lbc much more difficult
and tlmc-consuni~ng(Chalwat, 2001 2 8 ) .

Following this workshop, two strategic plans were decided. Firstly, issues about the people's
media, the rejection of the NBC shortlist, and the selection of the NBC Selection Committee
were put on the main agenda. Secondly, civic radio producers across the country
demonstrated their determination to operate people's - owned media. December 20, 2001
became D-day for an announcement of the commencement of Thai Civic Radio. Within three
months after the workshop (September to December), civic and people's groups had enlarged
their networks and linked in to other regional and national networks. Campaigns to put the
people's media on mainstream agenda were run through local forums and radio programs in
cooperation with the state radio. Also the slogan for civic radio

"Creative Media,

Community Power" (Sue Sangsun Pczlnng Chumchon) was created. At this time Chaiwat, a
director of the Civicnet, said:
Our current process is to link all dispersed powers, to be on the same track. The heart of media reform is not the
reform of media for society. I t is a reformation of media for the rcformation of socicty, polity, and economy. Only
onc rcform can change all. ... In fightmg for civil society, at lcast today, we know that

WC

do not opcrate rad~ofor

radio. WC opcratc radio for a highcr dcgrce of social change. That becomes the grcatcst issuc (Chaiwat, 3001 : 19,
3 1).

Therefore, the role of community radio was conceived in different ways by academics, and
the civic groups and NGOs. The development of conlmunity radio for some civic groups
gradually shifted from being considered as a tool for community empowerment to one having
the aim of wider social change. An increasing number of ordinary people became involved in
popular media reform in terms of becoming broadcast producers, operators and possible
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future station owners. As community radio emerged from the civic movement, there were
three major stakeholders with different characteristics. These were NGOs led by the Working
Group, civic groups, and ordinary people in regional communities (Interview Uajit, 18 March
2002). There was an implicit tension in the more ambitious hopes for comnlunity radio held
by some and those who were more interested in it as simply a medium of local expression.

4.6.4. Demonstration of People's - Owned Community Radio Identity (2002)

In November and December 2002, two people-owned radio stations with a 20 - 30 watt
transmitter were set up in two con~munities.They were: FM 108 MHz "Friend Helps Friend
Radio" (Wittuyu puan chuey puan) in the Inburi district, in Singhburi province (November),
and FM 101 MHz "Kanchanaburi Con~munityVoice"(Wittc~yu Seang Chutnchoii) in the
Muang municipality of Kanchanaburi province (December). Both were operated without the
permission of the Post Department and the PRD who maintained their authority to control the
use of radio frequencies. Section 80 of the FABRA stipulated that the Prime Minister, the
PRD General Director, the Director of the Post Department and relevant public servants
should retain their legislative authority until the appointment of the NBC Chairman and
Committee (Theerapol et al., 2000: 63, 65-6). As a result, in February 2002, the PRD
Director ordered the people's groups to close their stations. Whilst some stations still
broadcast, the NGOs, civic networks and the people's organisations negotiated with the
Ministry of the Prime Minister's Office that controls the PRD, to allow them to remain open
as trial stations to conduct the learning process for the people's sector before launching the
NBC, its regulations and the Master Plan (The Nation, 2 1 April 2002).

In June 2002, with the coordination of the Human Rights Commission, the PRD, the
Telegraph and Post Department, people's groups and other related state and public agencies
agreed to solutions for recognising people's - owned communityradio (Interview Uajit, 8
January 2003). In July 2002, the Human Right's Commission sent an open letter to the
Interior Minister asking the government to resolve the situation. Then on 16 July, the cabinet
assigned the Permanent Undersecretary of the Prime Minister's Office to study the temporary
regulations and allow broadcasting to continue until the formation of the NBC (Phujadkan
(Daily), 20 July 2002). Accordingly, in August, three groups comprised of state agencies,
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academics and the pecple's groups were established to seek agree~nent on technical
problems, station management, and the broadcasting law (Interview Wichien, 13 October
2002; Kaosod, 1 September 2002). in October, the National Community Radio Federation
was established through the collaboration of eight networks of producers from the upper
North, the lower North, the West, the East, the Central, the South, the North-East, and
Bangkok.

Its aims were to 1) establish the temporary regulations for people-owned

community radio, 2) move forward the draft of the Broadcasting Regulation Act, 3) monitor
the NBC selection, 4) present the Master Plan of community radio to the NBC, and 5) support
the learning process of community radio operations. At the end of 2002, 46 community radio
stations were broadcasting and another 140 stations were on a trial process and waited for
transmitters (People's - owned community radio, 2002).
However, the PRD and provincial authorities treated people's - owned conlmunity radio as
illegal. For example, the transmitter of the Angthong station was seized in November 2002.
The PRD sporadically sent official letters to the stations affirming their illegal operations and
its authority to stop them (Komchadleuk, 1 November 2002). Even though the temporary
regulations were completed in November (Matichon, 9 November 2002), their
implementation was delayed due to the interpretation process of the Council of the State
(Interview Uajit, 8 January 2003). Then, in December 2002, the PRD proposed a new T A 0
community radio project to the government that would transfer people's radio operations to
the TAOs, including their funding provisions. This led to criticisms from the groups involved
with popular media reform (The Nution, 28 January 2003). The people's - owned community
radio federation now joined with civic groups, NGOs and some professional media
organisations in pushing three main issues for popular media reform

-

to restart the NBC

selection process, for participation in the draft consideration of the Broadcasting Regulation
Act, and implementation of the temporary regulations for comniunity radio (Interview
Wichien, 13 October 2002).
4.6.5. Different Characteristics of Civic Radio and People's - Owned Comnlunity Radio

Even though the civic groups and NGOs combined to fight for media reform, their working
styles were different. The civic groups preferred to use communication for the public interest
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in a non-confrontational way and aimed to sliare benefits with every sector in society,
including the bureaucrats and the entrepreneurs. On the other hand, the NGOs were more
aggressive and they fought for their goals by negctiation or protests. The community sector
however, originated from people in the society who were not members of NGOs or Civic
groups. Their approaches were varied in leadership style, group formations, as well as local
cultural dimensions. As Uajit noted community radio by the people's groups can be
considered as "Thai style" operations which were unsystematic and multi-dimensional
(Interview Uajit, 8 January 2003).

When the implementation of popular media reform became more difficult under the Thaksin
government, the networks of civic media operators in every region were encouraged to
demonstrate their willingness to undertake broadcast operations and support media reform.
Ubonrat Siriyuvasak, who is both a media academic at Chulalongkom University and a
Chairwoman of Kor Por Sor (Campaign for Popular Media Reform which replaced the
Working Group on Monitoring Section 40), was convinced that community radio was an
effective medium for the communication rights of Thais. She believed that although media
reform was insufficient to ensure the democratisation of Thai broadcasting, community radio
could challenge the capitalist system and the professional mainstream media. By putting
their own voices on the air, ordinary grassroots people could gradually realize their own
rights to communicate and exert pressure about popular media reform (The Nation, 27 August
2001). So gradually, people-owned community radio became a strategic movement for
accelerating popular media reform.

Civic Radio aimed to produce programs created by groups of local people who were
interested in civil society or concerned about their community. They were NGOs,
intellectuals, academics, environmentalists, entrepreneurs, general employees, and local
leaders. They began producing radio programs under different circumstances. For example,
civic radio in some provinces of the North-East developed due to the PRD's community radio
project since 1998; the cooperation between stations and local civic groups; and the request
by civic groups to produce local programs according to Section 40 of the Constitution. In the
South, in Songkhla, Narathiwat and Nakhon Si Thammarat provinces, civic radio programs
were initiated by middle-class activists and local volunteers, while a group of local scholars
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produced community-based programs on the university stations (Interview Uajit, 8 January
2003).

Since all stations were state-owned, these local civic groups had to work with the owners in
two ways. Firstly, they coopera!ed with the stations through an Executive Committee or
Program Sub-committee of comn~unity programs, or as CO-producers and broadcasters.
Generally, since the launch of Section 40, the PRD local stations allocated some free airtime
for provincial administration units, local agencies, and comn~unitygroups to produce local
programs. Even though the MCOT local stations were more concerned with business, they
allowed local civic groups to use the allocated air time. The civic producers, however, could
not choose their air times because they were under the direction of the station managers who
had to follow the policies of the central office. Secondly, they unofficially operated their
programs and linked their social networks with others, including NGOs, local organisations,
civic groups, local community leaders. Both kinds of program operators had autonomy in
their presentations to different degrees depending on the agreement they had with station
managers (Community Radio for Civil Society, 1999: 3-22).

Apart from involvement in local activities or community campaigns, the civic radio operators
voluntarily produced programs for local benefit. Their programs were funded by many
sources. Some came from the PRD's budgets to support the stations, while fundraising and
donations were occasionally used. However, the producers often remained responsible for
production expenses. Nevertheless, after cooperating with other civic groups in wider
networks under the organisation of the LDI and Civicnet, the civic operators achieved more
financial support from social funding sources, such as SW, CODI, and Sor Por Ror Sor
(independent state agency stipulated by the Constitution to promote public health care). For
the civic entrepreneurs, incomes from sponsorships were used for air time expenses and
program operations, while the producers work as volunteers. According to Pannipa Sothipan,
anchonvoman of the Songkhla civic radio group "Radio for hometown"(Wittc~yi~pue ban
ketd),

the local programs had developed gradually for more than ten years. They were

sponsored by international and local foundations as well as local business companies under
the conditions of no advertisements and non-profit interests (Lnterview, Pannipa l l February
2002).

'
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The other distinguishing characieristic of civic radio was that thcir programs were orientcd to
a wide range of issues relevant to the life styles and needs of local communities. The program
contents were localized to meet local interests, such as, agriculture, local business and
Por Ror Sor and cooperating with the LDI, an
administration, and law. Funded by SOY
increasing number of health programs were broadcast to facilitate the health reform projects,
which stressed self-help health care. The operators aimed to persuade audiences to search for
inforn~ationabout primary health care, while supporting grassroots participation by providing
necessary health information (Poldech, 2000: 22-3). A phone-in program was adopted for
listeners to ask questions, to complain about public services, or announce community
activities. For some stations, a "community radio mobile unit" was arranged to relay local
activities through the station.

However, the uncertainty of broadcast times and station management attitudes to community
radio were major restrictions on civic radio. For example, the proposed plans to re-structure
the PRD affected many community programs. Many were cut back or had their times
changed and some were terminated. Some stations became strict in enforcing the
broadcasting regulations that had allowed some civic involvement in the past (Uajit, 2001:
58). Ubonrat pointed out that the civic community programs were popular to the extent that
they allowed audiences to talk more than before about local problems and complain about
government services via phone-in programs. However, when the state owners felt
uncomfortable with criticisms and public scrutiny, some stations started to censor, intervene
and then terminate the programs (The Nation, 27 August 2001).

People's - owned community radio developed from a growing awareness of people in rural
communities about their rights to communicate. This was made possible by Section 40 of the
Constitution, as well as the regional workshops on community radio that Uajit held in 15
provinces in the lower North. Some Focal activists in other provinces asked her to expand her
workshops to their provinces. Therefore Uajit and her team travelled across the country to
inform ordinary people about Section 40 and media reforni, including community rights to
communicate as well as principles of community radio, its roles and importance. These
forums, called "Wuythi"(Stage) proceeded through the same five levels as the action research
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project (see section 4.6.5). This initiative for small-sized community radio spread rapidly
among the social networks of the people's groups that had joined their community
development projects with SIF and CODI. These organisations had funded the people's
forums on the popular media reform and community radio.

In sum, the movement towards civic community radio can be divided into two stages. First,
since 1997, civic groups in Bangkok led by academics and technocrats cooperated with civic
groups in other provinces at both regional and local levels. After the meetings of civic radio
producers, their regional networks were gradually enlarged to the provinces. The majority
were local middle-class activists. With their knowledge, experience and social positions, they
produced community programs on the PRD or the MCOT radio stations. Second, since the
action research by Dr. Uajit Virojtrairat on small-sized and people-owned community radio
in the middle of 2001, ordinary people in local communities who had worked for community
development projects became involved in community radio. This led to different versions of
community radio in each region. In Singburi and Kanchanaburi, illegal community radio
stations commenced at the end of 2001 and were ordered to close at the beginning of 2002 by
the PRD. The stations were run by ordinary local people with different knowledge and
backgrounds. However, the anchormen of both stations were well-known persons and
community leaders.

Awareness by the people of their communication rights after participating in the discussion
forums led to a problem because they rushed to set up stations without going through a
learning process. Accordingly the outcome of people's owned community radio did not
follow Uajit's expectation. According to her, instead of being public stations open to various
groups, the people's owned stations belonged to individual leaders, managed by their peers,
and the programs were presented by local people who wanted to be broadcasters.
The people producers became broadcasters, not communicators. They imitated the stereotype o f professional radio
hosts, instcad o f being communicators, who sirnply told their stories and life styles, for community, o f commun~ty
and by colnniunity. Accord~ngly,if communlty radio In line with the provided model did not arise, this was
because o f ~nsufficientgrowth o f Thai soc~cty which was strongly linked to the cultural dimension. The
communlty radio movement occurred whcn the soc~alcapltal was weak. Thais did not have suffic~entpublic mind
(Intcrvic\v tinjit, 8 January 2003).
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There was the tension between reformers like Uajit who saw community radio as linked to
wider issues of media refornl and others who saw it more as local entertainment or marketing.
The ambiguity in ideas about the purpose of community radio was similar to arguments about
the meaning of "community" in Thai society. Both "community radio" and "community"
were contested terms.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter aimed to answer the following research questions:

l : How did policies toward community radio change in Thailand between 1998-2002?

3: How was the development of Thai community radio related to the wider liberalisation

of the media and community empowerment between 1998-2002?

Similar to international community radio model, the development of community radio in
Thailand was influenced by civil society activities. Section 40 of the 1997 constitution and
the 2000 Broadcasting Act in which civic groups had participated in drafting, promised the
community broadcasting sector and promoted the rights to communicate. In Chuan's
government, community radio programs were trialled on the PRD and MCOT stations.
Unfortunately, their productions were mostly ceased or changed in Thaksin's government
since the delay of NBC and media reform process. The government had ambivalent attitudes
towards media reform and people's - owned radio.
Community radio has been conceptualised mainly by media academics, namely, Jumpol,
Ubonrat, and Uajit. However, the implementations were varied from different organisations,
their goals and

Jumpol adopted the 1997 UNESCO's three concepts of community

radio - access, participation, and self-management

-

while Ubonrat and Uajit considered

community radio more as an alternative to mainstream media. The citizens' right to
communicate was promoted in accord with the emergence of people's -owned comnlunity
radio.
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Four different models of community radio were created by two state agencies - the PRD, and
the MCOT; a privaie company - INN;and the fourth by civic and people's groups. The PRD
and MCOT created coniniunity programs on their local stations following national policies.
In 2001, the PRD community programs were terminated and after the PRD rearranged its
networks, the term "community radio" program was replaced by "local radio". The TRD
community radio did not pursue participatory communication. With pseudo-participation, the
people's power on program production was limited and only public servants and middle-class
activists could access stations and program productions. Also, community radio management
by the Board reflected the vertical relationships between bureaucratd and ordinary people
(see Chapter 2 section 2.3.1). Accordingly, similar to many development projects initiated by
the national broadcasters in other Asian countries, PRD's community radio faced difficulties
in sustainability because it lacked financial support and genuine popular participation.
Moreover, the organisational goal to promote the gdvemment policies constrained
community radio operations by outside producers since its harsh comments especially on
political issues were restricted. Combined with the PRD's rigid rules and the attitudes of the
station officials, community radio operation along democratic principles was difficult on the

PRD stations.
The MCOT and INN stations could not offer genuine popular participation in community
program production because of commercial structure of their stations. As experiences of
international community radio models, community radio in Thailand faced difficulties in
maintaining its democratic nature when forced to integrate with commercial media. Also the
management structure, broadcasters, and content of the community radio programs depended
on the management of each provincial station which was designed by concessionaires.

With the utilitarian goals (McQuail, 1994) of MCOT and INN, the community radio
productions were controlled by economic factors. The MCOT could only produce a one-hour
public service program for community with advertising, while most air times were
entertainment and music programs which attracted a wide range of sponsorship. Participation
in programs on both stations were limited by the program concepts and their talks were
controlled by professionalism of station producers. Although the INN RDCK program
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offered a phone-in format to relieve listeners' troubles, it could not empower the people to be
active in self-improvement, but tended to rely on the station assistance.
While PRD, MCOT, and INN tried to co-opt community radio, NGOs, civic and community
groups aimed to use community radio to promote media democratisation through two
avenues. First it was used to create tension between national broadcasters to progress media
regulations. Second, the civic groups led by LDI and Civicnet promoted the concept of
community radio as a democratic media for community empowerment and this became the
principle of civic radio operations. Since 1999, the Bangkok civic groups cooperated with
local civic producers who majority were middle-class activists to enlarge their networks. In
2001, the Uajit's action research on people's - owned community radio led to the

involven~ent of ordinary people in its operations. The anchormen of Singburi and
Kanchanaburi illegal people's stations were well-known activists and community leaders.
The independent and fragmented nature of civic society, however, caused an individual
interpretation of the concept of community radio. It subsequently became the contested term
in Thai society.

In sum, the creation of community radio either by the state agencies, private companies or
civic groups, opened more spaces for local people to access and participate. Local issues,
both positive and negative, became the agenda for local radio shows and were discussed by
the locals themselves. Phone-in programs allowed ordinary people to express their opinions
or needs, affirm their identities, or complain about public services. However, the degree of
media liberalisation was limited by political and economic controls. Lastly, the attempt of
civic groups to create people-owned public spaces and to implement principles of media
refonn faced difficulties when media reform was delayed by Thaksin's government.
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CHAPTER 5
COMMUNITY RADIO ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

5.1. Introduction

This chapter will explore the administration of the four case study community radio stations
and analyse how they managed community programs in order to answer the research
questions:

RQ 2a) What were the different models of community radio that developed in a range of
provincial Thai community radio stations from 1998 to 2002, namely:

a) Petchaburi community programs owned by government department, PRD (began
1998)
b) Nakhon Si Thammarat community programs owned by government state enterprise,

MCOT (began 1998).
c) Ruam Duey Chuay Kan community program, operated by private media company,

INN Co.,Ltd in Bangkok (began 1997) and Roi Et (began 2000).
d) Kanchanaburi community programs operated by people's organisation ( began 2001)

RQ 2b) What were the main differences in station management, program content and
audience reception in those stations?

The chapter analyses the background, administration, program contents, the role of the station
manager and producers and programming, as well as station activities of the four stations.
Then a comparison of the stations is made.

5.2. Public Relations Department's (PRD) Radio Station in Petchaburi Province, FM

97.5 MHz - General Background
In 1996, FM 97.5 MHz, Petchaburi radio station was built by the government at a cost of 12
million baht and operated by the Public Relations Department (PRD). This was the only FM
radio station in the province and was located in the temple grounds of Wnt Khow Bandai-it
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where the Abbot would later become a major patron of the station (Petchaburi's Station,
1999: 15-6). It commenced broadcasting at the beginning of 1997 and its one- kilowatt
broadcast radius covered Petchaburi province, and also parts of Ratchaburi, Samutsongkram,
Samutsakorn, Rayong, Chonburi, Nakhon Pathom, and Prajuabkirikan (see Map B).
5.2.1 .Central-Local Office Relations: PRD Top-Heavy Administration

The PRD's Petchaburi station depended on government budgets and was under the
administration of PRD. It is located on the third network providing programs for developing
the quality of life and society. The PRD controlled its management and operating funds, and
employed station officers. The department also authorised its air time sales. The PRD's main
policies for local radio administration were basically to publicise government policies,
implement the National Public Relations Plan, the Broadcasting and Teleconlmunication
Master Plan, and provincial plans. These policies included human resources and information
technology development and the increase of national and local PRD networks. In regard to
the Public Relations (PR) Master Operation Plan (1999-2001), apart from disseminating
national news and government policies, PRD local radio had to stimulate local people to
participate in their operations for local development purposes and to create two-way
communication between stations and communities.

The regional centers in eight provinces, namely, Chaing Mai, Pitsanulok, Khonkaen,
Ubonratchathani, Suratthani, Songkhla, Chantaburi, and Kanchanaburi were under the
direction of the PRD's central office. Each center oversaw the PRD's radio and television
operations and cooperated with local stations and provincial PR officers in implementing
PRD policies. These local stations also worked in cooperation with the provincial public
relations units to administer the policy of the central administration via the provincial
governor.
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Map B: Broadcasting Radius of PRD Station in Petchaburi Province

Source: Thailand Administrative and Political Divisions (2002)
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Petchaburi local radio was under the supervision of the eighth regional center in
Kanchanaburi province which oversaw nine AM and FM radio stations in nine provinces in
the West and the Centre, as well as one television channel in Kanchanaburi. The Bangkok
office distributed budgets to each regional center for their administration as well as directly to
the local station. The organisational structure of the central and regional administration of the
PRD relating to Petchaburi local stations, regional PR offices and provincial P R units is
illustrated in the following Chart below (gthRegional Office, 2002: n.p.)
Chart 5.1 : PRD's Administrative Relations Between Central and Local Stations

I

I

I

Central Administration

Regional Adtninistration

(144 = 57 AM187 FM)

Regional PR Off~ces.

Provincial PR oflice in

region 8 in Kanchanaburi
(

I'etcl~ahuri(75)

-8)

Swhon Manager (1)

Eng~nceringO)

Broadcasting ( 3 )

-

Gct~cralf311s1ncss(l 3)

Source: Adjusted from: PRD in Brief: Organisational Structure, n.d.: online; Central-Regional-Local Organisational
Relations (on a board at PRD Petchaburi Station); Interview PCFI, 1 1 Novenlbcr 2002).

The funds for Petchaburi radio came both from the central office and the eighth regional
center. The central office which was solely authorised to make air time sales distributed a
budget of approximately 250,000 baht yearly for public utilities and general expenses. The
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regional center provided two types of budgets. First was a budget to produce the programs in
line with government policies and PR operating plans, such as the community radio pilot
project, election and anti-drug campaigns. For example, in 2002, the eighth regional PR
center distributed around 1 .G million baht to each local station to produce programs in line
with the policies of the Thaksin government. These included village development funds,
youth and drugs, the three-year moratorium of farmer's debts, and 30 baht health care

(s'~

Regional Office, 2002: n.p.). Second was a special budget which the central office received
from air time leases (8"' Regional Office, 2002: n.p.). Generally, the station manager used the
special budget to organise the station's special events and for other extra expenses.
Unfortunately, at the end of 2002, the special budget was cut according to the current policy
that local stations had to earn some of their own income. Therefore, the station manager had
to raise Funds for developing the station's garden and for statiorl activities (Interview PCF1,
1 1 November 2002).

Historically, changes in the station's programs came mainly from the PRD's policies (see
Table 5.2). Firstly, from 1997 to 1998, the PRD leased the station's air time to media
companies in Bangkok, so the station presented relayed national news and talk from the
central network and sponsored music programs by the leaseholder's company. In 1998,
Petchaburi was one of 19 pilot stations joining the PRD community radio prqject with Or Por

Mol- (the PRD volunteers). The station replaced some music programs with community
programs. At the end of 1999, because of initiatives taker, by the station manager, community
programs were increased to 28% of air time which was slightly more than sponsored music
programs (Community Radio for Petchaburi's community, n.d: n.p.). In 2000, after the
success of the community radio pilot project, the station expanded air time for community
programs. In mid 2001, the station's air time contract lease was canceled by the Bangkok
office due to the debts of the leaseholder's company. Accordingly, only two types of
programs

--

relayed news and talk programs from the national network and thc station's

community programs - were broadcast. The percentages of community programs increased to

-

44% excluding national relayed news and local news programs.

At the beginning of 2002, I'etchaburi station was re-located in the third nc~workwhich had to
promote the quality of life and tourism, religion, arts and culture, and spnsts. Al!hough thc
numbers of community programs increased, some of the contcnts wcre produced to match the
purposes of the third network. Accordingly, thc percentage of relayed news and talk
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programs from the central network was reduced to 36% while community programs more
concerned with tourism, culture, religion and sport were developed.

Table 5.2: PRD Weekly Program Content and Change (December 1999, January and
November 2002)

i Contents

December January November

1 28%
I-

I 28%

I
/

1 9%

( 9%

( 10%

1

I

I-

l

i 1 ) Non-Commercial Programs
[ - Talk Programs

1 - Music Programs
(

-

Local News

l

1 2) Comniercial Music Programs & 27%

/ Advertising Sports

1 3) National Relayed News
l

/

Total

1 16%
-

30%

I 22%

36%

46%

36%

1 100%

1 100%

1 100%

Source:
I ) King Rarna Nine Gardcn ( 1 999: 16).

2) Monthly Program Schcdulc for Dccembcr 1999, J~nuary2002, November 2002

5.2.2.Democratic Management Style
Nget~had been promoted from a senior broadcasting official at the PRD Kanchanaburi radio

station to the first manager of Petchaburi and has remained in this position since the station
began in 1998. The station employees consisted of ten full time staff namely: engineering (5);
broadcasting (3); and general business (2); as well as three temporary workers, a gardener, a
driver and a cleaner. The station mariager oversaw both station administration and program
operation to achieve her goal of developing the station as a provincial public relations center
and to promote the quality of local people's lives. She also organized the station's special
events, developed the landscape and environn~ent,participated in local activities and joined
with civic groups. Iier distinctive personality, especially her considerate and polite manner,
as well as her efficiency in management, facilitated coordination with different local groups.
She fonned relationships with local publics, especially provincial official units, the Chamber
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of Commerce, and the Thai-Chinese Association. The managers's primary concern was to
develop the quality of local life by promoting healthy family and youth, as well as preserving
local arts and cultures. Significant numbers of the PRD's community program contents and
activities were relevant to these social issues. As a result, local people accepted her and
cooperated with the station programs including supporting its activities. The local people had
more sense of belonging when they listened to local stories and participated in the programs
of the only local radio station in the province (Interview PEM2, 10 November 2002).
However, Ngeu was also required to follow the PRD's policies in her management of the
Petchaburi station. The volimtary producers were required to hold broadcasting licenses.
Reports of program operation changes and activities had to be regularly submitted to the
eighth regional center and sent to the central office. The station employees were requested to
dress properly as well as keep the station clean. However, she challenged some rules and
policies to benefit the local community as in the case of the renewal of air time leases and the
replacement of a local news program. She followed the PRD rules but still retained a
democratic style in management. She often arranged meetings with station employees to
delegate tasks, follow their progress and evaluate outcomes. She also held a regular forum
meeting for station broadcasting staff to share ideas on progranis or activities (Interview
PDF I , 9 November 2002).

Accordingly, a significant increase in community programs and the numbers of voluntary
producers came from the efforts of the station manager. Ngetz managed the community
programs through a Program Board, team production, and individual producers. By the end of
2002, some 20 con~munityprograms covered a wide range of local issues from politics,
economics, heath, society, dlzammu, education and youth, art and culture, to alternative
music. They were produced by almost 200 outside producers, including the provincial
governor, the provincial senator, the head of the provincial clergy, and more than 30 different

-

local organisations, covering state, private and public sectors. When the PR.D wanted ro
renew the station's lease with a media company, the manager reported the local community's
opposition to this change as well as her determination to continue producing con~munity
programs. The resolute actions of a landowner (the Abbot of Wilt Khow B m Dui-it)who was
the station's patron, voluntary producers and local groups against the new air time leasing
policy mfluenced the subsequent decision of the PRD central office to cancel the new
contract lease. Previously, in 1988, the station manager managed program productions
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through the Program Board, but there was less participation of the members. Then in 1999
the programs were managed by the station manager and operated by the station producer.
However, at the beginning of 1999, a Program Board for the Dhntntna program was
successfully established and the program won a good reputation. After that, the Program
Board became an alternative way to manage program production (Interview PCFI, 26
February 2002).

The station would set objectives and broad contents for programs related to either PRD
policies, such as village funds, religious and sport programs, or the interests of the station
manager, such as Thai instrumental nlusic, local art and culture. Then the manager arranged a
meeting with various provincial agencies about these subjects. Members of Program Boards
suggested programs, created a style and program fonnat, and sought producers who were
representatives of their agencies. Air times, dates and the weekly program schedule were set
by the station. However, some program boards failed because of their lack of serious
commitment (Interview'PDF2, 10 November 2002). The station manager would intervene
when any problems occurred.

Other programs were produced by a team. For example, "Local news of our hometown"
(Khuosnn Ban Ruo) was a coproduction of five producers. It was initiated by the station
manager in July 2000 and broadcast from 5.30 - 7.00 am daily and relayed through village
broadcasting towers. This magazine-style program combined a short series of various items
from the national news, local news, job vacancies, Dhnmmn, to arts and local wisdom. They
were presented in different styles, for instance, news reports, short talks, announcements, and
short dramas, which were the most popular. What was unusual here was that the station
manager challenged the established rules by cancelling the relayed national news program
and presenting local news in its prime air time (Interview PCFI, 1 1 November 2002).

Some programs were produced by individual producers. The station manager contacted
government official units to produce programs to suit the third network requirements. A
number of programs were also initiated from proposals received from voluntary producers
who wanted to create either community-service cr entertaining programs. The decision was
based on the expected benefits to listeners, the different emphasis from other programs and,
sometimes, the station manager's relationship with the producer. In practice, she often invited
local intellectuals or celebrities to join the programs and the station's activities, but avoided

-
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the involvement of local politicians and other influential figures (Interview PCFI, 1 1
November 2002).

5.2.3.Bureaucrats as Producers and One Way Public Participation

Petchaburi community programs were produced by the full time station producers and
voluntary producers. The full time producers wh:, were the PRD's officials mainly presented
local news programs usually based on activities of the provincial administration units and
how government policies were implemented. Thus, most of the local programs were
produced by volunteers who primarily were teachers, public servants, and members of the
local civic group called "Petch City's Lovers" (Klum Khon Rak Mrtnng Petch).

The

voluntary producers created programs in accordance with their interests and their social
networks. The programs mainly represented the perspectives of the well-educated middle
class about youth, art, cultilre, and career opportunities. In addition, as the majority of
community program producers

worked for local official units, approximately 40% o f '

information from the station was about work acconlplishments and services of government
units, Muang Municipality, and some TAO's. A few political programs were presented by a
team at the Provincial Election Commission, the TAO's (Tarnbon Administration
Organisation) assembly and Muang municipality. These tended to avoid making harsh
criticism of local administration and national politics (Interview PEM4, 5 November 2002).

However, the "Farmer's Friend" (Pzren Chuona) program and the "Self Reliant Economy"
(Settnkit Chttmckon P ~ l e n gTon-eug) program were seemingly an alternative to the other
community programs because they presented the perspective of poor and less educated
people and let them voice problems about their lives (see Chapter 6 section 6.2.1). The
"Farmer's Friend" program was moderated by an anchorperson from the same group. He was
a singer and social activist and knew the station manager personally for many years and was
the producer of another community prograni on the station. His group also was a member of
the provincial civic group, "Petch City's Lovers

"

(Klunz Khon Rnk Mrtcrng Perch) of which

the station was a member.

Another program "Self Reliant Econon~y"(Settukit C'humchon Pueng Tou-eng) interviewed
successful agriculturists. The program drew on government policies promoting its one
tambon-one product project (OTOP), the self-reliant economy and community-based small
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business. The guests were selected by the station manager from lists from the provincial local
development office. The producers were a provincial education official and a college teacher
who had a broadcasting license and had a!so volunteered to create other programs about local
institutions and education. The producers of both programs followed the PRD's established
rules (Interview PEFI, 10 November 2002; PEM3, 7 November 2002). The interaction
between producers and listeners were few and mainly one-way communication. A l t l i o ~ ~ ~ l i
they opened the lines for listeners tc call in, two major canstraints were telephone line
technical problems and producer censorship. Because there was only one telephone line in the
studio, this made it impossible for listeners to call in when producers interviewed the
program guests by phone. Moreover, with the limited station budget, the telephone should
have been used for inward calls, rather than making outward calls. Secondly, the producers
tended to avoid controversial issues (Interview PEF3, 6 November 2002; PFM3, 5 November
2002).

The station also offered the public involvement through its activities. After 2000, the station
organised two types of special events - entertainment shows and contests, and training
programs. The former were about youth and the arts, such as the Annual Children's Day,
Young Music Talent, and a Live Poem Contest. The training programs aimed to teach
teenagers and voluntary broadcasters to become professional producers in line with the PRD
standards.The station trained approximately 120 persons as young DJ's who later became
music producers for the station. So the main purpose of the station's public activities were
concerned with promoting local identities among the younger generation and creating radio
producers to support the station's programming. However, no other minorities or local
community groups were trained by the station.

The manager needed to request funds for each activity from the eighth regional center but
that source was not always sufficient. The other sources included the station's patron who
was an Abbot of the local temple and owned the station's land. The niajor sponsors were

-

provincial organisations, local state offices and the Muang municipality, which frequently
cooperated in program productions. The provincial civic group, Petch City's Lovers,
including some local niedia and all outside producers, collaborated in its public activities
(Interview PEF2, 23 February 2002). A number of active listeners and business entrepreneurs
as well as local units, such as, educational institutions, TAO's and community-based sn~all
business groups donated either money or goods. After 2001, the entertainment activities on
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Children's Day became the biggest event in the province attracting huge support from every
sector (Interview, PFM1, 8 November 2002). Nearly 70% of the station's budget was from
donations (Intel-view PCF1, 1 1 November 2062)

This muhlal depcndency in operating the station's activities reflected its popularity as well as
its influence on the local community. Communication in the provincial community,
especially from central and local administration units to the public, was based on the station.
Moreover, locals heard the morning local news program daily via approximately 190 village
broadcasting towers. A number also relayed the weekday politics program in the late
afternoon. Therefore, the circulation of local news and infomiation in the province was
dominated by the PRD station.

In sum, PRD commenced community radio programs on its local stations in 1998 under the
~iationalpolicy. Unfortunately, with uncertain policy in producing community programs and
top-heavy adniinistration, its operations could not offer genuine public' participation.
Nevertheless, The community programs on PRD Petchaburi were produced by a variety of
producers and their diverse content and community focus was made possible by the interest,
personality and management style of the station manager. Although she had autonomy to
manage the programs to some degree, she had to follow the organizational policies for
creating a better image for both the central and local government, including communicating
about their projects and job accon~plishments.The PRD Petchaburi community programs
were produced by volunteers who were mostly public servants, middle class intellectuals, and
macro-level opinion leaders. They knew how to operate the programs on the state radio
station which had rigid bureaucratic rules relating to public broadcasting. They avoided
negative comments about national administration and politics and censored themselves in
their discussion about conflict issues, particularly those which involved local government
agencies. Thus, the PRD Petchaburi community radio became a state public service radio for
bureaucrats and the middle-classes, rather than ordinary people.

5.3. Mass Communication Organisation of Thailand (MCOT) Radio Station in Nakhon

Si Tharnmarat Province, FM 104.5 MHz - General Background
FM 104.5 MHz in Nakhon Si Thanimarat province is located in the Praphrom district, 15
kilometres from the town center. Its one kilowatt transmission covers also some of the
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neighboring provinces, namely, Surat Thani, Krabi, Pattalung, Songkhla, and Trang (see Map
C). In 1988, MCOT leased its air time to a media company named PK Surin Advertising for
12 years (1988-1994 and 1994-2000) (Community radio operation, 1999). In 2000, MCOT
changed the leaseholder to RK Media Conlpany with a yearly contract (Program
improvement, 2002).

The MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat station had been built by a concessionaire who held a
long-term lease and sold its air time. Since the policy of station administration was to
n~axinliseprofits from the frequencies, the central office granted leases to local stations via
private media companies. As part of the return from long-tern1 concessions, they had to invest
in land, buildings, and equipment of the station as well as en~ploythe station's personnel.
Even though the station was managed by the MCOT's station manager, the authority for
program management, n~asketing,and operation was retained by the leaseholder (Interview
MCFl , 2 7 November 2002).

5.3.1. Concessionaire7sOperational Control Over MCOT Local Stations

As a state enterprise, MCOT pursued a market-oriented policy in station administration and
had more flexible regulations than the PRD. The Directors had professional marketing
backgrounds. The performance and social welfare of the employees were under the I-ules of
the MCOT Union. The apex of the administrative structure of the MCOT's radio stations was
the MCOT Director. His subordinates are the Deputy MCOT Director and the Director of
MCOT's Radio Network. The Director of MCOT's Radio Network supervises the Radio
Production Division and the Local Broadcasting Division initiates operating plans and
present these to the Assistant and the MCOT Director. The Radio Production Division is
responsible for radio operations of the central station in Bangkok while the Local
Broadcasting Division supervises local radio operations in the regional centers in five
regions. In the South, the Head of the Southern Regional Center oversees the station
-
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Map C: Broadcasting Radius of MCOT Station in Nakhon Si Thammarat Province

Source: Thailand Administrative and Political Divisions (2002)
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managers in six provinces including Nakhon Si Thammarat. The administrative structure is
shown in the Chart below.
Chart 5.3: MCOT Administrative Relations Between the Central, Concessionaire, and Local
MCOT Office

H

Assistsm MCOT Dlrector

Nakhon SI Thmlnnrat MCOT Slotlon

I

HCO'I S~nuonMansger ( l )
I

MCOT Employees

I

I

t

Source: Adjusted from: MCOT organisational structure (2002: onlinc); Central-regional-local adrnin~strativcrclat~ons,26
November 2002 (on a board at the MCOT Nakhon SI Ihan~maratstation),% Novenlber 2002; lntcrvww MCF I, 1 February
2002).

In practice, authority was centralized in the MCOT's central office. The regional center
oversaw the local station's operations and passed their monthly and yearly operating reports
to the central office (Interview MBMI, 6 January 2003). [n the case of Nakhon Si
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Thammarat, the central office rarely investigated its operations because it was far away from
Bangkok. If there was a complaint, the station manager reported the case to the regional
center and it was passed to the Director of MCOT's Radio Network (Interview MCF1, 26
November 2002).

The Nakhon Si Thammarat MCOT station had three sections

-

engineering staff (4),

broadcasting staff (4), and general business staff (4). The station manager supervised 12 full
time staff, ten of whom were the leaseholder's employees. Only the station producer and one
general staff were employed by MCOT. The station manager had to work closely with the
leaseholders company which was in charge of personnel employment and station operations
as well as marketing and sales. The company earned income from producing music programs
and the sale of advertising spots to national and regional advertisers as well as to local
producers who were paid by local sponsors. On the other hand MCOT earned income from
selling advertising for its radio network. The daily program log and commercial placements
were designed by the leaseholder. The station manager was not involved in marketing and
sales, but examined the program schedules and times of commercial spots in line with
broadcasting regulations and MCOT policies. If the station manager wanted to change
program schedules, the station manger needed to gain the leaseholder's approval because that
would affect the revenue (hterview MCF1, 1 February, 26 November 2002). This meant that
the implementation of MCOT's community program policy was constrained by some
difficulties in cooperating with the leaseholder.

The MCOT's new policy for community programs in 1999 affected the revenue programs.
The four categories of programs on Nakhon Si Thammarat were: l ) relayed news programs
from the PRD and MCOT's Thai News Agency (TNA); 2) local news; 3) music and other
commercial programs; and 4) community programs. Since 2002, music and other commercial
talk programs dropped by 23% (from 72% to 49%) while the proportion of community
programs increased approxinlately by 16% (from 11% to 27%) as shown in Table 5.4.
However, the station was still dominated by music and other con~mercialprograms.

.

-- -

-.
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Table 5.4: MCOT Weekly Program Contents and Changes (December 1999

December

Contents

l~

l

-

November

a n u a r yN o v e m b e r

l

I

1) Non- Commercial Program

- MUSKPrograms
- Local News

I Advertising Spots
' m i o i o n a l Relayed News

tI
I

Total

Sources: Monthly Program Schedule for Nakhon Si Thamrnarat's MCOT Station in December 1399, January and November
2002.

Historically, the schedules for community programs were changed because of the station
policy, the station manager, and limited budgets. In 1999, according to the policy on local
services, the station presented 20 community programs including "MCOT for Community"

(Or Soy Mor Tor pue chunzchon) by cooperating with provincial state agencies, private
institutions and civic groups. However, only five had sponsors while the majority were
funded by producers' budgets. When they ran out, the operations came to an end. The main
three community programs with good reputations were 1) "Focus Munng Nukhon" (Focus
Nakhon City) a civic group talk program by a civic group, 2) "Or Sor Mor Tor Pzte
Chumchon" (MCOT for community) a talk program produced by a full time station producer,

and 3) "This is Nakhon City" a music and talk program produced by professional producers.

According to the 2002 station policy;thc program schedule was changed so that within the
daily 19 hours of broadcast, nine hours were devoted to entertainment programs, five local
services, one national scrvice and four for relayed national news programs (Program
improvement, 2002). The remaining five hours were allocated to local groups for producing
comn~unityprograms without charge. The income from the sponsorships managed by the
station manager was paid to producers for their operating costs.
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However, after a new station manager named Kan began her job in March 2002, community
programs changed dramatically. The leaseholder took charge of marketing for the community
programs' air times. Accordingly, the amount of advertising time was increased from five to
six or seven minutes hourly. Moreover, the program contents were changed to be more
market-oriented. In summary, the leaseholder made profits from extended advertising in
community service air time by cooperating with the station manager. Therefore, the MCOT
lost potential revenue and local communities lost good community programs (Interview

MBM l , 6 January 2003; MCFl , 2 6 November 2002).
5.3.2.Two Different Profiles of Station Management

The station manager was responsible for daily operations and reported to the central office
via the southern regional center, monthly and annually. Once or twice every three months, the
station managers had a meeting at the central office to be informed about current policies. In
practice, each station manager worked closely with the leaseholder. The primary
responsibility of the station manager was to complete the daily program log, spot placements,
and network broadcasting as well as ensuring the continuity of the whole program (Interview

MCF l , 1 February, 26 November 2002).
The station managers worked for four years in each local station and then were moved to
other local stations. The rotation of the MCOT station managers was decided by the MCOT
Director. There were no actual rules for the rotation, except that the station managers in the
four southern provinces - Satun, Yala, Pattani, Narathiwat - should be local people. This was
an exception to the national rule to accommodate the Muslim orientation of these provinces
(Interview MBM I , 6 January 2003). However, in practice, the station managers were rotated
with others in the same region and knew unofficially who would replace them (Interview
MCFI, 1 February 2002). In 2002 there was a scandal about the non-transparency of this
rotation of the station managers. First, the previous director prior to resigning made decisions
about who would be transferred when he should have delayed the decisions. Second, media
business with MCOT contracts favored some and not other managers. This was widely
discussed in the newspaper Mutichon when some managers protested about the inequality of
selections (Matichon, 15 March 2002).
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Two station managers were in charge of Nakhon Si Thammarat within the period of this
study. From 1997 to 2002, ./Q had been the station manager and then in March 2002 she was
replaced by K m . This movement caused significant changes to community programs which
reflected the more important role of the station manager in negotiating with the leaseholder
and representing the station to the local community. It highlighted the problems of the 2002
station policy as well as reflecting two interesting points in relation to the scandal about the
2002 rotation. These were, first, the influence of the leaseholder in operational control on the
local stations, and second, how the different management style of each manager could affect
the leaseholders' profits.

During Ja's four-year term (September 1997-March 2002)' she arranged approximately 2030% of the air time for community program operation and convinced the leaseholder to
sponsor station activities. She showed accountability to the company in that the management
of non-revenue air time was for public benefit, not for special groups. She represented the
station to the local community by cooperating with the "Focus M u m g Nukhon" civic group
and tried to bring station producers and some commercial producers together as a team. Even
though she had limited authority in program production, she was involved in producing
public relation spots for campaigns on drugs, youth, and the family (Interview MCF1, 1
February 2002).

Both managers had a relaxed style of personnel management but had different goals. While
h ' s goal was to develop the quality of local people's lives, Kan wanted to bring about better
understanding among different local goups. Community programs managed by Jn were more
concerned about local people's stories while under Kan's management the programs had
more sponsorship and more openings for provincial state agencies to publicize their activities.
Kcut created a new magazine community program co-produced by a team of station, music
and professional producers without the cooperation of the civic group (Interview MCF2, 23
November 2002; MDF1, 27 November 2002).
-

5.3.3.Civic Versus Station Producers: Two Types of Program Operations

This section will explore two comnlunity programs

-

"Focus Nakhon City" (Foclrs M w n p

Nukhon) and "MCOT for Comn~unity" (Or Sor Mor Tor Pue C h m c k o t ~ )which were
produced continuously from late 1998 to 2002 and obtained popularity as well as boosting the
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station's reputation. The producers of community programs were a mix of full time, civic,
and professional producers. Even though using a full time station producer could reduce costs
and make management easier, the experience of outside producers provided benefits for both
the station producers and the local community (MCFI, 1 February 2002).

-

The MCOTfor Community (Or Sor Mor Tor Pue Chumchon) Progri~m:Sfation Producers

and Limited Parriciputiot~
This one-hour daily afternoon talk program was produced by a full time station producer in
cooperation with a professional producer. The program also collaborated with the Focus
Nakhon City program due to the policy of the station manager. The objective of "MCOT for
Community" was to publicize activities and important events in the province. The producers
reported local happenings from press releases and opened the lines for listeners to announce
their public activities. A correspondent also presented a local news update for ten nlinutes
daily. Income from sponsorships were partly paid to the station producer exclusive of salaries
and included the professional producer (Interview MDF1,27 November 2002).

Under K m ' s management after March 2002, this program became more concerned with
providing public relations stories for local state agencies. Although the program opened the
lines for local announcements, phone-in listeners changed from ordinary people to local
officials. The second part of the progam included more advertising spots managed by the
leaseholder. After the conflict between the new station manager and the Focus Muat~g
~Vddlotz team in April 2002, no cooperation between two team producers continued.
Generally, access to air time and participation in program production for the station was
limited to business groups and professional producers because of the constraints by media
companies.
-The Focus Ncrkhon City (Focus Muang Nakhon) Program: Civic Producers m ( / Two-WC/\:
-

Conir?lunication

The daily one-hour phone-in program "Focus Nakhon City" began in September 1998 by the
Nakhon Si Thanlrnarat civic group (Prachucom Nukhon Si Thammamt). It was the only
g o u p that could access the MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat's air waves and continued its
productions for many years. From the end of 1998 to the beginning of 2002, this civic group
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bought airtime from the leaseholder until the 2002 new community broadcasting policy
commenced (Background of Focus Nakhon City, n.d.). The program's major sponsor was the
Robinson Ocean Department Store, where one of the tcam producers worked as general
manager. A few local businesses which joined the group occasionally sponsored the program.
An income of 30,000 baht monthly was paid for air time costs, progranl and operations and
office expenditures, while there was no payment for voluntary producers (Interview MCFI, 1
February 2002: MEM l 24 November 2002). The station manager played an important role in
supporting this group by negotiating with the leaseholder for prime time in the early morning
with lower charges as well as sponsoring activities.

The main three producers were a middle-class intellectual who was a public servant, a
businessman, and the general manager of a local department store. They were interested in
community development and represented the provincial civic group. They joined the Civic
Radio Networks campaign to accelerate media reform. However, the contribution of the
group was based on their own individual interests. No policies were formulated but they all
shared similar views, and volunteered to produce the programs and to join in local activities,
One of the group's leaders and the program producer noted,
We arc not non-govcrnnicnt organisations (NGOs) who need to fight for the~rscttled goals and have to tbnn teams
and actlon plans to achieve thcm. 1Vc are a group of middle-class pcoplc who can help ordinary pcoplc In our
ways. We don't mind joining with othcrs (NGOs, civic and pcoplc's groups) but it docsn'r mean that wc arc part of
their groups (Interview M E M I , 24 November 2002).

Their mission was summed up in the motto that they had had a diverse background with
determined hearts. They were not involved in political parties and not partisan and intended
only to create civic consciousness (Focus Nakhon City, 2002: 4). The group's objective was
to create a public forum in line with Section 40 of the Constitution. Their program prcsented
a wide range of contents, such as politics, local economy, quality of life, education and
agriculture, which were related to the experience of the three producers. However, the core of
the program stressed civic consciousness, self-reliance and public participation (see chapter 6
section 6.3.1). Local people could access the program by phone-in, letters, visits to its office,
or visits to the station. Around 300 people were program members called "Vol~mteers for
community" (Arsasum~kPue Chutnchotl). Most who phoned in and attended activities were
community leaders and middle-class intellectuals involved with the local activities of
different groups. They occasionally reported through the program or gave news releases to
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the station (Lnterview MEM2, 22 November 2002; MEM3, 4 February 2002). The sources of
these programs also included grassroots people and minorities, such as, youth, the elderly,
farmers, and housewives. The program was popular because of the broadcasting skills and
experiences of producers, the variety of program sources and contents, and their contribution
to local development.

The station offered public involvement through :he activities arranged on the behalf of the
"Focus Nakhon City" Program. The station cooperated with its producers in finding and
promoting its activies and publishing a news letter named "Voluntary Civic Media" (Sue
Arsa Pmchncomb) (Focus Nakhon City, 2002: 2-4). From 1999 to 2002, their activities

included panel discussions, meetings, product fairs, donations, and training. On average three
discussions, one meeting and one product fair were organized yearly in order to promote
civic consciousness in local development and build networks among different local groups. In
2000, they raised donations for flood victims and trained program members to be voluntary
S

reporters for the local and the national elections. Occasionally, the team helped people's
groups in organizing a panel discussion to solve their problems and moderated the debate.
Their activities basically targeted grassroots people and micro-level community leaders
(Interview MEM1,24 November 2002).

The reputation of the "Focus.Nakho~lCity" program resulted in the station becoming a
significant part of the Nakhon Si Thammarat community. Ja, the former station manager said,
Local people usually visited the station. Sometime they brought food or gifts for the station's staff. Sonxtimcs
when they missed a bus, had no moncy, or lost their purses, they went to the radlo station. L-istcners knew that the
station was their haven, like a friend to whom they could talk about their suffering or exchange opinions (Interview
MCFI, 26 November 2002).

After the change of the station manager in March 2002, the program changed significantly.
First, its daily show time was decreased from 50 to 45 minutes. Second, the number of
producers increased and program contents were fixed by the theme of the d a y Third, they did
not usually open the phone lines for listeners and, instead, suggested they called the Nakhon
Si Thammarat RDCK program on the PRD station to complain about poor public services.
These changes in operations were basically caused by the changed management of the
station.
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However, after March 2002, there was no cooperation between K m (new station manager)
and the civic groups. Kan brought music and station producers together to oper"t e an
entertainment show for prisoners in November 2002, while the "Focus Nakhon City"
prograni independently arranged a panel discussion about the future of community radio in
September 2002. The civic group was more concerned about the movement of people7sowned community radio and supported a local group to set up their own station because they
realized that the problems of the state station were basically due to a lack of management
independence (Interview MEM2, 22 November 2002).

This change in the Focus Nakhon City program on the MCOT station reflected the power of
the leaseholder's company over the station management which was exercised through the
new station manager. To a certain degree, the former manager could balance the tension
between being market-oriented and providing community service programs despite the
operational control of the leaseholder. She also gave autonomy to the civic team in progam
nianagement as well as air time marketing. In contrast, the new station manager tended to
favor the leaseholder's company by asking the team to pay for air time. However, the team
resisted by claiming the local rights promised by Section 40 of the Constitution and
threatened to stop the production. After their decision was broadcast, complaints from the
local people forced the station manager to change her decision. This forced her to offer them
free air time, but the sales of commercial spots which were previously managed by the former
station manager would now be managed by the leaseholder. Accordingly, their show times
were affected by the increased number of advertising spots. This conflict ended the close
collaboration between the team and the station. This led the team to change their strategies of
program production from monitoring the wider community to concentrating on specific
groups and special interests, such as health, agriculture and politics24 (Interview MEMI, 24
November 2002). This demonstrated the difficulty of sustaining the principles of community
programming on commercial station.

In conclusion, MCOT set a goal and launched policies on community prograni operation in
order to implement Section 40 of the Constitution, but this failed because of the conflict of
interests between the profit-oriented organisational goals and the nonprofit community

2-1. At rhe beginn~ngof 2004, the team decided to stop the prograni operation because of more tenslons with the station

nianat;cr. Some of the producers then gave advicc to local community in establishing pcoplc's-owned cornmun~tyradio
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service (see Chapter 4 section 4.4). In practice, the organisation did not have operational
control of its local stations, and had not provided budgets and facilities for community
program operations. A small number of media companies, such as the RK media, who
monopolized the operations of most MCOT local stations, wanted instead to maximize their
vested interests and influence the management system. Therefore, the four-year-term station
managers had to facilitate the leaseholder's business. The limited success of community
programs on Nakhon Si Thammsrat station - the "Focus Nakhon City" program was due to
two factors. These were first, the interests of the station manager, and second, the strength of
the local civic group, the only group that could continue the operation. However, after the
new station manager changed the management policy to favor the market-oriented operations,
the civic program faced difficulties in maintaining their operations on this commercial
station.

5.4. The Independent News Network Company's Radio Station in Roi Et Province, FM
101.6 MHz. - General Background

The FM 101.6 MHz radio frequency in Roi Et province originally belonged to the Fisheries
Department which is a provincial state agency. It has one-kilowatt transmitting power
covering broadcasting areas in Roi Et and also some parts of Kalasin, Mahasarakam,
Yasorthon, Mukdahan, Arnnartchareon, and Srisaket (see Map D) (RDCK Roi Et, 2002). In

1998, the Department leased air time to UCOM - a telecomn~unicationcompany who agreed
to invest in its building and program operations. On 1 July 2000, UCOM subleased air time to
the Independent News Network Company (INN), its holding company, to produce the
Bangkok-originated program R u m Duey Chzcccy Knn. The radio station is located in
Thawatburi district, eight kilometres from Muang district.

5.4.1. Autonomy of Local Office with Marketing Restraints

Station managers of INN'S 15 local stations were under the direction of the Managing
Director, Mr. Somchai Sawangkan. He not only monitored the performance, popularity and
image of the stations, but also business and financial matters. Once a month, station managers
and program producers of each local station would meet at Bangkok central office to discuss
their operational problems, report on expenditures and revenues, and discuss the current
policy and general situation of the company.
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Map D: Broadcasting Radius of INN Station in Roi Et Province Province.

Source: Thailand Administrative and Political Divisions (2002)
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Even though the station managers of each program were directly under his authority, they had
much more freedom than the PRD and MCOT managers. Normally, the local Assistant
Managing Director oversaw the marketing, accounting and tinancing, while the Managing
Director concentrated on program promotion, news programn~ingand the Ruam Due.y Chucry
Klin

(RDCK) programs in both central and regional areas (Interview Somchai, 18 October

2002). The organisational structure of the INN Company and RDCK Roi Et station is as
follows:
Chart 5.5: INN Administrative Relations Between Bangkok and Roi Et Stations
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Source: Adjusted from: INN organisational chart, 2000; Organisational structure of INN Roi Et station (on a board at INN
Roi Et station), 4 Dcccmber 2002; Interview RCbl l, 12 ~ e & m b e r2002).

The Roi Et station was operated by two management boards which worked separately. First,
the owner's board was under the control of the Director of the Fisheries Department. Its
primary responsibility was to produce the Fisheries Department's program which was 1 1% of
the station programs. They worked independently from the INN'S management board and
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there was little interaction between them. The INN'S management board was comprised of
engineering (3 staff), broadcasting (4 staff), and marketing and general business (4 staff).
These eleven full time INN employ~eswere local people, except for the station manager and
his assistant who were from Bangkok. The station also hired a reporter to produce a local
news program on Saturday morning (Interview RCM l , 12 December 2002).
INN had three goals in producing RDCK in local provinces. The first was to promote the

social concept of Helping Each Other. The program was a channel for state agencies,
business and the local public to communicate and help each other with concern for the moral
values of mindfithess and helpfulness. They believed that better communication among each
sector could solve problems between local administration, government agencies and local
people. Secondly, the funding mechanism for the local stations should be independent from
the central office. Therefore, the station set a business goal to earn approximately 300,000
baht monthly to cover costs (Interview RDF2, 10 December 2002). Thirdly, the station also
connected a regional network with the RDCK program in other provinces to shari daily
news. This was intended to show the efficiency of the company in creating networked
programs across the country.
According to the two-year contract, INN shared air time with the Fisheries Department in
producing the RDCK program, paid 40,000 baht monthly rent, which included expenses for
station maintenance and social welfare for local officials of the Fisheries Department. The
operating budgets of the station were allocated from the company and managed
independently by each station, while its income from spot advertising and air times sales was
returned to the company. The sources of incomes were 90% from local spot advertising and
air time sales and 10% from national spot sales managed by the Bangkok central office. The
marketing manager was responsible for marketing plans, spot and air time sales and customer
service. However, the station manager made final decisions about marketing and sales plans.
A conflict between the station manager and marketing staff occurred at Roi Et as they wanted

to maximise revenues while maintaining program quality. To seek a balance between
programming and marketing became one of the constraints in station management. One
respondent commented:

"

To run the station, we needed to be concerned about income and it

was difficult to get both the money and a good reputation (Interview RCM I , 12 December
2002y7.
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At the end of 2000, market forces became a major factor in the changes of INN'S RDCK
program. In July 2000, when the station began, four types of programs were presented: 1)
relayed national news and talk programs from PRD's network and INN'S central office; 2)
informative programs from the Fisheries Department; 3) RDCK program; and 4) spot
advertising. The Fisheries Department produced 15 hours weekly programs. INN managed
the remaining air time by relaying INN'S news programs from central office from 5 to 7 am
every haif an hour and producing the RDCK program locally from 8 am to 12 pm daily. It
became the first local news and talk station presenting a phone-in format for local people
(RDF l , 12 December 2002).

Unfortunately, at the end of 2000, the programs were changed considerably as shown in
Table 5.6 The air times of the RDCK Program were cut from 16 hours daily to 8 hours from 8
am to 4 pm on weekdays and replaced by a music program named City Radio. On the
weekend, most of INN'S air time was sold to outside producers. Therefore, the percentage of
RDCK's program decreased from 47% to 15%, while entertainment programs grew
dramatically to 40%. According to the station management, the reasons for the changes were:
1) to earn more income from air time sales; 2) to adapt the air time of the RDCK program to
suit the office hours of local public servants; and 3) to increase the variety of program
contents and broadcasters.
Table 5.6: INN Weekly Program Contents and Changes (July 2001- December 2002)

Contents

July 2001

Decem ber
2002

1) Non- Commercial Programs

- The Fisheries Department's Program

11%

Music Program and Advertising Spots

Total

11%

48%
28%

2 6%

100°/~

100%

Source: Monthly Program Schedule of Roi Et's I ~ \ i NStation In July 2001. December 2002.
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5.4.2. Autocratic Management Style

The station manager named Kerd was responsible for day-to-day operations, marketing and
sales, and technical problems. He also acted as a program director by monitoring program
schedules and the full and part time station producers who provided feedback as well as
guidance about the RDCK program concept. The station manager set show times and.
suggested topics and peoplc who should be interviewed. He also represented the station to the
community through special events. Since his background was from NGOs, he concentrated
on program production and special events rather than on marketing and sales.

The station manager convened meetings weekly to inform the staff about current policy and
how the station would implement and set the weekly agenda for the program. Once or twice a
month, all station employees met to discuss their work and current financial and other
problems. However, the station manager generally delegated small jobs personally, rather
than at meetings. His managing style was seemingly simple and based on brother-and-sister
relationship, but he retained his authority in making important decisions on programming and
activities operations (Interview RDM1, 12 December 2002). Even though his autocratic style
caused conflicts with station staff, it created a good public image of the station. He tried to
balance public service and commercial entertainment programs by making all major
decisions on marketing, selection of outside producers and guiding the station producers. He
occasionally initiated special events and cooperated with the station's allied groups in
oganising them for public events.

5.4.3.Commercial Producers and Public Participation Via Phone-In
The station presented three types of local programs, namely: I ) the RDCK program, 2) other
talk programs, and 3) music programs. Firstly, the RDCK program was created by full and
part timc station producers. Second, four types of outside producers - part time commercial
producers, local politicians, civic/NGO producers and affiliated producers for public and
private agencies, bought station air times and produced talk programs. Third, the music
program called "City Radio" was produced by one full time station producer and general
music producers. However, only the RDCK and other talk programs were explored in this
study.
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-The Ruam Duey Chuay Kan (RDCK) Program

The RDCK program from 8 am to 4 pm weekdays was created by four full time station
producers. Additionally, on Saturday, there was a part time station producer (Ong) who
produced a local morning news program on the station and the commercial producer (Pong)
who bought air time to create a talk program which was integrated with RDCK's approach.
The calls for assistance or complaints were broadcast and coordinated by the station's staff.
The station manager could give the producer advice on his program topics, however, his
program was more focused on national or local issues with an open line for listeners to talk
about the topics on air (Interview REMI, 7 December 2002).

Both producers had a close relationship with the station manager and station staff. They
frequently called into the weekday RDCK program to report current news. They also
produced morning news programs on the PRD and MCOT local stations, which were relayed
by some village broadcasting towers. Ong was a public officer, local journalist, and
broadcaster. Pong was a teacher and broadcaster. He ran a media business and also led a local
civic group called "Thai Roi Et Lover's Group" (Klum Ruam Jai Hug Pang Thai Roi Et).
Therefore, a significant number of local people knew them and were their fans. They both
played a significant role in leading public opinion via local broadcasting media. By
combining many roles (i.e. civil servant, local media figure, civic activist and media
businessperson) they helped the station to build up links with different groups from the local
media, official units and civic groups.

-Other Commercicrl Talk Progrums
The talk programs on Roi Et INN station were created by commercial producers, local
politicians, civic/NGOs producers and affiliated producers of public and private agencies.
The reasons for including these on the station were to earn sufficient income and increase the
-

variety of producers and contents. In selecting outside producers, the station manager
considered how their program concepts would fit with the community service concept of
RDCK (Interview RCMI, 12 December 2002). Other talk programs presented by local
politicians, civic/NGO producers, and affiliated producers of public and private agencies had
a different aim. These producers would create informative programs about their
organisations, such as a weekday health program sponsored by a local private hospital that
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provided a Question & Answer about health services. Local politicians provided information
about central and local administrations, new government policies, and the Parliament. These
prodwers gained credibility from broadcasting information that was relevant to the local
community (Interview REM2, 5 December 2002).

According to the station manager, some programs did not satisfy his requirements. However,
he did not want to interfere with their operation because in his words: "It was their own show
times" (RCMI, 12 December 2002). They either broadcast live at the station, via phone-in
lines or they recorded the programs. When they could not produce their programs, they were
replaced by music. This meant that the station manager could not dictate the contents or style
of programs made by outside producers. Local NGOs and civic groups produced their talk
programs to suit the objectives of their own groups. For example, an alternative agriculture
NGO group produced a program to promote sustainable agricultural development. Also, the
Roi Et civic group, in the name of the Roi Et community radio and television group, talked
about self-sufficient life and local wisdom. Its sources were members of the groups who had
experience working with different local communities.

A number of civic/NGOs producers had to stop their operations because their budgets ran
out. The head of a civic group who was also a broadcaster considered that,
RDCK was changing its ideology from mindfulness and helpfulness to business-oriented ideology. At the moment,
there are lots of advertising and mainstream music programs. This made the charm of the RDCK program
disappear ... Although we had more freedom to talk and criticize via this station than others, INN was still
concerned more about money and did not help our group with air time costs (Interview RFMS, 10 December
2002).

Therefore, limited budgets became a major constraint on NGOsIcivic groups in participating
in the station as program producers. In fact, business considerations were important for the
station in selecting program producers. Wealthy local politicians, private agencies and local
media businessmen used the INN local station to promote themselves, so a small number of
local interests dominated the programs.

The station regularly initiated special activities to support the program. There were three
types of station activities. First, events designed by INN central office and special budgets
were allocated to every branch of RDCK program. Second, the station helped local
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government units and provincial state agencies to organise their activities. Third, the station
created its own activity and could receive supporting funds from the central office. However,
without support from the central office, the station staff had to ask for dcnations from local
business, media groups, politicians, local administration units, and state agencies. One local
staff member commented that some groups should change the program name from RDCK
(Let's Help Each Other) to Runm Dzrey Chuay Khor (Helping to Beg from each other)
(Interview RDF3, 16 December 2002).

There were two main types of local promotional activities: donations, and creating an opinion
platform. The station in cooperation with other groups arranged donations for flood victims in
October 2000, August and September 2001. The program raised 2.7 million baht in 2000 and
2.5 million baht in 2001 (Station Activity Report: Flood Donations, 2002, n.p.). The station

also cooperated with local civic groups, politicians and central state administration offices in
opening public platforms to solve flood problems in July and October 2002 (Interview
RDM2, l 0 December 2002).
The station organised activities with affiliated groups closely connected to the program but
few local state agencies and businesses cooperated. For example, the major support in the
state sector were the public health and agriculture offices with their heads usually
participating in the program as experts. The provincial public health office allocated its
budget for producing health programs on the station. Ong, who was a part time station
producer of the RDCK program, was a full time official at the provincial agriculture office.
The Roi Et Chamber of Commerce sometimes donated toward the station's activities.
However, local politicians, such as current and former Roi Et's MPS and Senators, as well as
local government administrators, such as, the Minister for Roi Et Province Administration
Organisations (PAOs), regularly gave funds for station activities. In fact, two major sponsors
were Roi Et's Members of Parliament Aekaphap Polsue (Thai Rak Thai Party) and Chalard
Khamchuang (Democrat Party). They were producers of talk programs on the station. This
-

mutual dependency relationship was a mechanism for arranging special events at the station
with the local public.

The groups from the public sector which played important roles in the station's activities
were a local media group named "Creative Media Assembly" (Chom Rom Sue Sung

Strtl),

a

civic group named "Thai Roi Et Lover's Group", and people's groups in general. Firstly, the
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Creative Media Assembly was established by local media persons. Some members bought the
INN'S air time, produced commercial music programs and earned revenue from the
sponsorships. Their local media groups also joined the station's activities. Their businessbased relationship helped the station to promote its activities and expand social networks with
different local groups. Secondly, the "Thai Roi Et Lover's Group", led by Pong, had a close
relationship with the station. Occasionally, he played a leading role in initiating station
activities and coordinating funding sources. For example, as a representative of the civic
groups in Roi Et, he attracted funds to operate the public forum projects (Interview REMl, 7
December 2002). Thirdly, some people's groups of which the heads were active participants
in the station sponsored program activities. Examples were charity associations, groups of
female market food sellers, and Co-operative groups (RDCK Roi Et, 2002, n.p.). The
relationship between the program and these groups was based on the same ideology for
promoting good social values among the local community. Listeners could register to be
RDCK members and volunteers to report local incidents on the program. With 691 members
since 2001, no activities had been arranged among the members (Interview RDF3, 10
December 2002).

In sum, INN held a two-year air time contract lease on the Roi Et station of the Fisheries
Department. Originally, the station was built by the INN'S mother company - UCOM - who
received a long-term concession and then subleased it to INN. The INN employees were in
charge of the station management, air time marketing and RDCK program production. The
INN'S station board worked independently from the Fisheries Department's board.
Accordingly,

INN had entire authority for station administration and program operation,

while the station's owner was responsible for producing its short programs and supervising
its operations in line with the national broadcasting regulations. As a private company, IIW
had a social marketing policy which aimed to introduce the community service RDCK
program to the local people as well as earn income. Because of large investments in the
contract lease and station operation, the production of the RDCK programs had to be
integrated with commercial aims. The central office gave full autonomy to the station
manager to achieve social marketing goals. However, an attempt to integrate the normative
role with the free market system finally made RDCK become a commercial talk program
station while presenting issues about community problems. With its profit-oriented
operations, local influential figures and private groups could access more air time than the
state agencies and people's groups. Although the RDCK program employed phone-ins for
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two-way communication between the state agencies and the locals, the concept and
presentation were entirely controlled by the station producers. Gradually, the M ' s Roi Et
station came to resemble other conlmercial and mainstream stations.

5.5. Kanchanaburi Community Voice by People's Group in Kanchanaburi Province,

FM 88 MHz - General Background

With the growing awareness of local people about their right to communicate. In July 2001,
local people and NGOs fornied the Kanchanaburi Media Reform Group (Kiunt Pntirup Sue
Cl~ungwntKanchunaburi). It comprised groups representing alternative agriculture, natural
resources development and preservation, a local knowledge research center, and local health
care and herbal medicines. They launched a campaign to set up people's-owned community
radio. In December 2001, the Reform Group established the first people-owned radio station
called "Kan (chanaburi) Community Voice'' (Wittayu Sinng Chumchon). It was housed in a
9-square metre room on the ground floor of a photo shop building in Muang Municipality
owned by Boon, the president of the group and the station manager. With a ten watt
transmission, its five-to-ten broadcasting radius covered 14 communities in the Muang
municipality and some areas of four tambons, namely, Thamakham, Thalaw, Pakphraek, and
Wongbua (see Map E) (The people's media reform group, 2002).
5.5.1. Relations Between the Local Media Reform Group and the Station

The Kanchanaburi Media Reform Group aimed to inform local people about their rights and
prepare them to become broadcast operators. With a budget fiom the Social Investment Fund

(SIF), the group originally intended to set up four stations in four zones of the province but
only one station in the municipality area was established. The other three were not set up
because of limited budgets. After the National Community Radio Federation was established
in October 2002, the group also represented Kanchanaburi people to the Federation. The
meeting of its 18 group members was arranged once a month to sorting out the funding from
the SIF, directing the production Board and organizing local activities for popular media
reform. Unfortunately, after the SIF's budget ran out in September 2002, the meetings ceased
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Map E: Broadcasting Radius of "Kanchanaburi Community Voice" Community Radio
in Kanchanaburi Province
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and activities were left to Boon and the other three members who were also the program
producers and members of the Station Board Production (Interview KDM1, 24 October

Boon was assistant president of the local people's group called the

"Kanchanaburi

Environmental Reservation Group" (Klunz Anurak Kan). He played a dominant role in
leading popular media reform in Kanchanaburi. Although he owns a photoshop business, he
has been for 30 years an active environmentalist who has monitored government projects on
local natural resources. He and his group had gained an important public reputation for their
protests against the PTT's gas pipe line along the Thai-Burmese borderline (Khomchadluek,
7-13 March 2002). From his long experiences in working with the public sector, Boon
realized that the local people lacked opportunities to participate in the mass media (Bangkok
Post, 21 March 2002).

The Kanchanaburi Media Reform Group received SIF funding of around 700,000 baht for
one year to arrange discussion forums about Section 40 and low-power radio operations, and
to set up four stations in the province (Interview KCM1, 25 October 2002). Approximately
half the funds were used for establishing the station in Muang Municipality. However, as the
owner of the studio's building, Boon also paid for some expenses for water and electricity
bills and other facilities. At the end of 2002 when the SIF projects finished and the budget
nearly ran out, the station organised a donation box, sold station T-shirts and organized
special events (Interview KEF2, 25 October 2002).

The station was managed by a Production Board comprised of 28 voluntary producers (see
Chart 5.7). They met monthly to discuss program schedules, their presentations and problems
as well as fund raising. However, in practice, only a few persons were in charge. Boon who
was addressed by most producers as "President" (Tharn Pratharn), acted as the station
owner, the station manager and the program director. He oversaw engineering, broadcasting,
and general business including special events. He was in charge of financial matters, the
station's rules, the producers and their program operations. Generally he delegated
operational tasks to two assistants who were members of both the Kanchanaburi Media
Reform Group and the Production Board. One looked after technical problems and the other
was responsible for broadcasting, general business and activities. All decisions were made by
Boon and his assistant, Nzim, rather than by the Board.
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Chart 5.7: Relations Between Kanchanaburi Station and Local Media Reform Group Board

L
National Community Radio

I

Board of Kanchanaburi Media Reform (33)

I

Boonsong (President) + 3 board members

Assembly

Uoonsong (Station manager)

2 Assistants who were board
member

Technical Problems

Broadcasting

General Business & Activities

(First Assistant)

(four clique)

(Second Assistant)

Group 1 = 8
Group 2 = 8
Group 3 = 6
Group 4 = 6

Source: Created from: Interview KCM l , 25 October 2002; KEF2,25 October 2002

The Kanchanaburi people-owned community radio had several goals. Firstly, it was a trial for
the learning process of the local people's groups to prepare them to become community
communicators after the launch of the National Broadcasting Commission. Secondly, in line
with Section 40 of the Constitution, it exercised the right to communicate as alternative
media from the mainstream, presenting non-commercial programs by non-professional
producers. Thirdly, in line with Boon's moral beliefs, it would empower the public about
media use as well as local development. He considered that "Operating their own programs
stimulated the locals to show social responsibilities and give something to their local society"
(~nterviewKCMI, 25 October 2002). The station aimed to convince the local people to visit
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the station and participate in its programming either on behalf of organisations or as
individuals. "Sometimes the public mind is represented in individuals. We did not place
limits on the organisation. If we did that, we might fail or face difficulty in operating the
station" (Interview KCMI, 25 October, 2002).

Boon's principle for the station was to "hold the precepts, ready to work, prepare to learn, and

:
Chnn Wichu, Arsu). These principles were meant to
do voluntary jobs" (Silden, P ~ INgun,
give the station a moral basis, rather than depend on profit-making ideology. He was also
concerned about public speech and banned the voluntary producers from telling lies, using
impolite words, or talking about profit-based purposes (Matichon, 6 November 2002).
However, providing. equal opportunities for the public to operate programs became
problematic because of the participants' different social and educational backgrounds. They
were interested in becoming broadcasters and their own shows, but often lacked a basic
knowledge of broadcasting and community radio. Some had commercial or political aims
(Interview KCM l , 25 October 2002).

Kanchanaburi Community Voice began broadcasting in December 2001 from 8 am to 8 pm
and presented two types of programs, 42% talk programs and 58% music as shown in Table
5.8. By the end of 2002, the amount of talk programs increased slightly to SO%, while music
programs were reduced to 39%. Interestingly, 2% were programs from tape cassettes about
media reform and Section 40 produced by the Thai Broadcast Journalists Association.
According to the station's policy, the producers had to present news and information for at
least 40% of the whole program. However, the music request programs tended to present
popular and mainstream music which attracted large number of listeners. The majority of talk
programs also provided request music to attract listeners because the voluntary producers
lacked broadcasting skills and information to fill a one-hour program. Only some talk
programs produced by the station manager and the few professional producers provided
interesting topics.

-
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Table5.8: Program Content of Kanchanaburi Community Voice By People's Group
(December 200 1 - October 2002)

(

Contents

(

December ZOO1

l

1)

1-

Ij-

I October 2002 I
l

Non- Commercial Programs
Talk P r o g r a m
Music Prograns
Information About ivledia Reform From Tape Cassettes

Total

1 42%

(

I

l

/ 58%
1/ 100%
1

59%

1 39%

1I 2%
1 100%

I

1

Source: Monthly Prograni Schcdule of Kanchanaburi Community Voice Station in December 200 1 , October 2002.

5.5.2. One Man Management Style
Boo~lwas the core person in charge of the media reform movement in the province and the
station management. Outside the station, he was prominent in protesting against the PRD's
authority to terminate the people-owned radio stations and cooperated with the National
Community Radio Federation. Inside the station, he was responsible for any technical
problems and daily program operations including the expenditure accounts. He guided the
new producers, structured the program schedules and initiated special events by cooperating
with affiliated local groups. Normally he gave feedback to producers through personal talks
and guided them on station policy through papers placed around the studio. A monthly
meeting infornied the station's Production Board members about the current situation of the
comniunity radio movement and the station's special events as well as about program
problems. However, with his one-man management style, his autocratic character encouraged
producers' confonnity, rather than creating their autonomy.

Usually he delegated tasks about programming and producer training to his unofficial
assistant, N Z I N IShe
I . was the only professional producer in the station and also a committee
member of the Kanchanaburi Media Reform group. She operated sponsored talk programs on
the local MCOT and an .Army station and owned the local newspaper circulated in Ratchaburi
province. She volunteered to produce talk programs on the station to help ordinary people
operate radio programs and support the movement of people-owned conini~inityradio. The
station manager, Boon, assigned her to set program schedules, screen and rewrite public news
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announcements, guide new producers in radio operations, and give them feedback (Interview
KEF2, 25 October 2002). Even though the station promoted public participation in
management and program production, its management was based on the individual interests
of the station manager, his assistants and a few cliques. This led to criticisms about the station
that its operation did not came from community consensus, but reflected the influence of
local NGOs and people's groups.

5.5.3. Ordinary People as Producers and Direct Public Participation

All producers were volunteers and the majority were ordinary people with low-educational
levels and inexperienced individuals. The civic producer, Boon, and his assistant professional
producer, Nuan, mainly created talk programs for the station. A few, such as young DJs, were
representatives of the youth group of a local education institution. However, they could not
produce programs regularly because of commitment to their studies (Interview KCM1, 25
October 2002). According to station policy, everyone in the local community could volunteer
to be program producers. The station manager firstly informed them of the basic concepts of
community radio. The program concept would relate to their professions or their interests and
provide beneficial inforniation to the public without commercial aims. The manager's
assistant, Nuan, helped them conduct the live programs until they were ready to produce by
themselves. Their shows were evaluated by comments from the station manager, his
assistants or listeners as well as other producers.

In practice, the station manager tended to encourage local people to produce as many
programs as possible but a number of producers did not understand the principles of
community radio. A coordinator for the S F ' s projects in Kanchanaburi commented,
"Because they are individuals and the station focuses on preparing them to be broadcasters,
almost all the producers did not understand about community radio. They produced the
programs and went back home" (Interview KDMI, 24 October 2002). Within one year of
-

operation, the niumber of voluntary producers increased from 12 to 28. They were introduced
by their peers who were members of the station's production Board and broke up into four
groups (Interview KEF2, 25 October 2002). Some stopped producing their programs for
different reasons such as conflict among the producers or with thc station manager, a lack of
sustained interest, and misinterpretation of the station rules.
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The major problems for the station management were three: the station manager, the
producers, and the management system. Firstly, the autocratic character of the station
manager controlled producers' opinion.

"

The narrow vision of the leader who was not open-

minded and recruited the peers group to join the operation reduced the diversity of the
program contents. The patronage system made the minorities' voices silent" (Interview
KDMl, 24 October 2002). One producer noted that the station should be located in a public
place, rather than in a private building. He added "The place should not belong to one person
so that people had to be respectful and mindful to the owner according to Thai culture. The
public must have freedom and select the president to only manage the station" (Interview

KEM l , 30 October 2002).
Secondly, the recruitment of producers stressed quantity rather than quality and this did not
create a dynamic group. The SW's coordinator noted, "In fact, the station was successful in
gathering numbers of locals to participate in programming, but its operation did not create a
learning process and public consciousnes~of the producers. Instead of talking about their
successful experiences in the community, they read articles from the papers and magazines.
The ways of community lives were the same because the station did not help change"
(Interview KDM1, 24 October 2002). Lastly, the management system was under the control
of a few persons connected only to their own social networks which mainly were affiliated
with local NGOs and people's groups. One producer stated "There was not much cooperation
in the past because some might be afraid of conflicts from many groups or the decline of their
roles and powers in station operations" (Interview KEMl, 30 October 2002). Therefore the
prograln sources were limited to a few groups within the social circle of the station manager
and a few producers.

In summary, the personality of the core person in forming this community radio influenced
the character of the station. This made the development of the Kanchanaburi people-owned
community radio different from other stations as well as from the intended aims of the
funding agency and the model's initiator. The coordinator of the S E ' s project in the West
and the East noted that the Kanchanaburi station did not support community strength,
Kanchanaburl radio station developed from the issues of the rights to communicate. They took the media as the

leading point, but did not stress thc community factor. They wanted to inform the local people about the right to
coniniunicate but did not starr from an interest of local community. Boon held high status as a co~nmunlcatorin
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the city area. He had a strong group in terms of activism, but it was based on individual persons (Interview Anu,
l 0 January 2003).

As the initiator of the model for a low-powered community radio station, Uajit commented
that the Kanchanaburi people's community station became an alternative media in the way
the station manager presented programs, but actually it resembled the mainstream media in
the character of producers and their program content. She added,
Boon's station was an alternative media in the way he talked directly and there was no advertising. His program
was investigative and he acted as a commentator which was dangerous. This made the station lose neutrality. I t
became a statlon which bureaucrats disl~ked... the character of producers and their presentation resembled
professional producers. They were not community communicators who presented their identities to the public but
became media users who would like to be broadcasters. This created ten groups of broadcasters who produced all
music programs instcad of different groups presenting various life stories (Interview Uajit, 8 January 2003).

The majority of call-in listeners were food vendors, housewives and the elderly, and liked
Pop music and Thai country music. They became the active groups accessing the station and
providing feedback. They sometimes joined the station's activities which were exhibitions
and seminars, workshops, and entertainment shows. Firstly, the exhibitions and seminars
were organised to promote media reform and the station to the local people. Its first seminar
was held in March 2002 to protest the PRD's ruling to stop their broadcasting. The seminar
was arranged in co-association with allied groups in Bangkok, such as the Civic Net, SIF, and
NGOs. This was a significant event for the local public and nationally for Kanchanaburi's
people-owned station and was linked with networks of people's producers in the Central, the
East and the West (Krungthep Thurakit, 18 April 2002).

Within one year (2001-2002), the station manager organised the exhibitions intermittently by
cooperating with local affiliated groups in order to publicise the principle of Section 40,
concepts of community radio, the mission of the Kanchanaburi Media Reform group and to
introduce the Kanchanaburi Community Voice station. Sometimes they set up a mobile unit
-

and broadcast live programs at exhibition booths to show program operations to the locals
and encourage them to join in. With the SIF budget funding, the manager on behalf of the
local media reform group cooperated with civic and NGOs groups in the Central provinces to
organise workshops for the voluntary producers and members of the group. The aim was that,
they would have more understanding about the concept of community radio and a basic
knowledge of program production. Unfortunately, there were no actual plans for the
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workshops because of an absence of training units and limited budgets (Interview KCM 1, 25
October 2002).

Around mid 2002, a group of station music producers initiated the only entertainment activity
targeted to their program's fans. Unfortunately, this contest made a loss and caused
fragmentation among the voluntary music producers. A group of music lovers in the Muang
comnlunity, conlprised of housewives, food venders, public transport drivers, and retired
public servants, were active participants in the station's activities. Since the producers were
long term residents, they knew their program's fans personally and frequently joined social
and religious activities with them. Their personal relationship was reflected through their
requests for music in using their nicknames and business names. Members of this group
always were active participants in the station. For example, they joined the seminar to protest
the PRD's proposed closure of the station as well as the opening day of the National
Community Radio Federation. They wanted to show the state authorities their desire to have
a people's station and support the Kanchanaburi Community Voice, even though they did not
clearly understand the concept of community radio (Interview KGF4, 28 October 2002,
KFF4, 26 October 2002).

In summary, Kanchanburi Community Voice on the low-powered radio station was set up by
a local people's group called Kanchanaburi Media Reform Group. They aimed to prepare the
people's sector to become radio operators as promised in Section 26 of the 2000 Frequency
Act. The station was managed by the president of the local media reform group and operated
mainly by voluntary producers who were ordinary individuals with low educational levels. In
practice, decision making on station management and operation was carried out by the station
manager and his assistants, rather than the Production Board which consisted of 28
producers. The station manager oversaw engineering, broadcasting, and general business and
was also in charge of financial matters, station's rules, producers and programming. The
strong character of the one man management tended to encourage producers' conformity,
rather than create their autonomy. Because the voluntary producers lacked sufficient
broadcasting skills and understanding of the concept of community radio, the station carried
many non-advertising request music programs and local announcements. The listeners who
were mainly housewives, labourers and food sellers in the Kanchanaburi town center became
active groups who often accessed the station. In sum, the station resembled mainstream
media regarding the character of producers and the program contents.

-
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5.6. Comparative Analysis of the Four Community Radio Stations

The similarities and differences of the four community radio stations regarding to station
administration, the station managers' management styles, and public access and participation
are reviewed.

5.6.1. Decision Making on Station Administration and Operation

The three local radio stations in Petchaburi, Nakhon Sir Thammarat, and Roi Et provinces
belonged to state agencies, respectively, PRD, MCOT, and the Fisheries Department, but
they administrated the local stations in different ways. The owner of the Kanchanaburi
community radio was unique in that he was part of a local people's group who intended to
promote popular media reform in line with Section 40 of the Constitution. The four stations
were managed under different organisational structures. The administrative relation between
the central office and the local station of both the PRD and MCOT was similar in that it was
top down and centralised by the central office. Both organisations were under the direction of
the Deputy Prime Minister who oversaw the Prime Minister's Office. However, even though
one part of their mission was to publicise government policies, both had different
organisational goals and administrative structures.

The PRD's central office retained authority for the management and operation of its local
station. Therefore, the role of the PRD local stations was limited to acting as a tool for
government propaganda. The profit-oriented policy of MCOT transferred the authority of the
management of its local stations to private media companies. Given the political economy of
the Thai broadcasting system, the state radio frequencies were dominated by big media
companies which had a patron-client relationship with the organisation (see Chapter 2 section
2.5). Accordingly, the MCOT's organisational cultures and its established niles were more

relaxed than the PRD's in facilitating profit-maximising goals and the concession-based
management of the local station. The MCOT's regional center, unlike the PRD's, had a minor
role in directing the local station because the central office centralised the administration and,
in practice, the leaseholder's company dominated the operation. The market-oriented
management of the local station was the major constraint of community radio operation on
the MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat local station. If the stations studied are typical, then it
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would seem that the PRD's central office played the most significant role in controlling the
management of the local station. One study found that the PRD and the MCOT local stations
in Kalasin province (the North-East) were like a branch of the central office to accomplish its
mission on public relations for the central and local administration. Therefore, the program
contents did not serve the felt needs of local publics or mirror local life (Angkana, 2000:
abstract).
The management control of the MCOT and the Fisheries Department's stations was held by
the leaseholders who were private media companies. Therefore, the aim of their operations
was for profit making rather than the public benefit. As a leaseholder, INN Rot Et had
autonomy in management and operation on the Fisheries Department's station. INN'S
Managing Director gave autonomy to its station manager.

Untypically, for the first time in the history of Thai Broadcasting, a people's group in
upcountry became the station owner and held entire authority in its management, when the
Kanchanaburi Media Reform Group was formed by non-government initiatives and led by a
local environmentalist. Although the people's-owned station in Kanchanaburi was set up to
serve the rights to communicate to the people's sector and it was not controlled by a central
office, its decision-making was concentrated in small cliques of producers. When considering
the principles of community radio on public participation, the excessive power of the station
manager in its management reflected the inherent problems of the implementation of the
community radio concept.

5.6.2.The Station Managers and Management Styles

The character and management style of each station manager was significantly related to the
quality, diversity, and popularity of the program. According to Levi (see chapter I section
1.4.l), with a non-profit organisational goal, the station managers could initiate various types
-

of programs for their benefits. Diversity of program contents by different producers on the

PRD station was made possible by the station manager. The democratic management style
and the polite and sociable manner of the PRD's station manager gathered various voluntary
groups together in program production and activities. Arrangements started from approaching
different organisations and important groups to introduce the station to local community.
Then teams of program production were developed in several ways including the provision of
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training courses for non-professional producers. In relation to the Kanchanaburi people's
radio, increasing numbers of voluntary producers and special interest programs were made
possible by the station manager. His one-man management style and strong personality
encouraged ordinary people with low educational level to be radio producers, but perhaps at
the cost of conformity rather than autonomy. However, they knew more about media reform
and the citizens' right to communicate on public air waves.

In contrast, with the profit-oriented goals of MCOT and INN,their station managers faced
more difficulties to create and sustain community service programs on the station. The
success of the "Focus Nakhon City" programs on MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat station were
from the negotiation with the leaseholder of the former station manager. She convinced the
company, who had operational control over the station progran~ming,to offer special air time
cost to the civic group as well as subsidise some station activities. She also gave autonomy to
the civic group in managing air time marketing of the civic program as well as program
operations. The station gained its reputation for its community services from the
contributions of the civic group. Thus, during her management, the station achieved
popularity with both entertainment and information programs.

In an attempt to balance community service and commercial programs, the station manager of
INN Roi Et reserved the authority to control management and program operation. His

autocratic management styles caused some conflict with station producers and staff but the
social marketing goal was achieved to some degree. The station won a good reputation from
its program and beneficial activities as well as sufficient revenues to cover its production
expenses.

5.6.3. Public Access and Participation

-

The local public had access to air time and participated in program production in the four
stations in two ways. First, as commercial producers, they ran the broadcasting business by
producing programs for sponsorship. Second, as voluntary producers, they either bought air
time or received free time but voluntarily created programs for their aims. The PRD's
Petchaburi station had the largest numbers of voluntary producers but no con~nlercialones
because of its public service policy. Few voluntary producers could access air time on
MCOT's Nakhon Si Thammarat station or the N ' s Roi Et station because of their business
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operations. Local politicians and private agencies, had more access to air time on the INN
station. In contrast, all producers on the Kanchanaburi people's station were volunteers
creating non-profit programs in accordance with the principles of community radio.

The voluntary producers of all four stations can be classified into three types in relation to
their roles and status in community. First, were the civic producers with educated niiddleclass backgrounds who were concerned about civil society and community development.
Their careers might be in either the public or the private sector but they actively worked with
ordinary people to promote civic concepts, such as self-sustainability, self-reliance, and local
wisdom. Second, were the general producers who were also educated and middle-class but
were interested in producing program for their personal and professional interests. They were
less committed to social issues and local development than the civic producers. The
professional producers who voluntarily created programs for community service were also in
this category. Third were the ordinary producers who had relatively low levels of education.

The first kind of civic producer participated in program production at all the four stations in
different ways. At the MCOT and the INN stations, they paid for air time including other
production costs and funded it from affiliated sponsorships or their own budgets. Only one
civic group, Focus Nakhon City, continuously produced community-service programs on the
MCOT station. They had access to air time through a personal link with the station manager
who also member of this group. Its members efforts to create civic consciousness without
political aims and profit concern made the group and the program popular. The group also
linked the station with the local public through its regular activities. This gradually increased
the public image of the station as a community service provider. This mutual benefit
relationship based on personal connection lasted until the end of the four-year term of the
station manager.

Similarly, a small number of civic groups participated in programming on the INN station.
Unfortunately, their progranis were constrained by limited budgets. The profit-based
relationship between them and the station did not support long-term program operations. In
contrast, the Petchaburi civic group accessed free air time from the PRD station to produce
programs about local arts and culture. Members of the group comprised nearly 30 official and
unofficial groups in the province together and it became the most important civic group in the
province. The institutional linkage between the station and the civic group enlarged the social
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connections of the station with several public and private groups. A number of the producers
who were leading persons in the province and members of the group participated in
programming. The one civic producer on the Kanchanaburi people's starion was also the
founder, the station manager and the program director. Unfortunately, his working style
resembled NGOs type which stressed fighting for the people's rights and legal status of the
station, rather than the civic concept of community strength. He was more focused on
accumulating voluntary producers and maintaining program production than developing their
communication skills and increasing their understanding about community radio's principles.
Also, with his long experience working with the local NGOs and people's groups, the station
had a strong linkage with these groups, but a poor relationship with the state and the private
sectors.

The general producers became the largest group on the PRD station. Almost all were public
servants and a significant number produced information programs with a public relations aim
for their organisations. So the style of the PRD's Petchaburi community radio was that of
public service broadcasting by public servants to disseminate news about the central and local
administrations to the local community. In contrast, few general producers could access air
time on the MCOT and INN station because of the station's commercial operations. No
general producers were involved with the people's -owned station at Kanchanaburi because
of its illegal nature. Whilst no grassrppts producers were on the PRD, MCOT and INN
stations, producers at the people's station were mostly grassroots people who were
individually interested in radio operation. Without experience and knowledge in
broadcasting, their programs mainly aimed to entertain listeners by playing request music
without advertising.
In sum, for the state-owned and commercial stations, the local publics who could access air
times as producers were the educated middle class. Local politicians and private agencies
used the commercial station as a channel for communication with the locals, whilst local state
agencies used the state station to publicise their organiational interests. Therefore, community
programs on those stations were dominated by groups with relatively middle class status
linked to state agencies and private businesses. When considering the Thai broadcasting
system in this transitional period of media reform, if the case studies are representative then
public opinion on these local stations was still controlled by the same groups. The exception
here was the active roles of civic groups on the PRD's Petchaburi, MCOT's Nakhon Si
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Thamniarat, and INN'S Roi Et stations. Their program operations enlarged public space for
local broadcasting. They set a community-based agenda and allowed ordinary people to show
their opinions on state radio.

5.7. Conclusion
Community radio in Thailand, like most of those in Asian countries, was established in a
state monopoly broadcasting system and became a tool of government propaganda rather than
a media for people's empowemlent. However, the Thai people's

-

owned community radio

model was similar to illegal radio in Indonesia in the early 1960s and underground radio in
Taiwan from during the 1990s (see Chapter 1 section 1.3.3) in that it was used by civil
society to challenge the state's authority. It became as a tool for media democratisation
guaranteed by the provision of Section 40 of the Constitution.

Community radio in the four case studies had not been managed by democratic principles yet.
However, a continuum of centralised administration structure began with the PRD, then
widened out to the MCOT, INN and people's station. The PRD Bangkok central and local
office relation was top-down and hierarchical. The local station was controlled by the central
policies and funding mechanisms through the regional office. Moreover, it had to cooperate
with the Office of the Provincial Governor through the provincial PR officer, who was under
the supervision of the PRD regional administration, in publicising the provincial policies.
Accordingly, the PRD local station became a PR arm of the central government about local
administration (see Chapter 4 section 4.3). Although the structure of the MCOT and INN'S
station administration was more flexible because of business involvement, decision making
on both stations was controlled by economic factors. The leaseholders' company dominated
the MCOT station management and programs' marketing, while program changes on the INN
station were influenced by advertising agencies and sponsorships. The people's radio
management, on one hand, was free from central administration and marketing control. On
the other hand, its decision werc made by a few persons and not collectively.

Station managers played an important role in both creating and sustaining community
programs. The democratic management style of the PRD and MCOT managers brought
different groups in local comniunities together in program productions and station activities.
In spite of political and economic constraint, they gave autonomy at certain levels to
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producers for their program creation. The autocratic management style of the I N N could
make a balance between information and entertainment programs. The people's radio, the
strong charxter of the manager encouraged participation of ordinary people. Yet superiorinferior relationship seemed to develop.

The middle-class activists were the main groups who accessed the stations and participated in
program productions. They were academics, bureaucrats, and business employees who had
experience from their professions and were also interested in community development. On a
voluntary basis, their programs could attract listeners and open public space on air for
comn~unitydiscussion. On the PRD station, they were trained for public broadcasting skills
and then formed a team to produce information programs. This made for variety on the
PRD's community radio programs. On the other hand, a few groups of civic producers could
access the MCOT and INN stations because of their commercial-based operations. On the
people's radio, ordinary people were the main producer groups who want to be broadcasters,
but lacked the skill. Unlike in some international stations, there were no training courses
provided to Thai voluntary producers. Therefore, with the limited skills and knowledge of
ordinary people, producers of the people's radio primarily produced music request programs.

When considering the concept of access and participation from the 1977 UNESCO meeting
(Berrigan, 1979) (See chapter 1 section 1.2), the listeners had a limited level of choice to
listen to information programs and to interact with producers. Only bureaucrats and middleclass intellectual could participate in the PRD, MCOT and INN stations at the production
level. Two-way communication through the phone-in program on the RDCK TNN station and
the Focus Nakhon City program on the MCOT station provided public access at the level of
feedback, but not at the production level because the talks were still controlled by producers.
In contrast, ordinary people had more opportunity to participate in program productions on
the people's radio.
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CHAPTER 6
COMMUNITY RADIO PROGRAMMING AND AUDIENCE RECEPTION

6.1. Introduction

This chapter aims to examine community radio programming and audience reception in the four
case study stations to answer these research questions:

RQ: 2a) What were the different models of community radio that developed in a range of
different provincial Thai con~n~unity
radio stations, namely:

a) Petchaburi community programs owned by government department, PRD (began 1998)
b) Nakhon Si Thammarat community programs owned by government state enterprise,
MCOT (began 1998).
c) Ruam Duey Chuay Kan community program, operated by private media company, INN
Co.,Ltd in Bangkok (began 1997) and Roi Et (began 2000).
d) Kanchanaburi community programs operated by people's organisation (2001)
RQ 2b) What were the main differences in station management, programming and audience
reception in those stations?

The chapter is divided into five sections. The four case study sections discuss the types of
programming, local program content and localism, presenters and their styles, and audience
receptions. 31 presenters and 74 listeners were interviewed in the four case studies (see Chapter
3 Table 3.2). The fifth section makes a cross-case analysis.

-

The types of programming are divided into three main types: non-commercial, commercial, and
relayed national news programs. The non-commercial local programs are classified into five
genres: current affairs, special interest, local news, entertainment, and general programs. The
commercial programs are divided into two kinds: current affairs by organisations and local
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groups, and entertainment and advertising. Second, two main aspects of the programs - the
popularity nientioncd by key informants and the degree of localism are considered. Western and
Thai perspectives on the principles of localism are used to analyse local program content of
selected current affairs programs for each station. The four aspects of localism comprise: 1) local
service, 2) participatory democracy, 3) community economy, and 4) local wisdom and
knowledge. Within this category, the styles of program hosts are explored by considering forms
of talk, language use, response to phone-in listeners, attitudes toward different local groups and
the concept of community radio. The program reception of community leaders and general
listeners are also considered regarding local media use, the interpretation of station programs,
involvement with program operation, and the understanding of the concept of community radio.
The percentages of broadcasting hours weekly for each station are showed in Table 6.1. below.

Table 6.1 : Percentages of Local Programming Types and Broadcasting Hours Weekly for Each
Station.

Program Type

PRD Petchaburi

MCOT

INN Roi Et

Kanchanaburi

station

Nakhon Si

station

people's station

(November 2002)

Thammarat

(December 2002)

(October 2002)

station
(November 2002)

1.

Non-commercial
programs

2. Comnlercial programs
3. Relayed national news

programs
Total
Source: Monthly program schedules for November 2002, PRD Petchaburi and MCOT Nakhon Si Thanimarat Stations; and for
December 2002. I N N Roi Et and "Kanchanabur~Community Vo~ce"stations.

Altliough the audiences' local media use is not within the scope of the study, some of its patterns
will be explained. Community leaders tended to consume news and information from more
media outlets than general listeners. They watched national news and information programs on
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television and read national newspapers, such as, Thai Rath, Daily News, Malichon, and Khao
Sod. Few read local newspapers or watched local cable programs because those media outlets

aimed to promote local politicians, some government agencies and local business. This relates to
McCargo7s findings that many local newspapers owned by local politicians were highly partisan
and their reporting was often constrained by influential local figures (McCargo, 2000). The
macro and micro level comnlunity leaders used radio for information seeking and public
relations for their agencies or oganisations. The general listeners watched news, infomlation and
entertainment programs from national television rather than reading newspapers. They prefered
to read popular newspapers, such as, Thai Rath, Daily News, and Komchadhek, rather than local
newspapers. These Bangkok papers are mass-circulated emphasising crime stories and
sensationalism and have an important influence on provincial perceptions of national politics
(McCargo, 2000). In contrast, radio was used for entertainment and companionship rather than
infornlation (see Chapter 2 section 2.5.2). They listened to the morning news from village
broadcasting towers which mainly relayed news programs fiom the PRD7sstations.

6.2. Programming and Audiences of Community Programs, Public Relations Department's

Radio Station (PRD), FM 95.75 MHz, Petchaburi Province
The PRD FM 95.55 MHz provided both national and local news and information, including
entertainment and programs for special interest groups. However, local people who become
bored with music programs and heavy advertising on other stations preferred to listen to the
Petchaburi station and relied on it as an official source of national and local information. There is
no local television but one cable television channel was owned by the Muang Municipality and
broadcast in the town center. A few weekly and fortnight newspapers circulated in the province.
The village broadcasting towers play an important role in spreading the PRD's local news.
Village headmen, district headmen (Kumnan), and Tambon Administration Organisations
(TAO), who operate the village broadcasting towers, relayed the local morning news for one and
a half hours daily according to an order from the Provincial Governor.
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6.2.1 Diverse Programs But No Harsh Coninients

The PRD Petchaburi station produced different program types from information, entertainment
to special interest. Various locally based programs such as politics, economy, religion, education,
sport, agriculture, culture, and non-mainstream music were created by different producers. The
station carried local service announcements, including information for job seekers, as well as
programs for listeners with special interests, such as, youth, the elderly, and religious groups.
Young DJs and volunteer monks were trained by the station's staff before commencing program
production. However, only one ethnic group

-

the Thai-Chinese community - had their own

show because of its important role in the province via a Thai-Chinese foundation which became
one of the sponsors for the station's activities.

The programs on PRD Petchaburi station related to localisn~principles were:

1) Local News of Our Hometown (Khuo Sun Ban Rao)

2 ) National Administrations and Politics (Kan Ban Kan Muang)
3 ) Farmers' Friends (Puean Chaona)

4 ) Self-Reliant Economy (Setthukit Chumchon Pueng Ton-eng)
I ) Local News of Our Hometown

- Local

Services

"Local News of Our Hometown" carried a number of short programs produced by different
groups of local producers. It is a one-and-a-half-hour information program consisting of eight
short programs of various types, namely, news reports, announcements, talks, and documentarydrama. The target audience of this program is ordinary people who listen to the village
broadcasting towers. In relation to the localism concept, three short programs, namely, Job
Vacancies, Provincial Election Conlmission Meets the People, and Know Around Petchaburi
will be explored in this section
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Job Vacancies: Local Services

The local service program "Job Vacancies" (Tamnaeng Ngan Wang) by Sir~irlg(the producer's
nickname) was the most popular program among general listeners for several reasons. First, the
program content provided necessary information about full and part time job vacancies over the
province. The sources of infom~ationwere accessed from the Provincial Jobs Allocation Office
and the local newspapers. Second, listeners can call in to ask the producer questions after the
program is finished. The producer can provide this post-production service because it is live.
Third, this service satisfies the main audiences who are rural people listening to village
broadcasting towers. One listener who was a general worker said that "Sirzing's program is the
best because it gives us utmost benefitM(InterviewPGM3, 7 November 2002).

Provinciul Election Commission Meets the People: Political Documentury Drama

The popular politics-based program, Kor Kor Tor Phop Prachachon (Provincial Election
Commission Meets the People) was a short program within the early morning local news reports.
This is a daily ten-minute documentary-drama program providing information, comment and
advice on national political issues. It is produced by an editor and part time reporters on the local
newspaper "Petplztrm", on behalf of the provincial election committees (Khumkammnknn Knn
Lueaktang or Kor Kor Tor). The program had four presenters

-

three men and one woman -

acting out the roles of one male academic and three local people. Su one of the team producers
explained the details of each character:
Among the four characters, namely, S(jksir [ ~ ~ r a l e Thit
] . Nuai (local term for a person who had been ordained as a
monk), Thit Pao, and Pa Twrr (aunt). Saksir acts as an academic who give details of current news ~ndicatingthe
significant points. Tlrit Mini is a local man who likes to consumc up to date political news. T/ri( t'oo

-

IS

an aggrcsslvc

local man who is agalnst corruption and speaks frankly. Pn [rrm is a na'ivc rural person who y v c s a woman's views
about c i v ~ crights (Interview PEIMZ, l0 Novcmbcr 2002).

The male and female characters represent different gender-based opinions toward political affairs
and the three characters who act as local people speak in the local dialect. This local accent and
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their sense of humor in making relatively mild comments on political issues attract ordinary
people who are its main target group. However, the program mainly monitors news and current
affairs on government policies, national administration and politics, rather than local issues. As it
is a recorded program, listeners are unable to give live feedback. Generally, feedback comes
from the socid groups of the presenters. In sum, the program serves the interests of local people
regarding information on national politics in an entertaining style, but does nct discuss local
issues.

Know Around Petchaburi: Cultural Identity from an Academic View

A 10-minute program about culture, art, and rituals derived from the wisdom and knowledge of
Petchaburi people called "Rop Rue Ruang Muang Pet" (Know Around Petchaburi) is presented
by an assistant professor of the Ratchapat Petchaburi Institution who is also secretary of the
provincial civic group. The recorded program is part of a one-and-a-half-hour local morning
news report. With the producer's career as a lecturer, her experience in public speaking and a
personal interest in local cultures, she selects different stories about daily ways of life and
presents them in simple language. However, her short recorded program provides only one
perspective on local culture preservation, rather than allowing the public to show different
dimensions of cultural identity.

2) National Administration and Politics: Political Talks by Bureaucrats

Two programs with the same title - Kan Ban Kan Muang (National Administration and Politics)
- discuss local politics and administration. They are called "Khui Kap Or Bor Tor" (TAO's

Talk) and "Khui Kap Thetsaban" (Muang Municipality Talk). TAO's Talk is broadcast every
Monday and produced by T A 0 committee members who also represent the Provincial T A 0
Assembly. The one-hour live program contains 20 minute interviews on different local
administrative issues, such as conflicts between people in the local community about the
drainage system for a new road, and conversations about T A 0 affairs between two producers
and a regular guest who is the chairman of the National and the Piovincial T A 0 Assembly. The
program aims to give local people a better understanding of local administration and encourages
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them to get to know their local administrators (Interview PEM4, 5 November 2002). Its content
generally emphasises the administrative principles of TAOs and their problems. The producers
often stress the duty of local people to participate in local government and attempt to create a
public forum on air by asking people to phone in. Unfortunately, there are few callers as only
one telephone line is available in the studio and the phone-in segment is not the main format of
the program.
The "Muang Municipality Talk" is broadcast every Wednesday by two officers of the Muang
Municipality. Because the program is produced by only one of eleven municipalities in !he
province, the program targets residents in the Muang town center. It aims to publicise the work
of the Muang Municipal Council for the locals to discuss its policies. Pin, one of the producers
and the presenters who is a public servant of the Muang Municipality, said that the topics
discussed in the program are limited by her official status. She added:
We are afraid of the participation of some listeners who call in and ask us risky questions, like the management of the
bidding for budgets of the Muang Municipality [for construction and public services]. We have to make an agreement
[with those callers] that we would like to know their questions before broadcasting. We know this is our problem and
weakness. But if we discuss some issues [nai'vely], our administrators might react because we do not know those who
are in local politics. Also we are officials so we have to uphold our status. We talk about local issues in a creative way
which does not offend others and avo~ddiscussing some topics, such as, confl~ctsdirectly related to official units
(Intcrview PEF3, G November 2002).

In sum, the concept of promoting the decentralisation of decision making and encouraging local
people to participate in the political process is not yet present in the talk programs on the PRD
Petchaburi station. The programs only inform listeners about current national and local politics
and administration, rather than provide forums where the locals could scrutinise local
governments.

3 Farn~ers'Friends nnd SeljlRelinnce Econonzy: Commwzity Economy and Government Policy

Two programs that present community economic matters are Puean Chaonn (Farmers' Friends),
and Setthctkit Chunzchon Pueng Ton-eng (Self-Reliance Economy). The "Farmers' Friends"
program is broadcast one hour weekly (Thursday 9-10 am.) and discusses fanners' current life
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style and problems, including central government policies and regulations which might concern
them. The program is produced by a local activist who helped local farmers to form a group.
Occasionally it is CO-produced by a well-educated farmer. Suk, the program producer and the
presenter, stated: "The program presents current problems experienced by farmers, such as their
debt with the Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperative (BAAC), and their changing
views, and aims to be rich along the lines of capitalism. I would like them to consider that
agriculture is a principle of their life and be self-sufficient" (Interview PEM3, 7 November
2002).

The "Self-Reliance Economy" program is presented alternately by a local teacher and a
government officer for two hours weekly (Saturday and Sunday from 2 to 3 pm.). The program
aims to promote the products of local people's groups which are officially registered at the
provincial government office. Ja, one of the producers and a presenter who is an educational
public servant, said that the objectives of the program are: "to inform and create good attitudes
towards self-reliant community economy, promote second jobs for local people regarding the
One Tambon One Product (OTOP) project, and be a mediating channel for local people in
different areas to share their views and experience" (Interview PEF l , 10 November 2002).

Both programs are similar in that grass-roots people, such as peasants, farmers, food sellers,
housewives, and the elderly, are invited to the station and interviewed about their life, jobs,
problems, and needs. The voices of ordinary people on these two programs distinguish them
from others which mainly are presented by middle-class intellectuals and public servants. This
also attracts general listeners, especially ordinary people, because of their simple way of talking.

In addition, the concepts of community economy are discussed to promote popular government
policies. The program "Self-Reliance Economy" discusses the concept of self-reliance and selfsufficiency in relation to the King's New Economy Theory and government policies on "Small and Medium Enterprises" (SMEs) and "OTOP" or Nueng Tambon, Nueng Phalittrrphan. The
producers ask their guests about their background, details of their products, quality control,
marketing, networking, and production problems. The program becomes a means for rural
people to promote their products and increase their sales. It primarily supports community-based
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small business along the lines of government policies, rather than being a way for local people to
share their opinions and experiences.

"Farmers' Friends" is the only program that brings the voice of local farmers to the public to talk
about their problems and complain about government policies implemented by provincial
offices. For example, the implementation of the Recovery Funds Act and the long-term debt
problems with BAAC were discussed on Thursday 7Ih November 2002. A discussion among
seven members of the farmers' friend groups addressed the causes of their debts which were
related to natural disasters and lack of sufficient information when the government introduced
new farming projects. However, the interview was controlled by the producer who deflected any
harsh comments about government officers. Occasionally, concepts of self-sufficient and
community economy were discussed through a dialogue between the producer and a local
activist who was a member of the provincial civic group. Unfortunately, their conversation only
touched on basic concepts. The program also mixed up many issues together within one hour and
this blurred its objectives (Program: Recovery Funds Act, 7 November 2002).

6.2.2 Formal Presenters' Styles

Most of the producers are middle class intellectuals in public service employment who are
involved with the provincial civic group. Producers who are trained by the station and have
broadcasting licenses are the regular program hosts on prime time shows. They produce talk
programs with others as a team and may create more than one program on the station. The
producers without licenses generally are well educated persons, experts, public servants, and
persons with whom the station manager is familiar. Consequently, under the station manager's
direction, all producers know how to perform according to the PRD's organisational standards.
For example, Su, the producer of the political talk program, mentioned that "the station belongs
to the government so when talking about something, we must be considerate and mindful of the
owner's feelings. We care that the talk shows may offend others. It is common sense that
presenters need to be self-aware" (Interview PEM2, 10 November 2002).
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Even though the producers mostly are from the same social class, their talk and conversational
programs are locally-based and produced by many groups with different interests, perspectives,
abilities and experience. Unfortunately, with only one telephone line in the studio and the
limitations of the organisational broadcasting rules, the majority of talk and interview programs
lack two-way communication between producers and listeners.

Most producers have heard about the people's

-

owned community radio and have different

opinions about it. However, the comn~unityradio concept is hardly ever discussed on the
Petchaburi station. The PRD7s station and provincial officers disagree with the establishment of
the people's radio since.they believe that the PRD Petchaburi station provides a diversity of local
content and sufficient community services as well as openings for the local public to create their
own programs. The Deputy Director of the PRD, the station manager and some officials at
Petchaburi consider people's radio would be an alternative media channel for local communities
to communicate with each other. The PRD could provide services at the provincial level in
relation to national policies, while community radio could be for each local community in the
province (Interview PBMI, 18 November 2002). However, it was considered that while waiting
for the launch of the new Broadcasting regulations and Master Plan the local community should
learn to manage and produce programs on the state radio station instead of setting up illegal
stations.

On the other hand, many producers consider that PRD stations cannot provide genuine autonomy
to local people in management and program production because of its centralised adniinistration
and its organisational culture. Ja, one producer of the "Self-Reliant Economy7' program, said that
"the PRD Petchaburi station is bureaucratic radio in that ordinary people have trouble producing
their own programs because of the restraints from broadcasting licenses and presentation style"
(Interview PEFl , 10 November 2002). Pin, a producer of "Muang Municipality's Talk",
considers that most of the Petchaburi producers are bureaucrats, so their programs are framed by
bureaucratic rules in which the primary concern is the reputation of government agencies
(Interview PEF3, 6 November 2002). Also, according to Su. producer of "Provincial Election
Commission Meets the People" and a local journalist,
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The majority of producers are bureaucrats because they have more opportunities to access the station. PRD stations do
not inform ordinary people that, from now on, they have the rights [to talk on state radio]. They say that PRD sta!ions
are their mentors wtthout letting them know their rights along the lines of the Constitution. Therefore, the present
producers are persons who arc only interested in program production (Interview PEM2, I0 November 2002).

The majority of producers agrees with the principles of community radio but are doubtful about
the readiness of local people for station management and program operation. Because of their
lower social and economic status, it could be easy for local politicians to control people's radio
for their own benefit. According to Sak, the producer of the "Farmers' Friend" program who is a
local activist and musician:
The format~onof Thai capitalisni and local influences rely on each other. I t is stronger, has settlcd down for a Ions
timc, and works as a systcln, whcn comparcd to the establishment of the people's radio which is new and not yet
strong. I t

IS

important to be concerned ;tbout management problems in the beginning stage. In reality, rural people do

not care about the benefits of community radio since they are always thinking about how to earn a living (Interview
PEM 3 , 7 November 2002).

Lert, a producer of "TAO's Talk" program and chairman of the T A 0 administrative committee

stated that:
At present, Petchabur~community docs not have the unity that makes community radio take place. I t has a lack of key
organisations to cooperate with others. If the local government and administration are involved in its operation,
community radio is possibly led by them and then more or less involved with the vested interests of local polit~cians
(Interview PEM4.5 November 2002).

6. 2.3 Provincial Information Centre for Audiences
The study divided community leaders into two types - macro and micro-level community
leaders. Macro-level community leaders are persons who are well known at the provincial level,
while the micro-level leaders are persons who are in charge of small groups in their
communities. Macro-level leaders are, for example, provincial governors, administrators of
government agencies, provincial business owners, provincial politicians, and well-known
activists, academics, or media figures. Whilst village headmen, district headmen, the heads of
local people's groups and small organisations are classified as micro-level leaders.
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- Cornrnunity leaders

The main target audiences for the comnlunity programs on the PRD Pethct-iaburi station are
macro and micro-level community leaders, the middle class and public servants. They mostly
rely on the PRD station for local information, public relations, and announcement services. They
see the role of the station as a !ocal infomlation center and understand that the community-based
programs provide different stories about Petchaburi people.

The macro-level leaders use the station as a channel for publicising special events and the work
accomplishments of their organisations. The micro-level leaders use the programs to spread
information, especially about govemment policies in relation to community development, to
their villagers or group members. They are satisfied with programs talking about communitybased small business, and local arts and cultures because these promote a good image and
tourism for the province. A board member of one T A 0 said that listeners got many things from
this diversity of contents. Programs that preserve good things, such as the local dialect used in
"Provincial Election Commission Meets the People", and the Thai instrumental music program,
make the young generation more aware of their local identity (Interview PFM 4, 10 November

2002).
Almost all the macro-level community leaders has been interviewed by the station. Some have
become regular guests and even assistant presenters. The micro-level leaders are interviewed
occasionally and are an example to their peers that they can use the station for public relations
about their community activities. Sometimes they bring the villagers to the station to be
interviewed about local community projects. This not only creates interest but also promotes
business and activities in their communities. Both groups of leaders usually support the station
activities through sponsorships, donating money or goods and providing stage shows.

Most leaders agree that the station is community radio for the middle-class and public servants
because its producers are concentrated among their groups and its programs promote govemment
agencies. However, the station provides a diversity of content for various local groups and does
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serve the interests of the wider local community to some degree. Also a number of unofficial
local groups, including housewives, youth, and fanners are able to access to the station.

The understanding of the community leaders about people's

-

owned community radio differs

according to their social group. Some community leaders have only heard about the concept.
Others understand it well and think that although the PRD Petchaburi station is not community
radio, the local community remains unready to form its own station. A teacher who is an
environmental activist said:
The setting up of the ,people's - owned community radio in the province should wait until the local people and key
persons (Kcat~nat~l)
are more efficient. I think that they want it because of money but ordinary people do not understand
and know about community radio ... If the local people are not ready [to have their station], ~t would be takcn over by
busincssmcn and politicians. Moncy can changc people (Interview PFF3, 24 February 2002).

In contrast, a provincial coordinator of the SIF project who had worked for an NGO, argued that
local people were ready to have their own station but the constraints were the regulation and
differing attitudes of the local people. She said:
There were two seminars about community radio at the provincial level, but other groups considered that it was not
necessary to have the people's - owned community radio station because the PRD station was already there. I thought
that the PRD should clarify its purposes [to operate conimunity radio]. Clearly, the PRD is a bureaucracy under the
author~tyof the government, so it does not have the right to operate community radio (Interview PFF4, 23 February
2002).

- General Listetiers

General listeners listen to the local morning news from village broadcasting towers which relay
the PRD program from 5.30 to 7.00 am. Some programs operated by TAOs also relay political
talk programs between 4-5 pm. With a narrow broadcasting radius covering less than three
kilonieters, villagers unavoidably hear the programs broadcast from the towers. Accordingly,
they rely on the station for local news and information, and also listen to entertainment programs
from other stations.
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These general listeners believe that the station's programming serves adequately as a local
information source. They. use these programs to seek information, entertainment and
companionship. They hear about government policies and their implementation from primary
sources on the station, such as the Prime Minister, the Provincial Governor, or the Head of the
Muang Municipal Council. These sources are considered more credible than headmen in the
village meetings. They also benefit from announcements on job vacancies and local activities.
The station is also used for companionship by some listeners who listen to it all day. Programs
for special groups and interests, such as, the youth program by young DJs, and religious
programs produced by provincial monks, satisfy their needs for information about their
community. Nevertheless, some listeners consider that the programs are more concerned with
public relations for official agencies, than reporting life events and problems of ordinary people.
One listener commented:
Some producers present their programs as if they are talking from scripts and are afraid of offending the PRD and other
government units. They produce the programs routinely and never work outside the studio. Most producers do not dare
to discuss in-depth problems about conflicts between ordinary people and public servants. The PRD station should be a
mediation channel for ordinary people to solve problems with government units or open to the public to reflect the bad
things about government agencies (Interview PGF4 , I I November 2002).

Young people in Petchaburi are more involved with program operation than others. They usually
phone in to request music or visit the station to talk with the young DJs. Listeners who regularly
listen to the station often call to answer questions. One listener who is retired usually calls in to
talk to the producer off-air and sometimes donates money to support the station because of his
good impression of the station manager and his satisfaction with the station services. Most
listeners attend the station activities which are special events in the province, such as Children's
Day on the second Saturday in January. Those who listen to the program from the village
broadcasting towers seem to be less involved.
-

Most general listeners have not heard about community radio and thought that the station was
community radio because of its diversity of programs which are based on local issues, produced
by different groups of local people, and do not carry advertising. Children, youth, monks, and the
elderly also access the station and participate in the programming. However, those listeners who
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are interested in setting up their own radio station consider that the station cannot be considered
genuine con~munity radio.. Even though they accept that the station provides benefits,
participation of grassroots people is still limited by the station management. These listeners
would like to have their own station to communicate with their local community. One farmer
who has already tried to set up community radio said:
The PRD station is not community radio because of the involvement of government agencies. We want the grassroots
people to manage our own station ... The benefits are that we can talk about our problems and include issues of local
cultures. We will stimulate our children to talk on radio and try to influence them against drug taking (Interview
PGM2,7 November 2002).

6. 3. The "Focus Nakhon City" (Focus Muang Nakhon) Program and its Audiences on the
Mass Communication Organisation of Thailand (MCOT), FM 104.5 MHz, Nakhon Si
Thammarat Province.

Two community-based talk programs have been produced consistently since 1998 on the MCOT
Nakhon Si Thammarat station, namely, "MCOT For Community"(0r Sor Mor Tor Pua
Chumchon), and "Focus Nakhon City" (Focus Muang Nakhon) which was subsequently chosen
as a case study station. The first program "MCOT for Community" is produced by the station
producer in coordination with a professional producer. The second is a phone-in talk program
and is operated by a team of producers fiom a local civic group. The civic program is popular
among many listeners and has encouraged their involvement in program operations and
activities.

Local people have a number of choices in accessing news and talk programs. There are four AM
and four FM radio stations in the province, namely, FM 91.5 MHz by the Police; FM 92.5 MHz
by the Border Patrol Police; FM 93.5, 97.5 MHz and AM 639 KHz by the PRD; AM 684, 828,
and 1044 KHz by the Army (Nakhon Si Thammarat annual report, 1998: n.p.). The Nakhon Si
Thammarat PRD FM 93.5 MHz carries three news and talk programs: 1) Morning News Talk at
5.30-7.00 am. (began in 1998); 2) Coffee Council (Sapha Kafae) at 8-9 am.(began September
2002); and 3) Ruam Dtrey Chuay Kan Nakhon Si Thammarat at 2-4 pm. (began November
2002). Even though the PRD morning news program is popular because the producers speak the
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local dialect and it has been produced for years, its format limits some community leaders in
participating. Accordingly "Focus Nakhon City" on the MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat station
became the first talk back program in the province providing two-way communication between
listeners and producers (Interview MDF1, 27 November 2002)' while the news and phone-in talk
programs on the-PRD station such as "Coffee Council" and "Ruarn Duey Chuay Kan" are
alternative programs for locals to share their views. Also, local programs such as local news,
documentaries, and discussions, are presented in non-prime time on Television Channel 11
Nakhon Si Thammarat.

The community in Nakhon Si Thammarat is very interested in politics and national news issues.
From field observation, many local people usually spend the morning at small coffee shops
listening to radio news or reading newspapers and then discussing national news. They are also
enthusiastic about group discussions. Significant numbers of local people's groups have been
established, such as housewives' groups, village broadcasters, health volunteers, and an
alternative agriculture group. They use local talk programs to affirm their identities and the
programs have the capacity to lead to linkages among local people's networks.

6.3.1 Civic Concepts on the 'Focus Nakhon City' Program

This section will analyse localism principles on the "Focus Nakhon City" program rather than
those on the "MCOT for Con~munity"because the latter program is primarily an announcement
service for local government agencies. Within a 50-minutes daily show time (from 1-2 pm.), the
program is divided into two parts. First, there are interviews with government officials about
their activities; second, is a phone-in format open to the public and local people's groups to
announce local events. The MCOT's local reporter presents local news in this part as well. Two
producers who are the station producer and a professional producer operate the program under
the supervision of the station manager (Interview MDF1, 27 November 2002). Therefore, the
program content is controlled by station policy and the station manager. This makes the phone-in
program n~ostlya channel for public relations for provincial government agencies and a few
local people's groups.
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However, the ccntent of the "Focus Nakhon City" program serves the interest of wider groups
and provides a learning forum for the local community. The program is broadcast for 50 minutes
(from 6.10 -7.00 am.) on Monday to Saturday, and for an hour and 20 minutes (from 8.40

-

10.00 am.) on Sunday. The local civic group which has the same name controls the program
concept and aims to encourage civil society in the local community. The program is produced by
three main producers, named Rote, Sit, and Churt, who have different jobs from company
employer, businessman, and public servant. Rote produces the program on Sunday, Monday, and
Tuesday and discusses politics, the local economy and marketing. Sit is responsible for programs
on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday which focus on agriculture and local social problen~s.The
IVednesday program is produced by Chart who is interested in education and family matters.
There are also another five volunteers who are regular CO-hosts.Therefore, these programs cover

a wide range of topics from national and local politics, local-based economy, local conimunity
issues, to local wisdom and knowledge, including iocal service announcements. The civic
concept of participatory democracy, self-reliance, cultural identity, and the rights of citizenship
are frequently mentioned. Also the people's

-

owned community radio in relation to popular

media reform is occasionally discussed (Focus Nakhon City, 2002: 4; Interview MEM3, 4
February 2002).

- Purricipufoty Den~ocrncyarid Civil S0ciet.y
Civil society issues are usually discussed on Monday and Tuesday on the "Focus Nakhon City"
program when the theme of citizens' politics is the main focus. Sometimes it is mentioned on
other days as well. Issues about national and local politics and the current laws according to the
new Constitution and community rights are regularly raised for discussion. These talks and
interviews provide political knowledge as well as promoting political participation among the
local con~munity.The civic producers encourage these programs to examine government policies
and their implication for local government.

For instance, on Tuesday 51h February 2002, community rights in natural resource management
and the delay of the Community Forest Act were disciissed by two hosts. They firstly said that
local people had the right and the duty to look after the use of national resources which were in
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danger of being destroyed by the market-based economy. The producers enc~uragedthe locals to
think positively and cooperate with other groups to manage their natural resources without
relying on the government. Rote discussed the pros and cons of the Village Fund policy that
might cause more debt problems for local people because of their consumerism. He also
questioned the roles of provincial Members of Parliament and Senators regarding constitutional
law implementation about community forests. Five listeners called in and supported the
producers' views. The program ended with a statement about self-reliance. It was "catching ten
fish for children gives then1 food for ten days, while teaching them how to fish allows them to
have fish forever" (Program "Community right and the Community Forest Act", 5 February
2002).

-

Civic Rights und Popdar Media Reform

The producers of the "Focus Nakhon City" program occasionally talked about popular media
reform and the concept of community radio to infonn people about the rights of Thai citizens to
communicate. The problems of media, such as the delay of the NBC's selection, were discussed
on November 26Ih 2002. The producers encouraged listeners to investigate politicians' views
about popular media reform. Since most Cabinet members are capitalists with interests in media
and telecommunications, they do not pay attention to the people's media but are more concerned
about the NBC's members who can facilitate their vested interests. This retards the establishment
of the people's media and hinders the local community in exercising their rights in
communication. The producers encouraged listeners to establish participatory democracy. Sit
said: "we cannot only blame the politicians because they were elected by our votes. This lesson
needs to be learned. Citizens' politics needs the awakening of the people's sector to understand
that our decisions directly affect our ways of life. We must know and learn from the games of
politics" (Program "Delay of NBC", 26 November 2002).
-

Leurning Forum and Loctzlisrn Pritlciples

Most of the program's content is locally-based issues either raised by producers or from callers'
suggestions. Because the producers usually join local conlmunity events and regularly organise
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activities, they bring key perscns, community leaders, and rural people to the station and
interview them on Sunday when the theme is "Many Styles of Learning Forum" ( W q t h i Rianrlt
Lnk Style). Rote also helps guests clarify some important issues which may have been missed
during the interview. Self-reliance, public participation, local knowledge and mutual help are
emphasised during their conversation. This phone-in prograln provides a channel for listeners to
share experiences on air with other communities. Listeners also learn how others solve their
problems. Some local issues are presented by the locals who have previously never had a chance
to talk on public radio. In sum, such learning forums play an important role in creating a civil
society culture as well as emphasising local wisdom and knowledge.

For example, during field observation of the program on Sunday 3rd February, 2002, Rote had
co-ordinated a seminar on the crisis in a mangrove forest in the Kheng district on Saturday 2nd
February. He used radio interviews to run the seminar and to encourage participants to share
their views. Then, in his program on Sunday he interviewed the oganiser of this seminar and a
comn~unityleader of the Kherzg community. They discussed the solutions arising from the
seminar and the importance of community concern about natural resources. Then he opened the
phone lines for listeners to discuss how the participation of community members was important
for natural resource preservation (Program "Crisis of Mangroves Forest", 3 February 2002).

- Locnl Service ns a Cooperative Cetzter

Many local issues were highlighted in listeners' complaints about poor public utilities and
services. The program, serves as a cooperative center where producers contact relevant
government agents to clarify public concern expressed during telephone interviews or when
letters are sent into the station. This type of mediation helps to solve conflicts between the
government and the people's sector, for example the theme of "Healthy City" (Bun Munng Ncc
Y Z I )on Thursday and Friday aimed to: 1) be a cooperative center for problen~solving and

con~n~unity
development; 2) be a local information center among different communities; 3)
protect local benefits; and 4) promote civic consciousness in the local community. Most of the
program on both days was devoted to callers' phone-in comments and listeners' letters. On
Friday 1'' Febn~ary2002 callers talked about the troubles arising fron~road extensions and new
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parking regulations. One caller raised the topic of the govemnient's Social Order policy. Then
three more callers raised the issue of drugs in school and the problems about the work of
policemen in drug eradication (Program "General issues from callers", 1 February 2002).

6.3.2 Civic Presenters' Styles

Even though the producers of the "Focus Nakhon City" program are non-professionals, their
presentations are able to attract listeners. They are experienced in working with local people in
community development. Some have public speaking skills and knowledge about agriculture,
economy, education and health. Although they work as a team, each producer can express their
opinions as an independent person. Therefore, their dialogues sometimes show different views
but this creates entertainment as well as an informative program for listeners. Their roles as radio
hosts are distinctive in that they are not only expert in their areas, but also act as commentators
on wider matters. As knowledgeable producers, when they interview program guests, they can
add more details or necessary information during the conversation. Moreover, from their
experiences with rural people, they mainly let them talk and then raise topics which attract
general listeners.

Phone-in callers need to address the subject under discussion and the producers of the program
do not always support callers' views. Sit comments: "they [the callers] begin to promote
themselves by talking about their own life stories. There are no new persons. I have to emphasise
that this is only a single voice, not mainstream voices.. .Producers have to control topics and the
conversation so as to make callers learn what public resources are and how to use time wisely for
the public benefit" (Interview MEM2,22 November 2002).

Civic producers understand and agree with the concept of community radio and popular media
reform. However in mid 2002 following changed program arrangements by the new station

-

manager, the team producers did not support the people's movement because it was centralised
in a Bangkok civic group. They considered community radio should be developed by local
comn~unitiesin their own context, where community radio can be establisheci by their needs and
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not by the interests of a few groups. Sit thinks that the definition and form of Thai community
radio should come from the people in the community. He added:
Thcrc

IS

sornc confusion about dcfinltlons of comrnunlty rad~oPcrsondlly, I do not agrce wlth thc uscs of rhc wcstcrn

concept to frarnc dcfinltmns of cornrnun~tyradlo wthm the Tha~context wh~chwas a drvers~tyof culturcs and d~ffcrcnt
ways of llfc In cach rcglon, provlnce and co~nniunlty Therefore, the questron that should bc asked
benefits rad~ostatlons at thc rnorncnt

give

IS

what sort of

to cornmunltles If they want to prov~debenefits to the local cornrnunlty,

what type of programs should be prcscntcd" For example, vrlrlous socral Issues should bc d~scusscdto allow pcople In
the conirnunrty to g ~ v cthe~roplnlons I t should bc left to the local cornmunlty to find the answers dbout w h ~ tthe
rncdnlng of thclr cornrnunlty r,idlo IS (Inrcrvlcn, MEM2, 2 February 2002)

Nevertheless, when the civic prod~~ccrs
group fought with the new station manager (see Chapter
5 section 5.3), they found that the MCO'T policy on comniunity radio operation had a double
standard. Consequently, the civic producers accepted that community programs could not
continue on the commercialised MCOT stations under the concession system (Interview MEM2,
22 November 2002). Accordingly, the group then supported the creation of the people's - owned
community radio by arranging seminars, raising the topic on the program, and giving advice to
local people's groups.

The civic producers group made several interesting points about the people's

-

owned

community radio. Firstly, the readiness of local communities to set up and manage their own
stations was necessary. This should include the efficiency and accountability of leaders. They or
their management board needed to show that the productions were for public benefit. Secondly,
producers should have some broadcasting skills because producing radio programs needed to
integrate information with the art of presentation. Thirdly, the local people should know about
the basic concept of community radio and their rights to communicate. Local involvement was a
major factor in continuing the operation of people's radio on the principles of community media.
Fourthly, local con~munitiesshould include every sector in programming and civil society
organisations could play a significant role in this. Lastly, the establishment of community radio
needed to be done in accordance with the regulation process.
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6.3.3. Learning Forums for Audiences

-

Comnucnity Leaders

Macro and micro level leaders, such as, administrators of government agencies, business owners,
and knowledgeable persons, were the main target audiences of the "Focus Nakhon City"
program. They also listened to the most popular news and talk programs on the PRD and the
MCOT stations. Wlicn show times of the MCOT "Focus Nakhon City" program and the PRD
"Morning News Talks" program overlapped, they selected the topic of the day that most
interested them. The comnlunity leaders occasionally watched local programs on Television
Channel 1 1 and knew the producer well because he also produced music programs on the MCOT
station.

"Focus Nakhon City" was used as a mean of gaining local information, companionship, problem
solving and tension release. The community leaders all agreed that the program provided twoway communication which gave the chance for different groups in the community to affirm their
identity. To bring different groups from three main sectors

-

state, business, and people -

together in sharing their knowledge and experiences made the program a learning forum for
social reform. A well-known monk explained: "This civic group changes listeners' views. When
a knowledgeable person in the community listens and calls in to the program, listeners know and
tell others. Then the knowledge is expanded. The program becomes an on-air forum for local
people to exchange their views" (Interview MFM1, 7 February 2002). Similarly, a director of the
regional health care center said that he received direct benefits from listening to the program. He
added:
I have morc lnformatlon about whlch commun~t~es
are thc strong hcalthy commun~ticsand take rhosc groups as
concretc cxamplc for our agcnts to work with . . . I learn that thcrc are good pcoplc who work for soclcty [thc
group]. I Icarz from rhc expcricnccs o f ordlnary pcoplc which I ncvcr thought about before, but i t

IS

3

CIVIC

real. L ~ s ~ c nro
ln~

gcnuinc community voices from thc program gives mc a lot o f benefits (Interview MFMJ, 24 Novcrnbcr. 2002).

The public and community leaders phone in to report cvents in their local community. The
program producer spends at least thrce to five minutes daily announcing these events. Then, this
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program is a mediation channel for government agencies and people's groups to create better
understanding in the community. The local people can talk about their problems with poor public
services while the government agents can clarify the nature of the inquiries and seek solutions to
the problems. On this issue, a head of policy and planning in the department of the Provincial
Administration Office said:
The program solves problenls and opens spaces for creating w~sdornbccausc everyone can share their vlcws on the
program. Tensions can be rclcascd when the issuc is presented to the public and there is a stage [forum] for both sides
l
(Intcrv~cwMFR.15. 26
to complain, esplain. and arrlvc at a bcttcr undcrstandlng. I believe that the problcnis w ~ l decline
No\.ernber 2002).

However, some leaders considered that the program emphasised citizens7 rights, politics and
administration which were interesting niainly for educated and middle-class listeners. They
considered producers seem less concerned over family, youth, and gender issues. The interests of
producers were concentrated among a few male producers. Moreover, they spoke in central Thai
dialect and this did not create a significant emotional response among the rural people who spoke
local dialects (Interview MFFl . 26 November 2002).

Community leaders are actively involved in the program as interviewees and making phone-in
comments. They regularly join the station activities and visit the station to talk with producers
and the manager and staff. Some apply for membership of the program to become voluntary
reporters. When there are special events or incidents, such as local and national elections or
floods, they are trained by the team producers to report and update situations on air through
phone-in reports. Therefore, community leaders play an important role as representatives of their
groups.

Although community leaders realise the "Focus Nakhon City" program produced by MCOT is
not strictly community radio, they accept that the program provides direct benefits to the local
commimity, including a diversity of local program content. The program also provides a channel
for local people to express their views and complain about poor public services (Interview
MFM2, 1 February 2002). As civic producers are well known and accepted by the local
community, trust in the prodi~cersincreases the credibility of the program and the popularity of
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the station. Accordingly, community leaders are most concerned about the qualifications of
whoever will be the founder of a future people's radio station. In Nakhon Si Thammal-at, the
leader of the people's radio must be an opinion leader as well as accountable to the local
community for the station management (Interview M F M I , 7 February 2002; MFF2, 20
November 2002). The other important factors in starting the people's radio are the restraints on a
station from regulations and budget provision.

When interviewed the community leaders thought that local people were ready to establish their
own station but it had not been established yet because of a lack of cooperation with others.
According to a municipal councillor, "the constraints in establishing Nakhon Si Thammarat
people's radio is from the Nakhon people who have strong egos. Before doing something, they
must firstly have trust [in their leaders]. They are strongly partisan. Their leader has to be a wellkno\vn public person. If they do not have confidence, they will not do it" (Interview MFM3, 24
November 2002).

- General Listeners

The general listeners listen to "Focus Nakhon City" on their radio receivers (FM transistors) or
through the village broadcasting towers. Fans of the program listen almost everyday, while some
tune in to the PRD morning talk program as well. However, the general listeners who like the

1

program also listen to news and information programs on other stations and watch local news

l

programs on Television Channel 1 1 . A small amount of them read national newspapers while
none read local newspapers. Their interpretation of the program is that it provides direct benefits

I

to them as a source of local inronnation, announcements, and knowledge. They also use the
program for problem solving and personal development. They consider the producers have
knowledge, ability and broadcasting skills to present various issues in relation to their needs and

!

-

interests. General listeners rely on the program to ask for assistance when they have problems
with government agencies or other local units. The program acts as a channel for then1 to voice
their problems, find solutions and release their tensions about conflicts with officialdom.
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The producers also help small rural business groups to promote their products, link with cther
groups, and arrange activities to distribute local products. Allowing different local groups to
affirm their identities makes them more confident and leads to the personal developnlent of some
listeners. One listener who is a housewife and a dressmaker said: "Listening to the program
changes my opinion. Now I am thinking that I should participate in social development, for
instance. setting up a group to create something or joining with other groups rather than doing
something only for myself and not caring for others" (Interview MGF3, 25 November 2002).

However, some listeners had lost interest in listening to the program because of its use of the
central Thai dialect. A number of rural people prefer listening to the PRD morning news because
of its use of the southern dialect. One farmer commented: "I do not quite understand the point of
the "Focus Nakhon City" program sometimes. It is not clear and 1 have to think about it when
they use high-level language" (Interview MGM3,20 November 2002).

Even though they regularly listen to the program, few people phone in or send letters. They join
the program's activities when the team producers arrange events that relate to their communities.
Then they gain an in~pressionof the knowledge and friendliness of the civic production team.
Some would like to call in and provide opinions or ask for advice but they lack confidence
because other callers are mainly leaders and educated people. On the other hand, the listeners
who had been interviewed by the program producers had more confidence to voice their views
on alr and had become active listeners by frequently participating in the program's activities as
well as sometimes visiting the station. Other listeners recognise the producers from program
involvement as they have more social connections with different groups in other communities
which benefits their community-based small businesses. A rural woman farmer who became a
leader of a small agricultural product group said:

I oftcn phonc In to the program and ask for advice about the water systcni. Somct~mcs,I give my v~cws.At least, my
ncighhors' ch~ldrcnlisten to thc program. I was afraid o f giving my opinions on air in the past. AI first, Karts (a
producer) invited mc to talk about the community product fair. That was thc first time in my life I held a microphonc. I
sweated a lot, but once I held it, I did not want to leave it. This civic group makes me become an aunt (Pa) Thai. From
an ordinary pcoplc who had bccn called elder (Phi) or youngcr (Nmg) sistcr Thai, Since this group often calls me aunt

Tlrol. now I'm proud to be an aunt 7%oi o f the Nakhon community (Interview MGFI, 4 February. 2002)
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The locals can access the station and use it as a channel to commimicate with and learn from
different groups in the community. However, some considered that the "Focus Nakhon City"
program was not genuine conlmunity radio because it is produced by only one group and has
sponsors and producers who pay for air time. They think that local people are ready to create
their own station, but the barriers are the regulations, money, and intcrference from local
influences.

6. 4. Ruatrr Duey CIzuuy Kar~(Let's Help Each Other) Program by the INN company and its
Audiences on the Fisheries Department's Radio Station, FM 101.6 MHz, Roi Et Province.

H z t n t ~Duey

Chttny K m (RDCK) is a news and talk phone-in program produced by the INN

(Independent News Network) Company that was awarded a concession by the Fisheries
Department to manage the FM 101.6 MHz station in Roi Et in 2000. The station became an
important source of national and local news in the province because i t was the only station
providing news and talk for seven hours during weekdays and four hours on Saturday. This did
not include other talk programs on Sunday made by local producers who buy air time from the

INN. There are another four FM and one AM radio stations in the province, namely, FM 94 MHz
by the PRD; FM 95.5 MHz by the military; FM 98.75 MHz by the Regional Police Office; FM
101 MHz by the MCOT; and AM 1251 KHz by the Military (Interview RDF2, 10 December
2002). Thcy ma~nlycarry sponsored music programs.

From 6 to 7 am, the station relays national news programs from Bangkok's INN station, while
the morning news on the MCOT and the PRD stations are locally produced by professional
producers, Both are well-known informatior, programs among the locals since they are relayed
through village broadcasting towers. However, the hosts of both programs are part of the team
producers of the RDCK program. Ong produces a local news report on Saturday morning and
Poug is the host of the RDCK program on the same day. Their reputation attracted significant

numbers of listeners (see Chapter 5 section 5.4.3).

There are two people-owned radio stations in two con~munitiesin Roi Et, namely, Kokaew
coninii~nityin the Seraphum district. and Donzkhaoyai community in the Kasetwisai district.

l
l

I
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With a budget from the SIF of 100,000 baht per station, they were set up at the end of 2003 with
10-15 watt transmitters covering a few kilometers broadcast radius and are still on a trial basis
(Interview REM 1, 7 December 2002). Both of these people's - owned stations were managed by
a professional producer interested in civic society named Pong. He is a public servant, a local
activist and a news producer on the PRD and the RDCK program on INN radio. He also runs his
own broadcasting business by buying air time and producing entertainment programs for
sponsors. However, his business interests do not help in promoting the people's radio concept.
Discussion about popular media reform and the community radio movement are seldom
presented on the PRD state radio and these issues are seldom discussed in public forums.
Therefore, local people have different views about the people's radio movetnent in the province.

6.4.1 Rlicir?r Duey Chuny Kan: Local Service Program

The RDCK program is identified by the station owners as a "non-format" phone in program
which addresses callers' different issues. The program is broadcast seven hours from 8 to 12 am
and 1 to 4 pm on weekdays and one and a half hours on Saturday morning. It also provides local
news reports by a part time station producer for two and a half hours on Saturday. During
weekdays, the program is divided into four shifts worked by four full time station producers. The
station relays 5-minute national news reports from the Bangkok

INN station almost every half

hour. The RDCK program carries three types of information programs in Roi Et - local news
reports, current affairs, and announcements. The callers' issues can be classified into five
categories:

Local incidents - accident, traffic, crime, fire, and flood.
Personal issues - missing persons and lost property, broken vehicles, and health.
Unfair business practices and non-transparent management of local people's groups.
Public service issues - complaints about public utilities, infrastructure, and general services,
-

and unfair decisions by government agents or local administration.
Environmental problems and national resource destruction.
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The RDCK program provides three major types of local information services. They are:

1) A Mediating Center - Similar to the RDCK program produced in Bangkok, when listeners
call in and discuss their issues, the program contacts relevant agents who are responsible for
the issues to talk directly to the callers on air. Many m a l l problems are fixed quickly, such
as damage to public telephones, lack of electricity and water supply, and the resultant
damage caused by floods. Some issues dealing with bureaucracy, centralised political
policies or local government administration are more complicated such as insufficient public
telephones, poor irrigation systems, and destruction of the national fw-ests.

2) A News and information Center

-

The program is a center for public relations for local

government agencies, non-profit organisations, and the people's groups. The station
producers occasionally interview national or local government agents, academics, or experts
about government policies and their effect on local people's lives. However, the station
manager usually suggests topics and persons they should interview. Local situations are
reported by phone-in listeners, local government agents, and news reporters. Moreover, the
program provides a Question and Answer service. Whenever there are questions from callers,
the program immediately contacts an expert, such as a lawyer or a doctor to answer them.
The Q and A service about the law and regulations is most popular with the callers.

3) An Announcement Service and Charity Center

-

The program serves the needs of the

government and the people's sector in announcing activities. The program also cooperates
with different groups in organising charitable activities, such as donations for flood victims.

In essence, the main purpose of the RDCK program is to present different problems about which
callers ask for assistance. Accordingly, the program targets persons who are in trouble and who
are mostly rural people. A great number of callers complain about poor public utility and
infrastructure services. Consequently, the program becomes a mediation channel for ordinary
people to call for aid in dealing with government agencies. Such services play an important role
in both encouraging the improvement in public servants' performance and creating better

understandins between the people's sector and the government.
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Encouraging rural people to help themselves is the strength of the program. They can access the
program for professional advice and assistance. When their problems are solved, this reinforces
the traditional values of mindfulness and mutual help which are still strong in the rural
community. Also the program aims to decrease the gap between the government and the people's
sectors and emphasises the importance of their responsibility for creating a better community.
However, other significant issues of localism, such as participatory democracy, local wisdom,
cultural identity, and self-reliance, are mostly ignored. Even though the station provides
programs produced by local MPS, they buy air time for talk programs about current regulations
and government policies, rather than creating a political culture of participatory democracy. No
other local political and administration groups are presented on the station.

6.4.2 Professional Presenters' Styles

AII full time station producers of the RDCK program in Roi Et are professionals. Only one is a

local person who speaks Esan (Northeastern) dialect. The criteria which the station manager used
to select full time station producers were: l ) they should be local people; and 2) they should have
the ability to communicate with ordinary people and talk with them on air. Their professionalism
was not an important requirement so long as that person understood the program concept.
Accordingly, the fidl time station prod~~cers
were two experienced and two new young producers
(Interview RCM 1, 12 December 2002).
The station producers act as coordinators who manage callers in talking live with related agents.
After they answer questions or suggest how to solve the problems, the producers follow up the
situation until it is fixed. Producers are not experts who answer listeners' questions but act as
mediators between the experts and the listeners. They have to be objective toward officials even
though sometimes they are fi-ustrated with some government agencies which refuse to cooperate.
P h o ~(a producer) considers that:

-

To ask for assistance from local government a~enciesis reliant on the decis~ono f the Provincial Governor. The former
Provincial Governor did not like to cooperate w ~ t hmedia. We introduced our prograni by sending a letter to h ~ mas
, he
did not know about RDCK Bangkok. So we did not receive his help.. .However we do not care about the Provinc~;rl
Governor. We contacted thc directors o f each department at the Bangkok central office directly and intcrviewcd thcm
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We wanted to show that the d~rcctorof the centrai office still backs the program, when the local office does not. . . The
present Provincial Govcrnor secs the importance of niedia and has a wider vision. After he became the Govcrnor, we
had less problems with cooperation w ~ t hlocal governnmt agencles (Interview RDM 1. 12 Dcccmber 2002).

The RDCK Roi Et program's social marketing goal creates a good image of the station for
commercial purposes. The hour-long phcne-in format program concerns mostly problems of the
local community and individuals in the community. However, the station manager's policy that
every caller's problem has to be aired prior to examining the facts limits the role of producers as
mediators and causes frustration to some. Nu

--

one producer who has been a broadcaster for

many years said that the producer had to check information from many sources before
broadcasting conflict issues. However, this idea was opposite to the station manager's. No further
commented: "Professionalism is important in solving emergency problems in broadcasting and
showing responsibility in public speaking" (Interview RDF1, 12 December 2002). On the other
hand, Phorl - a new producer said: "the producer does not need to be a professional in
communication. What's important is the intention to do good for sodiety and be a giving person.
Professionalism about language use and broadcasting issues can be learned fiom practice"
(Interview RDM l , 12 December 2002).

However, professionalism became an important factor in maintaining program quality,
increasing station ratings and earning more income from local sponsors. According to comments
by station staff, they noted that ratings of the station fell because of inexperienced and nonprofessional producers, especially for the main RDCK program. This made the whole program
weak and affected the station's popularity as well as income from spot sales (Interview RDF2, 10
December 2002).
Different groups involved with the RDCK program's operation, such as full time station
producers, professional producers and marketing staff, held different attitudes towards people's

-

owned community radio. The station producers consider that RDCK is community radio because
it gives direct benefit to the local people, especially the rural people who are voiceless. Na (a
producer) did not agree with the idea of people's radio and commented: "RDCK provides the
opportunity for the community. It is a station for the whole community, both city and rural
people. Everyone has the right to use it. Why do they need to have the other one?" (Interview
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RDFl, 12 December 2002). In contrast, two marketing staff of the station said that RDCK was
not community radio. One commented: "Community radio should not concern profit. But we are
thinking more about profit-making and do anything to gain profits" (Interview RDF3, 10
December 2002). The other said: "Community radio is a station for different groups in the
community to talk to each other. I think RDCK is not community radio because of business
constraints" (Interview RDF2, l 0 December 2002).

Some producers in RDCK believe that the ideal concept of community radio managed and
produced by locals is impractical because of the non-readiness of the locals in operating nonprofit radio and the character of the Esan (North-Eastern) people themselves. Ong - a part time
station producer who is a radio producer on the local MCOT news program, and a public servant
said: "Esan people are not much concerned wider problems and mostly leave them to their
leaders. Ordinary [Esan] people are afraid of talking in public which is different from Southern
people" (Interview REM2, 1 1 December 2002). He considered that the local communities in Roi
Et are loosely connected and this would be a major restraint of Roi Et people's radio. On the
other hand Pong, the key person to establish the two people's - owned stations in the province,
who is a radio producer and a public servant, said that the local people were now ready to
operate their stations but the major constraints were the regulations and lack of support from
government agencies. He thought that RDCK was not' community radio but is "a radio for
community to be relied on for assistance" (Interview REMI, 7 December 2002).

6.4.3 Helping Centre for Audiences
- Conlmunity Leaders

Both macro and micro-level leaders in Roi Et had few differences in their media use. They
frequently listened to the RDCK program at no particular time, either at home or in the car.

-

Generally they listened to the half-an-hour morning news program on the PRD and the MCOT,
which was relayed on village broadcasting towers, and watched news and entertainment
programs on national television in the evening. Some followed the news by listening to the INN
station which relayed national news from the Bangkok's INN radio every half an hour daily.
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The RDCK program phone-in format provides two-way communication between producers and
listeners. Macro-level leaders in public services used the program to publicise their work. Microlevel leaders in the local community, such as village headmen and members of small-size TAOs,
used the program as a channel to deal with public servants. This helped to ease tensions between
the people's groups and local government agencies. One district officer said that he was satisfied
with the program format that allowed both sides to talk directly to each other. "It lets the
government agencies know about their services &on1 the views of receivers ...Talking on the
program is like talking to the public so that they [the government] will be more accountable to
the public" (Interview RFM2, 1 1 December 2002). However, according to the head of one public
service department, the program should be more concerned about its accuracy of information. He
said:
I would like the RDCK program to exanline the information before broadcasting ...Issues that local people want to
know about wh~chthe producers have information should be dealt with immediately. They should cooperate with the
agents before going to air ...Presenting stories through the media needs to be treated carefully and accurately. They
[presenters] should not let the information be broadcast first and then correct it later (Interview RFM4, I I December
20021.

The program provides information directly from experts, including advice that solves problems
in the community. It also raises the credibility of micro-level leaders in showing their leadership.
A member of one municipal council said: "Listening to the program helps my career as a local

politician because sometimes I cannot help them [the people] myself. But when I call in, the
program always helps us, such as locating missing people in my area" (Interview RFF2, 6
December 2002).

Micro-level comniunity leaders are more involved with the program's operation. The more their
names and villages are mentioned in the program, the more public interest and assistance comes
to their community. For example, Waeng, a village headman of one village which is flooded
every year, has become well known as he always reports the situation. Other local media have
also used him as a news source. Therefore, his village received more aid from various agencies
(Interview REM2, 5 December 2002). Wueng said:
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Thc program IS vcry useful. I n the flood period, I tune in to the program all day to know thc flood situation in other
\,~llagesbecause wc could not go ouiside our village. So I know the s i t u a t m and the asslstancc rcceivcd from different
agencies. The thins that I likc [about rhc program] is its service when people are in trouble RDCK

IS ;I ccnter

for us to

contact other agencies and 1 can talk directly to them...WC [him and his villagers] can contact senior governmcnr
agents at any lcvcl through this station and it is quick (Interview RFM3,4 December 2002).

In the RDCK program, the macro-level leaders usually take the part of experts or news sources,
while the micro-level leaders frequently call in for several reasons - to give their views, ask for
aid, or report on local news and events. They regularly visit the station and bring some food or
gifts for the team producers. Also, they register for program membership and actively join the
program activities.

Some community leaders know the concept of community radio from seminars and discussions
among their peers but not the details. They have heard about other people's

-

owned community

radio stations in Roi Et, but do not have clear ideas about how the local people's groups manage
and operate the station. They agree that it would benefit local people to have their own channel,

but think it would be better to wait for the launch of formal regulations. They think that
community radio should provide locally-based content and direct the benefits to community.
Like the INN'S RDCK program, the station should be relied on for assistance and in finding
solutions to community problems. Community radio should be a central unit among different
con~munitiesso they can link with others. In sum, they are satisfied with the RDCK program and
agree that the people's

- owned

community station should provide the same services.

However, a major restraint would be following regulations and having sufficient funds to run the
stations. A district officer and a leader of a local NGO commented that the activities organised
for rural people's groups (Kltrnz Choaban) was determined by the availability of funds and the
actions of a few people rather than from public concern. The ability and readiness of local people
as well as the efficiency of community leaders also could lead to interference by influential local
groups. According to the district office6
The restraint o f the people's - owned comnlunity radio is the attitudes and thc Thai-stylc society which is bascd on a
gang system (Rnbop Pukptrok). Pcoplc are ccncerncd with their own benefits more than thc public's. They do not have
thc public wclfarc in mind. Pcoplc's radio may be misused by grccd and nccd and thls rnukcs thc gcnuinc objcct~vcfor
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public welfare difficult. To form groups or organisations without money is difficult. I t has to be run by persons who
have ideals and are ready to give. The first question people always ask is what we will get, not how we can help
(Intcrview RFM2. I I December 2002).

- Genernl Listeners

The station's audiences listen to the RDCK program regularly, but at different times depending
on their activities. However, some listen at specific times because they like the presentation style
of a few DJs who are local celebrities rather than the program itself. They like to listen to
producers who speak the local dialect. They usually listen to entertainment programs on other
stations and tune into the RDCK program only when they have problems or wish to seek
information.

The RDCK in Roi Et is seen as an advice program and as a channel to ask for assistance. One
listener commented: "They can help us whenever we are in trouble" (Interview RGF3, 1 1
December 2002). Some listeners have heard the Bangkok RDCK program and like the program
concept, so they are satisfied with the Roi Et's RDCK program which helps to solve problems
for ordinary people in their hometown. Actually, they are proud to be part of the community to
help others and enjoy receiving compliments when they participate in the program. Also, the
program can release tension between ordinary people and local public agents as it provides a
chance to communicate to the public and solve problems. Moreover, the program is a source of
local and national news and information and an announcement service center. Some listeners
have active involvement with the program and are frequent callers who often visit the station,
join in station activities and are station members. On the other hand, listeners with less
involvement are likely to listen when program issues are related to their groups or when they
need help.

Most general listeners consider that the RDCK program is community radio. The local people
can rely on the station for aid and benefits from local announcements. A few listeners who know
about the community radio concept think that the RDCK is unlikely to be community radio
because it is managed by a private company and its operation is business-based. One fan of the

-
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program who is a saleman and actively involved in the program's operation and the station's
activities commented:
The RDCK is not community radio bccausc it

IS

constraincd by busincss considerations. Thc program cannot prcscnt

issues which affect its sponsors. For caamplc, when therc was ncws about DTAC [the main program sponsor who did
not pay for a concession to thc Communication Authority of Thailand], cvcn though the program prcscntcd thc stories
with many views, people still considcred that the RDCK program protected DTAC. I t was ind~sputablcthat thc
program was a tool for DTAC. So thc line [bctwcen business and social scrv~ce]here is not clear (Intcrv~ewF(GM4, 5
Dccembcr 2002).

6.5. Talk Programs and their Audiences on Kanchanaburi Community Voice Station, FM
100.75 MHz, by the Kanchanaburi Media Reform Group

The Kanchanaburi people's - owned station broadcasts on FM 100.75 MHz with a 30-watt
transmission which covers an area of 10 kilometer radius. Approximately 40,000 residents live in
the broadcast area (see Map E in Chapter 5 section 5.5). Kanchanaburi Community Voice was
the first low-powered FM radio station in town operated by local non-professional producers. It
broadcasts seven and a half hours daily without advertisements and sponsorships covering only
the local vicinity of the town center. This station provides three types of programming,
information, entertainment, and programs for special audiences and interest groups. The
programs that the case study covers are: "Diverse Information" (Na Ncl Scl Rcc),

"

Interesting

Infomiation by Ordinary People" (Sn Ru Na Rue Kub Putuchon), and "Lnformation for
Community" (Sa Ra Pue Chumchon).

Even though there are five radio stations, several local newspapers, and one cable television
broadcast in the Kanchanaburi Municipal area, their programming is for entertainment and to
promote local businesses and government agencies. The three FM and two AM stations are FM
92.75 MHz by the military, FM 97.75 MHz by the Border Patrol Police, FM 107.25 M H z by
MCOT, AM 558 KHz by PRD, and AM 1539 By the military (Interview KEF2, 25 October
2002). Generally, the AM station operated by the PRD provides more information programniing
than the others which largely carry music and advertisements. The most popular station
mentioned during interview by the locals and a professional radio producer, was MCOT station
which is managed and operated by a leaseholder, while the most popular talk program, was "Hit
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a Gong and Announce" (TiKhong Rong Pao), produced by a professional radio host on the FM
military station from l l to 12 am (Interview KEF2, 25 October 2002; KFF4, 26 October 2002).
He reads daily national news from the popular newspaper, Thairut, Duilynews, in simple spoken
language. Because a significant number of local people are not likely to read newspapers, they
receive their news from this prcgram and the PRD's and the MCOT's national news programs.

6.5.1 Politics and Social Investigation

Kanchanaburi's Community Voice station provides current affairs information programming, but
no local news reports. The content of talk and interview programs consists of local politics and
administration, locally-based economy, local community issues and local wisdom and
knowledge. The most popular talk program on the station is "Diverse Information" (Na Nu Su
Ra) produced by two hosts, Boon who is also the station manager and Nuan who is his assistant.
Nunn is also a radio producer for local current affairs on ihe MCOT and the Army stations, but
also owns the local newspaper named "Putuchon" (Ordinary People) distributed in Ratchaburi,
Kanchanaburi's neighboring province. With Boon's long-term experience as an environmental
activist and Nuan as a professional broadcast professional, the phone-in program differs from
others regarding issues, the depth of information, and its presentation style.

Moreover, Nuun produces two other talk programs, "Interesting Information by Ordinary
People" (Sn Rn Na Rue Kub Putuchon), and "Information for Community" (Sa Ra Ptte
Chumchon) on the Kanchanaburi people's station. The first carries general national news,
discussions about social values and local wisdom and local community events, while the second
provides announcements (from news releases and callers), national and local news and general
information. She is also in charge of training local people as radio hosts and assisting them in
producing non-scripted programs. Because there is neither a proper training course nor scripts for
broadcasting, once the inexperienced voluntary producers commence producing their own
programs, they mainly read from articles and then play music requests. Eventually, the programs
become half-talk-half-music similar to entertainment programming. Therefore, the next section
analyses the contents of Boon and Ntiun's programs in relation to the localism principle.
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- Parficipatoty Democracy a n d Civil Society

The daily phone-in talk program "Diverse Information" presents a wide range of topics from
national and local politics, social and environmental problen~s,the lack of citizen's rights and the
importance of media reform and community radio. The program encourages listeners to become
involved in the station's operation. For two hours (from 3-5 pm) daily, they initially talk about
significant current affairs of the day and then change to other topics. Since it is a spontaneous
talk program, the producers might raise more than three issues a day. Changing the topic depends
on Boon who plays the role of commentator, while Nuan is the program host. Whatever topic is
discussed, the program emphasises the duties of citizens for political participation in voting for
moral and tnistworthy politicians and joining with local activists in scrutinising the work of local
bureaucrats. The program also stresses the importance of people's media, the rights of people to
communicate, and the purpose of the Kanchanaburi Community Voice station.

An example of this was when Nuan first discussed corruption of politicians in the case of fake

fertilizers on October 28Ih 2002. Then she spoke out on national news issues such as the eleven
laws introduced to encourage foreign investment during the 1997 financial crisis that needed
amendment because of their ruinous effects on society. After a music break, the cause of
corruption which was associated with consumerism and globalisation was mentioned. Then
Boon, who joined the program in the second hour, reported on a seminar by the Kanchanaburi
Karnnan and Village Headman's Association. The issue of the rights of rural people to own land
was also raised. This was followed by comments on the reformation of the public service. After
another music break, more details about the 1 1 laws were described with a comment on their
negative effects. Boon also commented on corruption related to the constniction of a costly water
treatment plant that was unable to solve the flood problem in the main road of the town centre.
He encouraged listeners to attend to this and other news on corruption since it was the right of
citizens to scrutinise the accomplishments of government agencies.
Lastly, the role of
community radio was mentioned to encourage listeners to participate in its operation for public
benefit (Program "Corruption of politicians", 28 October 2002).
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- Conzntunify Economy a n d Moral Tradifional Values

Generally, there was little difference between the two programs ("Information for Community"
and "Interesting Information by Ordinary People"). They are both talk and interview programs
by the same person and listeners call in regularly to request music and sometimes to share their
r
program is broadcast six hours weekly from 1 1 to 12
views. The "Information f ~ Comnlunity"
am and provides announcements for the local community. The other program, "Interesting
Information by Ordinary People" has less announcements and addresses social problems in the
community and presents the national news. This program is aired five hours weekly from 12 am
to 1 pm (Interview KEF2, 25 October 2002).

Both cover politics, economics, social problems, media reform and the concept of community
radio. Nuan's programs ("Information for Community" and "lnteresting Information by Ordinary
People") are similar to Boon's ("Diverse Information") in that when discussing national and
local situations, she also often made direct criticisms and tended to have a negative attitude
towards politicians and bureaucrats. However, Nuan's programs addressed the social problems
caused by consumerism and modem values. For example, she raised the issue of morality in
daily life when she discussed the news relating to national crime (Program "Doctor killed doctor
crime news", 1 November 2002). The changing values of Thai people, such as living together
before marriage, the decline of respect shown to senior people, and the equality of men and
women, were presented in relation to the role of the media in reproducing social values. She
regularly explained the purpose of people's - owned community radio and encouraged listeners
to call in to share their views and join the station programs and activities (Program
"Consumerism and change of social values", 13 October 2003).

Every week, the issues on con~munity-basedsmall business were discussed on "Information with
Ordinary People". Representatives of rural people's groups were interviewed about their second
jobs in comn~unitysmall business. Nuan often stressed the importance of gathering a group
together to conduct business and the success which came from local community strength. These
interviews benefited small groups in that they had a channel to promote their products and
increase sales without any expense.
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In sum, the commentary talk programs produced by Boon and Nunn emphasised the concept of
localism in that the programs originated in the local community. They served the needs of local
people by investigating local events, providing an announcement service, and promoting
community-based small business. The programs also encouraged listeners to follow the path of
the self-reliant economy as well as infom~them about the civic concept of citizens' rights.
However, there was a lack of variety in the views expressed on their programs because the two
producers did not discuss the topics raised with relevant agencies. Some interviewees were
personal friends of the producers. Also the narrow broadcasting radius limited the number of
listeners and groups.

6.4.2 Producers as Conlmentators

Boon's role as a commentator was unique from other local radio programs which hardly ever
commented directly on local politics and administration. His program targeted rural people in
encouraging them to join the program and the station's activities. Considering the illegal status
of the station at the time of the study period and PRD's attempt to stop its operation from
February 2002, Boon as a core local activist expressed a negative attitude towards bureaucrats.
He dominated one particular program of "Diverse Information'' by giving a long spontaneous
speech using simple language and a lively approach, while Nuan summarised the topic and
managed the program's continuity.

In general Boon's comments on the inefficient role of the bureaucrats and politicians in national
and local administration touched the feelings of listeners who have had similar experiences when
dealing with civil servants. This attitude attracts listeners who become more involved with the
program. A head of a hand-weaving cloth group in Kanchanaburi town centre who was actively
involved in the station activities said that she enjoyed listening to Boon's program because "he
talks directly and correctly. He talks from his experiences.
I am satisfied that the program
criticises the officials. He expressed my thoughts and this helps to release my frustration because

I do not have the chance to express them" (Interview KFF4, 26 October 2002). On the other
hand, one listener who is the head of a provincial police department said: " his [Boon's]
comment is too direct and affects the agencies. If they agree with him and try to find solutions, it
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is good. But when they do not agree, it can cause conflict and trouble with the station" (Interview

KFM3, 30 October 2002).
Only a small n~imberof listeners called in to these three programs even though both hosts asked
for calls. The reasons could be the illegal status of the station, technical problems with the
telephone system, the program's tone or that the listeners lacked confidence to participate. As
mentioned previously, there was no diversity of opinion on the program. Producers who act as
commentators rather than as presenters tend to have certain negative attitudes toward some local
groups in the community, such as government agencies, and official community leaders. Boon's
management style and the illegal status of the station has led to less collaboration between the
station, the government and business. Therefore, the station has become a restricted channel for
individuals and small groups who have the same attitude. For example, mostly NGOs and
environmental activists who scrutinise the work accomplishment of local politicians and
bureaucrats are interviewed, but there are no respokes from the persons or agencies criticised.
According to Nuan:
Middle-class, businessmen do not listen to the program because they want to hear accurate news from professionals.
Therefore. the majority of the station's listeners are rural people (Choaban), men and women food vendors in the
marketplace, low-educated people in general who live within the broadcast radius. Community leaders seldom listen,
but their villagers do. So the station's listeners are not the majority of the community (Interview KEF2, 25 October
2002).

Information about the media reform movement including the concept of community radio was
mentioned by Boon and Nuan, while producers of other programs played tape cassettes (for 10
minutes) about the media reform movement and the importance of community radio in relation
to citizens' rights. These tapes were produced by the Thai Broadcasting Journalists Association.
The majority of producers who are ordinary people seldom mentioned the principles of
community radio because they still did not have a clear understanding of its concept and
operation.
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6.5.3 Our Radio for Specific Groups of Audiences

-

Comnzunity lenders

There was a significant difference of media exposure between the macro-level leaders with high
socia! and economic status and the micro-level leaders. A few macro-level leaders occasionally
listened to the station and preferred to listen to Boon's program. They mainly consumed news
and talk, and entertainment programs from other radio stations as well as from national
television. They also read more than one national newspaper daily, but rarely read local
newspapers. In contrast, the micro-level leaders, such as the head of the housewife's group, and
the heads of small communities in the Kanchanaburi town centre listened to the station all day
but listened to news and talk and music programs on other frequencies as well. Similar to the
macro-level leaders, they liked Boon's show the most, but also enjoyed listening to requcst for
music programs. They frequently watched news and entertainment programs on national
television in the evening.

Both macro and micro-level leaders considered that the Kanchanaburi Community Voice
programs targeted town residents and ordinary people because the programming was mainly
non-commercial music request programs or half-talk-half-music programs produced by nonprofessional people. The producers entertained listeners by playing music requests and also
announcing the callers' nicknames for whom the music was requested. The macro-level leaders
were satisfied that the station provided current news about the town community, highlighted
public service problems and provided free announcements. They also knew more about media
reform and community radio. However, the head of the local environmental group observed that
there was no cooperation between the station and other public or business agencies in town. She
said: "Cooperation does not take place because the local administrators are local politicians and
not social activists. They do not have visions about community development. For the business

-

sector, they are more concerned about profits. Media businesses in particular do not like the
station and call it the illegal station (Wittcryu Tuenn)" (Interview KFFI, 27 October 2002). In
sum, the programs serve the needs of small specific groups rather than the whole community.
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While macro-level leaders used the programs as a source of local information, the micro-level
leaders used them, as a source of local information and announcements, companionship,
entertainment, and personal development. Through the music request programs, rural people
could communicate with others in the town community and expand their social networks.
Through talk programs, they knew more local news and information. The head of a handweaving clothes group said that she also learnt from the way they talked and operated the
programs because she would like to be a radio broadcaster one day (Interview KFF4, 26 October
2002). Since the station manager frequently encouraged the local community to participate in
program operatiom, those who were interested in becoming radio producers could help to
produce the programs.

The macro-level leaders were less involved with the programs' operations even though they
knew the station manager and the producers personally. They were rarely interviewed (Interview

KFF2, 30 October 2002). In conirast, the micro-level leaders were more involved in the station's
operation. They frequently phoned in, either to request music or share their views, visited the
station, were interviewed, donated money or goods and joined the station's activities. They had a
close relationship with producers and were warmly welcomed at the station.

Both set of leaders understood that the station aimed to promote the basic human rights to
communicate. They were aware that the station belongs to the community and was set up and
managed by Boon, a local environmental activist. The programs are produced by nonprofessional people for local benefit and are non-commercial. Even though it is an illegal station
according to the PRD's interpretation of the law, community leaders agree that the Kanchanaburi
people should have their own media, serving local needs without business involvement, and
talking about local issues. It should be a medium for ordinary people to express their views,
make public announcements and promote community products. They want the government to
complete the regulatory process for establishing a community broadcasting sector.
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- General Listeners

The audience of the Kanchanaburi Community Voice station was mainly micro-level comn~unity
leaders, housewives, food sellers, general workers in the town centre, and the elderly. Field
observation showed the most active audience was the music-lovers group. Members of this group
listen to music requests on every other station and know the DJs well. They tune in to the
programs of their favorite DJs at a certain time, but listen to music programs on the
Kanchanaburi Community Voice most of the day because there is no advertising and they can
request music at any time (Interview KGF4, 28 October 2002; KGF5, 28 October 2002). The
majority of the listeners like entertainment rather than information programming. They receive
news and other information from radio and television rather than from newspapers.

Since the majority of listeners are music lovers, they mainly use the program for entertainment
and as a channel for announcing group activities. Some who listen to the station all day use it for
companionship and as a channcl to communicate with other music-lovers. Listeners who prefer
talk programs use them for companionship and tension release (Interview KGM3, 27 October
2002; KGM5, 30 October 2002). Members of the music-lover group are the most active and are
involved in the program operation and the station activities. They often visit the station, phone-in
to request music and announce the group's activities, donate money and goods, such as CD
albums, and join station activities. The station's music DJs also have a close relationship with the
listeners and also participate in the group's activities. Consequently, these listeners' groups
become powerful voices representing the Kanchanaburi town community which supports the
station in gaining legal status.

According to the listeners' understanding of the community radio concept, the station belongs to
the community because it always serves their needs for music requests, public opinion and free
announcements. The-producers express the views of the local people and have the same social
and economic status as the listeners. Consequently, they speak the same language and have
similar attitudes. The listeners who are involved with proyam operations and have a close
relationship with the producers understand the concept of community radio better than those who
are less involved with the programs. Also the listeners who actively access many media outlets
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and enjoy the talk programs by Boon and Nuan are very interested in the community radio
concept. On the other hand, listeners who use the programs for entertainment only could not
explain the difference in the station's programming from the other stations' programs, apart from
its lack of advertising (Interview KGF3, 3 1 October 2002; KGMl, 29 October 2002).

6.6. Cross Case Analysis

This section is a cross-case analysis of the four case study stations and their community
programming examined in this chapter. The themes examined include definitions of community,
programs and localism, producers professionalism, community communication and audiences
reception and involvement.

6.6.1 Alternative Definitions of "Community"

The PRD Petchaburi station related to the community very well through its local programming.
It was unique from other case study stations in that it provided a variety of program types such as
information, entertainment and special programs. These contained a diversity of contents and
were produced by many groups. These locally-based programs served the needs of different
groups including children, youth, monks, the elderly, public servants, businessmen, and ordinary
people. This was reflected that interpretation of the idea of 'community' should reach not only
provincial geographical areas, but also audiences with special interests.

In contrast, even though the Kanchanaburi Community Voice station carried three program
types, their contents lacked variety. Most presenters were community members with personal
interests which were evident through the program content. Many programs were music requests
which serve specific groups in Kanchanaburi's town center. However, the low-watt FM
transmission that covered only a narrow broadcasting area, meant that the idea of 'community'
for the Kanchanaburi station was restricted to groups of specific audiences and interests in the
town center.
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In contrast, the phone-in format of the community programs on the MCOT Nakhon Si
Thammarat and the INN Roi Et stations meant that there was no limitation of geographical areas
in the provinces and for special interest groups. 'Community' for these stations meant groups of
listeners interested in talking with others listeners on air. However, the aims of the community
programs on both stations.were different. The 'Focus Nakhon City' program aimed at building a
learning community for the local people to share their experiences to build civil society.
Similarly but different, the Ruam Duey Chuay Kan program in Roi Et aimed instead to promote a
moral community by reinforcing mutual help values based on mindfulness (Ncrmjcli) and
goodness (Kwarndi).It was also motivated by profit making through advertising.

6.6.2 Local Programs and Localism

The PRD Petchaburi station served as a local information and announcement service center.
However, the promotion of local art, culture, knowledge and wisdom including communitybased small business and local tourism aimed to support government policies about One Tambon
One Product, local tourism, and the Village Fund. When in 2002 the PRD's national radio
networks were divided into seven groups, the Petchaburi station was located in the third group to
promote quality of life: tourism, religion, cultures and arts, and sport. Therefore, the station's
programs on local cultural identity were for policy implementation. The localism principle of
participatory democracy was not evident in the program examined.

In contrast, the local civic team producers on the MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat station created
beneficial programs promoting civil society. The 'Focus Nakhon City' program taught the
localism principles of participatory democracy, self-reliance and community economy, local
wisdom and knowledge, and civic rights. The phone-in format program provided two-way
participatory communication between producers and listeners. By this means local communities
shared their opinions to create a learning environment and encourage participation in public
discussion. Moreover, the program was a mediating channel between government agents and
people's groups to find solutions for public service problems. The producers also encouraged
rural people to voice their views and tried to link them with others in local activities.
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Many local issues were presented on the INN RDCK program. However, it relied on callers'
troubles and it did not promote all the principles of localism. The phone-in program mainly
concerned the social aspects of localism. It became a local information and mediating center
reporting local issues and providing assistance to ordinary people. Moreover, the program
concept with its emphasis on helping locals to solve their problems was likely to be contradictory
to the concept of self-reliance. Finding solutions for public service problems by relying on the
cooperation of local government agencies rather supported the centralisation of decision making
by state agencies.

The Kanchanaburi Community Voice station also served as a local information and
announcement service, but especially for people's groups in the town center. The democratic
principle of localism was mentioned by a few producers to encourage the locals to investigate
local and national administration. The station's presentation of civil society concepts was based
on the moral values of Buddhism. Also, some programs that promoted community-based small
businesses aimed to urge people's groups in town to participate in programming. However, the
socio-cultural aspects of localism were not clearly presented in the Kanchanaburi station's
community programs.

6.6.3 Producers, Styles, and Professionalism
The producers of the PRD Petchaburi and the MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat's community
programs were similar in that they were well-educated volunteers. Some of the PRD's producers
had personal concerns, while some had civic concerns. To meet professional standards, most of
them were trained by the station's producers and some had broadcasting licenses from the PRD.
Their roles as radio hosts were limited by the PRD's rules to present the guests and local issues
objectively. However, their short documentary drama in local dialects presented some comments
with a local sense of humor and this attracted more listeners than official talk- shows.
In contrast, with its civic concern and experience in working with local communities, the
producers of the MCOT 'Focus Nakhon City' program attracted a great number of listeners.
They played a significant role as expert hosts who were able to explain current events and
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comment on national and local situations. They produced their programs like professionals and
integrated their knowledge with their skills in program presentation. The issues selected and
presented by producers represented a picture of community rather than serving individuals. Even

-

though their talks created exciting entertainment through the presenters' ideas and styles, by
talking in the central dialect the program targeted the middle class and community leaders rather
than rural people.
The INN'S Roi Et RDCK program, in contrast, was produced by professional program hosts who
were station employees and by freelance professionals, but their roles were limited to be
mediators managing the callers' problems. They spoke to listeners as individuals rather than
presenting a holistic picture of their coniniunities. They all had to understand the North-Eastem
dialect but only two hosts spoke the local dialect, while others preferred the central dialect.
Accordingly, the styles of the hosts did not attract listeners.

The Kanchanaburi Community Voice radio was unique in that its voluntary producers were rural
people without experience in public speaking but had ambitions to be broadcasters. Accordingly,
they primarily read articles and played music requested by listeners. Only a few programs
produced by the station manager and a professional broadcaster who had experience in
commmity development and public speaking provided diverse information including comments
on current media reform. This made these programs distinctive from the others.

6.6.4 Community Communication and Community Radio Interpretation
The PRD Petchaburi station was state radio and the only station in the province that local people
relied on for local information and announcements. As topics about community radio were rarely
discussed on PRD programs and the PRD's officers in Petchaburi had negative attitudes towards
people's - owned community radio, local communities had different and confused views about

-

it. Support for a people's

-

owned community station was limited to a few groups of rural

people, while civic members and community leaders who were niostly bureaucrats neither
supported nor opposed the people's

- owned

community radio.
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Similarly, only a few groups had been involved with the establishment of the Roi Et people's owned community radio while the majority of local people did not understand the concept.
Community radio in Roi Et province was known among civic groups and local activists. The
L

establishment of two people's

- owned

community radio stations in the province was made by a

few key, persons with roles which caused a conflict of interest. Even though they were invo!ved
with program production on many radio stations, including the INN station, the concept of
people's

-

owned community radio was seldom discussed. Although INN was the only station

which produced an hour-long phone-in talk back program and provided more freedom of speech
than those on state radio, it was more concerned to achieve its social marketing goals than to
promote popular media reform.

The Nakhon Si Thammarat conlmunity aimed to promote public participation in setting up
people's

-

owned community radio. The local people had sufficient choice to access phone-in

news and talk programs. They also were interested in discussing national and local current affairs
within their groups and in public seminars. The community radio concept had been introduced
since 1998 by the local civic group and it was regularly discussed on the MCOT 'Focus Nakhon
City' program and occasionally in seminars. The role of community radio in relation to media
reform, therefore, was widely supported by community leaders and some local communities.
However, the delay in setting up the station was caused by the particular characteristics of
southern people who were concerned about the efficiency of their leaders and the readiness of
community members (Interview MFM3, 24 November 2002).

The illegal status of the Kanchanaburi Community Voice radio station significantly limited
cooperation with the government sector and other official agencies. The topic of popular media
reform and community radio was hardly ever discussed on the state radio or by professional
producers because of their conflict of interests. With a limited broadcasting radius, only town
residents knew about the people's station and little about the community radio concept.
-

Participation in programming and activities came from individuals, peer groups of producers and
a few ordinary people's groups. Voluntary producers and listeners were aware of their rights to
communiczte but needed to be better informed about the principles of community radio.
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6.5 Audience Reception and Their Involvement
L

Since the PRD Petchaburi station was the only one in the province and provided more than ten
hours of local programming weekly, its audiences considered that the station was a local
information and a public relations center. The Petchaburi community leaders used community
programs to publicise the activities of government agencies, organisations, and local
communities as well as a source of official information. While special interest groups used their
programs for companionship, general listeners used the local programs for information seeking
and for entertainment without advertising. The groups who needed information as well as the
special interest groups who had a feeiing of intimacy with radio hosts were more invo!ved with
the station.

In cont'rast, the MCOT 'Focus Nakhon City' community program was perceived as an on-air
learning forum and a channel for locals to voice their views. It was not only a source of local
information and announcements, but also a mediating channel to release conflict between
officials and the public about poor government services. The phone-in programs on MCOT
Nakhon Si Tharnrnarat and INN Roi Et stations became an important channel for locals to use for
problem solving and tension release with public service officers. Regular conflicts existed in the
superior-inferior relationship between bureaucrats and ordinary people in the Thai local
community. Local media in the Thai context, therefore, could play a mediating role to create
better understanding between both sectors. On the other hand, the government agencies could
use the local media to form a better relationship with the people's sector. Because of the direct
benefits of the MCOT 'Focus Nakhon City' program, both community leaders and general
listeners used it. The micro-level leaders and rural people tended to use the INN RDCK program
mainly for information and problem solving.

In a different way, some programs on Kanchanaburi people's radio made direct comments on
public servants and bureaucrats that could release tensions for ordinary listeners with negative
experiences. However, due to its limited broadcast area and peer group participation, the
programs did not create institutional bonds between the station and government and different
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sectors of the local community. Even though the station was open to the public, only a few
individuals joined in program production and the station was mainly used for entertainment and
companionship via music requests.

-

Interestingly, language use as well as the intersections between different media could play an
important role in building a 'community' on air. Most listeners preferred listening to programs
spoken in local dialect rather than central Thai which was used not only in mediating information
but also communicating a sense of 'our radio'. Also the convergence of different media in local
programs, such as broadcasting phone-in participation of listeners, reading from both national
and local newspapers on air, and transmitting live shows of traditional media, brought local
communities' live to wider interest of different groups. These promoted more participation
among con~munitymembers.

7. Conclusion

By Western standards, the three state radios at Petchaburi (PRD), Nakhon Si Thammarat

(MCOT), and Roi Et (INN),were not genuine community radio, while the people's radio at
Kanchanaburi had limited group participation and non-diverse programs. However, when
applying the criteria of community media by Carpentier, Lie and Servaes (2002) to the four
cases, some programs on the state radio had these characteristics. The community programs on
the PRD and INN stations served community needs and interests and were open to some public
access and participation. They provided local news, some information and announcements. For
the INN station, its phone-in program was more concerned about individual issues and the
cooperative solution of local people's problems.

The community program on the MCOT station presented civil society views while the
Kanchanaburi people's station was an alternative to mainstream. The phone-in format of MCOT
civic program created a learning forum which encouraged local people to share opinions and pay
attention to public issues, while the programs on the Kanchanaburi people's station provided
alternative non-profit music requests and talk programs which criticised national and local
current issues.

-
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The type of local programming in each case study and its broadcasting radius predicted the type
of local con~munity.With its high-powered transmission and non-profit operation, the PRD

-

Petchaburi station provided diversity of program contents to serve different needs of the local
community at the provincial level. In contrast, the Kanchanaburi people's station with narrow
broadcasting served the interests of low economic and social status groups in town community.
The MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat and the

INN Roi ET commercial stations similarly carried

programs for community services with phone-in format which aimed to build an on-air
community, but had different concepts and program productions.
All three state stations (PRD, MCOT, and INN) provided local news reports and announcement
services, while the Kanchanaburi people's station became an announcement center for listeners.
Local business and culture was promoted by community programs on the PRD Petchaburi,
MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat, and Kanchanaburi' people's stations, but with different aims.
Political participation and the community radio concept were more discussed in the civic groups
talk programs on the MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat7s and the Kanchanaburi people's station.
These stations promote civil society by providing media education to listeners. They encouraged
local people to participate in the political process and scrutinised their local leaders. They
supported the decentralisation of decision making in local administration and also provided
media literacy to listeners through the discussion about media reform. Even though these civic
producers were non-professionals, their experience and abilities effectively conveyed civic
concepts to their listeners. In addition, listeners of the civic program on Nakhon Si Thammarat
station benefited from having a source of local information and announcements, a mediating
center to solve problems, and a learning forum.

This study found that producers with civic concern who mostly were middle class activists could,
more effectively, convey important principles of localism in conjunction with citizens' rights
than those with personal and career interests. This finding was related to a study by Hochheimer

(1991) that the middle class were the active groups participating in community programs
production. In this study, Thai bourgeois civil society played significant roles in community
radio operations and could be an important factor to foster the community broadcasting sector by
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providing inforn~almedia education to listeners who interested to be producers. This parallels
Kitley's argument (2003) about the need for audience education of Indonesians. He emphasised
the actions of civil society groups in accessing the media and creating interactive programs

-

which provided reflexive dialogue between civic producers and audiences. The media forum
created by these groups empowered and asserted the audiences as a constituency.

Con~n~unity
leaders and the middle class activists tended to be most involved in program
operation on the three state radios (PRD Petchaburi, MCOT Nakhon Si Thammarat, and

INN Roi

Et) more than on the Kanchanaburi people's radio. These groups more used media outlets and
sought information intentionally. According to Grunig's situational

-

involvement model

(Hofstetter and Gianos, 1997: 503), listeners with an active communication tended to be more
involved in program operations and station activities than those with passive communication. On
the other hand, general listeners were actively involved in the Kanchanaburi station. This was
because the interpersonal interaction between listeners and the producers at the station led to
more program involvement. The programs with a phone-in format on the MCOT and INN
stations attracted more listeners than the PRD's non-phone-in programs because of the parasocial
interaction via the phone-in programs. According to Rubin and Step (2000), parasocial
interaction on talk radio programs led to frequent listening to a favorite host.

Those who best understood the concept of community radio were bureaucrats, middle class, and
community leaders. The ordinary people mostly had no idea about community radio, except for a
few groups who wanted to set up their own station. Like Sikares (2001), this study found that the
external factors which restricted community radio were regulations and the funding system and
the internal factors were the readiness of the local community, efficiency and ideals of leaders,
and the influence of local politicians and businessmen (see Chapter 4 section 4.2.3). These
internal constraints were also rclated to the nature of relationships in Thai local community. The
dynamics of local communities was a discourse between the state, business and people's groups.
Bureaucracy and patronage were the major restraints on the autonomy of any independent units
(see Chapter 2 section 2.3.1). Arghiros and Moller (2000) considered that many rural community
groups were formed to support government projects and had leaders who were from the highest
status of rural society. These groups reproduce the hierarchical structures of power found in the
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civil administration (see Chapter 2 section 2.3.2). This study's findings concur with Jumpol (see
Chapter 4 section 4.6.2), who considered that the people's radio operation might be interfered
with by local politicians, influential figures and business groups and eventually the people's
stations wouldksemble the situation of the damaged village broadcasting towers.

Conclusions
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CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

-

This study has examined the intelrelationship between media deniocratisation and the
development of community radio in Thailand from 1998 to 2002. Four cases of community
radio were analysed, namely, the government department PRD, the state enterprise MCOT,
the private company INN, and the people's organisation in Kanchanaburi, covering their
station management, programming and audience reception. The study also considered the
development of conlmunity radio internationally to locate Thai community radio in a broader
context. The study had four research questions and the findings are as follows.

Findings and Conclusions

RQ 1) How did policies towards community radio change in Thailand between 1998-2002?
The primary role of radio in Thailand has been a mouthpiece for the state to sustain the
political power of the government. Also radio has been used to make profits by the state
owners and private companies who were more concerned with profitability than the quality of
programs. Thus, most AM and FM stations carried pop music or other entertainment
programs. The broadcast media in Thailand did not serve the basic human right to
con~municate;in particular, the right to express an opinion, the right to receive and send
information, and the right to participate and take public responsibility. However, the
reformation of the broadcasting system promised by Section 40 and its Broadcasting Act
increased the chance for local communities to use radio for their needs, thereby promoting
the democratic aspects of participatory communication including the rights to communicate,
to empower the voiceless and to maintain local identity and cultures.
-

The contest for community radio developed its own social discourse in which each
stakeholder attempted to create their own meanings. The stakeholders were divided into two
groups: the powers who were traditionally engaged with broadcasting, such as government
agencies and media companies, and the new participants, such as NGOs, civil society
organisations, media academics, and people's groups. The major actors who initiated
community programs

were

the Public Relations

Department

(PRD), the

Mass
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Communication Organisation of Thailand (MCOT), and the INN company, while those in the
new participant groups engaged with community radio were Civic Net and the people's
groups.

-

Community programs on the PRD and MCOT stations were created according to national
policy. Even though the PRD had initiated community radio in Chantaburi in 1991, the trial
did not spread until the enactment of Section 40 of the Constitution. In 1998, the PRD
revitalized the conlmunity radio project and it was trialled on local stations in 19 provinces,
including Petchaburi. In 1999, it was expanded to every PRD local station. However, during
2031 to 2002, because of the uncertainty of the PRD's policies and restrictions from its topheavy administrative structure, the community programs that allowed non-professionals to
produce programs were interfered with or terminated by station managers. Eventually,
"con~munity radio" became "community service" programs on PRD stations and was
replaced by 'local radio' or 'provincial radio'.

After 1999 MCOT local stations produced at least a one-hour daily community program.
However, its implementation was difficult because the leaseholders' companies which had
operational control did not cooperate with station managers in program production. Even
though the MCOT7spolicies were changed several times to solve this problem, the managers
still lacked authority about budgets and personnel management. In sum, the normative aim of
making community programs was contradictory to the revenue-maximised goals and the
management structure of the MCOT local stations as the concessionaires dominated station
marketing and programming. Thus, the "MCOT For Community" program was for
community service but funded by advertising revenues.

An alternative approach to defining community radio came from the private sector INN
company. Although the Runm Duey Chuay Kan (RDCK) program by INN was created before
the 1997 Constitution, its concept was originally promoted as Thai-style community radio.
Between 1999 and 2002, the company expanded the RDCK format to 15 local stations across
the country with different management styles. This was partly because the aim was to
broaden the company profile to upcountry listeners and partly a response to the media reform
movement. However, due to disagreements with some NGOs and media academics on the
use of term "community radio", the company eventually identified RDCK program as "city
radio" instead.
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It is important to note that while community radio policy had been co-opted by the state
owners (PRD, MCOT) and the private company (INN), the civil society movement for
popular media reform caused a shift in community radio discourse from the 'people-aspartners' to The 'people-as-owners'. The democratic principles of community radio were
conceptualised by new stakeholders led by the Bangkok Civicnet Institute, and NGOs
campaigning for popular media reform. In 2001, the model of low-powered people's
con~munityradio was trialled and then quickly adopted by different people's groups in
several provinces. With the interests of ordinary people in their right to communicate as
promised by the Constitution, combined with a spirit of resistance to the state authority
(PRD) that tried to stop its operations, nearly 60 people's - owned community radio stations
were set up across the country followed by the establishment of the National Community
Radio Federation in October 2002.

RQ 2a) What were the different models of community radio that developed in a range of
provincial Thai community radio stations, namely:

a) Petchaburi community programs owned by government department, PRD (began
1998)
b) Nakhon Si Thammarat commui!ity programs owned by government state enterprise,
MCOT (began 1998).
c) Ruum Duey Chuny Kun community program, operated by private media company,
INN co.,ltd in Bangkok(began 1997) and Roi Et (began 2000).
d) Kanchanaburi community programs operated by people's organisation (began 2001)

Three models were initiated by the old stakeholders, namely, the state agencies - PRD and
MCOT - and the private company - INN.A fourth was created by the people's group with
assistance of the Bangkok civic group. Along this continuum of four models, the
bureaucratised model of the P m station was restricted by centralised administration,
relations between central and local offices, rigid organisational culture and uncertain policies.
When the community radio project was trialled on local PRD stations, the Petchaburi station
was included and continued production until 2002. The department allowed people who were
representative of local groups to produce programs to serve the needs of the local community.
However, The PRD Bangkok central office and the PRD regional office controlled the local
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stations through policies, budgets and appointed officers. The policy was unstable and no
continuous budget was provided for community radio production. In sum, key decisions
abcut PRD community radio were usually made by the state owners who still retained power
over program production.

The concession model of the MCOT station was more flexible in terms of its administration
because local stations were managed by both the station manager and the leaseholder's
company. Yet, in practice, the station management and program operations were controlled
by the leaseholder's company and the station manager had to cooperate with the company in
producing community programs. Also, the policy for community program operation was
uncertain and no budget and personnel were provided. Accordingly, community programs in
this model were basically made possible by the station manager negotiating with the
leaseholder's company and without support from the station manager, it was unable to
continue.

The RDCK community program on the commercial model of the INN station was similarly
restrained by the conflict between profit concern and social service. The station was operated
by INN company employees and had autonomy from the Bangkok Central Office. However i t
had to provide social services to the local community and earn revenue from advertising to
cover production costs and the concession fee which was around one-third of the monthly
expenses. The RDCK contents were framed by the Bangkok-oriented program concept and
controlled by the station manager and the company-employed producers to ensure the
achievement of revenue-oriented company goal. Thus, RDCK became a local commercial
talk program and the station resembled other mainstream stations that camed mostly
commercial music programs.

While these three models were constrained by the political economy of the Thai broadcasting
system, the Kanchanaburi people's radio seemed to represent the grassroots participation
model of community radio and was close to ideal global models. At the end of 2001, the
people's - owned community station called "Kanchanaburi Community Voices" was set up
by the "Kanchanaburi Media Reform Group" as a result of the civil society movement on
popular media reform and people's

-

owned community radio. The group was originally

formed by a local environmental activist who became the president of the group, chaim~anof
the Station Production Board, the station manager, and also one of the program producers.
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The station aimed to be a trial platform for local people to learn about community media and
their right to communicate as well as be alternative to the mainstream commercial radio
stations. In practice, even though the people's - owned community radio model followed the
concept of community media regarding its non-profit goals and non-professional production,

-

it did not succeed in working democratically because of the lack of group decision making.

RQ2b) What were the main differences in station management, programming and aud:lence
reception in those stations?

The Station Manager's Role

The station manager was the most important factor in making community programs on each
station. Around 60 percent of the PRD Petchaburi community programs produced on a
voluntary basis were made possible by the democratic management style and sociable manner
of the manager. Because of insufficient budgets, hnding activities were arranged to cover
expenses for station activities, including training courses for voluntary producers. Similarly,
community programs by civic producers, such as "Focus Nakhon City", on the MCOT
Nakhon Si Thammarat station were made possible by the station manager. She tried to
convince the leaseholder to subsidise air time cost for this program. She also gave Freedom to
civic producers in program production and brought station producers and producers of
commercial programs together in community program operations. However, the continuation
of this program depended on the personal interest of the station manager. When the manager
of the Nakhon Si Thammarat station changed, two community programs were also changed
and then one stopped operating.
For the INN Roi Et station, even though the autocratic management style of the station
manager caused conflict with station producers and marketing staff, he was able to keep a
balance between social service and entertainment programs. At the Kanchanaburi people's
-

station, decision making on station management and operation was done by the station
manager and his assistants, rather than the Board. He oversaw engineering, broadcasting,
general business and was also in charge of financial matters and programming. The
continuation of station operation was made possible by his perseverance. His strong character
motivated the producers, but perhaps at the cost of conformity rather than promoting
autonomy.

Producers and Programming

Producers of the community programs mostly were also the presenters. The station manager

-

of the PRD Petchaburi station played a role in creating the program themes and selecting the
voluntary producers. However, its community, programs were produced by volunteers who
knew how to operate programs on the state station without breaking its rules. Most talk
programs provided local news and current affairs from provincial administration and local
government agencies. Its political talk programs concerned national and local administration,
rather than creating discussion forums in which the locals could share their views. The
producers avoided harsh comments on national administration and politics and censored their
discussions on controversial issues, particularly

ihose which

involved provincial

administration and local government agencies. Therefore, their public participation as
producers was limited by the station manager and this limited public comment on the
programs. The station became the source of local information but could not criticise local
politics or administrations.
There were two community programs on the MCOT Nakhon Si Tharnmarat, namely "MCOT
for Community" and "Focus Nakhon City". The first was produced by the station producer
and the professional producer. It provided announcements for government agencies and local
people's groups. Producers were paid by the station so their productions were influenced by
the decisions of the station manager. However, "Focus Nakhon City" was a popular phone-in
program produced by the local civic group with the same name. Its producers had excellent
qualifications and their productions received support from the station manager. Moreover,
they had autonomy in managing the program's advertising revenues as well as program
production. The program's popularity was due to its local character. It stressed the
importance of participatory democracy, civic rights, self-reliance, and local wisdom. A wide
range of local issues and learning forums were presented on the phone-in program. Also, it
became a mediating channel between government agencies and people's groups to find
solutions for problems. This program by civic producers successfully acknowledged
pluralism in production and programming as well as the concept of localism. When combined
with the civic producers' aims to pursue the concept of community radio, the "Focus Nakhon
City" program had a good reputation in the local community. The research also found that
having sponsorships and advertising on community programs are not necessarily

-

incompatible with a degree of con~mercialisationas long as the rights of community groups
to communicate are not interfered with as this has been guaranteed by the Constitution.

In the case of the INN Roi Et station, the producers were lNN employees and limited by the
program concept to be only the mediators telephone discussions with other parties. The
station manager regularly acted as program producer and suggested the discussion issues,
prngram guests, and commented on their productions. When the s t a t i ~ nproducers had
conflicts with the station manager, they chose to follow the organisational culture. The
contents of the RDCK phone-in program seemed to be focused on callers' troubles. Even
though it was a mediating channel between government agencies and the locals, the political
and economic aspects of localism did not exist in the program. Unfortunately, the RDCK
seven hours weekday broadcast lacked variety when compared to different issues discussed
on "Focus Nakhon City" which was on air just one hour daily. This was because of the
constraint from the profit-oriented goais and the Bangkok-based program concept which
limited the types of program content.

In contrast, all producers at the Kanchanaburi people's station were volunteers and the
majority were ordinary individuals with low levels of education. They were interested in
producing radio shows, but lacked broadcasting skills and an understanding of community
radio concepts. Accordingly, they mainly produced music request programs that made their
roles resemble those of commercial broadcasters. Only a few talk programs which were
produced by the station manager and his assistant were different. Their talk programs
discussed various issues of national and local administration, politics, and local environment
and also carried critical comments on government policies which seldom were presented on
other state stations. Yet despite presenting alternative talk programs, the station did not offer
pluralism in production and programming.

Azrclience Reception

Listeners to the PRD Petchaburi station perceived it as a local information centre that
provided announcements and diverse programming, preserved local culture and knowledge,
and promoted the community-based small businesses of local people. The community
programs were primarily used as a source of information by ordinary people, while
community leaders used them to publicise their agents or organisations. In sum, the station
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was a state public service radio for bureaucrats and the middle-class community, rather than
ordinary people.

In Nakhon Si Thammarat, the target audiences of the "Focus Nakhon City" program were the
middle-class a n d community leaders. They considered that the program was an on-air
learning forum for locals to find solutions to community problems. It helped to solve these
and released tension between government agencies and people's groups by being a mediation
channel for both parties. The program also provided a public space for rural people to voice
their opinions.

In the case of the Roi Et RDCK program by the INN company, the rural people and microlevel community leaders who were its target audiences relied on it for assistance. It was a
program for helping people with their problems. It solved basic problems and released
tension between government agencies and the locals over poor public services.

In Kanchanaburi, the listeners of people's radio were mainly housewives, labourers and food
sellers in the town center. They preferred to listen to music programs and regularly called in
to request music for friends. Producers and listeners also had a close relationship as they had
the same socio-cultural status. They considered that the station belonged to them since the
programs were operated by local people for their needs with non-profit concerns.

Yet

basically the station was used for entertainment and companionship.

Overall, the interaction of the station managers, the civic producers, and the audiences
promotes civil society at a community level through the community radio programs. The
position of station manager was central because the presentation of programs based on the
public good was dependent on their decisions. They, like the middle-class activists, created
programs for benefits of the local community. Interestingly, even though the managers of the

PRD and MCOT stations were bureaucrats and had to follow organisational policies, their
individual inclinations towards the public good could achieve a balance between community
development and following rigid organizational rules. Also, their democratic management
style created a friendly atmosphere with a less hierarchical form which encouraged different
groups in the community to access the station and participate in programming.
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This then allowed the civic producers, who were in the main middle-class activists (i.e.
academics, private employees, and civil servants) to put forth local issues for public
discussion through programs which engaged their audiences. Accordingly ordinary people
could obtain local information, learn from these fora, and share their opinions with others.
This type of program encouraged self-expression of ordinary people through media
participation. Moreover, the middle-class activists were in a position to influence grassroots'
participation, and also the state sectors in improving utility services through the programs.
Listening and calling into programs could release the tensions of ordinary people about
conflicts with officials about poor public services. They had more public space to voice their
needs and interests on public radio and also the people's

-

owned community radio

movement had made a number of local leaders alert to their rights to communicate.
Compared with the often internationally aligned NGO involvement in community radio, the
effectiveness of the middle-class activists stemmed from their involvement at the grassroots
level in community development camed out in conjunction with their careers in the state or
private sectors. Consequently their work experiences and aptitudes assisted them in
producing programs that involved the people's views and connecting their concerns with
relevant sectors within their own networks. Accordingly, the four case studies of community
radio were examples of how civil society operated in the local community with middle-class
activists having a significant influence in all four stations.

RQ 3) How was the development of Thai community radio related to the wider liberalisation
of the media and community empowerment between 1998-2002?

The community radio movement in Thailand introduced media democratisation via two
avenues: the media reform process, and the awareness of citizens' rights among ordinary
people. First, the people's

-

owned community radio became a strategic movement to push

the process of media reform forward as promised in Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution. This
forced the government to launch temporary regulations for people's community radio.
Second, community radio increased the awareness of local communities about citizens' right
to communicate and participate in public debate. The creation of community radio programs
was also significantly related to development of Thai democracy as it provided the
opportunity for the growth of civil society at community level. The local civic groups played
a crucial role in both exercising their citizens' right in program production and encouraging
the participation of ordinary people.
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However, it would be naNe to expect that community radio automatically led to Thai
democratisation and media liberalisation without considering the nation51 med'la context.
Genuine participation in community was not possible because of the interdependency
between decentralisation, participation and empowerment. Decentralised decision making at
the grassroots level in community radio was difficult because of the lack of mechanisms to
support people's participation and active communication. These barriers included the
patronage system, centralised local administration by central government, and statemonopolised media.

Historically, Thai broadcast media operations were based on state and business control.
Under Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution and its 2000 Act, broadcasting operations were
supposed to be controlled by the NBC including non-profit broadcasting. According to
Section 40 of the i997 Constitution, all frequency bands had to be re-allocated by an
independent regulatory body for the public benefit in education, culture, security, and other
public interest. Article 26 of the 2000 National Broadcasting Commission W C ) Act
specified that each province must have at least one local radio and television station. The
frequency bands for broadcasting had to be allocated in the ratio of 40-40-20 to the state, the
private and the people's sectors respectively. For the community, programming must be
produced by non-profit or public interest associations. However, the process of selecting
members of the NBC, which should have been finalized by October 2000, had stalled. By the
end of 2003, there was little progress on media reform as the Thaksin government was more
concerned with a business-oriented agenda.

The Thaksin government had an ambivalent attitude towards community radio. The
government could control public opinion in the mainstream media by exercising its
regulatory authority and through economic pressures on media outlets via the advertising
budgets of government agencies. The government ignored the movement for non-mainstream
small media by neither attacking nor supporting this sector. Also its policies toward
comn~unityradio were contradictory. For example, while the Cabinet established temporary
regulations for low-powered people's community radio stations, the PRD still exercised its
authority as the NBC had not yet been created.
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Also, in practice, Thai community radio programs could not pursue genuine participatory
communication to empower listeners because of political and business constraints. It just
widened the public space on local radio for local communities to have more choices for
information community-based programs. Local middle-class people representing local civic
society could more readily access air time and participate in program production. Local
ordinary people had opportunities, better than before, to voice their opinions, share
experiences with other communities and complain about poor public services on air.
Increasing numbers of people at the local level were now more assertive in exercising their
rights to communicate.
R Q 4: How did Thai community radio develop compared to other models of community radio
internationally?

Community radio in this thesis was classified as democratic media when its character
matched the key concept of McQuailYsdemocratic-participant media model - small-scale
media, localised, horizontal interaction, people's participation, two-way communication and
non-market-oriented institutional form. Access and participation in small-scale media could
not only empower the voiceless, but also maintain local identity and cultures. Community
radio was distinguished from public service and commercial radio in several aspects. It was a
tool for sociai change in America and some countries in Europe, for preservation of ethnic
and indigenous cultures in Canada and Australia, and for community development in South
and South East Asia. The civil society movement via NGOs and the middle-class played an
important role in operating participatory-based programs to strengthen the grassroots
community. Community radio in those countries could be categorised into three contexts: the
stations grew from protests against public monopoly; community radio derived from
commercially-dominated media environment; and community radio established in a statemonopoly broadcasting systern.

Yet, in- practice, European comm~~nity
broadcasting hardly survived in a newly marketoriented environment. The USA community stations had to fight for more spaces in a
deregulated media industry, while Canadian and Australian community sectors confronted
financial problems from inadequate governmental h n d s as well as increasing pressures from
commercial interests. In Asia, radio was almost entirely a mouthpiece for the government to
propagate its policies and national leaders' images. Community radio in some Asian
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countries was mostly just a tool of the government in implementing its development policies
rather than a people's media for grassroots empowerment. Given the current trends of
globalisation and deregulation, community radio could barely maintain its non-profit
orientation in a highiy competitive media environment.

Thai community radio has not been genuine community media in regards to the global
context. It had emerged from Section 40 of the 1997 Constitution and its 2000 Act.
Nevertheless, the process of the NBC's selection had been delayed because various interest
groups attempted to dominate it and there was the resistance as well from the civic groups,
some NGOs and media professional associations. As a result, the movement of people's

-

owned community radio with its illegal status, like pirate radio in some European countries
during the1960s, new media in America in the 1980s, underground radio in Taiwan in the
1990s, and the growth of people's radio to nearly 60 stations in 2002 and the establishment of
the National Community Radio Federation in Thailand, was a protest against the state
authorities. Thus, the development of people's

- owned

community radio at the beginning of

2000 significantly reflected grassroots participation in Thai media democratisation.

If the 1997 constitutional ideal is to be realised in relation to non-profit broadcasting, this
sector should be operated by associations, groups, andfor individuals that represent the local
community with little or no commercial involvement. These groups could be incorporated
under an association organised by national media regulators, as in the international
community radio model. Thai media policy could possibly consider moderate commercial
broadcasting and hnding support for non-commercial broadcasters as in the Scandinavian
community radio model (see Chapter 1 section 1.3.1). Advertising on community radio in this
model is allowed on limited conditions. Moreover, autonomy from the government should be
paramount in the management of the station.

Implications For Further Research

Further study on the operation of the people's radio stations is necessary. In 2002, the
National Community Radio Federation claimed that there were nearly 60 people's radio
stations across the country. They were operated on a trial basis by the temporary regulation of
community radio operations and launched by the government at the beginning of 2003.
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Therefore, a study about the success and failure of their operations would be useful in
drafting the community broadcasting Master Plan and for the development of the community
broadcasting sector.
Since the 1997 Constitution, educational institutions in many provinces which had their own
radio stations changed the station management to coincide with Section 40 and its 2000 Act.
This action fomied other models of community radio and could be considered as an
alternative model for Thai community radio. Also other different types of community media
have been trialled, such as community newspapers, community programs on cable
televisions, and websites for special interest communities. Further research on these other
forms of democratic media in city, urban and rural communities could be camed out.

Further research to explore the roles of local civic organisations towards rural community
empowerment would also useful. The attempts of local civic groups led by middle-class
activists to promote civic concepts and empower local people on their community programs
can be a future avenue of strength for local communities and the community media sector.
However, the role of local civic organisations in promoting democratic media in upcountry
Thailand needs to be further examined. Also, the social stratification in relation to power
ideology in the local urban and rural context should be determined.

The investigation of community broadcasting regulations in different countries is essential for
the proposed Thai regulations and Master Plan of the community broadcasting sector to be
launched by 2004. They need to address details of the typical features of community
broadcasting, such as licenses, licensees, types of organisations, financing, and transmitting
powers. A comparative study on international regulations for the community broadcasting
sector would create a better understanding of its global principles and be beneficial for
drafting of the regulations and Master Plan.

Further research into the interrelation between community communication and the creation of
community programs in large regional provinces, such as Chiang Mai, Khon Khaen, and
Songkhla is essential to investigate the public participation of people in urban and rural areas.
Civil society usually arises from the participation of the middle class in urban areas. The
intense competition between the media environment in large cities and local civic
movements, local people will have more chances to access public stations and participate in
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program production. In this particular context, active communication is a significant factor
for maintaining the antagonism of the community media and promoting its pluralism and
localism.
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Appendix A: Record of Participant Observation of Activities of the PRD's Local
Station in Petchaburi Province During 16-26 February, and 4-12 November 2002
Date

Activities

Place

16 February 2002

Community program
producers meeting about
the role of the PRD's
zommunity radio.

Petchaburi Station

!1 February 2002

Team producers of the
"Thai Instrumental Music"
program meeting

Prathep Suwannamunee
Foundation's meeting
room at Mahathad
Temple, Petchaburi

25 February 2002

Team producers of the
Dhamma programs
meeting about the new
Dhamma program
commencing March 2002

Petchaburi Station

26 February 2002

Seminar on "Writings
about stories of the last
incarnation of the Budda
(Praratchanipon
Mahachartchadok) by the
King Rarna Fifth",
organised by Pethchaburi
historical park in
cooperation with the
Petchaburi station

Petchaburi Station

6 November 2002

Provincial Committees for
"Dhamma Sermon on
Stories of the last
Incarnation of the Budda
(Prathammathetsana
Mczhawessundornchadok)"
meeting initiated by the
Petchaburi station

Meeting Room, Petchaburi
Town Hall, Petchaburi

l 1 November 2002

Provincial Council of
Monk Communicators
meeting about
broadcasting licenses and
Dhamma programs

Meeting Room, Muhathad
Temple, Petchaburi
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Appendix B: Record of.Participant Observation of Activities of the MCOT's
Local Station in Nakhon Si Thammarat Province During 28 January - 7
February, and 20-26 November 2002
Date

Activities

Place

30 January 2002

Discussion on "Solutions
for Forest Trespass on
Yong Waterfall National
Park with the local
community and the station

Lunsuku District, Nakhon
Si Thammarat

2 February 2002

Discussion on " Seeking
Values of 'Pa P r u
Kownkreng ', organised by
the local community in
cooperation with Teams of
Focus Nakhon City Group

Kreng Village, Chn-ood
District, Nakhon Si
Thammarat

7 February 2002

Discussion on " Public
Relations Network of
People's Sector",
organised by the Southern
Health Center and the
Focus Nakhon City Group

Southern Health Center,
Nakhon Si Thammarat
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Appendix C: Record of Participant Observation of Activities of the INN'S Local
Station in Roi Et Province During 3-8 December 2001, and 1-13 December 2002
Date

Activities

Place

5 December 2002

Donation of food and
goods for children,
initiated by the Rtram
Duey Chuay Kan Program

Photak Village, Na-ngam
District, Roi Et

9 December 2002

Meeting of station staff
and producers

Roi Et's station

1 I December 2002

Discussion Forum on
"How to Sustainably
Rejuvenate Farmers after
Flood Crisis", organised
by provincial civic
networks in cooperation
with the station

Tarnbon Administration
Organisation's Office in
the Dinrlum District, Roi
Et
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Appendix D: Record of Participant Observation of Activities of the People's Owned Station in Kanchanaburi Province During 27 February - I March, 22
October - 1 and 18-19 November 2002
Date

Activities

Place

27 February 2002

Seminar on the " People's
Right and Preparation For
Community Radio",
organised by the station in
cooperation with SIF,
Civic Net, NGOs, people's
radio network

Town hall for celebration
the 60 years of the King
Rama Ninth, Muang
Municipality,
Kanchanaburi

3 November 2002

Exhibition on
"Kanchanaburi 'S
Community Radio" by
people's group and other
public groups

Town hall for the
celebration the 60 years of
the King Rama Ninth,
Muang Municipality,
Kanchanabun

19 November 2002

Monthly meeting of
program producers of
Kanchanaburi station

Kanchanabun's station
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Appendix E: Key Informants Academics, Media Professionals and Members of
NGOs
Name

Function

4 cademics
Former Dean, Faculty of Communication
Arts, Chulalongkom University and
Member of the NBC Selection
Committee.
Ubonrat Siriyuvasak

Assistant Professor, Faculty of
Communication Arts, Chulalongkom
University, Chairwoman of Kor Por Sor
(Campaign for Popular Media Reform).

Surat Maetheekul

Assistant Professor, Faculty of Mass
Communications, Thammasart
University.

Duangpom Kamnuanrat
Assistant Director, Institution of
Language and Culture for Rural
Development, Mahidol University.
Uajit Virojtairat

Member of the Human Rights
Commission.

Professionals
Boordert Changyai

Senior Editor, Matichon newspaper and
its group.

NGOs

Anu Sangarueangrit

Coordinator, Thai Community Radio
Federation and Head of SIF projects in
West of Thailand

Pannipa Sothipan

Keyperson, 'Core Radio' civic group in
Songkhla province.
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Appendix F: Key Informants, PRD Bangkok Officers and Local Station in
Petchaburi Provinces, FM 95.75 MHz
Name

Function

Yatlekok Administrator and Officer.

?ramoj Rattawinit
Surin Plangprasobchok

Deputy General Director.
Head of the PRD Public Relations Training
Center.

Petchaburi Srntion Stnff

Station Manager, Petchaburi Station.
Station producer.
Station correspondent.

Vgenyuang Sakphaisan
Siriporn Wattanasuwahl
Kanokporn Ounhawaitaya
Chrtside Producers

Kriangsak Sukhasakon
Saksit Wibunsinsopon

Retired public servant.
Member of Provincial Election Board, and Editor
of local newspaper (Pethphurn).
President, TAO's Management Board.
Provincial public health officer.
Teacher.
Singer, Local activist.
Lecturer, Ratchapat Institution, Co-ordinator,
Petch City Lovers' Group.
Director, Academic Department, Muang
Municipality.

Sirilert Sorachart
Kasem Chantarasorn
Jaratsri Krisunthorn
Sornsak Itsamanyi
Sunan Udomwech
Pinthong Sornchangwat

Communitv Lenders

Phra Khru Sophonthanakit
Yunhapon Angkinan
Bonvornpot Kamlaikaew
Sanan Pattapi
Wichittra Wichitpanyarak
Thongterm Chorpueng
Sum01 Sutawiriyawat

Abbot, Wat Khao Bandai-it, and station patron.
Municipal Councilor, Muang Municipality.
Chairman, TAO's Management Board.
Village headman.
Chairwoman, Provincial Chamber of Commerce.
Vice Deputy, Muang Municipality.
Assistant Director, local high school and leader
of a local environmental group.
Coordinator, SIF's provincial projects.
President, TAO's Management Board, and
President, TAO's Assembly.
Head, housewife and youth group.

Suthida Sangpeth
Theerasak Panichwit
Sukhumal Termsak
Listeners

Chalaw Yusuwan
Prajuap Jaratch
Winai sueampio
Khomkit Kanchanadilok
Burin phikamjorn
Napa Methaprasit
Pitsamai thongsornnuek
Nutakan Thongsuk
Yada viriyasakul
Sawitri Sueathong

-

Retired officer.
Farmer.
Farmer.
Owner, photo shop.
Teacher.
Teacher.
Public servant.
Artificial flower maker and seller.
Food vender.
Student.
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Appendix G : Key Informants, the MCOT Bangkok Admiiiistrator and Local
Radio Station in Nakhon Si Thammarat Province, FM. 104.75 MHz
Name

Suthichai Boonnak

Function

Director, MCOT's Radio Network.

Nakhon Si Thammarrlt Station Stuff

Jongjit Aksornnit
Kan Tangthamniyom
Jutharat Srisakaew

Station Manager (1997 - March 2002).
Station Manager (March 2002 - Present).
Station producer.

Outside producers

Pirote Petchkhong
Prasit Sornthong
Suchart Thongbunyoung
Niranuch Yamrnisri
Siriporn Reangwaranon
Suthiporn Pengchareon

General Manager, local department store, and
core person, Focus Muang Nakhon Civic Group.
Businessman and core person of Focus Muang
Nakhon Civic Group.
Public servant and core person of Focus Muang
Nakhon Civic Group.
Professional producer.
Professional producer.
Professional producer.

Community leaders

Phra Saewi Khorsako
Sawat Kittaratchatanun
Pongsit Kabklai
Thongchai Sarakul
Suthi Sinlamai
Wipa Fu

Kaesorn Barnrung
Kulasarn Jaroensom

Abbot, Wat Pha Yang.
Former Provincial Governor.
Mayor, Municipal Council.
Director, southern regional center of primary
health care.
Head, Policy and Planning Department of
provincial office.
Businesswoman and leader, community-based
small business and Member of Focus Muang
Nakhon Civic Group.
Chairwoman, women's development groups, and
leader, public health voluntary groups.
Teacher, and independent activist.

Listeners

Theera Nuechuai
Paibun Phetcharanon
Sakon Phongsakul
Roengsak Thanonthong
Chinakorn onthong
Duang Wangboonkong
Orathai Khongkhao
Sutchin Thawornsung
Niramol Chamnan
Urai Thonmhan

Farmer and head of local community.
Farmer and member of Municipality Council.
Businessman and farmer.
Businessman and member of TAO's management
board.
Farmer.
Farmer and food seller.
Farmer and food seller.
Dressmaker.
Farmer and public health volunteer.
Teacher.
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Appendix H: Key Informants, INN Bangkok Administrator and Staff and Local
Station in Roi Et Province, FM 101.6 MHz
Name

Function

Yannkok A rlrninistrator c~ndStuff

jomchai Sawangkan
Lert Aksornnit
rhanorm Onkiatpon

Managing Director, INN company.
Programmer, the RDCK program, Songkhla.
Station manager, the RDCK station, Bangkok.

Zhirawat Khamhaeng
Vitchara Buntanai
Zhumpon Wongbun
Phatcharin Fonglom
Sarayut Anthachai
Zhiraporn Thammasat

Station manager, INN radio.
Station producer and special event coordinator.
4ssistant station manager and station producer
Marketing manager and station producer.
Assistant marketing manager and station
producer.
General business and activity staff.

Outside woducers

Sompong Nachaiyo
Watcharin Khechornwong

Teacher, Independent broadcaster, and leader of
provincial Civic Group.
Officer, Provincial Agriculture Agent, local
correspondent, and independent broadcaster.

Communitv Leaders

Preecha Chaotakun
Nikom Punchawat
Tuang Anthachai
Supaporn Chansi
Nutiang Phumphakwaen
Jariya Kanchawong
Sawang Posita
Narong Subunsin

Head, Provincial Agriculture Agent.
District officer.
Teacher, cordinator of a civic group, and
independent broadcaster.
Member, district Municipal Council and
chairwoman of housewives' group.
Assistant director, academic department of a local
school and Board member, Provincial Cultural
Council.
Village headman.
Leader, preserved agricultural foods group.

Listeners

Kamn Manimaeng
Bunchua Chala
Panya Udornsi
Wira Phunsakul
Suwat Leelapruek
Pien Kaewkhum
Wanni chumphakhan
Anothai Wannaya
Ghen Kamhangpol

Farmer, milk seller, and TAO's member.
Farmer.
Mechanic and member of emergency mobile unit.
Hand-weaving silk seller.
Saleman.
Housewife and masseur.
Primary health officer.
Housewife and babysitter.
Housewife and farmer.
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Appendix I: Key Informants, Thai Community Radio Federation and People's Owned Community Radio in Kanchanaburi Province, FM 107 MHz
Name

Function

Thai1 Community Radio Federation Coordinator
W ichien Khuttawat

Coordinator, Thai Community Radio Federation

Kanchnnaburi Station Staff

Boonsong Chansongratsamee

Wicharn Un-ok

Outsider ~roducers
Nuanporn Bantoengchit

Nattapon Kathinhom
Phayungsi Nawawat
Somporn Petchboploi

Station Manager, Chairman, Kanchanaburi Media
Reform Group, Vice Chairman, Kanchanaburi
Natural Reservation Group, and Representative,
people's radio in the West for the Thai
Community Radio Federation.
Coordinator, SIF projects in Kanchanaburi.
Professional producer, local paper owner and
journalist, member of Kanchanaburi Media
Reform Group, and secretary and general
coordinator of the station.
Herbalist, advisor of Thai Herbal Developing
Group, and member of Kanchanaburi Media
Reform Group.
Primary health care volunteer and member of
provincial health community .
Farmer.

Comrnunitv Lenders

Charnlong Srimuang
Chokchai Makyudi
Thongsuk Sriwanpim
Lamyai Sriwongyai
Pinun Chotirosserani

Nipa Chantasombun
Ousa Munpon
Wandi chaipensuk
Listeners
Thana Kokcharoen
Lek Sabaiporn
Vira Kanphai
Sarnroeng Paibua
Aim Chonkaset
Chusi Lahan
Tawip Piangkin
Suchita Chaichompu
Ubon ~Muangpo
Sunanta Suriyawong

Senior Advisor of Thai Rak Thai Party and
founder of the Institution for leadership in
Kanchanaburi.
Head, provincial special security police office.
Chairman of a community in municipality.
Leader of a community in municipality.
Board member and provincial representative of
the National Economic and Social Council and
president, Kanchanaburi National Reservation
Group.
Chairwoman, local entrepreneur group in
municipality.
Head, community development section of the
Kanchanaburi Municipal Council.
Chairwoman, hand-weaving cloth group.

Owner of lathe shop.
Barber.
Jeweler and visiting lecturer of a local technology
institution.
Food seller.
Retired public servant.
Owner of local music band and dancer.
Member, community-based small business.
Policewoman.
Food vender and member of a music-lover group.
Housewife and member of a music lover group.

